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Abstract

ABSTRACT

The employmentof optical fibre techniques for measuring electric current in electric
powersystemshas been investigated using two distinct approaches. One wasentirely

optical and was based on the rotation of linearly polarised light in a magnetic field

(Faraday effect) produced by the electric current to be measured. The other approach
wasa hybrid technique which combined the advantages of an established measurement
technology with the benefits of optical fibre transmission. This second approach was

the one investigated in greatest detail.

The Faraday effect investigations examined the rotation of linearly polarised light in
bulk optical materials; measurements were made using two optical modulation
techniques. One system used pure optical intensity modulation and the other employed

the technique of chromatic modulation; an optical intensity independent technique,

whichis efficient in the use of optical power and hashigh resolution capability.
The hybrid system incorporated a current transformer (CT) with an active electronic
transmitter at the measurement point on a powerline. Techniques for energising the
remote active transmitter unit have been devised and demonstrated to be viable using
commercially available components. These include three optical energisation systems

and powerline energisation with backup techniques. Furthermore, a system using a
single rather than two separate CTs for a line powered hybrid current sensor has been

demonstrated although it does not achieve the accuracy required by most applications.
The performance of several prototype hybrid system units has been extensively

investigated on both laboratory and industrial high power systems. The experimental
investigations included high current tests at the British Short Circuit Testing Station at
Hebburn (the highest rated facility of its kind in the UK) and overhead powerline
investigations on the Channel Tunnel (Eurotunnel) rail link.

Through the various

laboratory andfield tests, it has been shownthat the hybrid system is not affected by

vibration, is immuneto high voltage electrical discharges, and functions adequately in
both laboratory and industrial high power system environments. The system meets the
accuracy and linearity requirements set by the British Standards Institution although

not overthe entire range of temperature required by the standards.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of Electric Current Measurement in Power Systems

The availability of electricity for public and private usage is the key to the industrial

progress which is vital for the continual improvement in the standards of living of
people world-wide. The role of an electric power system is to generate, transmit and
distribute this electricity; a task as complexas it is essential for a modern society. The
transmission of this electricity over long distances (from the generating stations to the
consumers) is mainly realised through electric current in high voltage (HV) power

lines.

There are two main reasons why electric current needs to be measured or

monitored in electric power systems. Theseare for:
e Metering, and

e Protection.
The metering purpose is simply to ensure that customers are billed based on how much
electricity they have consumed. Such measurements are required with high accuracy,

typically 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 3%, or 5%, at the system’s nominal maximum rated

current and usually at power frequency (50Hz in the UK) [BS 3938, 1973].

Electric power generation, transmission, and distribution systems represent substantial

investments for the electrical power supply industry, and so are customarily protected
from faults through the use of relays and circuit breakers. A fault in a power system

circuit is any failure which interferes with the normal flow of electric current
[Stevenson WD, 1982]. This may result in the flow of excessive currents(i.e. currents

in excess of the nominal maximum current of the system). The fault current,if speedily
detected can help operate the protective devices and hence avoid any adverse
consequences. Thus, a device for measuring electric currents at certain strategic points
along a high power system is an integral component of such protective schemes.
These measurements are required over an exceptionally large current range (typically
up to a factor of 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 times the system’s nominal maximum rated
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current) and also over an especially high frequency range (up to 1kHz,typically), but
with less demanding accuracy (5% or 10%) [BS 3938, 1973].

The protective devices in power systemsare thus requiredto:
e Isolate any faulty equipmentrapidly, so that the rest of the system can continue to

operate satisfactorily.
e Preventor limit damage to equipment and dangerto staff, consumers, or the general
public.
As mentioned above, the capital cost of plant and equipmentin a power system is very

large, so there is a direct financial incentive in preventing damage whenfaults occur.
In addition to capital cost, the cost of an outage maybe substantial if the system has to
be operated less efficiently for a considerable time while the equipmentis repaired or
replaced. Another important factor is the security of electricity supply to customers.

An industrial society depends on, and expects to have an uninterrupted supply of
electricity.

This is a matter of economics so far as industry is concerned, but the

political pressure from domestic consumers is also a significant factor.

The more

rapidly the protective devices detect and eliminate a fault, the less the risk of power
system instability, damage to plant, danger to humanlife, or loss of electricity supply.

Therefore, the measurementofelectric current in power systems for both metering and
protection purposesare indispensable requirements. Indeed theseare intrinsic facets of

the same continuous advancement of modern society which the availability of
electricity is the key.
There are also other purposes for measuring electric current in power systems, which
include: tap-changer applications, testing of power system equipment(e.g. circuit
breakers) during manufacture and when in service, power line investigations, and
research [Schwab AJ, 1972] [Stevenson WD, 1982] [Naidu MS and Kamaraju V,

1995].
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Rationale for Ongoing Research into Electric Current Measurement

Techniques

Measurements of electric currents in power systems are normally made using current
transformers (CTs) [Wright A, 1968]. To date, experience with the conventional CTs

indicates that they are simple andreliable devices. Therefore why develop new electric
current sensors when CTs which have proved reliable for many years are available?
One main reasonis that a conventional CT for these HV applicationsis inherently large
and expensive dueto electrical insulation requirements. Furthermore, the burden and
leads whichlink a CT to a control room are susceptible to electromagnetic interference
(EMI) which leads to measurements being distorted since, in general, a high power
system environmentis electrically noisy.

The growing demand forelectricity necessitates its transmission at higher voltages.
This is because the power loss (I°R) in a transmission cable is less if electricity is
transmitted at higher voltage and lower current since the amount of unwanted heat
dissipated (due to the resistance R of the cable) is proportional to the square of the
current I. In some developed countries (e.g. USA), power transmission voltages have
reached 765kV or 1100kV, and 1500kV systemsare also being built [Naidu MS and
Kamaraju V, 1995].

Despite these voltage levels, the current must be measured at

certain points along the powerline.

Generally, the size and cost of the electrical

insulation required for a conventional CT increases rapidly with an increase in the
operating voltage level of the powerline. Thus, at very high line voltages (hundreds of
kV), the large electrical insulation requirementcalls for substantial space and extensive
supporting structure which tends to be very expensive.

A further problem is the

increased failure of the bushing of a conventional CTasthe line voltagerises.

In view of these, the need to explore means of reducing this expense haslong beenfelt,

especially since electric power supply systemsare increasingly being operated at higher

powertransmission voltages [Naidu MS and Kamaraju V, 1995]. Thus, although CTs
have provedtheir reliability over a long period, the electrical insulation problem is one
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main reason why novel methods of measuring current in HV plants are being sought.
The EMIsusceptibility problem is another significant factor.

Furthermore, in the UK forinstance,privatisation of the electric power supply industry
is leading to the need for ever increasing efficiency gains. As electric power supply
systems are increasingly operated close to optimum economic efficiency, the cost and
limitations of the conventional CT become gain limiting factors. Therefore for high
efficiency gains, improved plant and system monitoring methods are required.

For

maximum benefit, such methods rely upon evolving the use of new technologies such
as optical fibre based sensing systems. An optical fibre current measuring system for
use on HV powerlines and circuit breakers is an example of such a system which has

long been regarded as offering major advantages but has yet to be fully realised
commercially.

The attraction of optical fibre current sensors stems from the properties of optical
fibres which give such sensors several benefits over their conventional electrical
counterparts. These advantages include [Senior JM, 1992]:

e Their inherentelectric insulation property (which avoids the need for a large and
costly insulation between the HV point and ground),
e Freedom from electromagnetic interference (EMI),
e Small size and low weight,

e Large bandwidth,
e Low transmissionlosses,
e Security of transmission,

e Elimination of sparking andfire hazards,
e Their inert nature which meansthey can tolerate most kinds of weather and
immersion in many fluids, and

e Lowcost expectation.

Thus, by using optical fibre techniques the HV insulation system would be simpler, low
cost, more reliable, light weight, and of low maintenance design that would be

environmentally friendly.

An all-dielectric signal transmission path utilising optical
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fibres between the sensing head at HV and the control room equipment wouldin effect

eliminate high voltage and EMIpick-ups.

Despite the above advantages and the many researchers working in this field worldwide,all-optical fibre current sensors have maderelatively limited market penetration.

The reality is that some of the potential advantages of optical fibre current sensors
have emerged to be less guaranteed and more dependent on engineering rather than
fundamental physics issues. For instance, optical fibre sensors are highly sensitive to
more than one parameter, e.g. most optical fibre current sensors based upon the

Faraday effect are also sensitive to temperature and vibration [Jones GRefal., 1995].
Consequently, such sensors require extensive engineering techniques to optimise the
sensors’ responses to the wanted parameter (electric current) and minimise the

influence of unwanted parameters (e.g. temperature and vibration). This is affecting
the low cost and highreliability projections for optical fibre sensors.

Further realities about optical fibres are that although they are inherently insulating,
they are subject to surface tracking at very high voltages [Jones GR et al., 1995]

[Spencer JW, 1993]. Surface tracking is the formation of unwanted conducting paths
on the surface of a dielectric or insulator when it is subjected to a high electric field
[Young EC, 1988]. Hence to avoid this, insulators need to be fitted to the optical fibre
which increases size and cost.

Additionally, even though optical fibres are flexible,

gradual bending over extended lengths causes transmission loss (attenuation).
Furthermore, while optical fibres themselves are lightweight, they need protective
sheathing which increases weight and reducesflexibility. One advantage that continues
to be a certainty for all-optical current sensors is the EMI immunity of optical fibres.

However, on the whole, several engineering design problems have inhibited the
advancement and utilisation of all-optical current sensors for real industrial
applications.

Another important factor is that potential end-users (the electricity power supply
industry) have remained lacking in confidence in these sensors, since they rely upon
optical methods and components whose long term reliability remain to be fully
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authenticated. This situation is only being resolved slowly and may persist for some
time. Due to the acknowledged advantages of optical fibre transmission, a possible
route for resolving this problem has been to use hybrid optical fibre current sensors.
These are systems which combine the reliability of conventional sensing techniques

with the benefits of optical fibre transmission. Similarly, there have been hitherto some
engineering design problems which haverestricted the efficient development and
deployment of such hybrid optical fibre current sensors.

For example, the most

promising types of such systems employ active electronic components at the sensing
head which introduce major problemsincluding powerfeeding, shielding against EMI,

stability with environmental effects (e.g. temperature fluctuations), and the reliability of
the active devices at high voltages.

1.3 Purpose and Scope of Present Research

To boost the confidence of the electric power industry as regards the benefits of novel
optical fibre current sensors, such sensors need to fulfil the industry’s requirements.

The requirements of such a sensor as specified by the electric power supply industry
are as follows [Pilling NA and Lewis G, 1994]:

e Performance (accuracy and phase displacement) in accordance with British Standards
specifications for class 1 conventional CTs, table 1.1 [BS 3938, 1973].

e Linear response up to peak rated current.

e Fail safe (i.e. the failure of the sensor should be distinguishable from other events).
e Wide bandwidth (typically = 1kHz) for protection purposes.

e Allow a wide environmental temperature fluctuations from -20°C to +75°C, without
significantly degrading the system performance.

e Highreliability.
e Small physical size and weight.

e Use standard and readily available components.
e Should be cost-effective.
e Easyto install.
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Table 1.1: Limits of error for accuracy classes 0.1 to 5 of measuring CTsat rated
frequency (50Hz in the UK) [BS 3938, 1973].

Class

+ % current(ratio) error at % of

Fearated current shown below

+ phase displacement (in minutes)

at % of rated current shown below

au
[1
papees
aa
=-bee_perpetopo
aa
attee

To successfully persuade the electric power industry to switch allegiance to optical

fibre current sensors, the performance andreliability of such sensors must have been

demonstrated to be comparable to or to surpass those of the corresponding
conventional sensors under various industrial conditions and for comparable lifetimes
as conventional CTs.

The aim of this project was to develop an optical fibre current sensor suitable for
electric current measurement in power systems and which appealsto the electric power
industry (with respect to the specifications above). Two different approaches were

undertaken.

One was wholly optical and was based on the rotation of linearly

polarised light in a magnetic field (Faraday effect) produced by the current to be
measured, using bulk optical materials.

The magnetic field around a powerline is

relatively weak. Hence, the project sought to identify suitable materials which give
substantial polarisation rotation with low temperature coefficient and to determine

optimum optical techniques and configurations for maximum system sensitivity and
system accuracy.

Two experimental systems were investigated; a monochromatic

system based upon absolute intensity modulation and a polychromatic system which
employed the technique of chromatic modulation, an optical intensity independent
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technique, which is efficient in the use of optical power and has high resolution
potential.

The other approach was a hybrid technique which combined the advantages of an
established and well-trusted measurement technology with the benefits of optical fibre

transmission. This was the main technique researched since it proved to be the most
promising approach to achieving the specifications above. Such systems have hitherto
been hindered by the mismatch between the power demandofthe transmitter unit (for
a transmitter having high performance) and the power which can be deliveredreliably,
cost-effectively, and with fail safety. Techniques for energising the active transmitter

unit of the hybrid system were thus investigated.

The aim was to devise a hybrid

system which operates at low power levels and achieves the electric power supply

industry’s requirements listed above.

It is important to acknowledge the reality that some operating conditions or
environments are muchbetter than others. A sensor that operates extremely well on a

laboratory bench may have a much lower performance on a real high power system.
Since the ultimate objective for researching novel current sensors is for employment on

real high power systems, it is imperative to investigate their operation under the
relevant conditions.
previous work.

This subject seems to have been givenlittle consideration in

Consequently, in the present work, a number of appropriate

experimental investigations have been performed with the system developed. These
experimental investigations varied from laboratory bench top experiments, via
extensive tests on laboratory high power systems, to a numberoftests on industrial
high powersystems.

1.4 Structure of Thesis

A brief description ofthe structure of the thesis is outlined below:
Chapter 2 discusses the fundamentals of optical fibre sensor systems. This is aimed at

familiarising the reader with the components of optical fibre sensors, some appropriate
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optical concepts, and optical fibre modulation techniques. The fundamentals of optical
energisation which apply specifically to hybrid sensors with active transmitters are also
discussed.

The various potential types of optical energisation architectures are

examined, and the powerdelivery capability and cost of each type is considered. The
various parameters which dictate the choice of the main components in these systems

are examined(i.e. optical energisation system design considerations). Furthermore, the
reliability of optical energisation systems is discussed.

In chapter 3, the various techniques of sensing electric current in power systems are
reviewed. Both conventional and novel methods are discussed. The review of novel

methods largely comprise optical fibre techniques, but one new technique which is
non-optical is also discussed. The survey of hybrid optical fibre current sensors having

active transmitters includes a discussion of the various energisation options available,
with reference made to their implications on the overall system design, performance,
and cost. The options are local battery energisation, local powerline energisation, and

remote optical energisation. Where appropriate, the shortcomings of previous systems
are highlighted in the review.

The main investigations and results of this project are described in chapters 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8.

Chapter 4 describes investigations undertaken for the design of a Faraday

optical current sensor.

The principle of operation and the performance of the

experimental systems with both intensity and chromatic modulation techniques are
described. The results of an investigation into the use of a higher Verdet constant

Faraday effect material (BSO crystal) are given and discussed.

Chapter 5 describes the generic energisation of hybrid sensors. Three different generic
optical energisation systems investigated in this project are described in detail.

In

addition, two energisation systems, each consisting of a ‘hybrid’ or mixture of two of

the three options considered in chapter 3 are introduced. These include powerline
energisation with automatic rechargeable battery backup and powerline energisation
with automatic optical energisation standby.

Furthermore, the feasibility of using a

single rather than two CTsin a line powered hybrid current sensor is examined.
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Chapter 6 gives a detailed description of the design and development of a hybrid

optical current sensor system. Prototypes of optically energised and battery powered
hybrid optical current sensors which were developed are described.

Chapter 7 is concerned with the effects of environmental temperature fluctuations on
the performance of the hybrid optical current sensor and their compensation.

This

includes a description of the design and development of a hybrid optical temperature
sensor which was incorporated into the hybrid optical current sensor to aid the
temperature compensation. A method of compensation for the temperature effects is

proposed.

Chapter 8 describes the performance of the prototypes of the hybrid optical current
sensor under different testing conditions.

The testing conditions vary from simple

laboratory bench top experiments, via extensive tests on laboratory high power

systems, to a numberof tests on industrial high power systems.

The site tests on

industrial high power systems consist of high current tests performed at the British
Short Circuit Testing Station, Hebburn, Newcastle Upon-Tyne and also overhead

powerline investigations on the Channel Tunnel (Eurotunnel) rail link. The purpose of
each of the various experimental investigations performed is given and the
experimental procedures are described.

Furthermore, the experimental results are

presented, analysed, and discussed.

Finally, in chapter 9, the main conclusions of the research are presented, together with
suggestions for future developments.
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CHAPTER2
FUNDAMENTALS OF OPTICAL FIBRE SENSOR SYSTEMS

2.1 Introduction

An optical fibre sensor is a system in which some parameter characteristic of an optical
signal is modulated in a reproducible and recoverable manner by a physical

phenomenon (the measurand). The fundamental concept of such a system is illustrated
in figure 2.1.1.
Sensing head

:: Modulation
i
‘4

Optical source
Photodetector

‘

(e.g. current, voltage,
ceo temperature, pressure,

2 gear ot

input optical fibre

Measurand

displacement, vibration,

outputoptical fibre

etc.)

Figure 2.1.1: Basic optical fibre sensor system.

It consists of four main units, namely, the optical source, optical fibre(s), modulator,
and the photodetector. An optical signal is produced by a light source and launched
into an optical fibre where it is guided to the sensing head (modulation zone). At the
sensing head, some property of the optical signal is modified by the measurand (the
physical parameter being measured) and the modulated optical signal is guided through

another optical fibre to a photodetector where it is demodulated. The properties of the
optical signal which can be modulated are the intensity, polarisation, phase,
wavelength, and spectral distribution.

There are two basic categories of optical fibre sensors, namely, intrinsic and extrinsic
sensors [Senior JM, 1992].

In an intrinsic type, the action of the measurand on the

optical signal occurs within the optical fibre itself. In an extrinsic type, the modulation
process occurs externally from the optical fibres. In this case, the optical fibres are
used exclusively for, firstly, guiding the unmodulated optical signal to the sensing point
and secondly, transmitting the modulated optical signal from the sensing point to a
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detector. Hybrid optical fibre sensors, which are sensors that combine conventional

sensing methods with optical fibre transmission techniques fall into the class of
extrinsic sensors. However,in a hybrid optical fibre sensor, the actual measurand does
not act directly on the optical signal. In this case, optical modulation is attained via a
preceding conversion of the measurandinto usually an electrical signal which is used to

modulate the optical signal.

This chapter reviews the fundamentals of optical fibre sensor systems, beginning from
section 2.2 with a discussion, in general terms, of the three essential components of

such a system. In section 2.3, some concepts concerning the wave nature of light
whichare relevant to light modulation are briefly discussed. This is followed in section

2.4 by a review of various optical modulation techniques which can be employed
within the modulation zone(fig. 2.1.1). Finally, section 2.5 deals with fundamentals of

optical energisation, which are peculiar to hybrid optical fibre sensors.

2.2_ Optical Fibre Sensor System Components

The three essential components of optical fibre sensor systems are: the optical sources,

optical fibres, and photodetectors.

2.2.1 Optical sources

In an optical fibre sensor system, the information is carried by an optical signal. The
basic role of an optical source is to convert an electrical signal in the form of a current
into this optical signal (the information carrier) in an efficient manner which allows the

optical signal to be effectively coupled into an input optical fibre.

The main

requirements for an optical source for use in an optical fibre sensor, in general, include
the following [Senior JM, 1992]:

(i) Should have small size and configuration suitable for launching light into an optical
fibre. Ideally, the light output should be extremely directional.
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(ii) Should produce and couple adequate optical power into an optical fibre so that
with attenuation in the optical fibre plus connector losses, sufficient optical poweris
still transmitted to the photodetector.
(iii) Should be able to maintain a stable optical output which is not influenced by
ambient conditions(e.g. temperature) and ageing.
(iv) Should have a low noise content and should producea stable spectrum.
(v) The output spectrum should be compatible with the low loss wavelengths of the

optical fibre and with the spectral response of the photodetector.
(vi) Should be inexpensive andreliable.

There are three main types of optical sources available for use in optical fibre sensors;
whichare [Senior JM, 1992]:

(a) Broadband sources (incandescent lamps),
(b) Narrowband incoherentsources (light emitting diodes (LEDs)), and

(c) Monochromatic coherent sources (gas lasers and laser diodes (LDs)).

Incandescent lamps (e.g. tungsten halogen light sources) are thermal sources, with the

production oflight based on radiation produced by a hot body through the application

of an appropriate electrical current. They can provide watts of optical power but over
a wide wavelength range (~0.3um to ~2um)and distributed over a large solid angle

(4m steradians).

The maximum output power density of such a source is typically

1W/cm? [Culshaw B, 1984]. These sources are commercially available with various
powerratings, including 12W, 50W, 150W, and 250W. Because the output of such a

source is spatially distributed, it is rather difficult to launch efficiently into an optical
fibre.

Nevertheless, lenses can be used to launch useful optical power from such a

source into an optical fibre bundle, and possibly into a large core size step indexfibre.

LEDs are pn junction semiconductor devices that emit light when forward biased.

Radiation from LEDsare caused by the recombination of electrons and holes which are
injected into the junctions by forward bias voltages. LEDs are available with output
powerratings of up to 1OmW.

They emit over a wavelength range of 550nm to

1.5um, with different.peak wavelengthsfor different colours of LEDs. Generally, their
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launching efficiencies are poor as coupling efficiency strongly depends on the radiation
patterns of emitters.

Thus LEDs are also useful only with large core diameter

multimode optical fibres because of their outputs spatial properties.

As the term Jaser implies, light amplification by a laser is by stimulated emission of
radiation.

Gas lasers (e.g. HeNe) are luminescent sources where a power supply

causes an electrical discharge to be produced, usually in a gas, resulting in the
conversion of electrical energy to radiation.

Gas lasers are useful general purpose

sources providing a high degree of coherence. The most frequently and widely used

gas lasers are HeNelasers operating at 632.8nm or 1.15um, Carbon dioxide lasers
operating at 10.6,1m, and Argonion lasers operating at 514.5nm. The HeNelasers at
632.8nm are particularly useful as inexpensive, relatively low powers (0.1 to 100mW)
highly coherent sources with high launchingefficiencies.

Laser diodes (LDs) emit optical power at various levels over a wider range and most
commonly in the wavelength range of from 780nm to 1550nm. LDs of up to 200mW

powerrating for single emitter CW devices are available, but these high power LDs are
expensive at present. Nevertheless, these are convenient to use and are capable of high

launchingefficiencies into low lossfibres.

LDs and LEDsare the two most commonsourcesusedin optical fibre sensor systems,
primarily developed for optical fibre communication systems. These sources (LDs and
LEDs)are reliable, compact and are mechanically stable devices, and hence have been

widely embraced for optical fibre sensing.

A problem with these sources is the

influence of temperature (T) on the optical power output (P,), with P, decreasing with
an increase in T. This is due to a decrease in efficiency of conversion of electron-hole
pairs to photons at higher temperatures. As an example, figure 2.2.1 shows a sketch of

the effect of temperature changes on the operating characteristic of a LD [Palais JC,
1988]. The threshold current, i, which is the minimum LD drive current required for

lasing (i.e. operation) increases with an increase in T (typically at about 1.5%/°C)
[Palais JC, 1988]. Hence, for a given i, P, decreases with an increase in T. Thus,in

general, optical fibre sensors based on absolute intensity modulation need to
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There are however other optical techniques (e.g.

polarimetric, interferometric, and chromatic) which are unaffected by this problem.

Optical power

<——— _T=30'°C
T=60°C
T=40°C

output(P,)

T=20'€

LD drive current, i

in (at 20°C)

Figure 2.2.1: LD operating characteristic, showing effect of temperature changes.

2.2.2 Optical fibres
Asindicated in section 2.2.1, the information from optical fibre sensors is transmitted

in the form of light (photons). An optical fibre is a length of dielectric material which
can trap the light and guide it to another end. Hence, in optical fibre sensor systems,

one function of optical fibres is to guide the light (the information carriers in such
systems) along the paths of the systems.

Details concerning light propagation in

optical fibres and the effects of the medium on the transmitted light can be found in the

literature [Culshaw B, 1984] [RS Data Library, 1988] [Senior JM, 1992].

The optionsthat exist in choosing a suitable optical fibre for an optical fibre sensorare:

(a) multimode or single-modefibre
Multimode fibres are larger and easier to handle than single-mode fibres.

The

advantage of single-modefibresis their large information capacities, resulting from the

absence of modal dispersion (pulse spreading).

Long distance, large information

capacity systems require these fibres, which are, however,relatively more expensive.

(b) Multimode SI or GRIN
Source to fibre coupling is normally moreefficient with step index (SJ) fibres than with

graded index (GRIN)fibres, while losses for the two types are the same. GRIN fibres
are designed for low pulse distortion, making them suitable for long distance, high data
rate applications, although they are relatively more expensive.
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(c) Material type
The options in this category are: all-glass, plastic cladded silica (PCS), or all-plastic
fibres. All-glass fibres have the lowest attenuation, making them the choice for long
paths. Although PCSfibres have higher losses, their larger numerical aperture (NA)
make coupling moreefficient, so they are useful for moderate path lengths. All-plastic
fibres have the highest losses, however, they possess the largest cores and the highest
NA, which make source to fibre coupling easier.

Thus, they are convenient and

efficient for short links, and are also the cheapest of the three options, with all-glass

types being relatively the mostcostly.

(d) Wavelength of operation
Operation in the short wavelength range (0.8m to 0.9m) is quite practical. Losses
and pulse spreading are low enough to produce long distance, high data rate systems.
Sources and detectors are readily available in this range.

In the longer wavelength

range (1.3m to 1.6m) both attenuation and dispersion are reduced. Operation in
this second window is attractive for very high data rate, long distance links, although
the availability and costs of suitable sources and detectors are limitations.

Representative numerical values of some important properties of the various

commercially available types of fibres are summarised in table 2.1 [Senior JM, 1992]
[Palais JC, 1988]. The bandwidths quoted are specified over a 1km length of fibre.
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Table 2.1: Summary of someproperties of available types of optical fibres.

Optical

core

Attenuation

Bandwidth

Best suited application

fibre type

diameter

(dB.km") at

(MHz.km)

(typically)

(um)

A=0.85um
2.6 to 50

Multimode

50

0.16
6 to 50
Forshort links (< a few
to
km) using LEDs.
to
(all-glass)
4 00
0.5
For medium links using
300 to
30
2 to 10
0.2
Multimode
LEDsandinjection
to
to peoo
pe
GRIN
lasers.
0.3
100
(all-glass)
Monomode
0.08
2to5
> 500
Forvery long links using
5
single-modeinjection
to
to
SI
lasers.
10
0.15
(all-glass)

Multimode
PCS: SI

to

0.2

Forshort links (< 1km)

to

using LEDs

500
0.5
50
0.2
Multimode a
to
PCS: GRIN
to
Multimode
All-plastic
SI

100

0.3

A 00

0.5
to
0.6

to

600

Forshortlinks (<a few
km) using LEDs.

50 to 1000
at
A=0.65um

Not usually
specified

For very short (tens of
metres) low costlinks.

2.2.3_Photodetectors
The function of a photodetector in an optical fibre sensor system is to convert the
received optical signal into an electrical signal which can be processed by electronic

circuitry to extract the information encoded onto the optical carrier at the modulator.
The photodetector is one of the crucial elements which dictate the overall system

performance.

In executing its function, the ideal photodetector will reproduce the

signal waveform with fidelity, will add no noise to the detection oth will produce

the maximum electrical signal for a given amount of received optical power, and
furthermore, should be smallin size, highly reliable, and inexpensive.

There are two distinct photodetection mechanisms that may be used in optical fibre
sensor systems. Oneis the external photoelectric effect, in which electrons are freed

from the surface of a metal by the energy absorbed from incident photons. An example

of a detector based on this effect is a photomultiplier.

The other mechanism, the
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internal photoelectric effect, uses semiconductor junction devices in which free charge
carriers (electrons and holes) are generated by the absorption of incoming photons.
Devices using this phenomenonare photodiodes.

Photomultipliers have very high sensitivities because they exhibit internal gain

mechanisms, with a gain of 10° being typical [Yariv A, 1991]. They are also very fast,
with some havingrise times of a few tenths of a ns [Palais JC, 1988]. However, they

have several disadvantages including high cost, large size, high weight, and the need

for high bias voltages (hundreds of Volts) [Palais JC, 1988]. Consequently, they are

notattractive for use in optical fibre sensor systems.

There are basically two types of photodiodes which are commonly used as
photodetectors in optical fibre sensor systems. One is commonly knownasPIN andit

generates a single electron-hole pair per absorbed photon. Theother is an avalanche
photodiode (APD) which exhibits internal gain, generating more than one electron-hole
pair per photon through the process of impact ionisation [Senior JM, 1992]. The gain

process is known as avalanche gain, which is, however, much lower than the gain
available from a photomultiplier, being limited to values of several hundred orless

[Palais JC, 1988].

Both PIN and APD photodetectors are widely employed in optical fibre sensor systems
and optical fibre communication systems. The APD is usually used where a very high

sensitivity is required, or when the system is loss-limited, as often occurs in long
distance links. The PIN photodiode on the other handis generally, but not exclusively,

employed in less demanding applications. The PIN device is cheaper, less sensitive to
temperature and requires a lower reverse bias voltage than the APD which requires
high reverse bias voltages (50 to 400V) [Senior JM, 1992]. The response times of the

two devices are comparable, so the PIN device is preferable in most optical fibre
sensor systems.
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The PIN photodiodes are commonly made from semiconductors such as Si, Ge, and

InGaAs. A comparison of the important properties of semiconductor PIN photodiodes
made from these different materials are summarised in table 2.2 [Palais JC, 1988]. -

Table 2.2: Properties of PIN photodiodes with different materials.

Material

Wavelength

Wavelength of

Peak responsivity

Dark

range (nm)

peak response (nm)

(A/W)

current (nA)

300 - 1100

500 - 1800

1000 - 1700

1550

5
0

1700

2.3_ Wave Nature of Light

Asindicated in section 2.2.1, light is the information carrier in an optical fibre sensor
system and henceoptical modulation involves a modification of some property of light.
Prior to discussing optical modulation techniques (section 2.4), it is useful to briefly
describe some concepts concerning the wave nature of light, which are relevant to
optical modulation in optical fibre sensor systems.

These optical concepts are

polarisation of light and reflection of polarisedlight.

2.3.1 Polarisation of light

The state of polarisation of light refers to a property of light, which may belinear,
elliptical, circular, or partial polarisation [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989]. This is specified by
the electric field vector E(z, t) at a fixed point in space, z, and at time, t. Natural light
consists of many individual waves and, in general, the planes of vibration of their E

fields will be randomly oriented. Such a light is unpolarised and the resultant E field
vector changes orientation randomly in time. Polarised light, on the other hand,is

characterised by highly oriented E fields.

Consider the E field vector of light travelling along a given direction (e.g. z axis). It
has two orthogonal components(i.e. E = E, + Ey) which may be represented by:
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E, = E,x cos(at - kz + x)

Ey = Eny cos(at - kz + oy)

(2.1)

where E, and E, are the values of the E field in the x and y directions at the position z
and at time t, E,x and E,, are the amplitudes of the x and y vibrations, , and oy are the

phasesof the x and y vibrations at z = 0, and 9, - ox is the phase difference, 5, between
the x and y components.

The curve described by the end pointof the E field vector as time progresses is known

as polarisation ellipse and may be expressed as [Yariv A and Yeh P, 1984]:

E.
2E.E.
(Fz:y + Gy — (—)cosd = sin’d
En

oy

ox”

(2.2)

oy

Thevariation of E,x, E,y, and 6 definesall polarisation states, as follows:

(i) 6 = O or 7 gives linearly polarised light, where the E field oscillates in a given
constant orientation.

(ii) 6 = + 1/2 and E,x = Epy gives circularly polarised light, where the E field vector is
constant in amplitude but rotates with angular frequency @.

When twocircularly

polarised light waves of equal amplitude but opposite sense of rotation (one left and
the other right) interfere with one another, the result is linearly polarised light [Meyer-

Arendt JR, 1989].

(iii) Elliptical polarisation of light is the most general type which is defined by equation

2.2 for various values of 6. Linear and circular polarisation of light described above
are two extremesofelliptical polarisation. Forelliptically polarised light, the E field
vector rotates but the amplitude changes at the same time, and the orbit of the

amplitudeis an ellipse.
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Figure 2.3.1 showsa variety of polarisation states for different values of 5, for Eox.=Eoy

[Yariv A and Yeh P, 1984].

Litae
6=51/4

§=37/2

6=71/4

Figure 2.3.1: Polarisation states of light for specific values of 8.

2.3.2 Reflection of polarised light
Whenpolarised light is reflected at a surface, the reflection coefficient, p, (i.e. the ratio
of the reflected E field to the incident E field) is a function of both the angle of
incidence and the polarisation direction with respect to the plane of incidence [Palais
JC, 1988]. Whenthe reflection coefficients for orthogonal polarisation components

become complex quantities, a phase change is introduced in the resultant reflected E
field of the light. This generally occurs when the angle of incidence is greater than the
critical angle of incidence or when the second medium is a metal becausethe refractive
index of a metal (e.g. Al) is a complex quantity [Jenkins FA and White HE, 1937]
[Clarke D and Grainger JF, 1971] [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989] [Li G, 1995].

The phase change introduced will cause a linearly polarised light to become an

elliptically polarised light (section 2.3.1).

2.4 Optical Modulation Techniques

Modulation of a light beam is the mechanism by which the information about the
physical parameter to be measured (the measurand)is passed on to the light beam. In

an optical fibre sensor, this takes place in the modulation zone of the generalised
system depicted in figure 2.1.1. The light beam can be modulated in five of its basic
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properties, namely: intensity, phase, polarisation, wavelength, and spectral distribution.

This section briefly reviews the various techniques of modulating the optical signal at
the sensing point (fig. 2.1.1).

2.4.1 Intensity modulation

Intensity modulation involves the variation of the intensity of light in response to

changes in the measurand. Thisis potentially the simplest optical modulation principle,
which in effect exists in all other optical modulation techniques since optical detectors
measure changes in optical intensity and thus all optical modulation systems need to

ultimately produce an intensity measurable effect. The general concepts associated
with pure intensity modulation include reflection, transmission, and microbending and
generally use the configurations shownin figure 2.4.1 [Culshaw B, 1982, 1984].

Light source

Photodetector

outputfibre

. inputfibre

se

t

Ree—>

aee
(a) moving reflector
modulator

(b) moving shutter
modulator

(c) microbend loss
modulator

Figure 2.4.1: Intensity modulation optical fibre sensors.

In figure 2.4.1(a), modulation is accomplished by the movementof a reflector relative
to the fixed ends of two fibres.

The divergent light beam from the input fibre is

reflected by the reflector (mirrored surface) and someofthe reflected light is coupled

into the output fibre and is detected by the photodetector. As the reflector moves, as
indicated (fig. 2.4.1(a)), the light coupled into the output fibre changes and leads to a

detected change in outputintensity at the photodetector.

In figure 2.4.1(b), modulation is effected by introducing some form of a shutter which
movesacross the ends of the fibres and interferes with the coupling of light between
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the twofibres. This intensity modulation principle may also be implementedbyrelative

lateral or longitudinal motion of the input and outputfibres.

In figure 2.4.1(c), modulation is achieved by microbending of the fibre. Microbends
are small deformations which can result whena fibre is pressed against a surface which
is not perfectly smooth [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989]. Microbending of a fibre

induces coupling between the modesin the fibre. Someof the coupling is to radiative
modes, so that microbending produces optical signal loss and hence changes in
detected optical intensity at the photodetector.

A microbending loss modulator

induces a controlled loss which may be related to the parameter creating the

microbending.

The main difficulty with systemsutilising absolute intensity modulation results from the
fact that optical sources are all prone to intensity drift with ageing and some with
temperature variations.

Furthermore, mechanical disturbances of fibres can cause

variations in transmitted intensity. These intensity changes are indistinguishable from

modulated intensity signals and lead to measurementerrors since the output from such
a system will not be truly related to the measurand alone. Thus a reference channelis
usually needed to monitor the unwanted optical signal losses, which may in
conjunction with the measurand signal be used to effect compensation. A numberof

schemesfor referencing of intensity modulated optical fibre sensor systems have been
describedin the literature [Murtaza G and Senior JM, 1995].

2.4.2 Phase modulation
Phase modulation is the most sensitive optical modulation technique [Krohn DA,
1992]. Generally, a sensor which employs phase modulation uses a coherentlaserlight
source and two single-modefibres. The light is split and injected into the two fibres

and is recombinedafter travelling through the twofibres. If a physical parameter (the
measurand) perturbs one fibre (sensing fibre) relative to the other (reference fibre), a

phase shift occurs which is detected by an interferometer.
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The phase angle @ of an optical signal within a length L of a fibre is given by [Krohn
DA, 1992] [Culshaw B, 1984]:

o =

2nnL

1

(2.3)

where is the effective refractive index of the guided mode and A is the free space
wavelength of the light. Phase modulation will therefore result from changesin either
L or n. There are four interferometric configurations which have been reported for
detecting these phase changes. These include Mach-Zehnder, Michelson, Fabry-Perot,
and Sagnac interferometers [Krohn DA, 1992].

The Mach-Zehnder and the Sagnac

types are the most widely used for hydrophone or magnetic field sensing and

gyroscope applications, respectively. The Mach-Zehnderinterferometer configuration
is shownin figure 2.4.2.

reference fibre

Laser source

Detector

oS

be

sensing region ee ’

OT

od

ae

sensing fibre

Figure 2.4.2: A Mach-Zehnderoptical fibre interferometer.

A laser output beam is split and injected into both the sensing and the reference singlemode fibres. The light beams are recombined after travelling via the different arms of
the interferometer and are detected to deduce the phase shift. The phase shift results

from differential optical paths due to changesin the length, core diameter or refractive
index of the sensing fibre with respect to the reference fibre. This could be caused by
changes in strain, pressure, or temperature in the sensing region. Other parameters
such as magnetic field strength or voltage can also be measured by employing suitable

coated fibres to convert such quantities into strain. The path difference between the
light emitted from the two fibres gives rise to interference patterns, from which
measurements of the physical parameters are obtained [Senior JM, 1992].

The

temperature sensitivity of such a two arm fibre interferometer has been reported to be
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about 107 rad °C! m’ using a HeNelaser source (A=633nm) and fusedsilica fibre
[Hocker GB, 1979].

Although phase modulation offers a much higher sensitivity over other modulation

techniques, it is prone to environmental effects causing differential changes in the two
armsofthe interferometer.

2.4.3 Polarisation modulation
Polarised light (section 2.3.1) may be modulated (have its state altered) through the
phenomenonofbirefringence (double refraction) [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989].

2.4.3.1 Birefringence
Birefringence refers to anisotropy in the refractive index (i.e. nonuniform index of
refraction) within a material and is caused by the arrangementof atomsbeing different
in different directions through the material [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989]. It may

be defined as [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989]:
Birefringence = n, - ny

(2.4)

where nx and ny are the refractive indices for two different directions of propagation
within a material which a given incident light may take depending on the direction of

polarisation (section 2.3.1). Thus the speed of propagation of a light wave in such a
material dependson the direction of propagation and the polarisation of thelight.

Birehingence occurs naturally in some materials (anisotropic crystals e.g. Calcite
(CaCO3), Quartz (SiOz), etc.). Such crystals (and liquids) have the ability to rotate the

plane of polarisation of light passing through them.

These crystals are said to be

optically active and the phenomenon is known as optical activity [Wilson J and
Hawkes JFB]. Optical activity may be explained by assuming that an optically active

crystal has circular birefringence, that is, such a crystal has different refractive indices,

n, and n, for right and left circularly polarised light, respectively. Thus right andleft
circularly polarised light travel through such a crystal at different speeds and hence a
phase difference will be introduced between them at different distances through the
crystal. As indicated in section 2.3.1, two circularly polarised light components with
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opposite directions of rotation can be combined to give a linearly polarised light.
Therefore, the phase difference introduced between the right and left circularly
polarised light correspondsto a rotation of the planeofa linearly polarisedlight.

Birefringence mayalso be enhancedin natural anisotropic crystals by the application of
external forces, e.g., E fields, H fields, or mechanical stress. Furthermore, it may also

be induced in isotropic materials (e.g. ordinary glass) by the above external forces
[Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989]. Consequently, modulation of the polarisation state
of light may also be used to make a physical measurement. A number of parameters
can be measured using this technique including current (via the Faraday effect) due to
the influence of H fields, voltage (via the Pockels effect or Kerr effect) due to the
influence of E fields, and strain (via the photoelastic effect) due to the influence of

mechanical stress [Senior JM, 1992]. The use of polarisation modulation technique for

measuring electric current via the Faraday effect is described below.

2.4.3.2 Faraday magneto-optic effect
The Faraday effect, discovered by Michael Faraday in 1845, relates to the rotation of

the plane of polarisation of linearly polarised light when passed through a medium in

the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the direction of propagation of the light.
The rotation angle © of the plane of polarisation of the linearly polarised light emitted
from a Faraday material is given by [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989]:

© = VBL

(2.5)

where V(A) = Verdet constant (rad/T.m), which in general is A dependent,
B = magnetic flux density parallel to the direction of light propagation,
L = path length ofthe linearly polarised light within the magnetic field.

For electric current measurement, a magneto-optic material is sited near a powerline
within the magnetic field produced by the current to be measured. The magnetic field

induces circular birefringence (section 2.4.3.1) in the Faraday material which is
proportional to the field. The amount of Faraday inducedrotation is thus proportional
to the magnetic flux density (equation 2.5). From Ampere’s law, the magnetic flux
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density, B, produced by current, I, flowing in a conductor is given by [Plonus MA,

1978]:

pe

(2.6)

27R

where w is the permeability of the medium and is the distance from the conductor.
Since B is directly proportional to the current, I, producing it (equation 2.6) and © is
proportional to B (equation 2.5), it follows that © is proportional to the current being
measured. Hence a knowledgeof ©,in principle, gives a measure of the current.

2.4.3.3, Conversion of polarisation rotation into intensity modulation
In a polarisation modulation technique,the light is linearly polarised at the input to the
modulator (sensing region) using a polariser.

Within the modulator, the plane of

polarisation of the linearly polarised light is rotated in response to the measurand(e.g.
current as above). The rotation of the polarisation state of the light is detected by a
secondpolariser (analyser) positioned at the output of the modulator, which converts
the polarisation rotation information into an intensity dependent signal which can
subsequently be measured.

The conversion of the polarisation rotation modulation into an intensity modulated
signal is determined by the operation of the polariser and analyser combination, which
is given by Malus’ law as [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989]:

I= I,cos’y

|

(2.7)

where I = outputintensity, at angle y,
I, = output intensity with y = 0, and

w = the relative polarisation angle between the polariser and analyserplus the
measurand inducedrotation (e.g. Faraday effect induced rotation).
Dueto the need to analyse the polarisation rotation which involves converting from

polarisation modulation to intensity modulation, sensors employing this modulation

technique also suffer from the problems associated with intensity modulation, as

indicated in section 2.4.1. Consequently, it is usually necessary to also incorporate a
referencing scheme to allow compensation for spurious intensity changes.
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2.4.4 Wavelength modulation

A wavelength modulation technique requires a modulator which directly shifts the
wavelength of light in response to a measurand. Such modulators are scarce and hence
wavelength modulation of light occurs under a limited range of physical conditions

[Culshaw B, 1984]. An example of such a modulation technique is the Dopplereffect,
in whichlight reflected from a moving target is shifted in wavelength. The wavelength
of the reflected light, A,, is given by [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989] [Pilling NA, 1992]:

(2.8)

h, = -, (-4)
c
where A; = wavelength of incidentlight,
c = velocity of light, and

v = velocity of movingtarget parallel to the direction of light propagation.
Generally, wavelength modulation techniques offer immunity to environmental
intensity changes since information conveyed in wavelength format are not affected by
spurious intensity fluctuations.

This is thus a distinct advantage over intensity

modulation techniques.

2.4.5 Chromatic modulation
Chromatic modulation involves the modification of the spectral signature of a broad
band light source in response to changes in the measurand.

Thus this modulation

technique requires a modulator whosespectral transmission varies nonuniformly (and
for unambiguous modulation, monotonically) with the measurand. For instance, the
spectral absorption of ruby glass varies with temperature, so that its incorporation in

an optical fibre system allows the measurement of temperature by measuring the
change in the chromaticity of the transmitted light [Jones GR et al., 1990].

A

parameter which can cause a chromaticity change in an optical element can be
measured with the chromatic modulation technique.

This technique, developed at the University of Liverpool, has been fully described in
the literature [Jones GR and Russell PC, 1993] [Beavan CM, 1989] [Henderson PJ,
1989]

[Moghisi M,

1989].

The technique is inherently immune to intensity

fluctuations. In the chromatic modulation technique, the total available spectrum is
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used to extract the information encoded about the measurand, and not simply two

specific wavelengths. The advantage that this offers is therefore more efficiency with
respect to the use of optical power.

2.4.5.1 Basic structure of chromatic modulation system
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input fibre
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Figure 2.4.3: Chromatic modulation system.

In this technique, light from a broad band source is conveyed via an input fibre to the

modulator where the parameter being sensed causes a controlled nonuniform change in
the spectrum of the source. The modulated light is transmitted via an outputfibre to a
chromatic detector where the nonuniform change in the spectrum is detected. One of
the outputs of the chromatic detector is a quantity known as dominant wavelength
(similar to mean wavelength) which gives a measure of the parameter which induced
the nonuniform change at the modulator. Thisis illustrated in figure 2.4.3.

2.4.5.2 Dominant wavelength

Dominant wavelength, Au, is the parameter yielded by a chromatic monitoring system
based upon the use of two photodetectors with different but overlapping spectral
responsivities. The quantity Ag is produced following some electronic processing of
the electrical outputs of the two detectors.
The system with two detectors in the receiver is referred to as a distimulus chromatic
detection system. Thereis also a tristimulus chromatic detection system which utilises
three detectors in the receiver, again with different but overlapping spectral

responsivities.

The tristimulus system yields two outputs, Ay as above and the

saturation which describes the whiteness or pureness of the received spectrum. Thus
the tristimulus system uses an additional detector, but provides more information at the
receiver. The extra information can either be used to sense another measurand or to
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provide compensation for system instability in a single parameter system.

The

tristimulus system is, however, complex and for many applicationsit is sufficient to use
a distimulus system in which tworather than three detectors are employed.

2.4.5.3 Spectral changesavailable for modulation

Some basic examples of possible changes in the spectral signatures of simple broad
band spectra at the modulatorareillustrated in figure 2.4.4 [Jones GR and Russell PC,

1993].
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Figure 2.4.4: Various spectral changes available for chromatic modulation [Jones GR
and Russell PC, 1993].

In figure 2.4.4(a), there is a shift of the whole spectrum from one wavelength range to
another whilst the spectral width remains fixed. This results in a change in Ag from Ag

to Aw.

In figure 2.4.4(b), part of the spectrum is attenuated whilst the other part

remains fixed. Again, this leads to a shift in Ag from Agi to Ag. In figure 2.4.4(c),

there are changes in the intensity at all wavelengths, but the sense of the changeis

opposite for the opposite ends of the spectrum. Similarly, this results in a shift in Ag
from Ag; to Ag.

In figure 2.4.4(d), there are variations in both the intensity at all

wavelengths and the spectral width.

However, the spectrum remains symmetrical

about the same Ag; that is, there is no shift in Ag but there is a change in saturation.

Therefore all cases in figure 2.4.4 involve a shift in Aq except for the case in figure
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2.4.4(d) where the modification of the spectrum is uniform. Such shifts in Ag at the

modulator in response to a measurand can be detected at the receiving end with a
suitable chromatic detector.

2.4.5.4 Distimulus chromatic detection
The distimulus chromatic detector mentioned above (section 2.4.5.2) uses a double

layer photodiode (type PD150), which consists of two pn junctions superimposed onto
a common semiconductor substrate. Figure 2.4.5 shows a schematic representation of
the spectral responsivities of the PD150 photodiodes (PD1 and PD2).

PD2
Relative
responsivity

0.5

400

600

800

1000

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.4.5: A sketch of the spectral responsivities of PD150 (PD1 and PD2).

Thus the spectral responsivities, Ri(A) for PD1 and R»(A) for PD2, are different but

overlap. The short circuit currents I, and I, respectively generated by PD1 and PD2
due to an incident optical signal of spectral intensity P(A) generally differ as well and
are given by:

I, = [ R(A)PA)d.
L = J RO)PA)dA

(2.9)

Therefore the ratio of the short circuit currents of the two photodiodes can be formed
such that:

Tage J. R(A)P(A)dd

I,

| R(A)P(A)AD

(2.10)
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In the chromatic system, the light source is selected such that P(A) lies partly within
each of R,(A) and R2(A).

Consequently, based on equation 2.10, the output of the

distimulus detector will vary with nonuniform changes of P(A) due to differential

changes in I; and I, caused by the differences in Ri(A) and R2(A) (fig. 2.4.5).

Furthermore, the output does not depend on the signal intensity (i.e. changes in P(A)
by a constant factor over all wavelengths) since in such a case the value of I;/I, is
fixed.

Figure 2.4.6 shows a schematic diagram of a distimulus detector system based on
linear signal processing of the short circuit currents of PD1 and PD2.

Divider
Ql

Sequential detectors (PD150)
Figure 2.4.6: Basic schematic diagram oflinear processing of distimulus signals.

The short circuit currents of the two photodiodes of PD150, I, and ly, are amplified by

transimpedance amplifiers, Al and A2 (fig. 2.4.6).

The output voltages resulting

therefrom, V; and V2, are divided using an analogue divider, Q1, to yield an output
V,/V2 whichrelates to the dominant wavelength (A,).

A distimulus chromatic detection system has been developed by Lucas Control
Systems Products based on the workat the University of Liverpool. This system is
generic,thatis, it is designed to operate with various chromatic modulators. The basic

system consists of a light source module with eight outputs and detector module with
four inputs. It is designed for connection to a PC for processing, display and storage
of measurementdata, along with a suitable software to run it. In the Lucas detector
system, the signal processing does not simply compute the ratio of the photodiode
short circuit currents, but rather calculates the ratio of the difference to the sum of
these currents, as in equation 2.11.
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(2.11)

where « and f are constants selected such that the output is an almost linear function
of the dominant wavelength of the light spectrum.
The outputis scaled in the software to yield a digital read-out of dominant wavelength
in nm (500nm - 1000nm).

This detector system, known as Libido system, was

employed in a Faraday optical current sensor which is the subject of chapter 4. The

specifications of the Lucas Libido system are as follows [Taylor BK and Miller RW,

1994):
Range:

variable, maximum 500nm - 1000nm.

Resolution:

0.002% (on 100nm range).

Accuracy:

1%, typically.

Bandwidth:

1kHz.

2.4.6 Modulation techniques in hybrid sensors

Hybrid optical fibre sensors may employ a variety of optical modulation techniques.
As mentioned previously (section 2.1), in these sensors, the actual measurand does not

act directly on the optical signal.

Usually, a conventional transducer produces an

electrical signal whichis related to the measurandanditis this electrical signal which is
used to encode the information about the measurand onto an optical signal. Thatis, it
is this secondary parameter(electrical signal) which is used to modulate the light at the
sensing point before the modulated light is transmitted to the detector. Consequently,

any of the optical modulation techniques described above (sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.5)
may,in principle, be employedin a hybrid sensor system.

Furthermore, for a hybrid sensor with an active transmitter, further electronic

processing at the sensing head can be used to convert the electrical signal (secondary
signal) into any of several electrical modulated forms.

For instance, the electrical

signal produced by the conventional transducer can be converted into frequency
modulated, pulse frequency modulated, pulse duration modulated, or pulse code
modulated electrical signal. The modulated electrical signal can then be used to drive a

light source (usually an LED), thereby generating the optical counterpart of the
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The resulting optical modulated signal which now contains

information about the original measurand is transmitted via an optical fibre to a
receiver for decoding.

A hybrid current sensor and temperature sensor, both with active transmitters which
use pulse frequency modulation techniquesare the subjects of chapters 6 and part of 7.

2.5 Optical Energisation Fundamentals

Hybrid optical fibre sensors with active transmitters inherently require electrical power

at the sensing points.

There are a number of options available for providing the

required electrical powerat the remote end (section 1.4), an attractive choice being to
employ optical energisation. Optical energisation involves transmitting optical power

(light) from a light source via optical fibres to a distant point.

The light is then

converted optoelectronically via the photovoltaic effect, from which electrical power
can be derived.

2.5.1 Photovoltaic effect
The photovoltaic effect, which is the conversion of optical powerto electrical voltage
difference across a material was first observed by Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [Solar
Energy Research Institute, 1984]. The effect is used in photovoltaic cells, most of
which consist of semiconductor pn junctions.

When light is absorbed in the

semiconductor, additional electrical charge carriers (equal electrons and holes) are
produced. The electric field in the junction region causes the electrons and holes to

move in opposite directions, and this electrical charge separation results in the creation
of a voltage. This is the photovoltaic effect, the creation of a voltage by the action of
light (photons). The movement of the electrical charges constitutes the flow of an
electric current. Thus both voltage and current are produced concurrently as shown

schematically in figure 2.5.1. Consequently, electrical power can be delivered to an
external circuit from the photovoltaic effect.
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Figure 2.5.1: Schematic representation of the photovoltaic effect.

The I-V characteristic of an optoelectronic pn junction is shown in figure 2.5.2,
indicating the operating modesin the second quadrant, the quadrant that applies to the

non-biased photoreceiving junction which is relevant to

optical energisation

[Chaimowicz JCA, 1995].

R, = external load resistance

very high Ry

beeen eee www wwe

SQM(P)
very small Ry

i oporcammeric:

optimised R,

Figure 2.5.2: Second quadrant operating modesof an optoelectronic pn junction.

There are three operating modes in the second quadrant (SQM), depending on the
intended use ofthe light receiving junction. Whena voltage, V, is required, the highest
output will be obtained along the V axis, i.e. with a very high external load resistance
(R,) connected across the junction. This is the photovoltaic mode (SQM(V)) and the

output V is given by V = A,log®, where ® is the incident light power and A, is a
constant of proportionality. When current, I, is required, R, should be very small.
This is the photoamperic mode (SQM(J) and the output I is given by I = A,.®, where
A2 is a constant of proportionality.

SQM(V) and SQM(I) do not deliver much
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At their theoretical limits, RL=eo for SQM(V) which gives open

circuit voltage V,, and R,=0 for SQM(I) which gives short circuit currentI,., and they
ideally deliver zero power since I=O and V=0, respectively. Consequently, to obtain
maximum electrical power, P (P=VI), Ri must be optimised; this corresponds to

SQM(P)in figure 2.5.2. Therefore for optical energisation where the main aim is to
derive maximum electrical power, it is necessary to adjust the input resistance of the

measurementcircuit being driven.

2.5.2_ Generalstructure of optical energisation systems

In this section, the basic structure and the main components of an optical energisation
system are discussed.

In addition, the potential types of optical energisation

architectures are examined, and the powerdelivery capability and cost of each type is
considered.

2.5.2.1 Basic system

Figure 2.5.3 showsa block diagram ofa basic optical energisation system. This system
consists of the following components:
(a) An electrical driver circuit, which converts the electrical power from the mains to a

regulated powerlevel suitable for operating the light source.

(b) A light source, which converts the electrical power to optical power.

The

packaging and coupling of this componentto the optical fibre is critical to the cost,
reliability and the delivered powerof the system.
(c) An optical fibre, which transports the coupled optical power from the light source

to a photovoltaic device.
(d) A voltage regulator, which stabilises the supply voltage for the measurement
circuit.

Some of the key performance criteria for some of these components in an optical
energisation system are discussedin section 2.5.3.
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Figure 2.5.3: Schematic representation of a basic optical energisation system.

2.5.2.2 System architectures

The manner in which the basic system components are configured determines to a

great extent the cost and amount of power that can be delivered to the measurement
circuit.

There are three basic optical energisation system architectures that are

commonly used and these are distinguished primarily by the numberof optical fibres

employed.

These different optical energisation system architectures are shown in

figures 2.5.4(a), (b), and (c).

In the single separate power fibre architecture shown in figure 2.5.4(a), a separate
large core optical fibre is used for the optical power transmission and another optical
fibre for return signal transmission. The system capital cost is increased because of the

extra optical fibre. However, the large core of the powerfibre increasesthe efficiency
of coupling the optical power from the light source into the optical fibre and this

boosts the powerdelivery capability of the system. The choice of the optical fibre core
diameter determines both the cost and efficiency of the light source to fibre coupling
and the cost of fibre material, so that there will be a system trade-off.

The power delivery capability of a single powerfibre system is limited mainly by the
ability to couple light from a light source into the optical fibre. To increase the overall
powerdelivered by the system, the multiple power fibres architecture shownin figure
2.5.4(b) can be utilised. In this case, multiple light sources are coupled into several

multimode optical fibres. Consequently, both the powerdelivery capability and the

cost of this system are potentially m times greater than those of the single powerfibre
architecture of figure 2.5.4(a), where m is the numberoflight sources or the number of

optical fibres. A slight variation of this scheme could be to employ a single high power
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light source from which the optical power is coupled into the m optical fibres.
However, there are additional problems of coupling the optical powerinto the m fibres
which can be a dominantcost consideration.

Control room
equipment(driver

small core signal fibre

Remote endcircuits
(photovoltaic device,

circuit, light source,

regulation circuit and

and receivercircuit)

measurementcircuit)

large core powerfibre
(a) A single separate powerfibre

Control room

Remoteend circuits

equipment (m driver
circuits, m light
sources, and

(m photovoltaic
devices, regulation
circuit and

receiver circuit)

measurementcircuit)

m large core powerfibres

(b) Multiple powerfibres

Control room

Remote end circuits

equipment (driver

(photovoltaic device,

circuit, light source,

regulation circuit and

and receivercircuit)

small core fibre

measurementcircuit)

power(A,)
(c) powerand signal multiplexed onto one fibre

Figure 2.5.4: Optical energisation system architectures.

In the multiplexed power and signal system architecture shown in figure 2.5.4(c), a

single small core diameter optical fibre is used for both powerand signal transmission.
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Thusa bi-directional power and signal transfer occurs between the powersource and

the sensor headvia a single optical fibre. Power and measured signal are kept separate
either by time division multiplexing or by a dual optical wavelength approach.

The primary advantage of this multiplexed system architecture is that since the optical
poweris multiplexed onto the existing small core signal fibre, there is a savings in the
cost of a second fibre. However, a trade-off exists between the cost of the second

fibre and the cost of the additional complexity required by this bi-directional approach.
The disadvantage with the multiplexed power and signal architecture is that it is
difficult to couple light efficiently (>80%) from a light source into a small core fibre.
Additionally, losses at fibre couplers can further reduce optical powertransfer. These

result in a reduction in the coupled optical power and hence a reduced delivered
electrical power. Another disadvantageis the increased system complexity.

2.5.2.3 Cost analysis

Table 2.3 showsa simple cost model comparing the three power delivery systems. The
total cost (Cr) of each architecture type is the sum ofthe costs of the source (C,), the

launching into the fibre(s) (C;), the connectors for the power channel (C,;), the
connectors for the signal channel (C.2), the couplers (C,,), the fibre for the power

channel (C,), the fibre for the signal channel (Cp), and the detector (Cy). That is:
Cr = Cy + Cy + Corr + Cora + Cop + Cr + Cr + Ca

(2.12)

As mentioned previously (section 2.5.2.2), the three optical energisation system
architectures introduced are essentially categorised based on the numberof optical
fibres employed.

Consequently, for simplicity, the sources and detectors are

considered to be identical in this cost analysis. A power delivery distance of 200m is
arbitrarily chosen and additionally, three separate powerfibres are arbitrarily selected

for the multiple powerfibre architecture type. The costs of the various components
are based on 1994 prices [Access Pacific Ltd, 1994] [Hero Electronics Ltd, 1994]
[Optilas Ltd, 1994] [Tech Optics Ltd, 1994] [Photonic Power Systems INC., 1994].
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Table 2.3: A simple cost comparison of three powerdelivery systems.

pureenr

Component 208s (£)

Coa 4

ee
ae
1 separate
power fibre

682

181

11

11

power fibres
powerfibre

KEY:

a: Based on a 100mW laser diode, type Sharp LTO9OMDplusits driver ic [Access
Pacific Ltd, 1994] [Hero Electronics Ltd, 1994].
b: SK9620 laser diode collimator and SMA adaptor[Access Pacific Ltd, 1994].

c and d: SMA connectors [Tech Optics Ltd, 1994].

.

e: Ruggedised type couplers [Tech Optics Ltd, 1994].
f: Based on 400um core diameteroptical fibre [Optilas Ltd, 1994].
g: Based on 100um core diameter optical fibre [Optilas Ltd, 1994].
h: Based on photonics power converter [Photonic Power Systems INC., 1994].
*: Based on an exchangerate of US $1.5 = £1.0 Sterling.

Table 2.3 indicates that the total cost of the single separate powerfibre architecture is
approximately 35% ofthe total cost of the three separate powerfibres type. However,
the powerdelivery capability of the single separate power fibre type is, in principle,
about 33% of that for the three separate power fibres type.

The total cost of the

multiplexed power and signal architecture type is about 93% and 32% of the total

costs of the single separate powerfibre and the three separate power fibres types,

respectively. However, its power delivery capacity is, in principle, less than 25% and
8% of those for the single separate power fibre and the three separate power fibres
types, respectively.

2.5.3 System design considerations

Asindicated in section 2.5.2.1, the main componentsof an optical energisation system
are the light source(s), the optical fibre(s), and the photovoltaic device(s). The general
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requirement for each system is to ensure that there is adequate electrical powerat the
sensing head plus a reasonable amount as a safety margin.

Thus as much optical

poweras possible should be generated by the light source(s), launchedinto thefibre(s),
transmitted via the fibre(s) and converted by the photovoltaiccells.

The amount of electrical power that an optical energisation system can deliver is
determined to a great extent by the choice of these main components. It is vital to

choose compatible components so as to maximise the system performance. Although
these components have been introduced previously (section 2.2), they are being
considered here again because contrary to the previous application (purely optical fibre
sensing), optical energisation has exclusively one overriding requirement and that is

high electrical power generation at a remote point. Thus this section examines the

various parameters that dictate the choice of the main components in an optical
energisation system.

2.5.3.1 Light source
The purpose ofthe light source is simply to generate the optical power. To maximise

the optical power launched from the light source into a fibre, the source should have a
high optical power output and should also have high brightness. This latter condition
implies that the optical output powerof the source should be capable of being focused
into a spot equivalent to the size of the core of the fibre, while still emitting into a

numerical aperture (NA) comparable with that of the fibre so thatall the light entering
the core is guided. This is because an optical fibre will only accept light rays incident

within a cone having half-angle @,; this is known as the maximum acceptance angle of
the fibre.

The NA of a fibre is the sine of 6,, thus a low NA indicates a small

acceptanceangle.

A tungsten halogen light source can be a cost-effective high optical powersourceif the
powercan beefficiently launched into a fibre. It was mentioned in section 2.2.1 that a
lens system may be used to focus light from a source onto the fibre end face, as

illustrated in figure 2.5.5.
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Figure 2.5.5: Focusing a light beam onto an optical fibre.

This illustration is based on geometrical optics (ray theory) which predicts that a lens
can be used to focus a uniform light beam to a point. However, there are practical

problemswith this, as limitations are imposed onthe spot size of the focused beam due
to diffraction effects and also the NA ofthe fibre is limited. Diffraction theory and
experimentation show the beam does not convergeto a point, but instead reduces to a
penta spot of light encompassedby rings of steadily decreasing intensity [Palais JC,
1988]. The central spot has diameter d, given by [Palais JC, 1988]:

pa 2.440
D

.

(2.13)

whereA is the wavelength ofthe light, f is the focal length of the lens, and D is the lens

diameter. Figure 2.5.6 illustrates the situation. The central spot is usually small, e.g.,
for a typical lens with f=50mm and D=12.5mm [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989], the fnumber(i.e. the ratio f/D) is 4; thus, if A is lum, equation 2.13 predicts that d is

9.76m. This may be negligible in some applications, but if such a beam andlensare

used to couple light into a fibre having a core diameter less than 9.76um, the coupling
efficiency will be low. This is because the focused spot is larger than the size of the

optical fibre and hence mostlight rays will be incident at angles outside 0, and will not
propagate alongthefibre.
:

d

f

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5.6: (a) Focusing a uniform light beam according to diffraction theory and

experiment[Palais JC, 1988], and (b) Light distribution in the focal plane.
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Real light sources, however, often produce nonuniform beams where the intensities

vary across the transverse plane (i.e. the plane perpendicular to the direction of wave
travel). A commontransverse pattern is the Gaussian distribution, which is the bell

curve shapeillustrated in figure 2.5.7. Most light sources, including tungsten halogen

lampsradiate in this pattern.

Ip = exp(-2r°/8”)

26

a)

5

0

28

Radius(r)

Figure 2.5.7: The Gaussian intensity distribution.
The Gaussian intensity distribution is given mathematically by [Palais JC, 1988]:

I(r) = I, e?®

(2.14)

whereIp is the intensity at the centre of the beam (i.e. at r=O), r is the radial distance
from the centre of the beam, and is the spotsize.

Focusing a Gaussian light beam with a lens, as in figure 2.5.8, yields a distribution of
light in the focal plane which is also Gaussian shaped. There are no surrounding rings
like those that appear when focusing a uniform beam (fig. 2.5.6). The spot size in the
focal plane is given by [Palais JC, 1988]:
o,

&

=

Af
—
15

DM

te)

The size of the focused Gaussian spot is not muchdifferent from the size of the central
spot obtained by focusing a uniform beam.

To compare the two cases, it may be

written that d=26, and D=26 (figs. 2.5.6 and 2.5.8) and equation 2.15 becomes
d=1.3Af/D, which yields d=5.2um for the same A and lens f-number used in equation

2.13. Thus the shape ofthe incident light beam does not greatly change the degree to
whichit can be concentrated.
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Figure 2.5.8: (a) Focusing a Gaussian light beam;(b) the spot in the focal plane.

The fact that a tungsten halogen white light source is spatially distributed and
polychromatic makesit additionally difficult to launch into a fibre. The polychromatic
nature of the light is a problem because the focal length (f) of a lens is wavelength

dependent as is the NA of the optical fibre. But a more critical issue relates to the

optical area presented by the optical fibre and the fibre NA. For instance an Ensign
Bickford 400uUm core diameter hard clad silica (HCS) fibre has an optical area of

approximately 0.13x10° m? with a numerical aperture typically in the neighbourhood
of 0.34(i.e. 8, of 20°). Considering that the maximum output powerdensity of such a

light sourceis typically 1W/cm* [Culshaw B, 1984], it followsthat with an optical area
of 0.13x10° m’ for the abovefibre, the maximum optical power that can be launched

directly from the light source into the fibre is typically only 1.3mW. Thusin order to
launch high optical power (hundreds of mW)from a tungsten halogen light source into
an optical fibre it is necessary to use a large diameter fibre (>1mm core diameter). It is

possible to launch relatively large amounts of optical power (hundreds of mW) from
such a source into a fibre bundle of large optical area.

In the case of a laser, however, the light is emitted as a highly collimated beam (e.g.
gas laser), and with a semiconductor laser diode the size of the rectangular aperture
from which the radiation originates is also small (~10um by 0.5um) [Culshaw B,
1984]. These two cases correspond to a high brightness and are therefore capable of
high launchingefficiency (>80%) into an optical fibre.

There are three classes of lasers which are potential sources for optical energisation
systems. These are, gas lasers, semiconductorlaser diodes, and optically pumpedsolid

state lasers such as Nd:YAG (neodymium yttrium aluminium garnet) [Palais JC, 1988]
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[Culshaw B, 1984] [Senior JM, 1992]. The gas lasers can deliver high optical powers,

but they typically do so at wavelengths that do not correspond to the low loss
wavelengths of standard low costoptical fibres. They also require costly maintenance,
have low efficiencies [Culshaw B, 1984], require high voltage power supplies, and are

quite bulky. The Nd:YAGsolid state lasers can also provide high optical powers but
because they need to be optically pumped and do noteasily operate in CW mode, they

are not attractive. They also haverelatively short lifetimes.

Progress in semiconductor laser technology has made high power laser diodes
commercially available and at suitable operating wavelengths. However, the cost of a
laser diode increases rapidly as output power increases. The cost of a Sharp 40mW

laser diode (A=830nm) is £99. For a Sharp 50mW laser diode (A=810nm) and a Sharp
100mW laser diode (A=830nm), the prices increase to £278 and £675, respectively.
Then the cost of a 500mW laser diode (A=809nm) from Samsung is £990 [Access
Pacific Ltd, 1994, 1995]. Thus the manner in which laser diode cost increases with

output poweris approximately as illustrated in figure 2.5.9. Nevertheless, these are
convenient to use and are capable of high launching efficiencies into low loss optical fibres.
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Figure 2.5.9: Laser diode cost versus rated output power.

2.5.3.2 Propagation in an optical fibre
The main duty of an optical fibre in an optical energisation system is to transmit as

much optical poweras possible from the light source to the photovoltaic converter.
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Therefore there are two important criteria of fibre performance in these systems,
namely, coupling efficiency (at both ends) and fibre loss. Coupling efficiency at the
input end determines the fraction of the light emitted from the source which is coupled
into the fibre and at the output end determines the fraction of light emitted from the

fibre which is coupled to the detector. The fibre loss determines the fraction of the
coupled light at the input end whichexits the fibre at the output end.

Coupling efficiency is determined by the size and numerical aperture of the fibre core
and those of the optical source. In general, coupling efficiency increases and becomes
simpler as the core diameter of the fibre increases.

In optical fibre communication

systems, this coupling advantage must be traded against the increase in modal

dispersion, which deteriorates with increase in the number of propagation modes and
hence with fibre diameter and aperture. However, for optical energisation systems,
modal dispersion or pulse distortion is not a concern. Consequently, step-index, large

core multimode fibres with large numerical apertures are generally a good choice for

this application.

The second criterion for determining fibre performance is optical power loss in the
fibre itself. A number of mechanisms can contribute to optical powerloss in optical
fibres. These include length-dependent material absorption, material scattering (linear

and non-linear scattering), splice and connector losses, curve and bending losses,
mode-dependent losses and losses due to leaky modes [Senior JM, 1992]. Length-

dependent losses are more critical due to the long lengths of fibres that may be
required.

At shorter wavelengths, fibre attenuation is dominated by Rayleigh

scattering (a linear scattering mechanism), which is an intrinsic property of the fibre
material and is proportional to A“ [Senior JM, 1992] [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB,

1989] [Palais JC, 1988].

The fundamental materials limitations (absorption losses) are the same for large core
multimodefibres as for small core monomodefibres of the same chemical composition.
However, higher losses are often associated with large core multimode fibres because
there are processes other than absorption that lead to optical powerloss in fibres. For
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instance, mode-dependentlosses can arise from mechanical deformations of the fibre,

which cause coupling of modesinto the fibre cladding.

There are limitations to powertransmission in optical fibres, however, due to the onset
of optical nonlinearities, which produce a variety of effects in the fibres.

At high

powerdensities, power-dependentlosses or non-linear scattering losses may actually
become a concern in both monomodeand multimode fibres. The most important nonlinear scattering effects within optical fibres are stimulated Brillouin and stimulated
Ramanscattering [Stolen RH, 1980].

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) may be regarded as the modulation of light
through thermal molecular vibrations within a fibre [Senior JM, 1992].

In this

scattering process, the input light produces an acoustic wave (sound wave) and a
scattered optical wave [Senior JM, 1992]. It produces an optical frequency shift which
is a maximum in the backwarddirection and zero in the forward direction, making SBS
a backwardprocess [Senior JM, 1992]. Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is similar
to SBS except that in SRS, a high frequency optical wave is generated rather than an
acoustic wave [Senior JM, 1992]. Furthermore, SRS may occur in both forward and
backward directions in fibre.

SBS is more troublesome than SRS because it tends to strongly retroreflect incident

optical power. The effect of this is that once the threshold for the effect has been
reached, any further increase in input power will simply result in an increase in
reflected power,rather than transmitted power. The threshold power for SBS (Pszs) is

given by [Senior JM, 1992]:

Psps=4.4x10°d° A af

watts

(2.16)

where is the fibre core diameter (in 1m), A is the operating wavelength (in um), © is
the fibre attenuation (in dB/km), and f is the source bandwidth (in GHz).

The

threshold power for SRS (Psps) is given by [Senior JM, 1992]:

Psrs=5.9x 10° d°> AQ

watts

(2.17)

where d, A, and & are as defined in equation 2.16.
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Therefore, the critical threshold powerlevels of both processes increase with operating
wavelength and with fibre core diameter; the latter points again to the advantage of
large core multimode fibres.

For a single-mode fibre with d=5um and o=2dB/km,

operating at A=0.830um with a laser source bandwidth f=500MHz, Psgs=75.78mW
and Psrs=2.45W. Hencefor the abovecase, the threshold for SRS occursat an optical

powerlevel of about 32 times larger. Note, however, that the threshold for SBS has

been reported as occurring in monomodefibres at optical power levels from 15 to
20mW [Banwell TC et al., 1993] and also at as low as 1OmW [Senior JM, 1992].

Although these power levels may be considered to be high for optical fibre

communications and hence may be readily avoided, they are relatively unavoidable for
optical energisation applications.

In multimode fibres, these non-linear effects rarely occur because of their relatively
large core diameters which make their threshold optical power levels extremely high.
SRSis the dominant effect in multimode fibres because it results in a change in the
wavelength of the transmitted radiation which corresponds to power loss if the

photovoltaic device at the output is narrow wavelength selective. But if a broad band
photovoltaic device is employed, SRS presents no major limitation since the total
transmitted powerwill be virtually constant. It has been reported that powerlevels in
excess of 100W maybetransmitted via a multimodefibre before significant poweris

transferred by SRS [Byron KCandPitt GD, 1985].

2.5.3.3, Photovoltaic cells

A photovoltaic cell, which is a device that utilises the photovoltaic effect (section
2.5.1), is the final optical componentin an optical powering system. Its function is to
convert the light transmitted along an optical fibre into voltage via the photovoltaic
effect, from which electrical power is derived. Thusit has one overriding criterion and
that is high efficiency of the optical to electrical power conversion.

There are two

main factors that determine this optical to electrical power conversion efficiency.

These are coupling efficiency and the spectral response of the photovoltaic device.
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Coupling of the light that emerges from the fibre onto the active area of the

photovoltaic device is crucial. As a result, a photovoltaic device with a large active
area is desirable. The spectral response of the photovoltaic device (i.e. its curve of
responsivity as a function of A) should be properly matched to the spectrum of the

optical power source. The spectral range of the light that is being converted has a
significant effect on the efficiency of the photovoltaic cells, in which effective light
absorption is limited to a particular range of wavelengths. This is because to create an

electron-hole pair, an incoming photon (light) must have enough energy to raise an
electron across the bandgap of the device. The requirementis that [Palais JC, 1988]

hf = Wig

(2.18)

wherehf = energy of a photon,
Wo, = bandgapenergy of device,
h = Planck’s constant = 6.626 x 10°" Js,

f = frequency oflight.
Equation 2.18 leads to a cut-off wavelength (A,):

i. = as

(2.19)

bg

where A, is in im and Wy,is in electron-volts (leV = 1.6 x 10°? J) [Palais JC, 1988].

Most photovoltaic devices are madeofsilicon, which has W,,=1.leV, and according to

equation 2.19, these devices only absorb radiation of wavelengths up to 1.1um, above
which they are effectively transparent. A white light source emits light in a continuous

spectrum (section 2.2.1) and muchofits energy lying in the infrared region between
1.1p1m and 2um cannotbe used bya silicon photovoltaic cell. Thus the efficiencies of
photovoltaic cells are generally low when used with broad band radiation.

For

example, the efficiency of a silicon cell has been reported to be rarely better than 10%
[Jones R, 1993].

The typical spectral responsivities of a Si photodiode, a GaAs photodiode, and an
InGaAsphotodiode are shownin figure 2.5.10 [Hamamatsu, 1994].
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Figure 2.5.10: Spectral responses of Si, GaAs, and InGaAs photodiodes

The GaAs photodiode has a high sensitivity but over a very narrow band of
wavelengths. Thusit is not a suitable photoconverter when a broad bandlight source

is employed.

The use of InGaAs photodiode can be beneficial since it has a high

sensitivity across a wide band of wavelengths in the infrared.

However, InGaAs

devices are expensive, for example, the lowest cost device (Hamamatsu G3476-01) is
about £53 and has a small active area (0.08mm diameter) [Hamamatsu, 1995].

A Si photodiode (e.g. type S2386-44K) costs only £5 and has a large active area
measuring 3.6mm x 3.6mm. An InGaAs device with a comparable active area (3mm
diameter) such as G5114-03 costs £550 each. Henceit is more cost-effective to use Si

photodiodes such as $2386-44K when a white light source is employed.

The monochromatic light of a laser is much better suited to photovoltaic cells, whose
bandgaps can be matchedto the light source. High photovoltaic power conversion
efficiencies ranging from 43% to 59% have been claimed for incident light between
800nm and 1060nm [Miller RC et al., 1978] [Law HD etal., 1981] [D’ Amato FX et

al., 1992]. However, these high efficiencies have been achievedvia the use of specially
designed devices.

2.5.4 Reliability of optical energisation
Besides the need to demonstrate the feasibility of optical energisation, the reliability of

the system is a furthercriterion that will determineits applicability for hybrid sensorsin
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real systems. This represents a major concern of the electric power industry regarding

optically energised systems. The overall reliability of a system is determined by the
least reliable component in the entire system. In an optical energisation system, the
overall system reliability is dominated by the light source, which is the least reliable
unit in such a system. Notwithstanding the above, in an optical fibre sensor system
which employs optical energisation, it is the reliability of the signal source on the

remote sensor unit which is of major importance rather than that for optical
energisation. This is because the light source for energisation will usually be located in
a control room and can be replaced conveniently after a predetermined period in

operation.

However, it is still useful to consider the reliability of the source for

energisation since frequentcalls for replacements will obviously be unattractive. In the
work to be described in chapter 5, the light source for optical energisation is either a
tungsten halogen white light or a laser diode.

2.5.4.1 Tungsten halogen white light sources

The filament of a tungsten halogen lamp radiates approximately as a blackbody
radiator, but over a very broad band of wavelengths. A blackbody radiatoris a thermal

source (section 2.2.1) governed by the Stefan-Boltzmann law which indicates that the
total power (Pr) radiated per unit surface area of a blackbody is given by [MeyerArendt JR, 1989] [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989]:

Pr=eoT

(2.20)

where 6 = Stefan-Boltzmann constantof proportionality = 5.6697x10° J s' m? K*
[Oxford reference, 1991],

T = absolute temperature,
€ = emissivity of the surface, where € = 1 for an ideal blackbody andfor other

real sources, € lies between 0.2 and 0.9, typically [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989].

Equation 2.20 suggests that at an average filament temperature, typically 2000K, Pr

will be about 90W/cm?. This gives an equivalentradiance(i.e. radiated powerper unit
area, per unit solid angle) of about TWi(cm’steradian), given that the radiation will

normally spread overa full 47 steradians. The proportion of this total electromagnetic
radiated energy in the band of interest, typically the visible and near infrared
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wavelengths will be small. Furthermore, Wien’s Displacement law indicates that the
peak wavelength (Amax) of the emitted spectrum is inversely proportional to T, the

absolute temperature of the radiating body [Meyer-Arendt JR, 1989]:
oe —

-3

mK

(2.21)

Equation 2.21 suggests that at a typical value of T (e.g. 2000K), Amax = 1.45.m.

The two laws above (equations 2.20 and 2.21) suggest that the powerin the visible
spectrum increases approximately as T°. The implication of this is that the use of a
slightly higher filament temperature T will increase the useful radiance from the source.
Consequently, in order to produce high optical power outputs, tungsten halogen light
sources often operate at high temperatures, typically about 3000K. Asa result, these
sources haverelatively low lifetimes, usually in the region of 2000 to 3500 hrs [Farnell

Electronics, 1995]. However,their lifetimes can be significantly extended by operating
at lower temperatures if only moderate optical power outputs are required.

Furthermore, the light source power supply may be designed to extendthelife of the
lamp, for instance, such that its drive current is gradually increased over a certain time
interval, at switch on, to avoid surge currents through a cold filament. As an example,

a modified tungsten halogen lamp (Lucas white light source) has an increasedlifetime,
quotedas greater than 25,000 hrs with continuous operation [Miller RW, 1994].

2.5.4.2 Laser diodes
Forlaser diodes, mean time to failure (MTTF) of about 10° hrs are typically reported
in product specification sheets for low power devices [Hero Electronics, 1994]

[Access Pacific, 1995].

However,lifetimes of laser diodes are strongly dependent

upon operating temperatures. In addition, lifetimes also depend on the output power
levels at which the laser diode is operating relative to the rated maximum output
power. Forinstance, for laser diodes types LT022 series and LT023 series with rated
maximum output powers of 5mW,the MTTFat output power of 3 mW (i.e. 60%) and
ambient temperature of 85°C is 2.6x10* hrs [Hero Electronics, 1994]. The calculated

MTTFat room temperature (25°C) is approximately 1.1x10° hrs for the same output
power[Hero Electronics, 1994].
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Reliability data for commercial laser diodes are generally taken at output powerlevels
well below the maximum rated levels. Measurements of the lifetimes of laser diodes
with optical power levels ranging from 20 to 90mW at room temperature have been
reported to vary from 6,400 hrs to 80,000 hrs [Murison RF et al., 1987]. In addition,

reports of reliability tests of high power laser diodes from Spectral Diode Labs

operating at 1OOmW CW haveindicated an averagelifetime in excess of 20,000 hrs at
50°C and is predicted to be close to 100,000 hrs at 25°C [Welch D et al., 1990].

However, the maximum rated output power of this laser is S00mW, implying the

aforementionedresult is only for 20% of the maximum rated output.

OshibaS etal. (1986) have also reported results of ageing tests of laser diodes at room
temperature operating at 75%, 80%, and 85% of the maximum rated value, where

rapid degradation was observed within 100 hrs for the cases operating at 80% and
85%. Reliability tests for many laser diodesall operating at 75% of various maximum
output powerlevels reportedly gave a median lifetime of 70,000 hrs, with the rate of
degradation being inversely proportional to the maximum rated output power [Oshiba
S and Kawai Y, 1987].

The output powerlevels of laser diodes are also highly dependent on temperature.

High powerlaser diodes which require relatively large bias or drive currents will
probably need some form of cooling to remove the heat generated dueto inefficiencies

in the electrical to optical conversion process.

2.6 Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed the fundamentals of optical fibre sensor systems. The three
essential components (light sources, optical fibres, and photodetectors) of such
systems have been examined. The different available types of each of these essential

components have been discussed, indicating where appropriate their various merits and
deficiencies. To design a cost-effective optical fibre sensor, these main components
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must be carefully selected in combination and notin isolation. Their choice determines

both the performanceandcostof the entire system.

Optical modulation techniques (intensity, phase, polarisation, wavelength, and
chromatic) for use in optical fibre sensors have been reviewed. Intensity modulation

while offering the benefits of inherent simplicity is, however, prone to various sources
of undesirable intensity changes which lead to large measurement uncertainties.
Although there are referencing techniques to compensate for the spurious intensity
changes, these increasingly make the system complex and therefore expensive. Phase

modulation techniques offer high sensitivity, but are complex. Polarisation modulation
techniques are also generally susceptible to intensity variations.

Wavelength

modulation techniques are immune to environmental intensity fluctuations, but are
inefficient in the use of optical power. The chromatic modulation technique which is
also inherently immune to intensity fluctuations is additionally more efficient with

respect to use of optical power. Hybrid sensors may, in principle, employ any of the
above optical modulation techniques. Furthermore, for a hybrid sensor with an active
transmitter, various other optical modulation techniques (e.g. frequency modulation,
pulse frequency modulation, pulse duration modulation, or pulse code modulation) can

be employed through optoelectronic conversion means.

The fundamentals of optical energisation, which is peculiar to hybrid sensors, have
been discussed.

Three basic optical energisation system architectures have been

introduced, namely: single separate powerfibre, multiple powerfibres, and multiplexed
powerand signal fibre types. The choice of the system architecture determines the

system cost, its power delivery capability and the transmission length, and a trade-off
exists between these. In general, a single separate power fibre system has moderate
cost and moderate powerdelivery ability. With a multiple power fibres system, both
the cost and the powerdelivery potential increase proportionately.

A multiplexed

single fibre approach saves the cost of a second fibre but then introduces additional

costs due to extra coupling problems, reduced power delivery capacity, and more
complex power multiplexing need. The single separate powerfibre system architecture
appearsto be the best configuration in principle but the power demandsof the remote
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sensing system can lead to the need to use further fibres to satisfy this. Of course the
multiplexed single fibre system leaves little room for extra power demands if they
occur.

The three main componentsof an optical energisation system have been examined from

the point of view of the various parameters that dictate their choice.

These

componentsare, the light source which generates the optical power, the optical fibre
which transmits this optical power, and the photovoltaic device that converts it to
voltage from which electrical power may be derived. In order to design an efficient
and reliable optical powering system, these system components mustalso be carefully
selected in combination and not in isolation.

Their choice determines the cost, the

powerdelivery capability, and the distance of operation of the system. In general,
compromises will need to be sought depending on the dominant requirement andit is
this that demandsskills at the design stage.

It has also been indicated that the reliability of optical energisation is dictated by the
light source, which is arguably the least reliable component in such a system. This has
been discussed with respect to tungsten halogen light sources and laser diodes. The
lifetime of the light source (e.g. laser diode) can, however, be enhancedby drivingit at
a low percentage of the maximum rated drive current. Furthermore, it is worth noting
that in an optical fibre sensor system which employs optical energisation, the reliability

of the signal source on the remote sensorunit is particularly important. This is because
the remote sensorunit is not easily accessible for servicing.
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CHAPTER3
REVIEW OF ELECTRIC CURRENT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

3.1 Introduction

Several techniques have been developed and utilised to measure electric currents in
powersystems. In addition to the conventional methods commonly employed, there
have also been numerousefforts to develop novel current measuring systems.

Generally, in measuring the magnitude of a phenomenon, use is madeof the effects
produced by it. When an electric current (the movement of electrons in a conductor)

flows through circuit, it produces consequential effects which may be used to
quantify the current’s magnitude and direction. These consequential effects include
magnetic, electric, thermal, chemical, and mechanical effects.

It is important for the

effect to be significant and preferably to be a linear function of the electric current that
producesit. It is also important that the effect so produced by the electric current can
be measured without interrupting the flow of the current. Consequently, the magnetic

effects have been the most exploited and promote the majority of electric current
measuring devices.

In this chapter, a general survey of the various techniques used for measuring electric
current in power systemsis given, including both conventional and novel methods.
The conventional systems include CTs, Rogowski coils, Hall effect sensors, and
current shunts. These systems have some form ofelectrical connection between the

sensing point at HV and the control room close to ground potential. Thus the main
problems with these systemsare their large and costly electrical insulation requirements
and the susceptibility of their interconnecting leads to EMI. The alternative systems
being researched world-wide mostly employ optical fibre based techniques to
overcomethe above problems.
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3.2 Conventional Techniques

A numberof conventional techniques for measuring electric currents in power systems
have been developed and widely employed. These may be divided into those which
detect changes in the magnetic field induced by current variations and those which

involve the measurement of voltages induced by current flow through a known
resistance. The former include current transformers, Rogowski coil transducers, and
Hall effect sensors, while the latter consist of current shunts.

3.2.1 Current Transformers (CTs)

Measurements

of

power

frequency

currents

are

normally

achieved

using

electromagnetic current transformers (CTs). A CT transforms the electric current on a

powerline (current carrying conductor) to a scaled downreplicated value suitable for

direct measurement. Its main components are a primary winding, a magnetic core, and
a secondary winding, as illustrated in figure 3.2.1.

Its operation is based on the

fundamental mechanism of electromagnetic induction.

magnetic core (soft iron)

primary winding (busbar)

Figure 3.2.1: A sketch of a single turn primary winding (bar primary type) CT.

The primary winding is connected in series with the circuit carrying the current to be

transformed. CTs may be divided into those having a single turn primary winding and
those having a multiturn primary winding [Jenkins BD, 1967] [GEC Measurements,
1975]. The most commonly used type is the single turn primary winding (bar primary
type) shown in figure 3.2.1, in which the current to be measured passes through a
busbar which runs via the centre of the core. The magnetic core is usually a toroid of

high permeability laminated soft iron [Jenkins BD, 1967] [Wright A, 1968].

The

secondary winding is wound on the core and receives electrical energy from the
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primary circuit by electromagnetic induction [Jenkins BD, 1967]. The output of the
secondary is normally connected across a circuit element called a burden whichis in
turn attached to a measuring circuit.

The action of the electric current in the busbar passing through the centre of the CT is
to induce a magnetic flux in the medium comprising the core of the CT. If the current
in the busbar is time dependent, the induced magnetic flux is also time dependent and
hence a time dependentcurrentis generated in the secondary winding of the CT. The
relationship between the currents in the secondary winding (I,) and primary winding
(I,) is given by [Jenkins BD, 1967]:

I, = ye
N,

(3.1)

where N, and N, represent the numberof turns on the primary and secondary windings,
respectively. For the most commontype, the bar primary CT, N, is equal to one and
hence I, is equivalent to I, scaled down by a factor equal to Ns. Thusbyselecting a
high Ns, a much reduced current I, is obtained, which flows through the resistive

burden connected to the terminals of the secondary windingto yield a suitable voltage
output proportional to the current on the powerline.

By Ampere’s law, the line integral of the magnetic field H along any closed path equals
the enclosed current I [Plonus MA, 1978]:

p H.dl =]

(3.2)

Hence the position of the current (or the busbar) within the closed path is not
important and the presence of magnetic fields associated with currents external to the
closed loop do not affect the measurement by a CT.

The performance of a CT is generally deemed to mean its accuracy of transformation

in terms of ratio and phase. An ideal CT may be defined as one in which the primary
ampere-turns are exactly equal in magnitude to the secondary ampere-turns and
furthermore, are in precise phase opposition to them [Jenkins BD, 1967].

Hence,

arithmetically, NpIp = N<Is. However, real CTs depart from this ideal behaviour. In a

practical CT, maintenance of the induced flux requires the expenditure of exciting
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ampere-turns [Jenkins BD, 1967].

The major factor of concern in the design and

operation of a practical CT is therefore to minimise the ratio and phase errors, which
fis

oh

le

involves minimising the exciting ampere-turns of the CT. The magnetic flux density at

5

which the core of a CT operates is an important factor in the performance of the CT

since a low core flux density requires a low value of exciting ampere-turns to produce
it and hence minimises the ratio and phase errors of the CT. The core flux of a CT is
directly proportional to the secondary volt-ampere (VA)rating of the CT [Jenkins BD,
1967]. Consequently, in order to keep the ratio and phase errors of practical CTs to
within certain defined limits, CTs are specified to deliver a maximum numberof VA to

the secondary burden.

Conventional CTs are simple and have provedreliable for many years. They are the

most established and well-trusted electric current measurement devices in power
systems. However, they suffer from a number of shortcomings which include the fact
that very high currents (> rated current) may cause saturation and hysteresis in the CT
core andleadto a false reproduction of the current waveform [Wright A, 1968].
The CTiron core powerloss, P,, varies as [Jenkins BD, 1967] [Turner DR, 1996]:

P, = of + Bf

(3.3)

where of = hysteresis loss at constant flux density,

Bf = eddy currentloss at constantflux density,
f = operating frequency, and
a and B = constants of proportionality.

Consequently, CTs have limited frequency response due to the nonlinearity of the iron
core (equation 3.3), with the maximum frequency limit being typically about 2kHz.
Furthermore, a major design factor with CTs is the insulation requirement which
increases rapidly with an increase in the voltage of the powerline. The large insulation
requirementat inevitable high line voltages calls for substantial space and an extensive
supporting structure and hence is expensive. Also, it is not possible to measure dc
currents with CTs.
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3.2.2 RogowskiCoils
Rogowski coil current measuring systems have been used for the detection and
measurement of ac currents for decades [Ward DA and Exon JLT, 1993] [Stoll RL,

1975] [Pettinga JAJ and Siersema J, 1983].

A Rogowski coil current transducer

consists of an air cored toroidal winding encircling the conductor carrying the current
to be measured. The magnetic field produced by the current being measured induces a

voltage in the coil. The induced voltage output is proportional to the rate of change of
the current. This is integrated electronically to give a final voltage output which is

proportionalto the current. Figure 3.2.2 illustrates the general measuring principle.

powerline

output
non-magnetic core

Vi(t) < dI(t)/dt

Vo(t) x I(t)

Figure 3.2.2: Rogowski coil current measuring principle.

The voltage signal inducedin the coil, V;(t), is given by [Schwab AJ, 1972]:

unA dI(t)

V(t) = 7

nee

uM dI(t)

;

(3.4)

where | = permeability of core material = |, (as it is air cored),
n = numberofcoil turns,
A cross-sectional area ofcoil,

| = length ofcoil,
I(t) = current flowing in the conductor, and

M = mutual inductance between the conductor andthe coil.

The output voltage of the integrator, V,(t), is given by [Schwab AJ, 1972]:

yo = -fyo
a
=
“te
T
T

3.5)

where T = integrator time constant = RC.
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Two forms of Rogowskicoil transducer have been developed and patented. Oneis a
rigid toroidal type [Ward DA, 1980] andthe otheris a flexible coil [Ward DA, 1982].

The rigid type is preferred for precision measurements, while the flexible type is
relatively less sensitive and less accurate but is useful with conductors of large size or
awkward shape, or wherethereis difficulty of access to the conductor.

The advantages of this technique include the fact that it is a non intrusive measurement
method. Furthermore, the absence of a magnetic core means that a Rogowskicoil has
good linearity and is free from core saturation effects. However, linearity would be
limited by an electrical breakdownin the winding if too high a voltage is developed

across the endsof the coil. Also, the integrator will introduce saturation in the system

whenthe output voltage becomestoo high.

Since the output of a Rogowski coil is proportional to the derivative of the current, it
does not measure dc currents. It can be used for the measurement of ac current in a
frequency range from 0.1Hz to 100kHz [Ward DA and Exon JLT, 1993]. However,
at higher frequencies (over a few tens of kHz), the self-inductance andself-capacitance

of the coil become significant and can cause a resonance. Furthermore, the slew-rate

limit of the integrator will becomea limitation at higher frequencies.
Nevertheless, physically, Rogowski coils are light-weight compared to most other

current measuring devices, especially where high electric currents are involved.

3.2.3_ Current Shunts
A current shunt measureselectric currents by the measurement of voltages induced by
the currents flowing through a knownresistance.

Thus the principle is relatively

simple. The current shunt (a low Ohmicresistor) is connected in series with the circuit

carrying the current to be measured. The current flows through the resistor and the
voltage across the resistor is measured, which is proportional to the current.

Current shunts suitable for measuring high electric currents usually have resistance
values between 0.1mQ and a few tens of mQ [Schwab AJ, 1972] [Jones GR, 1988].

In most cases, the value of the resistance is determined by the thermal capacity and
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heat dissipation of the shunt. An important factor for the material of the current shunt

is the temperature coefficient of the resistance.

When current flows through the

current shunt, poweris dissipated as heat and the temperature of the shunt increases.
Consequently, the effective resistance increases and results in a change in the

calibration curve of the system. Materials which can be used for shunt construction are
however available with low temperature coefficients, typically a few tens of parts per
million (ppm) per °C [Naidu MS and Kamaraju V, 1995].

A variety of current shunt designs are available which include flat strip, folded strip,
squirrel cage, wire and coaxial shunts [Jones GR, 1988]. The coaxial shunts are the
most extensively used type in power systems.

The advantages of a current shunt include its simplicity and its ability to measure
electric currents from de to a few hundreds of MHz [Schwab AJ, 1972].

The

disadvantages include the fact that it is an intrusive current measuring technique and

involves unnecessary powerloss.

3.2.4 Hall Effect Sensors

A Hall effect current sensor makes use of the Hall effect discovered by Edwin H. Hall
over 100 years ago andillustrated in figure 3.2.3 [Lenz JE, 1990] [Schwab AJ, 1972].

metal or
semiconductorplate

B

Hall Voltage, Vy

Figure 3.2.3: Hall effect.

If an electric current i flows through a metal or semiconductor plate located in a

magnetic field perpendicular to it, Lorentz forces will deflect the electrons in the plate
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in a direction perpendicularto the directions of both the current and the magnetic field.
The charge displacement produces a potential difference called the Hall voltage (Vy)
between opposite faces of the plate, as indicated in figure 3.2.3. The Hall voltage is

proportional to the product of the current i and the magnetic flux density B and to the
reciprocal of the plate thickness d by [Schwab AJ, 1972]:
Bi
vy = ret

(3.6)

whereR is called the Hall coefficient, which is a material specific constant. Because R

is very small in metals, semiconductor materials are often used for which is high.
In a Hall effect current sensor, a constant current i is passed through the Hall effect

plate while positioned in the magnetic field associated with the current to be measured.
The Hall voltage Vy is therefore proportional to the magnetic field strength and hence
to the electric current being measured.

The advantages of this technique are that it is non-intrusive and is capable of
measuring currents from dc to a few tens of MHz [Gallagher TJ and Pearmain AJ,
1983]. However, at high frequencies, induced noise voltages arising from skin effects
and the residual loop inductance of the potential leads affect the Hall voltage,
introducing measurement error.

Furthermore, the Hall coefficient R depends on

temperature and on high magnetic field strengths, with R increasing slightly with higher
magnetic field strengths due to magnetoresistance. Therefore, suitable compensation
has to be provided when used for measuring very high currents.

3.2.5 Feature common to conventional techniques

All the conventional current measuring techniques described above (sections 3.2.1 to
3.2.4) share a commonfeature of having some form ofelectrical connection between
the sensing headat the high voltage point and the control room equipment. Therefore

a major design factor with these conventional systems is the electrical insulation
required between the high voltage point and ground (section 1.2). Generally, the size
and cost of the insulation required increases rapidly with an increase in the operating
voltage level of the high voltage power line.

Another common problem is

susceptibility to EMI(section 1.2).
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3.3_ Novel Non-optical Fibre Technique

The majority of proposed unconventional current measuring or monitoring systems
employ optical fibre techniques. One new non-optical technique that has been reported
is the Remote Magnetic field Monitoring Instrument Transformer (REMMIT)[Blatt

DWE,1988].

3.3.1 REMMIT method
The majority of electric current measuring or monitoring techniques have the common
feature of requiring some form of attachment to the power line (current carrying
conductor). The REMMIT method, on the other hand, uses magnetic field detectors

which are physically and electrically isolated from the conductor carrying the current to
be measured. The technique was proposed for monitoring and fault protection of high
voltage switchyards [Blatt DWE, 1988, 1991].

The method is based on the measurement of magnetic fields at a safe working distance
from the powerline. A numberof magnetic field detectors (air cored sensing coils) are

placed at a numberof selected locationsin the vicinity of a high voltage powerline, but
at a distance away from it to remain essentially at ground potential. Measurements of
the magnetic field generated by the current flowing through the conductor are taken

simultaneously at these locations and are used to deduce the current at that moment.
The method depends ona fixedlinear relationship of the coupling between the power
line and the fixed field detectors, which must be determined or established after
installation.

The main advantage of the REMMIT method is that since there is no electrical or

physical contact with the powerline, the insulation problem is totally eliminated and
the overall system cost can be much cheaper.

However, the accuracy of such a

technique is severely limited. The magnetic field around a powerlineis relatively weak
and since the magnetic field sensing coils are placed at a safe distance away from the
powerline, the fields at the coil locations are small (of the order of tens of tT).
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Although these fields are measurable, the resolution of the system will be
comparatively poor.

Despite the fact that the field detectors will normally be at ground potential and at a
safe working distance from the high voltage powerline, they are sited within the high

voltage region. This regionis an electrically noisy environment and hence appropriate
shielding measures must be taken. Electrostatic noise can be eliminated by careful
shielding. However, magnetic noise created by currents in other nearby conductors
may provedifficult to avoid. Another disadvantageis that any changes in the layout of
the area will lead to changes in the calibration curve of the system.

Thus the

calibration process must be performed after any modification of the layout of the area
where the REMMIT method is employed.

3.4 Novel Optical Fibre Techniques

Overthe past two decades, several research groups world-wide have been conducting
investigations on how to employ optical fibre techniques for measuring electric

currents. The principal aspiration of the majority of these groups has been to develop
suitable optical fibre current sensors for utilisation in the electricity supply industry.
The attractiveness of optical fibre based sensing systems have been discussedin section
a

Considering the sensing mechanisms involved, the optical fibre current sensors being
researched world-wide may be divided into two main categories:
(i) All-optical current sensors, which make use of magneto-optic effects. These have
no conventional or electronic elements attached to the high voltage powerline.
(ii) Hybrid optical current sensors, which have amalgamated conventional current
sensing methods and optical techniques.
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3.4.1 Faraday magneto-optic effect systems

A number of magneto-optic effects exist which can be envisaged for the direct
transduction of magnetic field or current into an optical measurand.

These effects

which have been fully reported in the literature [Jenkins FA and White HE, 1937]
[Freiser MJ, 1968] [Donati S et al., 1988] include Zeeman effect, Inverse Zeeman

effect, Voigt effect, Cotton-Mouton effect, Kerr magneto-optic effect, and Faraday
effect.

The most frequently and widely investigated magneto-optic effect current sensors use

the Faraday effect described in section 2.4.3.2.

Taking into account the type of

Faraday sensing materials used, Faraday optical fibre current sensors may be divided
into two main categories. Theseare:
(a) those that use optical fibres as sensing as well as transmission elements (intrinsic
modulators), and

(b) those that use bulk optical materials separate from the optical fibres as sensing
elements (extrinsic modulators).

3.4.1.1 Intrinsic optical fibre Faraday effect current sensors

A commontype of Faraday effect current sensor employs an optical fibre which acts as
both a modulator and a signal transmission medium [Rogers AJ, 1979, 1995] [Papp A
and Harms H, 1980].

The optical fibre is coiled one or more times around the

conductor carrying the current to be measured,asillustrated in figure 3.4.1.

powerline (busbar)

coil of sensing optical fibre

analyser

input multimode optical fibre

output multimode optical fibre

Figure 3.4.1: A typical arrangementof intrinsic optical fibre Faraday current sensor.
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In order to preserve the Faraday inducedrotation in this type of modulator (intrinsic

modulator), it is essential to use a polarisation preserving fibre as the sensing optical
fibre.

This sensing optical fibre is normally a single-mode, low birefringence type

(section 2.4.3.1) and would ideally be one which maintains a linear polarisation state
(section 2.3.1) throughout its length and which only allows a change in polarisation
direction in direct response to a longitudinal magnetic field.

However, real optical

fibres deviate from this ideal condition and the main problem with using an optical fibre
as a sensing elementin a practical device is the presence of various sources oflinear

birefringence inside the sensing fibre. These are invariably present, either as a result of
intrinsic manufacturing imperfections (noncircular core cross-section; asymmetrical

stress distribution in the core), or are induced by bending and transverse pressure
[Rashleigh SC, 1983].

Birefringence (section 2.4.3.1) is introduced in an optical fibre wheneverthe circular

symmetry of the ideal optical fibre is broken thus producing an anisotropic refractive
index distribution in the core. This linear birefringence interferes with the Faraday
effect induced rotation. When the Faraday effect induced rotation which is governed

by the Verdet constant of the optical fibre is commensurate with the rotation caused by
the birefringence within the optical fibre, it becomes difficult to discriminate the
former.

Progress in optical fibre drawing techniques had howeverreportedly made available
single-mode optical fibres with very small intrinsic linear birefringence [Barlow AJ et
al., 1981].

Nevertheless, bend induced linear birefringence problems still prevail.

Since the Verdet constant of an ordinary silica optical fibre is very low (2.65x10~

deg/A at A=633nm or 1.5x10* deg/A at A=850nm) [Rogers AJ, 1995], in order to
achieve high sensitivity, several turns of the sensing optical fibre are required.
However, and especially when coiled with many turns in order to increase its

sensitivity, the sensing optical fibre will inevitably exhibit some additional bend induced
birefringence caused by mechanical perturbations, vibration and temperature changes.
This further affects the polarisation of the light and interferes with the Faraday induced
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rotation. The additional induced birefringence decreases the magnetic field sensitivity
of the sensor whilst makingit sensitive to vibration and temperature variations.

To improve the performance of this type of Faraday current sensor, it is vital to

minimise the influence of all extraneous sources of birefringence within the sensing
optical fibre. Thus the main problem that has been plaguing researchers of this type of
current sensor has been how to overcome this unwanted inducedlinear birefringence.

A number of possible approaches to solving the problem have been explored and
reported [Emerging Technologies Working Group, 1994] [Ning YN etal., 1995*] and

include:
(i) Using a high circular birefringence sensing optical fibre to quench the linear
birefringence [Laming RI and Payne DN,1989] [Rashleigh SC and Ulrich R, 1979].

(ii) Utilising a coil of standard optical fibre which has been annealed after coiling to
removethe linear birefringence [Tang D et al., 1991].

(iii) Winding the sensing optical fibre in a special geometry to separate the Faraday
effect induced rotation from linear birefringence [Ben-Kish A etal., 1991].
(iv) Using a twist low birefringent optical fibre [Day GW and Rose AH,1988].

However, most of these proposals require the use of specially fabricated optical fibres
which are not commercially available. Furthermore, some of these techniques maystill

be affected by temperature variations.

Generally, the advancement of these coiled optical fibre current sensors would appear
to dependstrongly on further improvementsin optical fibre manufacturing technology
or sophisticated compensation techniques.

3.4.1.2 Bulk optical material Faraday effect current sensors
Bulk optical material Faraday effect current sensors have also been widely investigated
in parallel with the intrinsic optical fibre types discussed above. These use bulk optical

materials as sensing media (extrinsic modulators) with optical fibres used exclusively

for signal transmission.
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The use of bulk optical materials, rather than optical fibres as sensing elements has

been generally considered to yield some advantages. One such major advantageis that
many of the most attractive sensing materials are not available in optical fibre form.
Another is that stress induced birefringence caused by vibration and temperature

changesisrelatively less of a problem with bulk optical materials. A further advantage
often claimed is that certain desirable sensor configurations are feasible with the bulk

optical material type, but not with the optical fibre type.
The selection of a material for the bulk optical sensing element is usually a trade-off

between a numberof factors, including optical characteristics, temperature stability,
and cost. Figure 3.4.2 shows a sketch of a typical Faraday current sensor that uses a

simple bulk optical modulator.

input optical fibre
pe

output optical fibre

bulk a

modulator

conductor

(busbar)

aar
Figure 3.4.2: Faraday current sensor with simple bulk optical modulator.

Light is transmitted from a distant light source to the sensing head (sited near a

conductor) using an optical fibre. At the sensing head, the light is passed through a

polariser for linear polarisation before entering the bulk optical material (optical glass —
or crystal). The light is arranged to propagate in the sensing material in a direction
parallel to that of the magnetic field generated by the current in the conductor, which is
to be measured. Thelinearly polarised light undergoes Faraday effect induced rotation

within the bulk optical sensing material (section 2.4.3.2). The light emerging from the
bulk material is passed through an analyser to yield an intensity modulated light
(section 2.4.3.3) which is transmitted via another optical fibre to a remote detector.

This kind of Faraday current sensor, termed a witness current sensor [Emerging

Technologies Working Group, 1994] has been reported which uses an optical glass
block [Saito S et al., 1966] [Rogers AJ, 1973] [Sawa T et al., 1990]. A similar design
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using an optical crystal has also been reported [Cruden ef al., 1993]. The sensors by
Saito S et al. (1966) and Rogers AJ (1973) did not, however, employ optical fibres,

but rather transmitted polarised light via the free atmosphere up to the bulk optical
glass sensing elements which were sited near the powerlines.

The witness current sensor suffers from a numberof shortcomings,includingits strong
sensitivity to the relative position of the conductor, its susceptibility to interfering
magnetic fields, and insufficient sensitivity to the relevant magnetic field.

An alternative design for increasing the sensitivity of bulk optical material Faraday
current sensors has been reported [Ulmer EA, 1990] [Pilling NA, 1992]. This uses a

magnetic field concentrator consisting of a gapped core of high permeability magnetic
material which encompasses the conductor, with the bulk optical sensing element
placed in the gap,asillustrated schematically in figure 3.4.3.

Light source

input opticalfibre

bulk optical
modulator

outputoptical fibre

magnetic
core
conductor
(busbar)

Figure 3.4.3: Bulk optical modulator Faraday current sensor with magnetic field
concentrator.

If fringing (i.e. spreading outof the flux) in the air gap is negligible, the magnetic flux
density B in the iron core as well as in the gap of this design (fig. 3.4.3) is given by
[Plonus MA, 1978]:

B= oe
ath

(3.7)

where LL, = permeability of free space,
Ul, = relative permeability of iron core material,
I = conductor (busbar) current,
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N = numberof conductorturns (N = 1 in fig. 3.4.3),

], = length of iron, and

1, = length ofair gap.
For an iron core, [, is very high, typically 4500 [Plonus MA, 1978], hence B may be
approximatedto:

B = La

(3.8)

g

Foran air-only (i.e. iron-free) magneticcircuit, B is given by:

Bi, = ax:

(3.9)

where B,ir = B in the air-only circuit, and

1 = total average length of the magnetic path = |; + 1, in equation 3.7.
From equations 3.8 and 3.9, the ratio B/Bair gives I/, = (1 + 1,)/Ie.

Thus, this approach increases the magnetic field in the gap compared with an air-only

magnetic circuit and hence increases the sensitivity of the sensor. It is also claimed
that since the magnetic core is split, this design has an additional asset in that the

sensor can readily be installed to an existing conductor without making disconnections
on the powersystem network [AikawaE etal., 1991].

It has been reported that a sensor of this type is sensitive to the relative movement
between the core and the bulk optical material, due to the nonuniformity of the

magnetic field in the air gap [Yoshida Y ef al., 1992]. Displacements between the core
and the sensing elementin the gap cause changesin the magnetic field picked up by the
sensing material, and may lead to measurement error [Katsuta G et al., 1992]. Ulmer

EA (1990) reported thermal expansion problems with this design due to the above

effect.

However, the approach can readily be designed to accommodate small

displacements that may occurin practice, e.g. by increasing the width ofthe iron core.

Another design for increasing the sensitivity has also been proposed, which is to

enclose the conductor with blocks of bulk optical material, forming a closed path
around the conductor [Ulmer EA, 1990] [Meyer TJ, 1991] [Ning YN et al., 1991°,

1995°]. Thebasic structure is shown schematically in figure 3.4.4.
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polariser

bulk optical
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Figure 3.4.4: Faraday current sensor with bulk optical modulator enclosing the
conductor.

The polarised light that enters into the bulk optical sensing material encircles the

conductor one or more times, during which its plane of polarisation is rotated in
accordance with Faraday effect. Thus this technique increases the sensitivity of the
sensor due to the increased optical path length and also makesthe sensorinsensitive to

interfering magnetic fields.

Furthermore, it renders the sensor insensitive to the

relative position of the conductor within the bulk optical element since a closed optical
path is formed around the conductor. However, this design requires relatively more
complex optical assembly compared with the simple bulk optical modulator of, e.g. the
witness sensor.

Although the bulk optical material sensing type appears to offer some advantages

compared with the coiled optical fibre sensing type, there are further problemsto those
already indicated above with respect to the different designs.

These additional

problemsare associated with reflections within the bulk optical material, stress induced

linear birefringence in the material, and the temperature dependence of high Verdet
constant materials. These are discussed below:

(a) Reflections

Most designs of bulk optical modulator Faraday current sensors often incorporate
reflections for one of the following reasons:
(i) To allow the light beam to pass twice through the bulk optical modulator to enable
the modulated light to be received at the same end where the light source is located
[Rogers AJ, 1973]; or
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(ii) To allow the light to pass many times via the bulk optical modulator in order to
increase the sensitivity [Pilling NA, 1992]; or
(iii) To enable the light to encircle the conductor [Ulmer EA, 1990] [Ning YN et al.,

1991°, 1995").
As described in section 2.3.2, when reflection occurs at a surface, the reflection

coefficient is a function of both the angle of incidence and the polarisation direction
with respect to the plane of incidence [Jenkins FA and White HE, 1937].

The

difference in reflection coefficients for orthogonal polarisation components at a metal
surface can be quite large [Rogers AJ, 1973]. Thus the reflection causes phase shifts
that are different for different polarisation components (section 2.3.2) and the resultant
phase difference will cause a linearly polarised light to becomeelliptically polarised
light (section 2.3.1). This is an unwanted change in the state of polarisation of the

light. Such a change affects the performance of the sensor in a similar way to the
effect of birefringence in coiled optical fibre sensing types (section 3.4.1.1).

A simple method of reducing this reflection induced phase difference is to coatall the
reflecting surfaces with a suitable dielectric film [Day GW and Rose AH, 1988].
However, this technique will adversely degrade the reflecting power of the light
[Jenkins FA and White HE, 1937].

Analternative solution has also been reported by Kanoi M etal., (1986), which is to

incorporate two complementary reflections (dual-quadrature reflections) every time

that one reflection is required. In this technique, a linearly polarised light beam is
totally reflected twice in each of three corners of a square-shaped bulk optical
modulator which forms a closed optical path around a conductor. It is claimed that
under the above circumstances, the reflection induced phase shifts (section 2.3.2) can
cancel each other via the complementary reflections [Kanoi M ef al., 1986].

Complementary reflections are those for which the polarisation component that is

perpendicular to the plane of incidence in the first reflection is parallel to the plane of
incidence in the second reflection and vice versa. If the two reflecting surfaces are

identical, the changesin the state of polarisation thatarise at the first reflection are said
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to cancel at the second [Day GW and Rose AH, 1988]. This implies that the state of

polarisation of a linearly polarised light beam can be preserved via the use of these

complementary reflections.

A third technique for reducing the reflection induced phase shifts has been proposed by

Chu BCBetal. (1992), based on the principle that the state of polarisation of a light
beam can be retained whenit is reflected at its critical angle (section 2.3.2) [Ning YN

et al., 1995*]. A triangular shaped bulk optical sensing material is configured such that

the light beam propagating within it is internally reflected twice at the critical angle,
forminga triangular optical path which encompassesthe conductor.

The difficulty with these suggested solutions (square-shaped and triangular-shaped

bulk optic sensing elements) is that the configurations are complicated, with relatively
small angular tolerances and hencethey are difficult to manufacture inexpensively.

(b) Stress inducedlinear birefringence

Stress induced linear birefringence caused by temperature changes and mechanical

vibrations can also distort the linearly polarised light within a bulk optical material,
converting it into elliptical polarisation, thus leading to an unwanted change in the

sensor output signal. Some techniques to minimise this have been proposed.

A compensation scheme which uses two orthogonally oriented analysers or one
polarisation beam splitter (Wollaston prism) has been suggested andis reported in the
literature [Lee KS, 1989]. The scheme proposed to compensate signal fluctuations
due to multiple unwanted birefringences by averaging two values; the ratios of the
peak-to-peak ac signals to the de signals, from the two analysers.

Ulmer EA (1990) also proposed a compensation method which depends on aligning
the transmission axis of the polariser at a specific angle (5) with reference to the

characteristic direction (principal axis) in the Faraday material. The principal axis in a
material is the axis such that the field parallel to it only producesa polarisation along
that axis [Yariv A, 1991]. The method is based on calculations which indicate that the
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effect of stress induced birefringence depends on the angle, 5, which the polariser
makes with the principal axis. Thus there is a value of 6 which can be used and for
which the effect of unwanted birefringences (and their variations with temperature or
pressure) on the Faraday current sensor is minimised [Ulmer EA, 1990].

(c) Temperature dependenceof high Verdet constant materials

To enhance the sensitivity of each design of bulk optical modulator Faraday current
sensor previously reviewed, the use of a bulk optical element with a high Verdet
constant has been generally regarded as advantageous. However, high Verdet constant
media also exhibit high temperature coefficients of the Verdet constant [Schott, 1985],

whichin turn adversely affect the sensor accuracy.

A number of methods of seeking to compensate for the temperature dependence of
Verdet constant (V) of bulk optical type Faraday current sensors have been proposed.
A technique introduced and patented by Miller RC (1985) is to use a bulk optical

sensing element made from two samples of different materials with opposite signs of
temperature dependence of rotation.

That is, one sample exhibits a positive

temperature dependent V, whilst the other exhibits a negative temperature dependent

optical activity [Mitsui T et al., 1987] or vice versa. With the two parts in appropriate
proportions of lengths, the total Faraday rotation temperature dependenceof the entire
sensing material is reduced to zero, over a specific temperature range.

A possible

problem with this technique is the availability of two bulk optical materials possessing

the appropriate characteristics.

Another method introduced and patented by Chen C-L et al. (1986*) and Vaerewyck
EGetal. (1986) is to employ a permanent magnetat the sensing head, close enough to
the current sensor. The fixed dc magnetic field generated by the permanent magnet

provides a de output component related to temperature (T), which can be used to
compensate for the effect of temperature drift of V on the ac componentresulting from
the magnetic field generated by the current being measured.

The total polarisation

rotation (Or) in such sensoris thus given by

Or=OmtO; = VAT)Bonl + V(AT)BL

(3.10)
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where Om = polarisation rotation due to magnetic flux density (Bpm) produced by the
permanent magnet,
©, = polarisation rotation due to ac magnetic flux density (B,) produced by the
ac current being measured,
V(A,T) = Verdet constant which dependson A andT,

L = optical path length within Bpm and Bj.
The output signals produced due to Opn and ©; (equation 3.10) can be separated at the
detector by appropriate filtering. The ratio of the two components yields an output
signal (OS):

OS eiae SFB
V(A,T)B,»L
B

(3.11)

Therefore, V(A,T) disappears from equation 3.11 and since Bym is ideally fixed, the
processed output signal (OS) depends only on B; which is produced by the current

being measured. A fixed ac magnetic field with a frequency in excess of that of the
current being measured and with a much smaller amplitude could also be used in place
of the dc magnetic field. Either way, the disadvantage with this methodis the practical

difficulty of implementing the fixed magnetic field at the remote sensing element.
Further problems may include the maintenance ofthe fixed field from ageing effects
and shielding it from induced magnetisation due to high measurand (current) induced
magnetic fields.

Another method suggested by Williams PA et al. (1991°) is to employ a temperature
dependentlinear retarder (waveplate) to compensate for the temperature dependence

of the Faraday effect by varying the state of polarisation of the light entering the
material as a function of temperature. A retarder or waveplate is simply a converter of
polarisation form [Shurcliff WA and Ballard SS, 1964]. Thesensitivity of a Faraday
effect current sensor is decreased by increasing theellipticity of the polarisation state
of the input light (section 2.3.1). The temperature dependence of a waveplate can be

utilised to get a temperature dependentellipticity.

If a waveplate with the correct

specifications is employed, the change in sensitivity due to the temperature induced
change in polarisation state can be made to compensate for the temperature

dependenceof the Faradayeffect in the sensing material [Williams PA et al., 1991°].
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A further method proposed and patented by Chen C-L et al. (1986°) is to use a
thermal-mechanicalrotator (bi-metallic coil) connected to the Faraday sensing material
to mechanically rotate the sensing material within the magnetic field lines, increasing or

decreasing the effective magnetic field component acting on the sensing material in
response to changes in temperature. The Faraday effect is a magnetic field induced
circular birefringence usually characterised by:

© = VBLcos

(3.12)

where the parameters V, B, and L are as defined in equation 2.5 (section 2.4.3.2) and

B is the angle between B andthedirection of light propagation. Thus, the term BcosB
represents the component of magnetic flux density in the direction of light propagation.
Since the Faraday rotation © is proportional to V, which varies with temperature T, a

mechanical device is sought such that B also changes with temperature and in such a
manner that V(T)cosB(T) is a constant. In this way, © becomesa function of only the

current being measured and is insensitive to temperature fluctuations.

The

disadvantages of this method of compensation include the complexity of the
mechanicalset-up andthe high probability of its susceptibility to vibrations.

Finally, another method of temperature compensation of V proposed by Hamid S and
Tatam RP (1991) is to use an interference technique that allows the measurement of

both magnetic field and temperature simultaneously.

In this technique, the input

polarised light approaching the bulk optical sensing elementis split into two beams.
One is passed via the bulk optical sensing element, whilst the other is passed via a
linear analyser and the two are recombined to give an interference fringe.

The

interferometric phase information (section 2.4.2) gives the temperature changes, while

the visibility (i.e. the bright-to-dark contrast factor) of the interference fringe
represents the Faraday rotation. The magnetic field and the temperature are retrieved

using a novel optical processing technique based on combining interferometric phase
information with modulation of the fringe visibility [Hamid S and Tatam RP, 1991]
[Zaidi SH and Tatam RP, 1994]. The disadvantage with this method of temperature

compensation is that interferometer arms cannot be guaranteed to behaveidentically.
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Similarly, the progress of bulk optical modulator Faraday current sensors would seem
to also rely upon improvements in the relevant characteristics (i.e. high values of V,
low temperature dependence of V, low stress-optic coefficients) of available bulk

optical materials.

3.4.1.3, Conclusions - Faraday magneto-optic effect current sensors
With all types of Faraday current sensors, there are two possible approaches which
have been generally used for generating the required linearly polarised light at the input

to the sensing head and for analysing the polarisation rotation at the output (i.e.
converting the polarisation rotation into an intensity signal).

One is to employ

polarisation preserving optical fibres to transmit polarised light to and from the sensing
head, with the polariser and analyser situated close to the light source and detector,

respectively. Alternatively, multimode optical fibres could be used, with the polariser
and analyser placed near the sensing head (figs. 3.4.1 to 3.4.4). In the latter case, the
light is polarised at the input to the sensing head and analyseddirectly at the output of
the sensing head.

With the former option, the interconnecting optical fibres can be the same as the
sensing optical fibres, which offers the possibility to have an uninterrupted light path

from the light source to the detector. However, this introduces most of the problems
associated with polarisation preservation in the sensing head of the coiled optical fibre

type (section 3.4.1.1) into the interconnecting optical fibres as well. This imposes a
limitation on the tolerable lengths of the interconnecting optical fibres.

A further

problem with the first option is that Faraday rotation of the polarised light may also
occurin the interconnecting optical fibres due to stray magneticfields.

The two options have the common problem of being susceptible to spurious optical
intensity changes in the interconnecting optical fibres which affect the system

performance. Unwanted optical intensity fluctuations at the detector may be caused by
light source intensity variations, or by changes in optical attenuation (due to

mechanical perturbations of the optical fibres or changes in the lengths of the optical
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fibres). Thus some form ofintensity referencing is needed for stable operation of the

systems.

3.4.2. Other all-optical current sensors

Research into novel all-optical current sensors has been largely concentrated on the

exploitation of the Faraday magneto-optic effect. Nevertheless, other new all-optical
approaches to sensing electric current have been reported, but all appear to have
inferior potentials in comparison with the potential of Faraday effect current sensors.

These other approaches make use of the magnetostrictive effect, Lorentz force effect,
PRheatingeffect, and magneto-optic Kerreffect.

3.4.2.1 Magnetostrictive effect current sensors

Whena magnetostrictive material is exposed to a magnetic field, its dimensions change
with a change in the applied magnetic field.

The magnetostrictive coefficient (T,)

which is the fractional dimensional change (Al) divided by the total length 1 (i.e. I, =

Al/l) may be expressed as [Giallorenzi TG et al., 1982]:

fe) eee

(3.13)

where K = a constant, which is material specific,

Hj = applied time-varying magnetic field strength,

H, = applied constant magnetic field strength.
Current sensors have been reported which use such materials that elongate or contract
on magnetisation to change the length of attached optical fibres [Dandridge A etal.,

1980, 1981]. A magnetostrictive material is bonded to an optical fibre to form the
sensing head which is placed within the magnetic field generated by the current to be

measured. The magnetic field strength, Hj (and hence the current), is determined by
detecting the difference in optical path between the sensing optical fibre and a

reference optical fibre using interferometric techniques (section 2.4.2).

One problem with this technique is that magnetostrictive materials do not usually
respond linearly to a magnetic field [Wilson J and Hawkes JFB, 1989]. Consequently,

a constant magnetic field bias H, (equation 3.13) is normally applied in an attempt to
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place the device in the region of its maximum linearity and maximum sensitivity, if
available.

However, this introduces additional problems as regards the provision,

maintenance, and shielding of H, (section 3.4.1.2 (c)).

3.4.2.2 Lorentz force effect current sensors
Multimode optical fibres have been reportedly used for sensing electric currents
[Tangonan GL et al., 1980] [Okamura H, 1987].

The optical fibre is coated with

aluminium metal jacket and is located within the magnetic field produced by the
current I to be measured. When a constant current i, is passed through the jacket,

Lorentzian force causes vibrations of the metal jacket, which induce microbending of
the optical fibre.

Microbends (section 2.4.1) induce relative phase changes in an

interferometer (section 2.4.2) which proportionally reflect the magnitudes of the
magnetic fields and hencethe currents I.

3.4.2.3 PR heating effect current sensors

An PR heating effect current sensor using a single-mode optical fibre coated with a
layer of aluminium has been suggested [Dandridge A et al., 1981]. In this technique,

electrical contacts are made at both ends of the coated section andthe electric current
to be detected is passed directly via the metallic coating of the optical fibre. The Joule

heating produced by the current in the metallic coating heats the optical fibre. This
heating which depends on the magnitude of the current introduces phase shifts between

the sensing optical fibre and a reference optical fibre, which is detected by
interferometric techniques (section 2.4.2). A disadvantage with this technique is that it
is an intrusive method requiring shunting of a fraction of the current being measured.

Furthermore, the bandwidth is limited to a few Hz due to the long thermal time
constantof the resistive coating of the fibre.

3.4.2.4 Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) current sensors

The MOKE causeschangesin the state of polarisation of light from linear to elliptical
(sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2) whenthe light is reflected off a magnetised surface [Clarke

D and Grainger JF, 1971].

Thus it may be regarded as a magnetic field induced

anisotropy in the reflection of polarised light (section 2.3.2). Oliver SA et al. (1993,
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1994) reported a method for measuring small magnetic fields (and hence currents)

using a thin magnetic film as the sensing element and employing the MOKE. Thethin
film, ideally having soft magnetic property is aligned such that an external magnetic
field (generated by the current to be measured) rotates the film magnetisation in a

controllable manner.

This magnetisation rotation (and hence the external magnetic

field) is detected by measuring the amount of polarisation rotation (section 2.4.3.3)

caused by the MOKE during reflectance of polarised light from the film surface
(section 2.3.2).

However, the MOKE is too small for noncontact measurement of

current on a powerline [Donati S et al., 1988].

Asindicated above, these all-optical current sensing approaches described in sections
3.4.2.1 to 3.4.2.4 all seem to have inferior potentials compared to the potentiality of
Faraday effect current sensors.

3.4.3_ Hybrid current sensors

A hybrid optical current sensor consists of a conventional transducer used in
conjunction with a reliable optoelectronic conversion unit (both of which are sited on
the power line) for measuring its output and transmitting the output signal via an
optical fibre link, asillustrated in figure 3.4.5.
conventional transducer e.g. CT
powerline (busbar)

Receiver

optical fibre(s)

Figure 3.4.5: A schematic diagram of a typical hybrid optical current sensor system.

The conventional transducer producesan electrical signal proportional to the current

on the power line.

The optoelectronic conversion unit produces an optical signal

encoded with the information about the measured powerline current.

The optical

signal is transmitted via an optical fibre to a remote receiver for decoding. Thus such a
system merges the attested reliability of a conventional transducer with the

acknowledgedbenefits of optical fibre transmission.
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The majority of hybrid current sensing systems reported thus far tend to employ a CT
as the conventional transducer, although any of those described in section 3.2 could

also be used. However, the CT used in this approach differs to some extent from a
conventional high voltage CT. There is no need for an extensive high voltage electrical
insulation system between the primary conductor (or primary winding) and the

secondary winding, which reducesthe appropriate length ofthe iron core.
Various techniques for converting the electrical output of the standard transducerinto
an optical output have been reported.

These include those that employ a passive

electronics transmitter, a liquid crystal device, a Faraday effect cell, a piezoelectric
element, or an active electronics transmitter.

3.4.3.1 CT with passive electronics transmitter
A hybrid current measurement system which employs a passive electronics transmitter

for the direct conversion of a CT’s output into an optical intensity has been reported
[Ning YN etal., 1992] andis illustrated in figure 3.4.6.

high power LED

>

Cpa
multimodeoptical fibre

Figure 3.4.6: Hybrid current sensor with passive electronics conversion unit [Ning YN
et al., 1992).

In this system, the induced current in the secondary winding of the CT is used to
directly drive a high power LED whichhasa linear output intensity as a function of the
drive current for a given range (from 1 to 5|00mA). The optical output signal from the

LED is coupled into a multimode optical fibre and is transmitted to a detector. If the
LED is operating in its linear transfer region, the detected output intensity is
proportional to its drive current and hence to the powerline current (current being
measured). Since there are electronic components at the sensing head, immunity to
electromagnetic interference (EMI) needsto be designed into the sensing head. Thisis
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because EMI immunity is no longer guaranteed as it would be for a completely optical
sensing head.

This system is simple and inexpensive. However, the accuracy is poorsince it suffers
from all the problems of spurious optical intensity changes associated with optical
intensity modulation systems.

Variations in the detected optical intensity not

associated with changesin the drive current of the LED may occur. These unwanted
optical intensity changes at the detector may be due to LED output intensity

fluctuations, or to changesin optical attenuation (due to bending of the optical fibre or
changesin the length of the optical fibre). Since the output of an LED is temperature
dependent [Senior JM, 1992], the output intensity of the LED will fluctuate as its

surrounding temperature varies, decreasing with an increase in the temperature. Thus
the system is strongly temperature dependent and the accuracy of such a system is

expected to be poor. Furthermore, it cannot indicate zero line current or simply a
small current since the LED will require at least a given threshold drive current to
produceoptical signal levels that are detectable at the receiver. Hence such a system is
not fail safe (section 1.3).

3.4.3.2 CT with liquid crystal modulator

A hybrid current sensor which utilises a liquid crystal device (LCD) to convert the
voltage across the secondary winding of a CT into an optical signal has been

introduced and patented [Humphrey DL, 1983]. The voltage signal from the CT is
electrically connected to the LCD, which is addressed by two optical fibres, one to
convey light from a remote light source to the LCD and the other to convey the light
transmitted via the LCDto a distant detector, as in figure 3.4.7.

output optical fibre
Figure 3.4.7: Hybrid current sensor with a liquid crystal device.
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A LCDchanges its optical state in response to changesin electric and magnetic fields
[Blinov LM, 1983]. In this hybrid system, the optical transmission characteristic of the

LCD varies in response to a voltage signal applied thereto from the CT.

Thus the

output voltage of the CT and hence the current being monitored is detected by a
change in optical intensity at the detector.

The system reported by Humphrey DL

(1983) is, however, a simple on/off system that basically detects the changeofelectric
current flow in a conductor.

The LCD needs careful shielding to eliminate the

influences of external electric and magnetic fields on its optical state, which will
otherwise introduce false results.

Pilling NA et al. (1993) also introduced a hybrid system whose basis has some
commonality with that reported by Humphrey DL (1983)(fig. 3.4.7). However, unlike
the simple on/off system by Humphrey DL (1983), the system by Pilling NA etal.
(1993) is continuous and uses the technique of chromatic modulation (section 2.4.5)

[Jones GR and Russell PC, 1993]. Furthermore, this system uses four liquid crystal

elements (fig. 3.4.8) in an attempt to minimise the temperature sensitivity of the
modulator.

Additionally, this system uses a bias voltage and also different offset

voltages for the various liquid crystal elements, in order to enhance the performance of
the system [Pilling NA et al., 1993]. Consequently, it may be classified as using an
active transmitter since it requires electrical power at the sensing head. However, an

advantage claimed for this system is that it consumes very low power compared with
most other hybrid systems with active transmitters.

Electrical connections from CTs
Lens

Chromatic
detector

Light
source

input optical

fibre

4

output optical

Liquid crystal \

elements

fibre

=

Figure 3.4.8: Hybrid current sensor with liquid crystal modulator [Pilling NA et al.,

1993].
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3.4.3.3 CT with Faradayeffectcell
Emerging Technologies Working Group (1994) reported a hybrid system which uses

the Faraday effect to convert the output current of a CT into optical form for
transmission via an optical fibre to a remote receiver. The secondary current from the
CT is used to generate a magnetic field in a separate solenoid which accommodates a

Faraday effect bulk optical sensing material, as shownin figure 3.4.9.

The Faraday effect bulk optical sensing material placed within the magnetic field in the
solenoid operates as the common Faraday effect current sensor described previously

(section 3.4.1.2). Thus in this hybrid system, the electrical output of the CT isfirst
converted into a magnetic field signal before being converted into an optical signal for

transmission through an optical fibre to a distant receiver for decoding. Consequently,
the secondary transducerof this system (and hence the entire system) suffers from the
problems associated with bulk optical Faraday current sensors (section 3.4.1.2).

powerline (busbar)

Faraday effect bulk optical material
Co

analyser

output optical fibre

solenoid

input optical fibre

Figure 3.4.9: Hybrid current sensor using a Faradayeffectcell.

3.4.3.4 CT with piezoelectric element
A hybrid current sensing system has also been reported which uses an optical phase
modulation (interferometric) scheme (section 2.4.2) to convert the electrical output

signal of a CT into an optical signal which is transmitted via optical fibres to a receiver

[Ning YN et al., 1991*]. In this approach, the output voltage across the secondary of
the CT is applied to a piezoelectric element which has a numberof turns of optical
fibre wrapped aroundit, as in figure 3.4.10. The wrapped portion of the optical fibre
constitutes the sensing section of an interferometer.
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Detector

Piezoelectric cylinder

reference optical oe

.

2x2 Coupler
P

fibre
Figure 3.4.10: Hybrid current sensor with piezoelectric element [Ning YN etal.,

1991°*).

The output voltage across the secondary of the CT causes the wrappedsection of the
sensing optical fibre to be mechanically strained. The variations in the length of the

wrappedoptical fibre with respect to the reference optical fibre induce optical phase
changesin the interferometer (section 2.4.2). These optical phase changesare directly
related to the changes in the current induced in the secondary winding of the CT and
hence to the powerline current. A three-phase hybrid system which usesthis type of

optical interferometric technique with a time division multiplexed optical fibre network

for the measurementof three-phase currents has also been reported [McGarrity C et
al., 1992].

In this type of hybrid system, the piezoelectric element requires proper shielding to
avoid the large electric field gradients associated with high voltage power lines from

corrupting the signal in the interferometer.
Although interferometric optical phase modulation measurement techniques generally
possess the potential for high accuracy, they are expensive and are often considered to
be complex.

3.4.3.5 CT with active electronics transmitter
Anattractive option for converting the electrical output of the standard transducer into
an optical output is to employ active electronic circuits since this allows the

incorporation of intelligence at the sensing head and hence high performance and
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efficiency of the system. The first report of a hybrid current sensor with an active
electronics transmitter was made public in 1965, known under the trademark of
“Traser’ [Moulton CH, 1965].

The active electronics transmitter of this system encoded the powerline current

information in the form ofa series oflight pulses which were transmitted via an optical
fibre to a receiver at ground level.

Since then, there have been further reports of

hybrid current sensors with active transmitters using the following information coding
techniques: frequency modulation [Rzewuski MN et al., 1976] [Ning YN et al., 1992];
pulse duration modulation [Subjak JS, 1975]; digital modulation [Berkebile LE etal.,

1981] [Adolfsson M et al., 1989]; pulse frequency modulation [Pilling NA, 1992];
chromatic modulation [Pilling NAet al., 1993].

However, there are problems with operating such active electronic devices at the

remote high voltage location, which include power feeding, shielding against EMI and
environmental effects, and the reliability of the active devices at high voltages.

A

hybrid current sensor that employs active electronic devices at the remote high voltage

point inherently requires electrical power at the sensing head to energise the active
electronic circuits.

Additionally, the reliability of the remote electronics transmitter

under various industrial conditions is a factor of concern since for purposes of
maximum benefit the electricity industry prefers that after installation such a system

should operate over an extended period of time without maintenance. Furthermore,
unlike a totally optical system, EMI immunity is not automatically assured for a hybrid

optical current sensor with electronic circuits at the sensing head. Thus EMI immunity
needs to be designed into the sensing head of the system.

Amongst the above problems, the need for electrical power to energise the active
transmitter introduces a major difficulty since it is difficult to provide sufficient
continuouselectrical power whilst maintaining adequate electrical isolation. There are

three main sources from whichelectrical power can be acquired to energise the active
electronics transmitter circuits. These are from batteries, from the electrical powerline

itself, or via optical energisation.
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source

The use of batteries to supply the electrical power at the remote sensing head is an
obvious solution and is in principle not difficult to implement. A digital system for
current-zero measurements has been reported, whose transmitter unit is powered from
a local lead battery [Damstra GC and Kertesz V, 1995]. This system permits only 5

hours of continuousoperation.

In a system that does not need continuous operation, rechargeable batteries can be

used so that they can be recharged when the system is not in operation.

This can

extend the lifetime of the system, although in certain cases a source for recharging the
batteries may not be available.

A system of this type, although not for current

measurement, has been reported for increasing the lifetime of potentially a variety of

implantable electronic devices that are battery powered [Jeutter DC, 1982].

The

system uses implanted nickel cadmium batteries which are recharged when the system

is not required via radio frequency powertransmitted from an external portable source.
However,the problem is that such a system cannot function continuously.

The very short andfinite lifetime of batteries is obviously a disadvantage. However,
lithium cells have been developed which have lifetimes of several years at low or
intermittent discharge rates [Horowitz P and Hill W, 1989]. Thus these batteries can

provide adequate power for very low powerhybrid sensors for a reasonable period of

time. A lithium battery powered hybrid optical temperature sensor is commercially
available from ABB Kent-Taylor. This system uses a custom designed ADC at the

transmitter and has been approved for use in hazardous areas [Spooncer RC and Philp

GS, 1995]. Nevertheless, from a practical point of view, it is not realistic to employ
batteries if the system power requirement will necessitate frequent battery changes.
Even with so called rechargeable batteries, such a constraint does not satisfy the need

for a measuring system that will be on the power line for many years without
maintenance[Pilling NA and Lewis G, 1994]. Thusbatteries need to be discounted for

such general use but may be acceptable for special applications.
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(ii) Electrical powerline source

Obtaining the electrical power from the powerlineitself is perhaps the most familiar
method.

There are two independent methods of achieving this; one from the line

current and the other from the line potential.

In the case of using line current, an

auxiliary CT is connected to the powerline in the usual way and its secondary terminal
is connected to rectifier, storage and regulation circuits. To use the line potential, a
potential device is built into the powerline. This takes energy from the line via an
impedance to ground and feeds powerinto the required unit.

A digital EHV current transducer has been reported that uses an auxiliary CT to
provide powerfor its encoder whichis at line potential [Berkebile LE etal., 1981].
The minimum turn on currentfor this system is SOA, due to the high power demand of
the active circuits of the encoder.

Therefore, for line currents less than 50A, the

transducer does not operate.

A current transformer system for monitoring a high powerline current, based on the

application of a microwave YIG-tuned transistor oscillator powered from the line
current has also been reported [Rzewuski MNet al., 1976]. In this system, the lowest

line current needed to powerthe transmitter electronics is 25A.

Pilling NA et al. (1993) also described a line powered hybrid current transformer.
There has been some improvementin the minimum line current required to operateline
poweredhybrid transmitters. The systems described by Berkebile LE et al. (1981) and

Rzewuski MN etal. (1976) needed a minimum current of 50A and 25Arespectively,

while Pilling NA et al. (1993) achieved minimum current levels as low as only 3A.

A system for measuring the power on high voltage lines, employing power from the

line potential for its active transmitter has been reported as well [Braun A and
Zinkernagel J, 1973]. A transformer and stabilised de power supply provides the dc
operating voltages for the electronic circuits at the high voltage side. The primary
currentof this transformeris the capacitive current drawn bya high voltage capacitor.
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Systems for current measurement at EHV havealso been described which use the two

independent methodsfor driving the electronics. That is one from the line current via a
small CT and the other from the line potential via another transformer [Moulton CH,
1965] [Pressman BM, 1975].

Thus with either source available, the units are

functional.

In the systems mentioned above, when there is neither current nor voltage on the
powerline, the measuring device will not operate.

If the transmitter unit fails, the

system will not also function. Such systemsare thus not fail safe since a lack of power
on the line is not distinguishable from a failure of the transmitter unit.

In addition,

these systems will not operate instantly upon energisation of a de-energised line, which

implies that a fault which occurs on line energisation may not be diagnosable.

Another current transducer for EHV systems uses a combination of a standby primary

battery and the subsidiary CT method to powerits electronics at the line potential side
[Subjak JS, 1975]. This allows operation during zero or very low line currents and

hence permits instantaneous operation when a de-energised line is re-energised.
However, such a system also has limitations on the operating time during zero or low
line currents due to the short andfinite battery lifetime.

(iii) Optical power source

The option of obtaining the required electrical power for driving the active transmitter
from optical powervia the photovoltaic effect is quite attractive. This concept is not
new.

The first demonstration of the feasibility of using an optical fibre to deliver

electrical power to a remote end appears to have been for telephones [DeLoach BC et

al., 1978] [Miller RC and Lawry RB, 1979] [Miller RC et al., 1982]. Since then,
optical powering has been reported for a variety of applications.

A system for supplying optical power for measuring devices at high voltage levels was
initially proposed by Caspers F and Neumann EG (1980). In this system, four infrared

LEDswere used andtheir optical outputs coupled to a glass rod measuring 40mm in
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diameter and Im in length. Foursolar cells were used at the end of the glass rod to

reconvert the optical powerinto electrical power.

An optically powered catheter system for medical applications has also been described
[Fedel S$ et al., 1982]. In 1984, McGlade SM and Jones GR reported an optically
powered vibrating force sensor, and Ohte A ef al. described an optically powered
temperature transducer.

Optically powered pressure sensing systems have been

described as well [SchweizerP et al., 1987] [Liu K, 1991].

Thefirst real demonstration of an optically powered current sensor for power systems
applications reported in the open literature was by Adolfsson M etal. (1989). This

system uses an application-specific photoluminescence diode for converting optical
powerto electrical power and also for electrical signal to optical signal conversion.
The transmitter of this system operates at very low powerlevels. However, this low

powerrequirement has been achieved through the use of custom designed integrated
circuits.

Mostof the optically powered systems reported thusfar use laser diodes as the optical
powersources. An alternative approach using a tungsten halogen white light source
was originally adopted by Pilling NA (1992).

However, this experimental system

provided only low powerand allowed energisation only over a very short length and
for a limited environmental temperature variation.

In general, the optical energisation approach has hitherto been hindered by the

mismatch between the electrical power demand of the remote transmitter unit (for a
transmitter having high performance) andthe electrical power which can be delivered
cost-effectively. One main concern with optical energisation, though, is the reliability
of the light source which is arguably the least reliable componentof such a system.
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3.5 Conclusions

The majority of electric current measuring techniques (both conventional and novel)

make use of the magnetic effects produced by the current. Conventional techniques
are all susceptible to EMIandall have some form ofelectrical connection between the

power line and the equipment in the control end.

Consequently, they require

substantial electrical insulation for high voltage applications.

As electric power

systemsare increasingly operated at higher voltages, the size and cost of the electrical

insulation required are becoming gain limiting factors.

Thus, although these

techniques, especially CTs, have demonstrated their reliability over many years, they
are not economically attractive and this tends to limit their population on a power

system.

Extensive research into novel techniques of measuring or monitoring current has been

ongoing world-wide.

The majority of these employ optical fibre techniques which

offer some advantages, including overcoming the EMI problem and providing
electrical isolation.

Nevertheless, electric current sensors employing optical fibre

techniques haveyet to be fully recognised commercially.

There are however recent reports of some optical fibre based systems in existence
[Katsukawa H and YokoiS, 1996] [Kurosawa K etal., 1996] [Ishizuka S et al., 1996]
[Kurosawa K, 1996] [Bohnert K et al., 1994] [Emerging Technologies Working

Group, 1994] [MacDougall TW et al., 1996].

Extended period of testing isstill

required to examine long term performance of the devices in the field environment.
Furthermore, for comprehensive use, some of the devicesstill have problems to be
solved under severe mechanical conditions [Day GW et al., 1996] [Sato T et al.,

1996].

Generally, the progress of all-optical current sensors seems to rely upon further
developments in the available optical fibres and optical materials.

Hybrid optical

current sensors combine the advantages of established conventional measurement
techniques with the benefits of optical fibre transmission.

Hybrid current sensors
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which employ active transmitters appear to be the most promising interim realisation of

optical fibre current sensorsuntil all-optical versions with performances comparable to
those of conventional current sensors materialise.

Hybrid current sensors with active transmitters, however, introduce a major
complication in most designs since it is difficult to supply sufficient uninterruptable

electrical power at the sensing head, whilst retaining adequate electrical isolation as
well. These sensors may be powered bya local battery, by obtaining powerlocally
from the electrical power line itself, or by remote optical energisation.

Battery

poweringis relatively simpler, but may need frequent changes depending on the system
powerrequirements. Line powering and optical powering are relatively more difficult

to implement, but both have improved reliabilities.

For an extended period of

continuousoperation (tens of years) the reliability of optical powering becomea factor
of concern. However,unlike line powering, optical poweringisfail safe.

The above review has shown that optical fibre current sensing techniques which

possess some potential are the Faraday effect based technique and the hybrid
technique; these were thus the two approaches investigated. The review also indicated
that Faraday effect systems which use bulk optical materials offer some advantages

compared with the coiled optical fibre sensing type (section 3.4.1.2). However, it also
revealed that there are still problems of temperature dependence of Verdet constant,
stress induced linear birefringence, and susceptibility to spurious optical intensity
changes; theseall affect the system performance.

In the Faraday system investigated, bulk optical materials were employed and some
important design considerations and limitations of such systems were examined. The
approach adopted sought to yield substantial polarisation rotations, with low
temperature coefficients and with reduced stress induced birefringence. The technique

of chromatic modulation (section 2.4.5) was mainly employed since it is inherently
immune to spuriousintensity fluctuations, is efficient in the use of optical power, and
has high resolution potential.
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For the hybrid system investigated, the approach of using an active transmitter was
embraced since it appears to be the most promising approach (section 3.4.3), although
_ it introduces further problems (section 3.4.3.5).

The review indicated that this

approach hashitherto been hindered by the mismatch between the power demand of

the active transmitter unit and the power which can be delivered reliably, costeffectively, and with fail safety. Techniques which address these problems were thus
investigated.

Since the prospective goal for researching new currentsensors is for utilisation on real
high power systems, investigations of the performance of such systems under

appropriate conditions are vital. This constituted a considerable part of the project.
The main aspects of performance investigated were the effects of temperature
variations, vibration, HV electrical discharges, and the ability to operate in both
laboratory and industrial high power system environments.
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CHAPTER 4
FARADAY OPTICAL CURRENT SENSOR(FOCS)

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes experimental systems for electric current measurement using a

bulk optical material Faraday optical current sensor (FOCS). This is a brief feasibility
study of the potential of Faraday type current sensors to meet the stringent

specifications of the electric powerindustry (section 1.3). The operation of the FOCS
is based on the Faraday effect (section 2.4.3.2).

Two FOCS experimental systems

were considered; a monochromatic system based uponintensity modulation techniques

(section 2.4.1) and a polychromatic system based upon chromatic modulation
techniques(section 2.4.5).

This chapteris structured as follows. A basic generalised principle of operation of the

FOCS is described in section 4.2, which applies to both the monochromatic and
polychromatic systems. This is followed in section 4.3 by investigations into some of
the essential design considerations and limitations of Faraday effect based optical

current sensors. In section 4.4, the laboratory experimental systems which use a bulk

optical glass sensing element are described and the test results for both systems are
presented.

Finally, experimental investigations into the use of a Bij2SiOx (BSO)

crystal as a sensing material in a polychromatic FOCS system employing the technique
of chromatic modulation are described in section 4.5.

4.2 Principle of Operation

The FOCS measureselectric current on a current-carrying conductor (powerline) by

measuring the magnetic field produced by the electric current.

The measurement

principle is based upon the Faraday effect (section 2.4.3.2); this involves the rotation
of the plane ofpolarisation oflinearly polarised light when passed through a material in

the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the direction of propagation of the light.
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The amountof rotation is proportional to the magnetic field and henceto the electric
current producingit (section 2.4.3.2).
Figure 4.2.1 shows a schematic configuration of a FOCS together with indications of

the state of polarisation of the light at various positions in the system, which in turn
determine the modulation principle.
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(modulated by B)
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Figure 4.2.1: Schematic configuration of the FOCS system with the state of

polarisation of the light at various parts of the system.

As shownin figure 4.2.1, the system consists of a light source, an input optical fibre,
an input ball lens, a polariser, a Faraday material, an analyser, an output ball lens, an
output optical fibre, and a detector. Light (unpolarised) from a suitable light source is
guided through a multimode input optical fibre to the sensing head which is in close

proximity to a powerline. The unpolarised light beam emitted from the input optical
fibre is collimated by an input ball lens and linearly polarised by a polariser.

The

linearly polarised light is passed through a Faraday material where its plane of
polarisation is rotated by the influence of the magnetic field (B field), which is parallel
to the propagation direction ofthe light.
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An analyser is used to convert the polarisation rotation modulation being produced by
the Faraday effect into intensity or chromatic modulation (section 2.4.3.3). An output
ball lens focuses the intensity or chromatic modulated optical signal onto an output

multimodeoptical fibre via which it is guided to a detector. The magnetic flux density
B (and hencetheelectric current generating it) is then measured at the output of the
detector. This is accomplished by measuring the change intheintensity of the received

optical signal (in the case of intensity modulation) or the change in the spectral
signature of the received optical signal (in the case of chromatic modulation).

4.3 FOCS System Design Considerations

Equation 2.5 (section 2.4.3.2) basically describes the operation of the FOCS. It would

appear from this equation and the discussions thereof (section 2.4.3.2) that it is
important to produce a large rotation angle (©) for a given electric current in order to
enhancethe sensitivity of the system. This would imply thatall the terms on the right

hand side of equation 2.5 should be maximised. However, there are certain aspects of
the operation of this system which are critical to its performance and need to be
considered.

Firstly, the conversion of the polarisation rotation modulation into intensity or
chromatic modulation (section 2.4.3.3) is not a linear operation over all possible
rotation angles. Secondly, the magnetic flux density B around a powerline (currentcarrying conductor) is relatively weak. Thirdly, the optical path length L is limited by

the inevitable divergence of the optical beam within the Faraday material and by the
desired size of the sensing head. Finally, the Verdet constant V which is a property of
the Faraday material is a function of wavelength and high Verdet constant materials

generally exhibit high temperature dependences. The above features of the operation
of the FOCS have someimplications on the accuracy, sensitivity, and resolution of the

system.
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In this section, some of the crucial design considerations and limitations of the FOCS

are examined. The conversion of the polarisation rotation modulation into intensity or
chromatic modulation (i.e. Faraday rotation transfer characteristic) is considered in

order to determine the maximum peak rotation angle allowed in a FOCS for a

prescribed accuracy limit.
Since the magnetic field around a power line is relatively weak, suitable materials
which give substantial polarisation rotations with low temperature coefficients were

identified. Available optical sources were also assessed to determine the most suitable
type for the systems.

4.3.1 Faraday rotation transfer characteristic

The transfer characteristic of the FOCS is determined by the operation of the polariser

and analyser combination (i.e. Malus’ law) as described previously (section 2.4.3.3,
equation 2.7). This transfer function is shownin figure 4.3.1 for rotation angles (Q)

Normalised output intensity, I

from 0° to 180°.

0

22.5

45

67.5

90"

1125

135-1575

-180
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Figure 4.3.1: Faraday rotation transfer characteristic.

To operate in the mostlinear region of this characteristic, the polariser and analyser are
normally set at an angle of 45° relative to each other, which corresponds to point Q in

figure 4.3.1.

The non-linearity in the output signal apparent on figure 4.3.1 as a

percentage ofthe signal at point Q was determined for various Faradayrotation angles.
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These were deduced from the deviation of the cos*© function from a straight line
representation of the characteristic using the slope at the 45° bias point (Q). Figure
4.3.2 showsa plot of the percentage non-linearity of the characteristic as a function of
the magnitude of the Faraday rotation angle (Q) for © from 0° to 20°. This showsthat

the percentage non-linearity of the Faraday rotation transfer function increases
approximately exponentially with increase in the Faraday rotation angle.

The

approximate maximum peak Faraday rotation angles (Qmax) for various accuracy

Ww

Non-linearity (%)

classes based on the percentage non-linearity in figure 4.3.2 are given in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3.2: Percentage non-linearity of the Faraday transfer
function versus the magnitudeof the rotation angle.

Table 4.1: Approximate peak rotation limits for various accuracy limits of FOCS.

eeseee
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To achieve the required accuracylimits in practice, it would probably be necessary at
the design stage to confine the maximum rotation at the peak rated current to about a
half of the maximum rotation values given in table 4.1. For instance, for accuracy class
0.1 [BS 3938, 1973], a maximum rotation angle of about 2.5° at the peak rated current
should be considered.

For most applications, the FOCS will be utilised for the measurement of a.c. electric
currents. To maintain the sinusoidal waveform of the measured current, the effects of

harmonic distortions need to be minimised. An analysis was performed to determine
the maximum allowed Faraday rotation angles for given maximum tolerable sinusoidal

waveform distortion levels.
With operation at point Q in figure 4.3.1, equation 2.7 (section 2.4.3.3) becomes

I =I, cos’ (45° + B)

(4.1)

where f = angleofrotation due to the Faradayeffect.

Equation 4.1 may be expressed as

I = = (1—sin2B)

(4.2)

and subsequently as
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Considering an a.c. waveform with a peakrotation of B., B = B, sinwt. Substituting B
= B, sin@t into equation 4.3 and expanding powersof B yields the following:
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From equation 4.4, the total harmonic distortion as a percentage of the measured

sinewave was determined for peak rotation B, from 0.1° to 45°. It was noted that
higher order harmonicsintroduced negligible distortions, hence harmonics higher than
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the 7" were ignored. In fact for peak rotations of less than 10°, meaningful distortions

weresolely due to the 3harmonic distortion (i.e. sin3at term). Figure 4.3.3 shows a
plot of the total harmonic distortion as a percentage of the fundamental (measured)

sinewave, versus the peak rotation B, from 0° to 20°. This showsthat if the peak
rotation angles previously specified in table 4.1 for various accuracy limits are
maintained, the harmonic distortions will also be maintained within those accuracy

Total harmonic distortion (%)
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Figure 4.3.3: Total harmonic distortion as a percentage of the
measured sinewaveversus peak rotation angle.

4.3.2 Optical glasses

Since the magnetic field around a powerlineis relatively weak, suitable optical glasses
which give substantial polarisation rotations with low temperature coefficients and
with reduced stress-induced birefringence were identified. An appraisal of available
optical glasses is presented in this section. The aspects considered were the Verdet
constants of available optical glasses, the wavelength dependences of their Verdet
constants, the temperature dependences of their Verdet constants, their internal

transmittances, and their volumeprices.

4.3.2.1 Verdet constant
Equation 2.5 (section 2.4.3.2) which describes the operation of the FOCS indicated
that the constant of proportionality is the Verdet constant (V).

It is a material

parameter and is dependent on wavelength andto a certain extent on temperature.
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4.3.2.2 Wavelength dependence of Verdet constant

The wavelength dependence of the Verdet constant of a Faraday optical glass may be
expressed as [Schott, 1985]:

V(A) =

m n(A)-1
Xr

nA)

A+

B
V2

)

(4.5)

where A = wavelength ofthe light,

n = refractive index of the material,
A. = mean wavelength of the UV resonances, and

A, B = material fitting parameters.
Figures 4.3.4(a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively show the curves of optical glasses with
the largest, the intermediate, and the smallest values of Verdet constants at 20°C as a

function of A in the visible spectral range [Schott, 1985]. In these figures, glasses SF
59, SF 58, SF 57, and SF 6 possess the largest Verdet constants. On the other hand,
glasses SF L 6 and SF L 56, for instance, have extremely small Verdet constants

(nearly zero). This implies that the plane of polarisation of a linearly polarised light
would be nearly unaffected by magnetic fields in SF L 6 and SF L 56 glasses.

For glasses of SF type, the Verdet constant increases monotonically with the content

of lead oxide (PbO). Heavy flint glass, type SF 59 with the largest value of Verdet
constant in the above figures has a high content of PbO, about 80% by weight
[Westenberger G et al., 1991].

SF 57 is the so called Pockels glass which can be

supplied with reduced stress birefringence, possessing a stress-optical coefficient of
nearly zero. Glasses with very high Verdet constants tend to exhibit high temperature
dependences.
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Figure 4.3.4(a): Verdet constants of some optical glasses as a function of
wavelength, at 20°C [Schott, 1985].
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Figure 4.3.4(b): Verdet constants of some optical glasses as a function of
wavelength, at 20°C [Schott, 1985].
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Figure 4.3.4(c): Verdet constants of some optical glasses as a function of
wavelength, at 20°C [Schott, 1985].
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Figure 4.3.4(d): Verdet constants of some optical glasses as a function of
wavelength, at 20°C [Schott, 1985].

4.3.2.3 Temperature dependence of Verdet constant

In the FOCS the temperature dependence of the Verdet constant and the thermal
expansion of the material will both influence the performance of the system under
fluctuating environmental temperature conditions.

Diamagnetic glasses have much

smaller temperature dependences of their Verdet constants than paramagnetic or
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ferromagnetic glasses. However,thereis very little information in the literature on the

temperature dependence of the Verdet constant of most diamagnetic glasses other than
the general knowledgethatit is small. Table 4.2 shows the temperature dependence of
the Verdet constant of three diamagnetic glasses (SiO2, BK 7, and SF 57) andalso

with their linear thermal expansion [Williams PA et al., 1991°].

Table 4.2: Temperature dependenceof the Verdet constant of three diamagnetic

glasses. V, and (VL),are values at 20°C.

Glass Type

1/V, x dV/dT

1/(VL), x d(VL)/dT

(x 107 °C)

(x 107 °C)

Pieeeetg
The third column intable 4.2 whichincludesthe linear thermal expansion of the glasses
is the normalised temperature dependence of the Faraday effect. It is representative of

the temperature dependence of a FOCSsince the Faraday rotation depends on both the
Verdet constant (V) of the glass and on the light path length (L) in the glass (section

2.4.3.2).

A system which is required to operate satisfactorily in the field needs to be able to
endure an environmental temperature variation of from ~ -25°C to +75°C, without
significantly degrading the system performance (the electricity supply industry’s
requirement).

Assuming a hypothetical temperature change over the entire range

above, the use of SF 57 glass implies that, in principle, the highest potential accuracy
of the system would be limited to 1.35%. On the other hand, the use of BK 7 implies

that the highest potential accuracy underidentical conditions would be 0.71%. Thus
for high accuracy applications, the temperature dependence suggests that BK 7 glass
should be used, while for a high sensitivity SF 57 is recommended. In table 4.2, values

for SiO, are important as an indication of the performance of a sensor that uses an
optical fibre as the sensing element.

Figure 4.3.5 shows typical curves of the
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temperature dependence of VL for SF 57 and SiO, where data for BK is similar to

(VL)/(VL)o

that for SiO, [Williams PAetal., 1991°*].
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Figure 4.3.5: Typical temperature dependence data for SF 57 and SiO,
[Williams PA et al., 1991*).

4.3.2.4 Internal transmittance
A knowledge of the internal transmittances of the optical glasses at different
wavelengths is also vital, especially given the need for a high optical path length (L)

within theglass. The internal transmittance is the ratio of the transmitted light intensity
to the incidentlight intensity. A glass with a high internal transmittance (i.e. low light

absorption characteristic) is obviously attractive.

Table 4.3 gives the internal transmittances of some optical glasses at different
wavelengths, for a glass thickness of 25mm each [Schott, 1985] and these are

represented graphically in figure 4.3.6. From this table and figure, it can be seen that

BK 7 hasa relatively high internal transmittance over the entire wavelength range
shown. The optical glasses of the SF type which possess high Verdet constants (e.g.
SF 59, SF 58, and SF 57) have comparatively lower internal transmittances between

400nm and 540nm.
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Table 4.3: Internal transmittances of someoptical glasses at a thickness of 25mm.

Internal transmittance

i

300
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900

1000

1100

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.3.6: Internal transmittances of some optical glasses at a
thickness of 25mm,as a function of wavelength [Schott, 1985].

4.3.2.5 Volumeprices

The volumeprice of a glass refers to the cost of a given size of the glass. For costeffectiveness, the selection of an optical glass for use in the FOCS should also take into
account the relative costs. Somerelative volume prices are given in table 4.4, based on
slab glasses with the cost of BK 7 normalised to 1 [Schott, 1985]. This indicates that
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the costs of identical sizes of SF 59 and SF 57, for instance, will respectively be about
30 times and 10 times more expensive than the cost of an identical size of BK 7.
Concerning availability of the glasses, all the glasses in table 4.4 are preferred glasses
except SF 58 and SF 59 [Schott, 1985].

Table 4.4: Volumeprices for various glasses, normalised so that BK 7 = 1.

ieeter,

4.3.2.6 Summary

For a high sensitivity FOCS, SF 59, SF 58, SF 57, or SF 6 should be employed.
Considering the costs, SF 6 and SF 57 are less expensive than SF 59 and SF 58.
Furthermore, for high internal transmittance, SF 6 or SF 57 should be used. Finally,

for reducedstress-induced birefringence, SF 57 is the most suitable material. Thus the
use of SF 57 glass in Faraday optical current sensors is recommended, with provision

for temperature compensation, if need be. However, depending on the application, BK

7 glass is still a reasonable choice given its low temperature dependence,high internal
transmittance, and especially as it is inexpensive.
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4.3.3 Light source suitability assessment

The suitabilities of five available optical sources for use in the FOCS have been
assessed. These light sources were, a gas laser (HeNe), a white light source, two laser

diodes, and an LED. The assessment wasdirected towards the principal requirements
for the FOCSlight source, whichare for high optical power, high wavelength stability,

an operating wavelength at which the Verdet constant has a high value, and a high
degree oflinear polarisation.

4.3.3.1 Optical power
The need for high optical poweris in order to obtain a high signal to noise ratio at the
optical detector. The optical intensity transmitted via a FOCS set-up which is shown
in figure 4.4.1 (section 4.4.1) was measured for each ofthe five different light sources.

The results indicated that the need for high optical powerat the detector calls for the
use of a high powergas laser or laser diode, as each of these can launch substantial

optical powerinto a multimodeopticalfibre.

4.3.3.2 Wavelengthstability
A high wavelength stability is needed in order to avoid measurement perturbations due

to the wavelength dependence of the Verdet constant (V) and in relation to chromatic
modulation methods. Any variation in the wavelength of operation of the light source
will lead to a change in the effective Verdet constant of the sensing material and

consequently a change in the calibration curve of the system.

A review of optical

glasses (section 4.3.2), suggests that dV/dA is approximately proportional to the
magnitude of V for a range of optical glasses. Consequently, although the magnitude
of V varies greatly between optical glasses, each requires a light source with a high

wavelength stability in order to obtain high accuracy. The accuracy of the chromatic
modulation approach dependsrelatively more strongly upon the wavelengthstability of
the light source. A high spectral stability is demanded ofthe light source(s) in order to

take full advantage of the high resolution capability of the chromatic modulation
system.
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The five light sources mentioned above were tested for their wavelength stabilities
under continuous operation. The tests were performed using a Libido detector system
(section 2.4.5.4) to simultaneously record the dominant wavelengths (a form of mean

wavelength) of the light sources at hourly intervals, over a period of 61hrs (2.5 days).
Since all five light sources were examined concurrently, the relative influence of
environmental effects on the results was minimised. Figures 4.3.7(a) to (e) show the

Dominant wavelength (nm)

changesin the dominant wavelengthsof the various light sources as a function of time.

Time (hrs)

Dominant wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.3.7(a): Wavelength stability of a HeNe laser
(10mW ) as monitored using a Libido system.
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Figure 4.3.7(b): Wavelength stability of a white light source as
monitored with a Libido system.
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Time (hrs)
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Figure 4.3.7(c): Wavelength stability of a laser diode (type
LT027MDO, 3mW) as monitored with a Libido system.

Time (hrs)

Dominant wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.3.7(d): Wavelength stability of a laser diode (type
LT021MDO, 10mW) as monitored with a Libido system.

Time (hrs)

Figure 4.3.7(e): Wavelength stability of an infrared LED as
monitored with a Libido system.
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Table 4.5: Summary of wavelengthstabilities of five different light sources.
Type of Light Source

Peak change in Agom,

Spectral width, Aw

AAgom/Aw

earsfell
eae[a
ee
[eat
AdXdom (nm)

The maximum changes in dominant wavelengths (AAdom) from the results of figures
4.3.7(a) to (€) are summarised in table 4.5.

The spectral widths (Ay) of the light

sources, and the various changes in their dominant wavelengths as a percentage of

their spectral widths (AAgom / Aw) are also presented in this table. The results suggest
that the infrared LEDis superior in terms of the absolute magnitudes of the maximum
drifts in the dominant wavelengths of the light sources.

However, considering the

maximum drifts in the dominant wavelengths as a percentage of the spectral widths of
the light sources, the white light source appears to be advantageous. On the other
hand, a high powerlaser diode couldbe a problem in these respects.

For the chromatic modulation system, a white light source is required, unless two or
more monochromatic light sources with disparate optical spectra are employed. In the

latter case, the overall wavelength stability may deteriorate by a factor proportional to
the number of sources employed, unlike the former case (white light source) which
remains fixed. Thus the white light source again becomesbeneficial.

4.3.3.3 Operating wavelength
In section 4.3.2.2, it was revealed that the Verdet constant (V) of an optical glass

decreases with an increase in the wavelength (A) of the light source. For instance, V of
SF 57 glass at a wavelength of 439.5nm is 55.0 rad/T.m, while at a wavelength of

656.3nm V decreases to 20.7 rad/T.m [Schott, 1985]. This implies that the sensitivity
of a FOCS which usesa light source at a wavelength of 439.5nm is in principle more
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than twice that of an identical sensor employing a light source at a wavelength of
656.3nm. Table 4.6 gives the values of V at the mean operating wavelengths of the
light sources under consideration, for the case of SF 57 optical glass [Schott, 1985].

Table 4.6: Values of V at the mean operating wavelengths of the light sources under
consideration, for the case of SF 57 optical glass.
Light source
(nm)

xe
pees[ae

(rad/T.m)

White light
Infrared LED

From table 4.6,it is clear that the need for a high sensitivity FOCScalls for the use of a
light source which operates at a relatively short wavelength, such as the HeNelaser.
However, the reduced value of the Verdet constant at longer wavelengths is to some
extent offset by the low attenuation in optical fibres and by the increased photodiode
sensitivity at those wavelengths.

4.3.3.4 Degree of linear polarisation
Since the Faraday effect involves the rotation of the plane of polarisation of linearly

polarisedlight, it is imperative to maintain linearly polarised light within the glass block
(sensing element). It is also useful to have a large amountof linearly polarised light

within the sensing element where modulation occurs.

There are basically two effects that influence the linear polarisation of a light beam.
These are depolarisation and variations of the state of polarisation (i.e. elliptical
polarisation), which both occurin a light transmitting material (optical fibre or optical
glass).

The degree of linear polarisation (p) is a parameter that determines

depolarisation and the variation of the state of polarisation of a light beam.
Considering a glass block sensing element, for every setting of a polariser (at one end
of the glass block) there is a corresponding setting angle of an analyser (at the other
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end) at which the transmitted intensity reaches its peak value (Imax). At an analyser

setting angle normal to the above angle, the light intensity at the detector is minimum
(Imin). The quantity p (degree of linear polarisation) is then defined by [Clarke D and
Grainger JF, 1971]

ue

pny d
[m
a

ANE le

(4.6)
4.6

Linearly polarised light is denoted by a value of p equal to one, whereasp less than one

indicates either depolarisation or a variation of the state of polarisation (elliptically
polarised light) of a light beam.

Henceif all other requirements are equal, a light

source with a high p is preferable to one with a low p.

Since infrared polarisers are much more expensive than visible polarisers, for a cost-

effective system, visible polarisers would be preferred.

Furthermore, the Verdet

constant of an optical glass is higher in the visible region than in the infrared region,

given its inverse proportionality relationship with wavelength. Thusvisible polarisers
were employed in this project, and the degrees of linear polarisation of the light

sources were assessed based ontheir suitabilities for use with the visible polarisers.

The degrees of linear polarisation (p) for the five light sources were measured using

visible polarisers, with a cut-off wavelength at about 800nm. The measured results are
shownin table 4.7, together with sometheoretical values [Aulich H efal., 1980] which

show good agreement.
Table 4.7: Degreesoflinear polarisation of different light sources measured using

visible polarisers with a cut-off wavelength of ~800nm.

re
Infrared LED

<0.5
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The results suggest that in terms of the degree of linear polarisation, the HeNe laser
and the laser diodes are the better options. As mentioned above, the polariser and
analyser employed for the above tests were visible ones which cut-off at 800nm. From
equation 4.6, p tends to unity as Inin tends to zero, and p tends to zero as Imin tends to

Imax. Thus for the HeNelaser and the laser diodes, most of the light was polarised by

the visible polariser. Hence with the polariser and analyser crossed (the condition for
measuring Inin), less light was transmitted via the system. Asa result, Imin was very

small, and consequently p was high. On the other hand, for the white light and the
infrared LED,a reasonable portion of the light is in the infrared region, outside the
operating region of the polarisers. Thus with the polariser and analyser crossed, Imin

wasstill large in each case and therefore p was low.

If infrared polarisers were to be employed, then the degree of linear polarisation of the
white light and the infrared LED would be high.

Thusit is a matter of selecting

polarisers whose operating wavelength range matches that of the light source.
However, visible polarisers were preferred because they are less expensive and will

also yield a more sensitive sensor for a given optical glass due to the wavelength
dependence of the Verdet constant of the optical glasses. Notwithstanding the above,

even with visible polarisers, the degree of linear polarisation of a white light source
could be readily increasedbyfiltering off part of the infrared portion.

4.3.3.5 Summary
From the above results and discussions, the choice of a suitable light source for a

FOCS depends on the other system components, the particular application, and

obviously on the modulation technique.

Based on the above considerations (i.e.

optical power, operating wavelength, wavelength stability, and degree of linear
polarisation with visible polarisers), a HeNe laser appears to be the best choicefor the
monochromatic system. For the chromatic modulation system, a white light sourceis

required, unless two or more monochromatic light sources with disparate optical
spectra are employed.

In the latter case, the overall wavelength instability may

increase in proportion to the numberof sources employed.
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4.3.4 Effect of environmental temperature fluctuations

The main effects of temperature variations at the sensing head of the FOCS which can
affect the system performance are, the temperature dependence of the Verdet constant
of the Faraday material employed and the temperature drift of the polariser cut-off
wavelength. The former has been discussedin section 4.3.2.3, with an indication that a

material with a low temperature coefficient of the Verdet constant could be selected to
minimise the effect.

The latter effect, the temperature drift of the polarisers can be severe, measuring at
approximately 0.16nm/°C [Keogh A, 1994]. Thus a hypothetical temperature change
of 100°C will in essence give a total drift of 16nm. This drift may cause the amountof
polarised light to vary with temperature and would affect both monochromatic and

polychromatic systems. However, the drift presents a problem only if the spectrum of
the light source used extendsto or includes the region of the cut-off wavelength of the

polarisers.

For a monochromatic system with visible polarisers having a cut-off

wavelength of 800nm,the use of a HeNe laser (at A=633nm) could present no problem
in this respect.

For the chromatic modulation system, the problem can be solved by employing two
monochromatic light sources, one operating in the visible spectral region and the other
in the infrared region, with sufficient clearances from the cut-off wavelength of the

polarisers. The use of a white light source with an appropriate optical filter can also
avoid the consequence of this effect.

For example, figures 4.3.8(a) and (b) show

optical spectra outputs of two tungsten halogen white light sources with aluminium

and dichroic reflectors, measured using an Anritsu optical spectrum analyser (OSA)
(type MS9030A, specifications in appendix B2). Figures 4.3.8(c) and (d) show the
same spectra again measured with the OSA,but incorporating a notch filter to remove

parts of the spectra aroundthe cut-off wavelength of the polarisers (800nm). As can
be seen in figures 4.3.8(c) and (d), this notch filter removes the portion between the

wavelengths 720nm and 980nm. Thus with the polarisers which nominally cut-off at
A=800nm, the temperature drifts of the cut-off wavelength of the polarisers will not

introduce measurementerrors, even over a worst case temperature change of 100°C.
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Figures 4.3.8: Measured spectra outputs of white light sources.

It is obviously desirable to have a large amount of polarised light within the sensing
material in order to enhance thesensitivity and the signal to noise ratio of the system.

Hence it would be preferable to filter only the most appropriate portion which would
avoid measurementerrors due to the temperature drift of the polarisers. For example,
if the maximum temperature drift of the polarisers is 0.16nm/°C, implying a total drift
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of 16nm over 100°C, a filter which cuts off the region between 780nm and 820nm

could be employed.

4.4 FOCS Experimental Systems

Two FOCSlaboratory experimental systems were examined; a monochromatic system

based upon pure intensity modulation (section 2.4.1) and a polychromatic system
based upon chromatic modulation (section 2.4.5). The experimental arrangement of
the sensing head wasidentical for both systems, although the sensing principles are
different to someextent.

4.4.1 Experimental arrangement
Figure 4.4.1 shows the laboratory experimental set-up of the FOCS, whichbasically
consisted of the components listed in the schematic configuration of figure 4.2.1
(section 4.2), with the addition of a magnetic field concentrator. The magnetic field

concentrator, a coil concentrator, was a type proposed by Pilling NA (1992) to be
made up ofcoils of wire carrying the electric current to be measured. The wire to be
used in making the coil would be chosen based onits capability to carry the maximum
rated current to be measured.

In the experimental set-up of figure 4.4.1, six turns of copper wire (~7mm in diameter)
was used, with the wire capable of carrying a maximum current of about 50A. The
coil concentrator with wire coil diameter of 3cm was designed to accommodate a bulk
Faraday optical glass within its centre, as shown in figure 4.4.1. The Faraday optical

glass (sensing material) was a BK 7 optical glass measuring 10cm in length, 2.4cm in
width, and Icm in thickness. The BK 7 glass was selected based on the considerations

in section 4.3.2, and partly because such a material was already available in the

laboratory.

As the optical glass was 10cm in length, and it was desirable for the optical signal to

have a multiple pass within the glass, goodcollimation of the optics was required. A
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small diameter input optical fibre (400m core diameter) and a large diameter output
optical fibre (Imm core diameter) were utilised to ease the collimation demands. The
lengths of the input and output optical fibres were approximately 2m each.

Two

10mm diameter ball lenses were employed, one at the input end to collimate the light

from the inputoptical fibre to the sensing material via the polariser. The otherball lens
at the output end was for focusing the modulated light from the analyser into the

output optical fibre for transmission to the detector.

ball lens

BK 7 Faraday glass
B field coil concentrator

input optical fibre

efleciing
mirror

ball lens
Detector

Light source
reflecting
mirror

analyser

linearly polarised
light beam

B field

output optical fibre

Electric current
to be measured

Figure 4.4.1: FOCS experimental arrangement.

With the 400m core diameter input optical fibre and the 10mm diameter ball lens, a
collimation beam diameter of about 8mm wasobtained for a collimation length of
30cm in air. There was no further improvementin collimation over the length above

(30cm) with different diametersof ball lenses. Consequently, the system wasset up to
have a triple optical pass via the optical glass, giving an active optical path length of
30cm for the Faradayrotation.
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Given that the width of the glass was 2.4cm, the triple optical pass was the best
compromise, unless the collimated beam diameter was reduced via improved
collimation.

The triple optical pass was obtained by having tworeflections, using

aluminium coated reflecting mirrors at the two end faces of the glass block as shownin
figure 4.4.1. Visible polarisers (type HN32) [Optical Filters, 1994] were employed,
based on their low costs and their operation in the region of high Verdet constant, as
discussed previously (section 4.3.3.4).

The magnetic flux density (B) within the centre of the coil concentrator (fig. 4.4.1),
produced by the electric current flowing through the coil was measured using a
Gaussmeter (type Magnetech MGM-1 Gaussmeter and TP-22 transverse probe).

Figure 4.4.2 shows the measured distribution of B in the centre of the coil
concentrator, versus the distance along the centre, in the direction of the length of the

glass, for two different values of electric current through the coil. This figure shows
that the magnetic field to which the sensing glass in the centre of the coil is subjected
varies from a minimum at the two endsofthe glass length to a maximum atthe centre

of the glass block.

The average values of B across the sensing glass were

approximately 3.53mT and 1.76mT for the coil currents of 50A rms and 25A rms,

respectively.
e I=50A rms
x I=25A mms
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Figure 4.4.2: Measured magnetic flux density versus the
distance along the centreofthe coil.
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4.4.2 Monochromatic system

The monochromatic system was based upon pure intensity modulation as described in
section 4.2. The main problem with the monochromatic system, which is common to

intensity modulated systems, is that changes in the detected optical intensity not

associated with changes in the measured electric current (measurand) may occur.
These unwanted optical intensity fluctuations at the detector may be caused by light
source intensity variations, or by changes in optical attenuation (due to optical fibre
bending or changes in the length of the optical fibre). Thus some form ofintensity
referencing is required for stable operation of the purely intensity modulated system.
In this monochromatic FOCS system, a receiver incorporating intensity and phase
compensation was designed andutilised. This is described below.

4.4.2.1 Receiver with intensity and phase compensation
In the FOCS, the detector output signal consists of a steady d.c. signal and a

superposed a.c. signal representing the modulation due to the Faraday effect (see
equation 4.2, section 4.3.1). Optical intensity fluctuations due to forces other than the
Faraday effect will affect both the a.c. and d.c. output signals. Hence, for a.c. current
measurement, referencing the a.c. output signal to the d.c. output signal provides
intensity compensation. However, this would prove difficult if a d.c. signal or d.c.
offset is present in the measured electric current as the reference signal and the
measured signal would not be separable.

Nevertheless, the technique is useful for

minimising the effects of unwanted optical intensity variations in an a.c. electric current
measurement system.

Figure 4.4.3 shows a block diagram of the receiver with

intensity and phase compensation, and figure 4.4.4 showsthecircuit diagram.

f,=2.5Hz

Vac
f,=2kHz

Transimpedance

ee

* [et

out

10V,./V.dc

Vacac

Vac

Figure 4.4.3: Block diagram of a FOCSreceiver, with intensity and phase
compensation.
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For a measured 50Hza.c. electric current, the output of the transimpedance amplifier

front-end consists of a d.c. voltage signal plus a 50Hz a.c. voltage signal (Vac+Vac).
The first low pass filter (LPF1) rejects the a.c. signal and its output is a d.c. voltage

(Vac), while the high pass filter (HPF) rejects the d.c. signal and its output is an a.c.
voltage (Vac). The divider computes the ratio of the a.c. voltage to the d.c. voltage

(Vac/Vac). The second low passfilter (LPF2) is used to improve the output signal to
noise ratio.

Thus the output voltage (Vou) is in principle independent of spurious

optical intensity fluctuations.

The low passfiltering of the outputs of the transimpedance amplifier front-end and the
divider will introduce somephaselag in the final output waveform. The magnitude of

this phase lag will depend on the cut-off frequencies and on the orders ofthefilters.
To minimise the total phaselag, first order low passfilters were used. With the cut-off
frequenciesindicated in figure 4.4.3, the total phase lag is less than 1 minute.

10Va/Vac

3622
: Vout

10kQ: 4i5y

-15V

Figure 4.4.4: Circuit diagram of a FOCSreceiver, with intensity and phase

compensation.
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4.4.2.2 Receiver front-end and its noise analysis

The design of the front-end of the receiver circuit described above (section 4.4.2.1) is

crucial, since it determines the signal to noise ratio of the system and hencethe overall
performance of the FOCS system.

A transimpedance amplifier was used for the

receiver front-end with the photodiode configured in zero bias mode, since this

generally yields a reduced dark current. Figures 4.4.5(a) and (b) respectively show the
photodiode transimpedance amplifier front-end and its equivalent circuit for noise
analysis.

Cr

820pF

Rr 100kQ

Figure 4.4.5: (a) Photodiode transimpedance amplifier front-end and (b) its equivalent

circuit diagram for noise analysis.

In figure 4.4.5(b) above,
i, = signal current,

ins = photodiode shot noise current,
inrsh = Zero bias thermal noise current due to Rx,
Rg, = photodiode parallel shunt resistance,

C, = diode junction capacitance,
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ina = Operational amplifier equivalent input noise current,
€na = Operational amplifier equivalent input noise voltage,
C; = feedback capacitance (models stray capacitance of Ry and capacitor for the LPF),
Rr= feedback resistance,
ipgr = thermal noise current due to Rs, and

Vno = output noise voltage.

The rms output noise voltage, Vno (fig. 4.4.5(b)) is given by
Vag

=

Vin

+

Vis

+

i

+

Vena

+

ee

(4.7)

where
Vins = Output noise voltage due to photodiode shotnoise current,

Varsh = Output noise voltage due to Rg, thermal noise,

Vina = Output noise voltage due to operational amplifier input noise current,

Vena = Output noise voltage due to operational amplifier input noise voltage, and
Varr = Output noise voltage due to Rs thermalnoise.

Thus

Vis =
es

2qG,+i)B R,
a R,

(4.8)
(4.9)

Vig leg hy

(4.10)

Vw a+ Cna
Ry,

(4.11)

Vay = «[4KTBR,

(4.12)

where
q = electronic charge (1.6 x 10°” Cy

K = Boltzmannconstant (1.38 x 107° J/K),
T = temperature (K)
B = bandwidth (Hz), and

ig = photodiode dark current (A).
A bandwidth (B) of 2kHz waschosen, since this satisfies most electric current sensing

bandwidth requirements. This choice wasalso based on the need to enhancethe signal
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to noise ratio of the system and also the need to minimise the phase lag introduced in
the system. With R; and C; in figure 4.4.5(a), the receiver front-end circuit behaves as

a first order low passfilter and hence its noise equivalent bandwidth (NEB) is 1.57B
(3.14kHz).

A low noise operational amplifier (type Burr-Brown OPA121KP) was

employed, which has in, of 1.1fA/Hz'”, en, of 10nV/Hz'”, and a low offset drift
(typically 3u.V/°C) [Burr-Brown, 1994]. Note that a given d.c. output offset will not

affect the operation of the receiver, but variations in this offset will affect the intensity
compensation scheme.

A silicon photodiode (type $2386-44K) [Hamamatsu, 1993] was used, with Ry, (zero
bias) measured at 3.5MQ.

With a 10mW HeNelaser, the photodiode short circuit

current was measured at 25uA. A feedback resistance (Rs) of 100kQ was chosen to
yield a d.c. output voltage of 2.5V. Substituting for the physical constants and the
above parameters into equations 4.8 to 4.12 gives the following:

Vins = 15.85UV, Vorsn = 0.39LV, Vina = 6.16NV, Vena = O.58UV, Vars = 2.28uUV, and
finally Vno = 16.03V. Thus the signalto noiseratio of the receiver front-end was shot
noise limited.

The output signal to noise ratio (SNR)is given by

SNR = 20 log, (vec)

(4.13)

no

where Vac = iacRp = rms output voltage associated with the measured electric current.

In section 4.3.1, the percentage errors introduced in a FOCS dueto the non-linearity
of the Faraday rotation transfer characteristic were determined for various magnitudes

of peak rotation angles. These indicated that for the most accurate accuracy class,
class 0.1 [BS 3938, 1973], the maximum Faraday rotation at the peak rated current
should not exceed about 5.0°. It was also suggested (section 4.3.1) that to achieve this

accuracy limit in practice, it may be necessary to confine the maximum Faraday
rotation at the peak rated current to about 2.5°. This restriction implies that the ratio
of the rms a.c. output signal to the d.c. output signal should not exceed about 0.1.
Hence,
(Vac)max = 0.1 Vac

(4.14)
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where (Vac)max = Maximum valueof the a.c. signal output voltage, and

Vac = d.c. output voltage.
For Vac = 2.5V, (Vac)max = 250mV, and hence the theoretical SNR is approximately

84dB.

Experimentally, the maximum V,, in the laboratory set-up was measured at 55mV rms

(corresponding to 2000 Ampere-turns), and the rms output noise voltage was
measured at approximately 250uV. Thus the measured rms output noise voltage was
more than an order of magnitude higher thanthe theoretical value. This difference may
be attributed to deviations of the various sources of noise from the ideal conditions

used in the theoretical calculations and also to some other external noise sources in the
practical system. The experimental rms output noise voltage may be minimised further
by screening the circuit and by input guarding. The experimental measurements above
give a measured SNR of 47dB, correspondingto a resolution of 0.45% for the receiver
front-end.

As described in section 4.4.2.1, the complete receiver incorporated electronic circuits
for intensity and phase compensation. Thus the output voltage of the receiver frontend was processed further, which included high pass filtering, low pass filtering,
inversion, division, and additional low passfiltering (figs. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4).

This

further electronic processing inevitably introduced additional noise, thereby reducing
the overall SNR compared with that measured at the front-end, although these
additional circuits were carefully designed to minimise the amount of degradation. The
SNR of the final output of the complete .receiver with intensity and phase

compensation was measured at 39dB, correspondingto a resolution of 1.1%.

4.4.2.3 Experimentalresults
Tests were performed using the experimental set-up of figure 4.4.1; a 1OmW HeNe

laser as the light source and the receiver with intensity and phase compensation
described above. The output voltage of the receiver was measured for different values

of electric current flowing through the coil concentrator(fig. 4.4.1). A digital clamp
meter (accuracy of +1.5% and resolution of +0.05%) was used to measurethe electric
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current through the coil and an oscilloscope (type Tektronix 2212) was used to

measure the receiver output voltage. Another coil concentrator with 120 turns was

utilised to give a high magnetic field for experimental purposes. The magnetic field
distribution along the centre of this concentrator was similar in nature to that shown in

figure 4.4.2. However,in this case, the average magnetic flux density along the length
of the optical glass was measured at 12.83mT, for the coil’s maximum electric current
of 16.8A flowingvia the coil.

Figure 4.4.6 showsthe peak-to-peak output voltage (Vou) of the FOCS as a function
of the primary supply (I) where the straight line is the best fit to the data using the
method of “least squares”. The equation of the line is Vou = (0.359+0.003)10° L +

(0.011+0.004), where +0.003 and +0.004 are the standard error values for the slope
and the intercept on the vertical axis, respectively. The resolution of the system is 22
Ampere-turns over a dynamic range of 2010 Ampere-turns (i.e. 1.1%), and the

accuracy is approximately +3.0% overthis dynamicrange.

Output voltage (V pk-pk)
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Figure 4.4.6: Output voltage of FOCSas a function of primary
current, with intensity and phase compensation.

4.4.2.4 Summary
A FOCSbased upon the method of pure intensity modulation has been described. An

experimental system using a receiver that incorporated intensity and phase

compensation has been demonstrated in the laboratory. The SNR of the system was
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Consequently, the

resolution of the laboratory experimental system was approximately 22 Ampere-turns,
over the dynamic range of 2010 Ampere-turns experimentally examined, while the

accuracy was about +3.0%.

The main disadvantage with the intensity compensation technique employed is that
referencing to the d.c. signal would not yield the correct output waveform if a d.c.

signal or d.c. offset is present in the measured a.c. waveform. In addition, intensity
referencing to d.c. would not minimise a.c. disturbances, such as those that may occur

at harmonics of the 50Hz a.c. power line frequency (e.g. at 100Hz).

These

shortcomings of the intensity compensation system could be overcome with the

polychromatic system, using the technique of chromatic modulation.

4.4.3 Polychromatic system

The polychromatic system was based upon the technique of chromatic modulation
which was developed at the University of Liverpool. The concepts of this technique
has been described in the literature [Jones GR and Russell PC, 1993] [Beavan CM,
1989] [Henderson PJ, 1989] and wasbriefly discussed in section 2.4.5. The benefits of

using the chromatic modulation technique in the FOCS comprise its intensity
independence,optical efficiency, and high resolution potential.

4.4.3.1 Chromatic modulation operating principle of the FOCS

The polychromatic system used a white light source, although two or more

monochromatic light sources with disparate optical spectra could also be employed.
The output optical spectrum of a tungsten halogen white light source extends from a

wavelength of about 400nm to approximately 1.65u1m, with varying levels of intensity
at the different wavelengths (see figs. 4.3.8(a) and (b)). The polarisers operate in the
visible region of the spectrum and are ineffective above 800nm (its cut-off

wavelength). Thus the broad band optical signal entering the sensing material from the
white light source via the polariser consists of two basic parts; the region below 800nm
whichis linearly polarised (to an extent based on the quality of the polariser) and the

region above 800nm whichis unpolarised.
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As the optical signal passes through the sensing glass, the linearly polarised region
below 800nm undergoespolarisation rotation modulation proportional to the magnetic
field parallelto it (Faraday effect, section 2.4.3.2). On the other hand, the unpolarised
region above 800nm is unaffected by the Faradayeffect.

The light that emerges from the sensing material through the analyser consists of both
portionsbutthe intensity of the region below 800nm increases or decreases depending
on the direction of rotation, whereas that of the region above 800nm remains ideally

fixed. The consequenceofthe aboveis a shift in the dominant wavelength ofthe signal
received at the chromatic detector (section 2.4.5.4). The dominant wavelength of the

received signal will decreaseif the intensity of the region below 800nm increases with
an increase in magnetic field.

When this intensity decreases with an increase in

magnetic field, an increase in the dominant wavelength will result.

Thus the measured shift in dominant wavelength of the spectrum at the detector is due
mainly to simple intensity variation of the polarised visible region with B field,
referencedto the insensitive infrared region. It is also partly due to the purely different
amounts of rotation at different wavelengths of the polarised region, caused by the

wavelength dependence of the Verdet constant.

Figure 4.4.7 shows a schematic

representation demonstrating this principle, as described above, using a relatively
simple spectrum forclarity.
polarised

unpolarised

Intensity,I

Ape = polariser cut-off A

Tincreasing

Adomi = Steady dominant A

Tuecreasing

wavelength
2
For Tincreasing

Adom!

For Tdecreasing

Figure 4.4.7: Simple illustration of FOCS chromatic modulationprinciple.
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4.4.3.2 Experimental results

Tests were performed using the experimental set-up of figure 4.4.1, a white light
source (fig. 4.3.8(a)), and a Lucas chromatic detection system (section 2.4.5.4) to

measure the changes in dominant wavelength with changes in the electric current
through the coil. A dominant wavelength shift of approximately Inm peak-to-peak
(+0.5nm) was measured for an a.c. current change from 0A to 5OA peak. Since the

coil concentrator had6 turns,it follows that a change of 300 Ampere-turns produced a
peak-to-peak shift in dominant wavelength of Inm. Considering that the wavelength
discrimination of the chromatic detector is approximately 0.01nm [Jones GR and
Russell PC, 1993], the resolution of the above experimental system is about 6 Ampereturns, over a dynamic range of 300 Ampere-turns.

4.4.3.3 Summary
A FOCSbased on the technique of chromatic modulation has been described.

An

experimental system using this technique has been demonstrated in the laboratory. The
resolution of the laboratory experimental system is about 6 Ampere-turns, over a

dynamic range of 300 Ampere-turns. The advantages of the chromatic modulation
FOCS system include intensity independence, optical efficiency, and high resolution

capability. However, high spectral stability is required of the light source and other
optical components in order to make maximum useofthe high resolution potential.

4.5_Bij2SiO2 (BSO) Crystal FOCS System

Experimental investigations were performed into the use of a Bi;2SiO29 (BSO)crystal

as a sensing material in a FOCS polychromatic system, employing the technique of
chromatic modulation (section 4.4.3). The BSO crystal is an optical material with a

high Verdet constant and an extensive optical activity [Feldman A ef al., 1970]
[Kutsaenko VV et al., 1985] [Takada H et al., 1988]. The experimental investigations

are described below and the implications of the results obtained are discussed.
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4.5.1 Bii2SiQ. (BSO) crystal property

In addition to its Faraday effect property, the BSO crystal also exhibits optical activity
(section 2.4.3.1), which means that whenlinearly polarised light is passed through it,

the light ideally remainslinearly polarised butits plane of polarisation rotatesnaturally.
The amount ofthis natural rotation is a property of the crystal and like the Verdet
constant, the optical activity also depends on the wavelength of the light, decreasing
with an increase in wavelength. The consideration of this crystal for use in the FOCS

wasbased onits Faraday rotation property, since it possesses relatively high Verdet
constant.

The optical rotatory power (amountofoptical activity) and the Verdet constant of the
BSO crystal as a function of the wavelength in the visible region of the spectrum has
been reported by Feldman A etal., (1970). As an example, the optical rotatory power
of the BSO crystal at a wavelength of 633nm is about 21.8°/mm, while its Verdet
constant at the same wavelength is about 3.6°/T.mm. Thusat this wavelength (633nm)
and for a magnetic flux density of say 1T (a relatively high B field to realise in
practice), the natural rotation in the crystal is about 6 times the Faraday rotation.

Unlike the Faraday effect, optical activity is a reciprocal effect.

Thus when light

travels to and fro (any even numberof passes) in the crystal, the natural rotation is
cancelled, while in essence the Faraday rotation increases by x times for x passes
throughthecrystal.

4.5.2 Experimental set-up

Figure 4.5.1 shows a schematic representation of the experimental set-up ofthe optical
system for the BSO crystal FOCS. It consisted of a white light source, an inputoptical
fibre, an input GRIN lens, a polariser, a Bij2SiO2 (BSO) crystal sensing element, an

analyser, an output GRIN lens, an output optical fibre, and a chromatic detector.

The input and output optical fibres were 400m in core diameters and approximately
2m in length, each. The GRIN lenses were 1.5mm in diameter (same diameter as the

BSO crystal) and again, the polariser and analyser were visible ones with a cut-off
wavelength of 800nm. The BSO crystalutilised was 24mm in length and 1.5mm in
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diameter. The magneticfield coil concentrator of figure 4.4.1 (section 4.4.1) was used
to concentrate the magnetic field along the length of the BSO crystal.

input GRIN lens

polariser

analyser

B field

White

putput GRIN lens

N\geyprottteee ‘

Light

Source

See
.

;

input optical
fibre

fee ee

1

VA)s\)

el

BSO crystal

covering tube

Chromatic
Detector

oa

output optical
fibre

Figure 4.5.1: Schematic diagram of BSO crystal FOCS experimental set-up.

Since the length of the crystal was 24mm, at a wavelength of 633nm,for instance, the

total natural rotation in the crystal is 523.2°. This represents an inherentrelative angle
of polarisation of 163.2° between the polariser and the analyser. It was mentioned in
section 4.3.1 that to operate in the most linear region of the Faraday transfer
characteristic, the polarisation transmission axes of the polariser and analyser should be

set at 45° relative to each other. In this case, this quiescentrelative setting angle of 45°

between the polariser and analyser was determined experimentally with the BSO
crystal included (as shownin fig. 4.5.1) and hence incorporated the natural rotation.

In the presence of a magnetic field, polarisation rotation due to the Faraday effect will
thus cause excursionseither side of the 45° bias point on the Faraday transfer function
(point Q in fig. 4.3.1), without any further effect due to optical activity in the crystal.

4.5.3 Chromatic modulation tests and results
Initially, tests were performed using a similar set-up to figure 4.5.1 to determine the
light transmission characteristics of the BSO crystal, which wastheoretically specified
to have a transmission spectrum range of 400nm to 7000nm [Kutsaenko VV, 1995].

A white light source (fig. 4.3.8(a)) with an output optical spectrum which extends
from a wavelength of about 400nm to approximately 1650nm was used. An Anritsu
optical spectrum analyser (OSA) (specifications in appendix B2) was utilised to record

the output spectra. Forthese tests, no lenses or polarisers were included.
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Three output spectra were recorded, which wereas follows:
(a) Spectrum of the white light, directly from the source into the OSA,via a 1m long,
400m core diameteroptical fibre.
(b) Spectrum of the white light through an input optical fibre (1m in length, 400um in

core diameter), the BSO crystal, and an output optical fibre (1m in length, 400um in
core diameter) into the OSA.

(c) Spectrum of the white light through the same arrangement as in (b) above, but

without the crystal. To avoid altering the optics collimation, the crystal was simply
removed from theset-up, leaving an air gapin its previousposition.
The output spectra obtained are shownin figures 4.5.2(a), (b), and (c), respectively for

cases (a), (b), and (c) above.

The measured output spectra show that the BSO crystal does not transmit white light
uniformly. It absorbs more visible light than infrared light, although this is not very

discernible directly from the output spectra.

To show this more clearly, the

percentages of the light intensity of the spectra in figures 4.5.2(b) and (c), relative to
that of the spectrum in figure 4.5.2(a) were determined at various wavelengths from

% transmission

the measured spectra. The result is shownin figure 4.5.3.
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Figure 4.5.3: Percentage transmission of white light via a BSO
crystal compared with that without the crystal.
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(b) Spectrum of white light via the set-up with BSO crystal into OSA.
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(c) Spectrum of white light via the same set-up, but without thecrystal.

Figure 4.5.2: Measured spectra of white light via different arrangements.
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Figure 4.5.3 showsthat with the crystal included, the percentage transmission of the
light increases with an increase in wavelength from 450nm to 1650nm. On the other
hand, without the crystal, the percentage transmission remains relatively unchanged
over the above wavelength range (450nm to 1650nm).

Thus for the case with the

crystal, the lower percentage of light transmission in the visible region, compared to

that in the infrared region is attributable to more absorption of the visible light by the

crystal. The relatively higher intensity of the transmitted light for the case with the
crystal compared with the case without the crystal is simply because the crystal acts as
a waveguide. As indicated above, for the case without the crystal, the crystal was
simply removed from the set-up, leaving an air gap in its previous position; this was to
avoid altering the optics collimation.

As mentioned previously (section 4.5.2), visible polarisers with a cut-off wavelength of
800nm were employed. Consequently, changes in dominant wavelength may not be

observed in a chromatic modulation test, given the low level ofvisible light transmitted
through the system, even without polarisers included. With the polariser and analyser
included in the assembled FOCS(fig. 4.5.1), the visible light transmission through the

system would be expected to be even less. The transmittance of such polarisers is 22%
for white light [Ealing catalog, 1994].

With the polariser and analyser set at 45°

relative to each other, the transmittance will be approximately 11% of that shown in
figure 4.5.2(b).

Figure 4.5.4(a) shows the measured output spectrum through the complete BSO
crystal FOCSset-up (fig. 4.5.1), using the white light source of figure 4.5.2(a). This
spectrum (fig. 4.5.4(a)) appears to suggest that there is enough visible light compared

with the reference infrared portion to cause observable changes in the dominant
wavelength for chromatic modulation. However, figure 4.5.4(b) shows the measured

spectrum with no optical input to the OSA (the input to the OSA covered to eliminate

the effect of stray light). This spectrum (fig. 4.5.4(b)) showsthat the apparentvisible
light seen in figure 4.5.4(a) was the OSA noise and not visible light that was

transmitted via the BSO crystal FOCS.
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Figure 4.5.4: Spectra of white light: (a) via BSO crystal FOCSand (b) with no input
into OSA.

Thus the measured spectra (figs. 4.5.2 and 4.5.4) suggest that there is insufficient

optical intensity in relevant parts of the visible spectrum to make chromatic detection

useful. Tests were however performed to check the validity of such a conclusion,
using the experimental set-up of figure 4.5.1 to measure the changes in dominant
wavelength with changes in current through the coil concentrator. Both a.c. and d.c.
electric current measurement tests were performed.

There were no measurable
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changes in the dominant wavelength with changes in electric current up to 2000
Ampere-turns (40 turns and 50A) in each case. The average magnetic flux density
concentrated along the length of the BSO crystal at the maximum electric current
above was measured at 14.0mT.

This corresponds to a Faraday rotation of about

1.21° in the crystal at a wavelength of 633nm, while the rotation angles will be higher

at shorter wavelengths down to 400nm and lower at longer wavelengths up to
approximately 800nm. In the abovetests, the quiescent output dominant wavelength

of the chromatic detector was 959.20nm. Thisindicates a relatively low level of visible
light andit is the visible light that actually undergoespolarisation rotation since visible
polarisers were employed.

4.5.4 Summary
A FOCSbased upon a BSO crystal sensing element which exhibits both Faraday effect

and optical activity has been briefly described.

An experimental system using

chromatic modulation techniques has been investigated. Test results revealed that the
BSO crystal absorbs more visible light than infrared light. Due to the relatively low
level of visible light, there were no measurable changes in dominant wavelength with
changesin the electric current being measured and these observations were consistent
with pure intensity measurements.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has described laboratory experimental systems for electric current
measurement, based uponthe Faraday effect in bulk optical materials.

Someimportant design considerations and limitations of FOCSs have been examined.
The conversion of the polarisation rotation modulation into intensity or chromatic
modulation (i.e. Faraday rotation transfer characteristic) has been considered and the
maximum peakrotation angles allowed in a FOCS for various prescribed accuracy
limits have been determined.
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Suitable Faraday optical glasses which give substantial polarisation rotations, with low

temperature coefficients and with reduced stress-induced birefringence have been
identified. The suitabilities of five available light sources (a gas laser (HeNe), a white
light source, two laser diodes, and an LED)for use in a FOCS havebeenassessed.

The main effects of temperature fluctuations at the sensing head of a FOCS which can

degrade the system performance have been considered. These were the temperature
reliance of the Verdet constant of the Faraday material employed and the temperature
dependence of the polariser cut-off wavelength.

Techniques for minimising these

temperature effects have been suggested.

Two FOCS experimental systems have been considered; a monochromatic system

based upon pure intensity modulation and a polychromatic system based upon the
technique of chromatic modulation. For the monochromatic system, a receiver with
intensity and phase compensation was incorporated to minimise changes in the
detected intensity caused by unwanted optical intensity fluctuations.

The intensity

compensation scheme employed wasachieved through referencing to the detected d.c.

signal.

Thus this has the disadvantages that it is not useful for measuring electric

currents with a d.c. signal or d.c. offset present and it would not minimise the effects of
a.c. disturbances.

Nevertheless, the technique is fairly applicable for a.c. electric

current measurement. The SNRof the system was measured at 39dB, corresponding

to a resolution of 1.1%. The resolution of the monochromatic laboratory experimental
system was therefore 22 Ampere-turns over the dynamic range of 2010 Ampere-turns
examined, while the accuracy was approximately +3.0%.

The polychromatic system which used the technique of chromatic modulation has the
benefits of intensity independence, optical efficiency, and high resolution capability.

However, high spectral stability is demanded of the light source and other optical
components in order to realise the full advantage of the aforesaid high resolution

potential. The resolution of the laboratory experimental system was about 6 Ampereturns, over a dynamic range of 300 Ampere-turns.
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The important result which emerged from the BSO (high Verdet constant material)
tests is that the optical absorption in relevant wavelength ranges for chromatic
monitoring is excessive, making measurable chromatic changes inadequate for

monitoring purposes.

Generally, the Faraday type systems investigated are not easily adapted to the stringent

specifications of the electric power industry (section 1.3) and the robust conditions
(e.g. circuit breaker vibrations) likely to be metin real situations. Although there are
Faraday effect based systems in existence (section 3.5), as stated by Rogers AJ (1995),

vibrational and temperature dependences are still obstacles to their widespread
application. Despite the fact that improved techniques for removing the aboveeffects
have been reported, in practice, packaging generally degrades the stability of the

systems [Day GW et al., 1996].

Furthermore, the long term (tens of years)

performance and reliability of such sensors under field conditions with adverse
environmental effects is yet to be established.

In view of the above perceived

difficulties, an alternative optical fibre based current measuring system, the hybrid

system, was pursued since it takes advantage of an established and well-trusted CT

measurement technology.
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CHAPTER 5
ENERGISATION OF HYBRID SENSORS

5.1 Introduction

A feasibility study of an alternative optical fibre based current measuring system,
hybrid system, was undertaken. This chapter describes experimental systems for the
energisation of such hybrid sensors.

Three different generic optical energisation

systems are examined. Additionally, two energisation systems, each consisting of a
mixture of two of the three options considered in chapter 3 (section 3.4.3.5) are
introduced. These include powerline energisation with automatic rechargeable battery
backup and power line energisation with automatic optical energisation standby.

Furthermore, the feasibility of using a single rather than two CTs in a line powered
hybrid current sensor is examined.

5.2 Design of Optical Energisation System Types

Three different types of generic optical energisation systems were experimentally

investigated. Thefirst type used a tungsten halogen white light source, a fibre bundle,
and a numberof photodiodes. The secondutilised a laser diode, a multimodefibre,

and a single photovoltaic device. The third employed either a tungsten halogen white

light source or a laser diode, a numberof photodiodes, and a dc to de converter.

5.2.1 White light system (Type I)
5.2.1.1 Tungsten halogen light sources andopticalfibres

Tests have been performed with various tungsten halogen light bulb powerratings to
determine the optical power which could be launchedinto an optical fibre. Different
collimation elements were used, namely, convex lenses, spherical lenses, and different
reflectors. In addition, two different detection techniques were used, viz., an Anritsu

optical power meter and a photodiode type $2386-44K [Hamamatsu, 1993] directly
illuminated. Table 5.1 showsthe results using the Anritsu optical power meter which
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hasa silicon sensing head (specifications in appendix B1). Readings above 10mW are

notprecise.

Table 5.1: Optical power launched from a tungsten halogen source into an optical

fibre or fibre bundle as measured using a hand-held Anritsu optical power meter.

Bulb power

Type of

Collimation

Fibre diameter

Optical power

rating (W)

reflector

element

and fibre length

launched (mW)

dichroic

convex lens

1mm tail from a bundle

aluminised

convex lens

Imm tail from a bundle

aluminised

reflector only

Imm tail from a bundle

aluminised

convex lens

Imm tail from a bundle

aluminised

reflector only

1mm tail from a bundle
of 6 (10m long)

aluminised

glass sphere (30

1mm tail from a bundle

oe

mm diameter)

of 6 (10m long)

aluminised

convex lens

Imm tail from a bundle

aluminised

reflector only

Imm tail from a bundle

aluminised

glass sphere (30

400 um (2m long)

mm diameter)

In the alternative set of measurements performed,the short circuit currents (Isc) of the

detecting photodiode were measured for a few bulb powerratings. From these, the
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approximate optical power launched in each case was determined. All light sources
used had aluminised reflectors. The results of these tests are shownin table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Measured short circuit current of a photodiode (type S2386-44K) and

approximate optical powerlaunched, with different illumination conditions.

Bulb power

Collimation

Fibre diameter

Optical power

rating (W)

elements

and fibre length

launched (mW)

convex lens

1mm tail from a bundle

ote

of 6 (10m long)

convex lens

Imm tail from a bundle

ea

of 6 (10m long)

reflector only

1mm tail from a bundle

250

of 6 (10m long)

convex lens

400 um

Rye!

(2m long)

reflector only

1mm tail from a bundle

Be

of 6 (10m long)

The results of tables 5.1 and 5.2 reveal that the optical power launchedinto an optical
fibre does not increase proportionately with increase in the light bulb powerrating.
Tungsten halogen light sources with higher bulb power ratings have larger filaments
and produce larger spot sizes whenthe light is focused. Experimentally, the spot size
for a 250W bulb with a convex lens was measured at 29mm diameter, while for a

150W bulb, it decreased to 11mm.

Thusfilament size effects would appear to

dominate overdiffraction and Gaussian beam limitations (section 2.5.3.1).

From the measured results in tables 5.1 and 5.2, and in agreement with the earlier
theoretical prediction (section 2.5.3), the optical power launchedis proportional to the
cross-sectional area of the optical fibre. As a result, large diameter fibres or large fibre

bundles are recommended whena tungsten halogenlight source is used. The quality of
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a fibre bundle is usually poor and the attenuation is quite high. Thus a compromise
must be sought between using a fibre bundle which will gatherlight effectively due to
the large core diameter (typically 3mm) but with high attenuation (~200dB/km at
A=700nm), or using a small diameter fibre with low attenuation (~7dB/km at

A=700nm) but which is not so efficient at gathering light because of the small core
diameter(typically 400um).

5.2.1.2 Optimisation of source and photodetector
Figures 5.2.1(a) and (b) show optical intensity spectra for two tungsten halogen white

light sources, one with a dichroic reflector and the other with an aluminised reflector,
measured using an Anritsu optical spectrum analyser (specifications in appendix B2).
These spectra clearly indicate that an aluminised reflector reflects more infrared light
than a dichroic reflector. Thus in agreement with the previous results in table 5.1 a
source with an aluminised reflector is preferred to one with a dichroic reflector on the
basis of the optical power that can be launched from each.

The typical spectral

responsivities of a S$2386-44K Si photodiode, a GaAs photodiode, and an InGaAs

photodiode were presented in section 2.5.3.3 (fig. 2.5.10) from which it was concluded
that it is more cost-effective to use Si photodiodes such as $2386-44K when a white
light source is employed.
SPECTRUM

UNIT: MS9702B

93-10-11 10:02

Figure 5.2.1(a) With dichroic reflector
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en Gee
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(b) With aluminium reflector

Figure 5.2.1: Optical intensity spectra for two tungsten halogen white light sources

with different types of reflectors

5.2.1.3 Energisation circuit

To accomplish optical energisation of an electronics transmitter, the optical power
needs to be converted into electrical power via the photovoltaic effect (section 2.5.1).
Typically the voltage required for the transmitter electronic components to operate is
about 5V. An individual silicon photodiode is characterised by an opencircuit voltage
(section 2.5.1) of about 0.6V, which is insufficient for practical optically energised
electronic circuits. An efficient technique for increasing the available voltage is to use

several photodiodes connectedin series.

The I-V characteristics (section 2.5.1, fig. 2.5.2) of series interconnected photodiodes
can be found by adding, for each current, the different voltages of the individual

photodiodes.

On the other hand, for parallel photodiodes, the currents of the

individual photodiodes must be addedat each voltage in order to determine the overall
I-V curve.

For identical photodiodes in series or parallel connection, the maximum
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power generated by the two photodiodes equals the sum of the individual powers

developed. Thisis illustrated in figure 5.2.2.

I

:

twoin parallel |

maximum power

2 x 2 characteristic

vc

|

loadline of 2 x 2

_--’”

combination

Figure 5.2.2: Series and parallel connection of two identical photodiodes.

For a chain of photodiodes to workefficiently, identical ones are required and the
optical powerincident on each should be equal so as to equalise the electrical output
[Van Overstraeten RJ and Mertens RP, 1986].

Thus a problem with the above

technique is that of dividing the light equally and efficiently between the identical

photodiodes. The use of a fibre bundle with an appropriate numberoftails allows this
division of light to be easily achieved with little loss of power. As a result, a fibre
bundle wasselected for use in the white light optical energisation system sinceit is also
efficient for collecting light from a tungsten halogen white light source. However, a

resultant penalty of this choice is the limited transmission distance imposed by the high
attenuation of fibre bundles (section 5.2.1.1).

A typical commercial requirement (National Grid Company) is for the transmitter
electronic circuit of a hybrid current sensor to function from -20°C to +75°C. Thusit

is imperative for the energisation circuit to provide the required voltage at all
temperatures within the given range.

To determine the number of photodiodes needed for the energisation circuit to operate
correctly within the required temperature range, the I-V characteristics of a chain of
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photodiodes were measured at various temperatures from -20°C to +75°C.

Figure

5.2.3 showsa schematic diagram of the system used for these measurements.

6 x 1mm bundle tails

White light source
with Al reflector
(SOW)

fibre bundle tail in 9mm
SMA male connector

Thermocouple
(Temperature reading)

Temperature

2.45mm core diameter fibre

photodiode in 9mm

bundle (10m long)

SMA female connector

"ieatieesete
8

Figure 5.2.3: Set-up of white light energisation system for I-V measurements.

A 50W light source with an aluminised reflector was used (section 5.2.1.1). The light

from this source was launched via a convex lens into a 10m long, 2.45mm core
diameter fibre bundle with 6 tails to illuminate 6 photodiodes. All the photodiodes
were type S2386-44K(specifications in appendix A2) [Hamamatsu, 1993], selected on
the basis of the argumentin section 5.2.1.2. The chain of 6 photodiodes waslocated in
a temperature controlled chamber (model UCL/K25/A/Auto, Montford Instruments

Ltd) with both heating and cooling facilities. The size of the chamber was 33cm by
31cm by 31cm andit had facility to stabilise the temperature in the chamberto better

than +0.5°C.

A digital voltmeter (accuracy of +0.3% for dc voltage) and a digital

ammeter (accuracy of +0.1% for dc current) were used to measure the voltage (V)

and current (I) of the chain of photodiodes, respectively.

A thermocouple system

(accuracy of +0.5% andresolution of +0.05%) was used to measure the temperature in
the temperature controlledcell.
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The temperature of the chamber wasfixedat a particular value and the voltage (V) and

current (I) of the chain of 6 photodiodes were measured as a function of an external
load resistance (R,). Ry was varied from Ry = (i.e. short circuit case) to Ry = © (i.e.
open circuit case). The measurementof V and I as a function of Ry (from Ry, = 0 to Ry,

= co ) was repeated at various fixed temperatures of the chamber. Theresults of these
tests are presented in figures 5.2.4(a) and (b).

Chain current (mA)

Tinereasing

0

0.5

1

eS

2

2.5
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3:5
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Chain voltage (V)

(mW)

Electrical output power

Figure 5.2.4(a): I-V characteristics of a chain of 6 photodiodes
connected in series, as a function of temperature.
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Figure 5.2.4(b): Electrical output power Vs external load
resistance for a chain of 6 photodiodesin series, as a function of
temperature.
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Figure 5.2.4(a) shows the measured I-V characteristics at five different temperatures.
This shows that the open circuit voltage of the chain decreases with increasing
temperature (Tincreasing) at about 10.7mV/°C andthe short circuit current increases with

temperature at about 12.3uA/°C, within the temperature range considered.

Figure

5.2.4(b) shows the electrical power output as a function of Ry, at the five different
temperatures.

The electrical power output for each Ry, was determined from the

product of the measured V and I of the chain of 6 photodiodes at that Ry. Figure

5.2.4(b) thus shows how electrical power output decreases with increasing
temperature for various values of Ry.

For example, for a fixed Ry of ~500Q, the

electrical power output decreases from approximately 28mW to 16mW for a
temperature change from -20°C to +75°C. Figure 5.2.4(b) also showsthat the value of
Ry, which yields maximum electrical power output(i.e. the optimised load) also varies

with temperature. For instance, the optimised Ry at -20°C is ~400Q while at +75°C it
decreases to ~300Q. Therefore there is a need to decide an approximate optimised Ry
for all temperatures within the specified range. It appears from figure 5.2.4(b) thatit is
better to maximise power at +75°C (the worst case temperature) since this yields a

relatively higher minimum electrical power within the temperature range from -20°C to
+75°C.

The results of figures 5.2.4(a) and (b) may beutilised for establishing design criteria
for a system whichis intended for the energisation of a hybrid electronics transmitter.
Firstly, such a transmitter requires a supply voltage of typically 5.0V andthe circuit

must function correctly from -20°C to +75°C. Figure 5.2.4(a) shows that at -20°C
each photodiode yields 0.7V (4.21V/6), indicating that 8 photodiodes are needed to
give 5.0V. However, at +75°C each photodiode produces 0.53V (3.19V/6), implying
that to provide 5.0V at +75°C 10 photodiodes are required. This represents the worst
case situation leading to the conclusion that 10 photodiodes are neededforthe circuit
to operate throughout the range from -20°C to +75°C.

The optical energisation system needs to provide a regulated voltage supply for the

hybrid electronics transmitter. Thus since the output voltage from the photodiodes

varies with temperature(fig. 5.2.4(a)), it needs to be regulated. The regulation should
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however consume minimal power so that maximum power is available for the
transmitter circuit. In addition, it should provide good regulation, with low noise and

with low temperature drift. As a result, bandgap voltage references (TCO4BCZM)
were selected for this purpose. These operate from currents as low as 15uA to a
maximum of 20mA [RS Components, 1994].

Each of the devices has a reverse

voltage of about 1.26V. Consequently, four of these devices were connectedin series
to give a regulated voltage of 5V.

This yields a minimum operating power

consumption of only 75uW. Figure 5.2.5 shows a schematic diagram of the white light
optical energisation system designed with this regulator arrangement.

fibre bundle tail in 9mm
SMA male connector
10 x 1mm bundletails
Pelat

White light source

:

with Al reflector

3.5mm core diameter

(50W)

fibre bundle

(10m long)

photodiode in 9mm
SMAfemale connector

Figure 5.2.5: White light optical energisation system with its regulator arrangement.

5.2.1.4 Power budget and performancecharacteristics
The resulting power budget and performance characteristics of the white light optical

energisation system with 10 photodiodes(fig. 5.2.5) based upon an extrapolation from
the results of figures 5.2.4(a) and (b) are presented in table 5.3. These are given for

various sensor unit temperatures ranging from -20°C to +75°C.
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The maximum electrical power output, Pinax, at each temperature is determined from

figure 5.2.4(b) (at its optimised R,) and extrapolated to represent a chain of 10
photodiodes.

For example, at -20°C, the maximum electrical power output for the

chain of 6 photodiodes is 30.22mW which gives approximately 50.4mW for a chain of
10 photodiodes.

The optoelectronic conversion efficiency, 0, is the ratio of the

maximumelectrical poweroutput to the incident optical power. This is thus a measure
of how well the input optical power to the detectors is converted to the required
electrical power output.

The fill factor, FF, is the ratio of the maximum electrical

power output to the product of the short circuit current (I,-) and the open circuit
voltage (V..) of the photoconverters. This is illustrated in figure 5.2.6.
maximum powerloadline
.¢———_ ideal characteristic
'

<————_ maximum powerpoint
real characteristic

Figure 5.2.6: Illustration offill factor (FF).
In figure 5.2.6, Pmax is given by
Prax = ImVim

(5. 1)

FF, which defines the electrical powerextraction efficiency is expressed as

FF(%) = Lun x100%
Sc”

(5.2)

oc

FF is thus a measure of the deviation of the real I-V curve from the desirable ideal
characteristic.

The electrical power regulated at a supply voltage of SV, Psy, for the operation of a
typical transmitter electronics is also given in table 5.3.

Psy, is deduced from figure

5.2.4(a) at each temperature by determining the electrical power delivered at 3V by the

chain of 6 photodiodes and extrapolating to obtain the power which can be delivered at
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SV by achain of 10 photodiodes. For example, at +75°C, figure 5.2.4(a) indicates that

for a chain voltage of 3V, the chain current is about 3.6mA. Therefore the power
delivered by the chain of 6 photodiodes at a voltage of 3V is 10.8mW which

corresponds to 18mWfor a chain of 10 photodiodes(fig. 5.2.5) at a voltage of 5V.

Table 5.3: Power budget and performancecharacteristics of the white light system.
(Incident optical power at each temperature = 219mW).
Temperature of remote unit (°C)

Parameter
Maximumelectrical power

;

47.1

:

38.5

output, Prax (mW)

Optoelectronic conversion
efficiency, o (%)

The results in table 5.3 show that for a temperature change from -20°C to +75°C, o
decreases by about 30.4%, FF reduces by approximately 16.9%, and Psy decreases in

Powerat SV (mW)

accordance with figure 5.2.7 by approximately 60.9%.
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Figure 5.2.7: Temperature dependenceofelectrical power
regulated at 5V.
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5.2.2 Laser diode system (Type II)
5.2.2.1 Laser diodes andopticalfibres

Laser diodes are useful optical sources for optical energisation since they are available
with high optical power outputs (section 2.5.3.1) and are also capable of high

launchingefficiencies into low loss fibres. A Sharp 40mW laser diode was employed in
this system, together with a compatible high efficiency laser diode collimator and SMA
adaptor for collimating the laser diode output onto a compatible SMA terminated

optical fibre. A 100m long, 400um core diameter optical fibre from Ensign Bickford
wasused (specifications in appendix Al). Thefibre size is ideal for the collimation and
the operating wavelength of the laser diode (830nm) correspondsto low attenuation in
the fibre (appendix Al). To minimise bending losses in the fibre, the minimum bend
radius allowed is 47mm [Optilas Ltd, 1994].

The 40mW laser diode employed was operated at over 80% of the maximum rated

value although technically a 50mW or 100mW laser diode would have been preferred
in order to enable operation at a lower percentage of the rated output to extend the
diode life (section 2.5.4.2).

However, because of cost constraints, the 40mW laser

diode slightly overdriven was judged to be an acceptable compromise.

5.2.2.2 Photovoltaic power converter

The photovoltaic device employed for the laser diode system was a 6V GaAs
photovoltaic power converter (PPC) [Photonic Power Systems Inc., 1994].

This

device is designed to convert light of wavelengths between 780nm and 850nm into
electrical powerat an output voltage of 6V. It is capable of delivering electrical power
from a few milliwatts to over 1.5 watts depending upon the optical input power from
the light source.

The PPC hasan active illumination area of 3mm in diameter. It is packaged ina SMA

connected receptacle and is optimised for use with optical fibres having core diameters

between 100um and 400um with numerical apertures of 0.29 to 0.37. The operating
wavelength of the laser diode used (830nm) and the core diameter of the optical fibre
selected (400m)are thus ideal for this device.
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5.2.2.3 Energisation circuit

In order to assess temperature variation effects to satisfy the -20°C to +75°C

specification, the I-V characteristics of the laser diode optical energisation system was
measured at various temperatures over the above range.

The experimental system

used for these I-V measurements is shownin figure 5.2.8.

Laser diode collimator

and SMAadaptor

40mW Sharp
Laser diode

driver circuit

400um core diameter
optical fibre

ehoOm long)

Thermocouple

(Temperature reading)

Temperature controlled chamber

(Oven/Refrigerator)

Figure 5.2.8: Set-up of laser diode system for I-V measurements.

Again, the optoelectronic converter was housed in a temperature controlled cell. The
temperature of the cell was measured with a thermocouple as previously described

(section 5.2.1.3) and the current from and voltage across the optoelectronic converter
were measured with a digital ammeter and a digital voltmeter, respectively. Figure
5.2.9(a) shows the temperature dependenceof the I-V characteristics measured in the
same mannerpreviously described (section 5.2.1.3). The open circuit voltage and the

short circuit current decrease with increasing temperature at 11.5mV/°C and 1.3A/C,
respectively.
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Figure 5.2.9(a): I-V characteristics of PPC as a function of
temperature.
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Figure 5.2.9(b): Electrical output power Vs external load
resistance for PPC, as a function of temperature.

The temperature dependence of the electrical power output capability of the

photovoltaic device as a function of R, is shown in figure 5.2.9(b).

Again, the

electrical power output for each Ry was determined from the product of the measured
V and I of the photovoltaic device at that Ri.

Figure 5.2.9(b) also shows how

electrical power output decreases with increasing temperature for various values of R,.
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For instance, for a fixed Ry of ~3.3kQ, the electrical power output decreases from

approximately 10.54mW to 8.00mW for a temperature change from -25°C to +75°C.
Figure 5.2.9(b) also reveals that maximum electrical power is generated with an R, of
~3.3kQ andthis optimised R, remains relatively constant over the temperature range

considered (-25°C to +75°C).

To overcome the difficulties caused by the temperature dependence of the output
voltage of the photovoltaic device, the output voltage requires regulation.

The

regulation employed was identical to that used with the white light system (section
5.2.1.3).

Figure 5.2.10 shows the laser diode optical energisation system with its

regulator arrangement.

Laser diode collimator

and SMAadaptor
40mW Sharp
Laser diode

drivercircuit

D3 AN
400um core diameter
optical fibre
(100m long)

TCO4BCZM

OV

Figure 5.2.10: Laser diode optical energisation system with its regulator arrangement.

5.2.2.4 Power budget and performance characteristics

The power budget and performance characteristics of the laser diode optical
energisation system based uponthe results of figures 5.2.9(a) and (b) are presented in

table 5.4. These are given for various sensor unit temperatures from -25°C to +75°C

and the parametersare as defined previously (section 5.2.1.4).
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Table 5.4: Power budget and performancecharacteristics of the laser diode system.
(Incident optical power at each temperature = 28mW)

ee of remote unit (°C)
Parameter

+21

Maximum electrical power

10.54

bee
os

output, Pmax (mW)

Optoelectronic conversion
efficiency, (%)

[Bienes Ts
Electrical power regulated
at SV, Psy (mW)

The results in table 5.4 show that for a temperature change from -25°C to +75°C,
decreases by approximately 23.7%, FF remainsrelatively constant between 82% and

Power at 5V (mW)

84%, and Psy reduces accordingto figure 5.2.11 by approximately 10%.
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Temperature (deg C)
Figure 5.2.11: Temperature dependenceofelectrical power
regulated at 5V.
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5.2.3 DC-DC converter system (Type IIT)
5.2.3.1 Light sources, optical fibres, and photodiodes
The third optical energisation system investigated consisted of either a laser diode or a
white light source, a number of photodiodes, and a dc-dc converter. In this system,

optical power wasused to provide a low voltage at the remote sensor end and a dc-dc
converter was used to amplify this low input voltage to a higher voltage suitable for

the operation of the sensor unit. The dc-dc converter consisted of a CMOSoscillator,
a transformeranda rectifier on a single chip. It converted an input voltage of value

ranging from 1V to 3V to an output voltage of 5V. Thus a minimum input voltage of
1V wasrequired, which wasprovided via photovoltaic conversion.

The measured I-V characteristics of a chain of 6 silicon photodiodes as a function of
temperature has already been presented in section 5.2.1.3 (fig. 5.2.4(a)). These results
showed that the characteristic voltage of each photodiode had a minimum value of
about 0.53V at +75°C, increasing to 0.7V at -20°C.

Thus even for the worst case

scenario, 2 photodiodes could provide the required input voltage for the dc-dc
converter. This wouldstill allow the system to function correctly at any temperature

within the range -20°C to +75°C.

Figure 5.2.12 shows a schematic representation of the basic dc-dc converter system. A

light source is usedto illuminate twosilicon photodiodes via an optical fibre Y splitter.
The output voltage of the two photodiodes provides the input voltage to the dc-dc
converter.

+5V

DC-DC
converter
(NMP0105S)
optical fibre
Figure 5.2.12: Basic de-de converter optical energisation system.

The light source could be either a laser diode or a tungsten halogen white light source,

the choice of the light source dictating the type of optical fibre required. The use of a
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laser diode allows the use of a multimode fibre with a Y splitter at one end to

illuminate the two photodiodes, so permitting energisation over hundreds of metres.
Conversely, the use of a tungsten halogen white light source ideally calls for the use of

a fibre bundle. The utilisation of a fibre bundle limits the distance over which the
energisation can be provided.

Its advantage is that optoelectronic redundancy can

easily be incorporated into the system. Figure 5.2.13 shows a schematic representation

of a system with redundancy in photodiodes.

convex lens

1 fibre bundle tail
ferrule

DC-DC
converter

optical fibre bundle
White light source

Figure 5.2.13: dc-dc converter optical energisation system with redundancy in
photodiodes.

Thus a fibre bundle with the appropriate numberof tails can be used to illuminate all

the photodiodes. In this case, failure of a photodiode will not disable the energisation
as is the case in a chain of photodiodes connected in series. In addition, the most
poorly illuminated photodiode will not greatly limit the current into the dc-dc
converter.

The I-V characteristics for the two arrangements described above were measured at

room temperature and representative measurements as a function of temperature were
performed only for the set-up with a laser diode. The laser diode was a Sharp 40mW
device (A=830nm) and the two photodiodes were silicon photodiodes (type S238644K). The dc-dc converter employed was a Newport device (type NMP0105S), which
is a miniature device (cost = £3.50 each [Farnell Electronic Components Ltd, 1994]).
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Two other types of dc-dc converters were tested initially, one from Maxim (type
MAX654) and the other from Linear Technology (type LT1073-5).

However these

are optimised for higher power operation (>5O0mW)and consequently did not perform
well at about 1OmW.

The I-V characteristics of the system using a laser diode source were measured at

various temperatures over the range previously specified using the system shown in

figure 5.2.3 or 5.2.8. The devices placed in the temperature controlled chamber during
the tests were the photodiodes and the dc-dc converter. Figure 5.2.14(a) shows the

measured I-V outputs of the dc-dc converter system as a function of temperature.
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dc-dc converter output voltage (V)
Figure 5.2.14(a): I-V characteristics of two photodiodes with dcdc converter, as a function of temperature.
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Figure 5.2.14(b): Electrical output power Vs external load
resistance for dc-dc converter system, as a function of
temperature.

Over the temperature range shown (fig. 5.2.14(a)), the open circuit voltage decreases

with increasing temperature at 1.0mV/°C, whilst the short circuit current varies
inconsistently between

12.43mA and 12.13mA.

Figure 5.2.14(b) shows the

temperature dependence of the electrical power output of the dc-dc converter system
at various values of Rj. Again, the electrical power output for each value of Ry was

determined from the product of the measured V and I of the dc-dc converter at that

Ri.

Figure 5.2.14(b) also reveals how electrical power output decreases with

increasing temperature for various values of R,. For example, for a constant Ry of
~100Q, the electrical power output decreases from about 5.72mW to 3.58mW for a

temperature change from -25°C to +75°C. Figure 5.2.14(b) also indicates that the
optimised R; remains relatively fixed at about 56.6Q over the temperature range

examined (-25°C to +75°C).

The output voltage of the dc-dc converter has a typical output ripple and noise of
around 125mV peak to peak. Thus the output voltage of this system also requires
regulation. The regulation implemented was similar to that used for the white light or

the laser diode optical energisation systems(figs. 5.2.5 and 5.2.10).
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5.2.3.2 Power budget and performance characteristics

The power budget and performance characteristics of the dc-dc converter system
based upon the results of figures 5.2.14(a) and (b) are presented in table 5.5, for

various sensor unit temperatures from -25°C to +75°C. The parameters in this table

are as defined previously (section 5.2.1.4).

Table 5.5: Power budget and performancecharacteristics of the dc-dc converter
system (Incident optical power at each temperature = 42mW).

Paranaasaoe
Temperature of remote unit (°C)

Maximumelectrical power

4

5.8

Salt

4.7

4.1

15

14

12

11

10

output, Pmax (mW)

Optoelectronic conversion

efficiency, (%)

Electrical power regulated
at SV, Psy (mW)

The results in table 5.5 indicate that for a temperature change from -25°C to +75°C,
decreases by about 33.3%, FF reduces by 35%, and Psy decreases by about 40.7% in

the manneroffigure 5.2.15.
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Figure 5.2.15: Temperature dependenceofelectrical power
regulated at 5V.

5.2.4 Summary
Methodsfor optical energisation of remote hybrid sensors have been demonstrated to

be viable using commercially available components. Three different systems have been
described which all have the potential to activate hybrid sensors of reasonably high
performance. The systems have been demonstrated to tolerate wide environmental

temperature fluctuations (from ~ -25°C to +75°C). The white light system has been
shown to possess the potential of being developed into a cost-effective optical
energisation system. The disadvantage with this system is the limited distance over

which it can supply sufficient energy, being typically tens of metres. The laser diode
system investigated is, in principle, capable of activating remote sensors that are sited

several kilometres from the light source in the control end.

A low cost optical

energisation system using a dc-dc converter has also been described. This system is
also capable of long distance energisation whena laser diode source is employed. In a
power system environment, the distance often required from a hybrid sensor
transmitter (at the sensing point on a powerline) to the control end is typically several
tens of metres. Based on this requirement and the power budgetof the three systems
investigated, the laser diode system was selected and developed into a prototype

system for powering hybrid current and temperature sensors (chapters 6 and7).

ey
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5.3_ Power Line Energisation with Backup Supply

As mentioned in section 3.4.3.5, for power systems applications, power for hybrid
sensors may be obtained from the powerline using a subsidiary CT or a potential
device. These techniques have been suggested by a numberof researchers as discussed
in section 3.4.3.5 (ii).

A major problem with such systems is that when there is no current or voltage on the

line, the transmitter will not function. This lack of power on the powerline cannot be
distinguished from a transmitter failure and hence these systemsare not fail safe. In
addition, these systems will not function instantly upon energisation of a de-energised
powerline. Thus a backup powersupply is necessary to enable operation when there

is no poweronthe line. In this section, novel standby power supply methodsfora line
powered system are described.

5.3.1 Battery backup

Line powered systems with primary battery backup are not normally attractive to the
electricity supply industry due to the short lifetimes of the batteries which necessitate

frequent battery changes (section 3.4.3.5 (i)). Despite the developmentof longlife

lithium cells, the use of a primary battery backupis still considered unreliable.

To avoid frequent battery replacements, rechargeable batteries can be used.
Rechargeable batteries with high energy contents are available and some are capable of

up to 1000 full charge/discharge cycles or even moreif only partially discharged each
time [Horowitz P and Hill W, 1989]. The use of a long-lived rechargeable battery as a
backup supply can only be attractive if it can be charged without interrupting the
operation of the system. Thusin addition to the automatic backup of the conventional
supply, the charging process mustalso beself-activating without any interference with

the working of the system. A system that satisfies these conditions was set up and

demonstrated for a line powered hybrid current sensor that uses an auxiliary CT
method. Figure 5.3.1 showsthe structure of the system tested.
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transmitter circuit being powered

Powerfrom power
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+
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Figure 5.3.1: Schematic set-up of a line powered system with rechargeable battery
backup.

4 AA size high capacity nickel cadmium cylindrical batteries connected in series were
used. A description of the operation is as follows. At very low orzero line currents,

the voltage supply from the powerline is low or zero. Thus with this set-up, when the
voltage supply from the power line reduces below 0.2V of the battery voltage, the
transmitter circuit is automatically powered by the battery feeding via the forward

biased Ge diode. Whenline current becomesavailable again, the voltage supply from
the power line exceeds that of the battery and now provides the power for the
transmitter circuit.

At the same time, the secondary battery is automatically being

charged by an approximately constant reverse leakage current via the diode. A Ge
diode was chosen becauseits relatively large reverse leakage current and small forward
voltage drop are useful for this purpose. With this set-up, the reverse leakage current

and forward voltage drop were measured at 1.1u.A and 0.395V,respectively. Using
10 parallel connected Ge diodes, the reverse leakage current (charging current)
increased to approximately 10uA.

For a powerline that is frequently de-energised for long durations, the reliability of this
backup system mightstill be questionable. However, if the powerline is de-energised

only occasionally and often for only short periods, then this system could serve as a
reliable low cost backup system.
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Experiments were performed with a hybrid current sensor powered using low capacity

silver seal primary batteries which gave a battery lifetime of about 242 hrs (10 days)
under continuous operation. Hence the use of a high capacity rechargeable battery
with capability of up to 1000 full charge/discharge cycles implies that, in principle, a

total battery operating time in excess of 27 years is achievable. This battery operating
time represents only the period during which the powerline is not energised. Thus for

an active powerline, the overall reliability of this backup system is expected to be high
and in excessof the 40 years period often stipulated by the electric power organisation

[Pilling NA and Lewis G, 1994].

The above conclusion is obviously based on the assumption that upon re-energisation
of a previously de-energised line, the line will remain energised for a duration

comparable to the time required to fully recharge the battery. Although in principle
this might not alwaysbe the case, the system would be cost-effective, depending on the
application. Battery charge retention capability is not a factor of concern since the

battery is being charged with a constant current whennotin use.

5.3.2 Automatic optical energisation backup

A potentially attractive method of providing backupfor a line powered system is to use

standby optical energisation. Such a system would be based upon the fact that when
the power from the powerline itself is insufficient, the light source for optical
energisation should be automatically available. When enough powerbecomesavailable
again from the powerline, the light source for optical energisation is deactivated so
that its lifetime may be extended.

Unlike the battery backup system wherebythe battery will be sited on the HV power
line, the light source for the optical energisation backup will be located in a control
room close to ground potential. Hence, if necessary, it can be replaced conveniently

after a predetermined period in operation.

This line powered system with automatic optical energisation standby principle has
been demonstrated for a hybrid current sensor.

The optical energisation backup
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employed was the laser diode system described in section 5.2.2. The implementation

of the automatic optical energisation standby methodis not as simple as the automatic
rechargeable battery backup technique.

In the case of optical energisation backup,

when line power is about to be lost, a signal needs to convey this message to the
control end where the laser diode is located for its automatic switch on.

The line powered system examined used a subsidiary CT method as described in
section 3.4.3.5(1i) for deriving the power from the line current. A possible method for

rapidly detecting the loss of line power would be to incorporate an additional
electronic circuit in the transmitter to detect and transmit information about the |

availability of the line powerto the control end. Since the line currentis already being
measured by this system, the strategy adopted was to determine the loss of line power

in the control room from the output of the current sensor receiver. This approach
keeps both the transmitter component count and power consumption to a minimum

and also avoids the need for an additional signal transmission path. Furthermore, since
there is no constraint on power consumption at the receiver, the design of the
electronic circuit required to automatically switch the laser diode on and off is more

convenient.

Two different systems to execute the switching function were designed, built and

tested.

The first consisted of a peak to peak (pk-pk) detector and a voltage

comparator. The block diagram and circuit diagram are shownin figures 5.3.2(a) and
(b), respectively.

current sensorreceiver

peak to peak

Voltage

Laser diode

output voltage

detector

comparator

driver circuit

Figure 5.3.2(a): Block diagram of laser diode switching circuit for automatic optical

energisation backup of a line powered system (version J).
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+5V

—

Vec (logic) ;

VEE (logic)

Figure 5.3.2(b): Circuit diagram of switching circuit for automatic optical energisation
backup of a line powered system (version I).

The output of the current receiver provides the input to the peak to peak detector.

The dc outputsignal of the peak to peak detector is thus proportional to the magnitude
of the line current.

This provides the input to the voltage comparator which was

designed as an inverting threshold detector. Typically, the lowest operating powerline
current is about 100A[Pilling NA, 1995]. Asa result, a threshold line current of 40A

waschosen for switching to and from optical energisation standby. The receiver of the
current sensortypically gives an output voltage of 5V for a rated line current of 4kA,

but this is tuneable. When the current sensor receiver output indicates a drop in the
line current to below 40A, the output of the comparator goes high (+5V).
automatically switches on the laser diode.

This

Conversely, when the line current goes

above 40A, the output of the comparator goes low and automatically turns off the
laser diode.

The secondlaser diode switching circuit consisted of a full wave rectifier and an acline

loss detector. The block diagram andcircuit diagram are shownin figures 5.3.3(a) and
(b), respectively.
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Figure 5.3.3(a): Block diagram of laser diode switching circuit for automatic optical
energisation backup of a line powered system (version II).
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Figure 5.3.3(b): Circuit diagram of laser diode switching circuit for automatic optical
energisation backup of a line powered system (versionII).

In this case, the output of the current sensor receiver provides the input to the full

waveacrectifier. The rectified ac signal provides the input to the ac line loss monitor
circuit. The monitor circuit has an inbuilt reference voltage of 2.5V which acts as a
threshold.

In the design, the 40A threshold line current was matched to the 2.5V

reference voltage. Whenthe peak ofthe rectified ac signal goes below the threshold,

the ac line loss monitor output goes high. This provides an immediate indication of
line powersupply failure. Then whenthe peak of the rectified ac signal goes above the
threshold, the ac line loss detector output goes low. As with the first method, these
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output states serve to turn the laser diode on and off accordingly. The operation of

this circuit is demonstrated with the waveformsof figure 5.3.3(c).

Vping

t

Output

t

Figure 5.3.3(c): Typical waveformsof input line monitor circuit for automatic optical
energisation backupof a line powered system (versionII).

For both methods described above (figs. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), the threshold current for

switch-over to optical energisation is programmable, a 40A threshold level being used
simply to prove the principle. Both methods provide an early warning indication that
the power supply output voltage is about to drop, whilst taking advantage of the hold-

up capability provided by normal electrolytic capacitor storage within the line power
supply system to overlap with thetransition.

5.3.3 Summary
Although hybrid sensor transmitter energisation may in principle be achieved via power
extracted electromagnetically from the powerline itself, such systems are not fail safe
and do not operate instantly upon energisation of a de-energised line. The difficulty

may in principle be overcomeusing a primary battery as a backupforline energisation
when insufficient current flows in the line.

However, the short lifetimes of batteries

make such systems unattractive since frequent battery replacements would be

inevitable. An alternative technique using an automatic optical energisation standby
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has been described which overcomes the deficiencies of battery (primary or
rechargeable) backup techniques.

5.4 Single CT Power Line Energisation

The line powered hybrid current sensors reported thus far tend to use two CTs,one for
measuring the line current and a subsidiary one to provide power for the transmitter
circuit. The feasibility of using just one CT for both purposes has been demonstrated
in principle experimentally. This novel design not only reduces the cost of the system,

but also reduces the overall size and weight of the device to be installed on the HV
powerline by approximately half.

5.4.1 Principle of operation

Figure 5.4.1 shows a schematic set-up for the one CT hybrid current sensor. Some of
the components usedin this investigation were selected because of their availability
simply to prove the principle.

Resistors Rl and R2 are high powerrating burden

resistors. R1 provides the input voltage to the transmitter circuit while R2 feeds the
powersupply unit.

With this set-up, tests were performed to confirm that when a current I, is flowing in
the powerline, the input to the transmitter circuit provides a linearly proportional
signal to the line current.

Simultaneously, the electrical power delivered from the

energised line should always be sufficient for line currents above a given threshold
value.

The minimum threshold current required to deliver a given poweris partly

determined by the value of the burden resistor (R2) in the section that provides the

powerand partly bythe ratio of turns on the CT.
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V1

Powerline

—_sInput to transmitter circuit

Ns = 500
Np =4

Figure 5.4.1: Set-up for experimental investigation of a single CT line powered hybrid
current sensor.

Figure 5.4.2 shows the input voltage (Vin) to the transmitter circuit produced by R1
(fig. 5.4.1) as a function of the line current (I)), where the straightline is the best fit to

the data using the method of “least squares”.

The equation of the line is Vi, =

(5.36+0.04)10°I, + (0.0034+0.0015), where +0.04x10° and +0.0015 are the standard

Input voltage (V)

error values for the slope andthe intercept on the vertical axis, respectively.
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Figure 5.4.2: Input voltage to transmitter circuit as a function of
line current, for a single CT hybrid current sensor.
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The powerdelivered from R2 (fig. 5.4.1) as a function of the line current is shown in
figure 5.4.3. The power was determined from the measuredrectified voltage (V) and
current (I) in figure 5.4.1.

Linearity is not crucial in this case, provided sufficient

poweris available for line currents above a specified thresholdlevel.
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Figure 5.4.3: Electrical power delivered as a function of line
current, for a single CT hybrid current sensor.

However, powerextraction from the same CT that performs the current measurement
would affect the input to the transmitter unit and hence degrade the accuracy of the
sensor, especially at low currents. Furthermore, the need for a high value of burden

resistor (R2 in fig. 5.4.1) for the section that provides the power implies that the total
burden resistance of the system isrelatively high. Consequently, the secondary voltampere (VA) rating of the CT is high and hence the core flux of the CT which is

directly proportional to the VAratingis also high (section 3.2.1). This also affects the
accuracy of the system as discussed in section 3.2.1.

Nonetheless, there are

applications where the accuracy requirements are not stringent, for example,

applications where the sensor is used for indicating whether a conductoris carrying
current or for making measurements where an accuracy of typically ~t10% is

acceptable. For such less demanding applications, this new approach not only lowers
the cost of the system,but also reducesthe total size and weight of the sensing head to
be mounted on the HV powerline by about a half.
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5.4.2 Summary

The above experimental investigation demonstrates the feasibility of using a single
rather than two separate CTs for a line powered hybrid current sensor. This approach
not only reduces the cost of the system but also reduces the size and weight of the
device to be installed on the HV powerline by approximately a half. However, with
powerextraction from the same CT that performs the measurement, there may be

problemsin delivering the desired accuracy.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, generic methods for energising hybrid optical fibre sensors have been
considered.

The experimental investigation of three different optical energisation systems have
been described. These are the white light system, the laser diode system, and the dc-dc

converter system.

The systems were designed to tolerate a wide environmental

temperature fluctuations from -25°C to +75°C which is a prerequisite for systems to
operate in the field.

The white light system has been demonstrated to be a cost-

effective optical energisation system, but has the disadvantage of only being capable of

operating over a limited distance, being typically tens of metres.

The laser diode

system investigated is potentially capable of activating remote sensors that are sited
several kilometres from the light source.

This has been fully developed into a

prototype system. A low costoptical energisation system using a dc-dc converter has
also been described. This system is again capable of long distance energisation when a

laser diode source is employed.

It has been mentioned that for power system applications, deriving power only from
the powerlineleads to a system thatis notfail safe. In addition, such a system cannot
function instantaneously upon energisation of a de-energised power line.

The

technique of using a standby primary battery for a line powered system suffers from the

unacceptable need for frequent battery changes due to the short lifetimes of primary
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batteries. Although a backup technique using a rechargeable battery in principle offers

some improvement, it also suffers from problems of finite rechargeable lifetimes. A
more attractive novel backup method is one which employs an automatic optical

energisation standby.

The feasibility of using a single rather than two CTsfor a line powered hybrid current

sensor has been considered, butthis alternative approachis useful only for applications
with less demanding accuracy requirements.

To conclude, two categories of hybrid sensor energisation methods have been

investigated, namely, optical energisation and powerline energisation with backup
supply. Both approaches offer fail safe operation and are reliable, although for an
extended period of continuous operation (tens of years) the reliability of optical
energisation may becomea factor of concern. Optical energisation (section 5.2.4) was
selected for powering the hybrid current and temperature sensors developed (chapters

6 and 7) since it is simpler to implement andis reliable enough for the purposeofthis
research.
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CHAPTER6
OPTICALLY ENERGISED HYBRID CURRENT SENSOR SYSTEM DESIGN

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the design and development of an optically energised hybrid
optical current sensor (HOCS) for electric current measurement in electric power
systems. In addition to the specifications outlined in section 1.3, the requirements for

the design of the system wereset outas follows:
e Rated primary current of 4kA rms, which is the nominal maximum operational

current for measuring (metering) current transformers in the electricity supply industry.
e Should withstand fault currents (i.e. electric currents in excess of 4kA rms), butits

output during the fault currents are considered irrelevant.

This system, HOCS1, which was designed for a rated primary current of 4kA rms was
developed into a prototype system.

Another system, HOCS2, intended for the

measurementof high currents (> 4kA rms) wasalso considered. The designs described

in this chapter apply to both the system rated at 4kA rms (HOCS1) and the system for
high current measurement (HOCS2). The difference between the two systemsis in the

current transformer employedandits interconnection with the rest of the system aswill
be discussed in section 6.3. Thus unless stated otherwise, the designs described in this
chapter should be taken to apply to both systems, HOCS1 and HOCS2.

6.2 Principle of Operation

The hybrid optical current sensor (HOCS) uses a conventional current transformer
sensing technology in conjunction with an optoelectronic transmitter to give an optical

output encoded with information about the current being measured.

It merges the

benefits of an established measurement system with the advantages of optical fibre
transmission.
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Figure 6.2.1 shows a block diagram of the optically energised HOCS. The system
consists of an electromagnetic CT andits burden resistor, an optoelectronic transmitter
unit, optical fibres, an optical power source, an electronics receiver, and a data
acquisition or display unit.

The CT andthe optoelectronic transmitter unit (which

includes both passive and active electronic components) are sited on the current
carrying conductor (powerline). The optical power source, the electronics receiver,
and the data acquisition unit constitute the components at the ground potential side.

Optical fibres for optical power and optical signal transmission provide the links
between the components on the powerline and those at the control end, close to
groundpotential.

Optoelectronic transmitter unit

Electromagnetic CT

Sensing unit

HV power line
Power optical fibre

Signal optical fibre

: HVside :

—eE
Wy mE a oo tow See

Control room unit
Receiverunit

Optical power
source

Data
acquisition
unit

Figure 6.2.1: Block diagram of the optically energised HOCS.

The CT generates a current through its secondary winding whichis proportional to the
current on the powerline (primary current). The secondary winding of the CT has a
burdenresistoras its load, this converts the secondary current into a voltage. Thus the

voltage across the burden resistor is proportional to the current on the powerline.
This voltage is the input to the optoelectronic transmitter unit.

The optoelectronic transmitter unit converts the signal from the CT and its burden
resistor into a suitable form for transmission via an optical fibre.

It consists of a
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voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), a differentiator, and an electrical current to

optical signal conversion device (LED). The VCO generates a frequency modulated
(FM) square wavein whichthe frequency deviation (from a defined mean frequency)is
linearly related to the input voltage. Thus the frequency deviation is proportional to

the instantaneouselectric current on the powerline. The differentiator narrows the
FM square wave to give a pulsed frequency modulated (PFM)signal. This electrical
PFM signal drives the LED,generating an optical PFM signal which is coupled into an
optical fibre (signal optical fibre) for transmission to the remote receiver.

Electrical power required for the operation of the transmitter electronic components is
obtained by optical energisation.

Optical power from a remote light source is

transmitted by an optical fibre (poweroptical fibre) to the transmitter on the power

line.

The optical power is then converted into electrical power which is used to

energise the transmitter electronics.

The receiver processes the signal from the remote transmitter into a suitable form for
display and analysis.

It consists of an optical to electrical signal converter

(photodiode), amplifiers, a monostable multivibrator, a phase locked loop (PLL), and a
low pass filter.

The photodiode reconverts the optical pulses from the distant

transmitter into electrical pulses.

After amplification, the monostable multivibrator

circuit widens these pulses to regenerate a FM square wave. The PLL demodulates

the FM square wave signal and the low pass filter removes unwanted frequency

components from the output of the PLL and yields the final output voltage.

This

output voltage is thus a linear function ofthe electric current on the powerline.

The data acquisition unit consists of a data capture card and a PCto store and display

the data or the waveform from the output of the receiver. An oscilloscope or a digital
multimeter can also be used to display the output waveform or to measure the rms

value of the output voltage of the receiver.

ee
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6.3 Current Transformer and Burden Resistor

The operation of the CT is the sameasthat of a traditional CT as described in section
3.2.1.

It generates a current in its secondary winding which is proportional to the

current on the powerline (its primary current). The secondary winding of the CT is
connected to a burden resistor which converts the secondary current into a voltage.

Thusthe voltage across the burdenresistor is proportional to the current on the power
line. This voltage is used as the inputto the transmitterunit.

The design of the CT usedin this approach howeverdiffers in some aspects from that
of a standard HV CT. Thereis no need for a large HV insulation system between the

primary conductor (or primary winding) and the secondary winding, this reduces the

appropriate length of the iron core.

The required voltage from the CT andits burden resistor applied to the transmitteris
limited to approximately 0.2V rms at the rated powerline current (primary current).
This limitation is in order to maintain high accuracy in the system, because at higher
line currents and hencesignal voltages, the transmitter VCO transfer function exhibits

some non-linear features as will be shownin section 6.4.1. Thus the volt-ampere (VA)

rating of the CT required for this system is very low. As described in section 3.2.1,
this implies that the level of the core flux is low and hence the value of the exciting
ampere-turns required to produce it is also low. The major factor of concern in the
design of CTs is to minimise the ratio and phase errors, which involves minimising the
exciting ampere-turns of the CT. Consequently, in this system where the VArating is

low, the ratio and phaseerrors of the CT are expected to be small.

The CT used in the prototype optically energised HOCS rated at 4kA rms (HOCS1)
was supplied by Bushing Company, Reyrolle Ltd, Hebburn, England. Theoverall size
of the CT is 150mm in inner diameter, 260mm in outer diameter, and 40mm in height.

The specifications of this CT are [Sellars AG, 1994] [Taylor BT, 1995]

Rated primary current:
Turnsratio:

4 kA rms
1/4000
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Rated secondarycurrent:

1 Arms

Rated frequency:

50 Hz
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Ratio error at rated primary current and frequency: 0.012 %
Phaseerrorat rated primary current and frequency: +0.5 minutes

A 0.2Q burden resistor (Ry) with a powerrating of 25W was employedto yield 0.2V

rms as the input to the transmitter electronics at the rated powerline current of 4kA
rms. Thus under normal operation, the maximum powerin R,is only 0.4W whichis
muchless than the power rating of Ry. However, under fault current conditions the

powerin Ry,will be higher and might exceed the powerrating of Ry. Consider a worst
case asymmetrical fault current of 63kA peak with a 2.5 offset [Pilling NA and Lewis
G, 1994], which gives a peak primary current of 157.5kA. The power in R,will be
increased to 310W which is muchhigher than its rating, although this will be shortlived. For a symmetrical fault current of 63kA rms, the maximum powerin R,will still
be approximately 4 times greater than its power rating. The powerin R,is dissipated
as heat, so the temperature of Ry increases in proportion to the powerdissipated, the

resistance also increases accordingly and hence the response of the system changesin
proportion to the power in R,.

This thus affects post-fault current measurement

accuracy. Asa result of these concerns, protection diodes were employedto limit the

powerin the burdenresistor during high fault current conditions.

CT

Power Line

Burden
=Y resistor

(Rp)

Figure 6.3.1: Protection diodes (D1 and D1) across the burdenresistor of the CT.

As shown in figure 6.3.1, two identical diodes were used to limit the voltage drop

across Ry to about 1V peak, thereby limiting the maximum powerin R, to only 5W (a
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This also limits high overvoltage inputs to the

transmitter electronics during high fault currents, thereby limiting the stresses on the
transmitter. Furthermore, it sets a fixed and known powerline current level at which

the system should saturate well before the resultant frequency of the FM signal exceeds

the lock range of the receiver PLL. Thus at powerline currents above approximately
20kA peak, the maximum outputlevel is truncated and maintained until the line current
decreases below this value.

The effect of the protection diodes on the system during normal operation was

considered. The forward voltage drop of each diode is approximately 1V at its rated
current of 85A. The diode current,Iu, is given by [Chaimowicz JCA, 1995]:
Iy = I, exp(Va/V;)

(6.1)

where I, = diode reverse saturation current,

V4 = diode voltage, and

V, = 25mV.

This gives I, as 3.611 x 10° A and since the maximum voltage across each diode
during normal operation is 0.2V rms, the maximum diode current, Igmax is 2.96 x 10°!
A.

This maximum diode current in normal operation is negligible and hence the

protection diodes should not have any significant effect on the system operation. Tests

were performed with and without the protection diodes connected across the burden
resistor to check their effect. The experimental results confirmed that the protection
diodes do not have anysignificant effect on the system during normaloperation.

For the high current measurement system (HOCS2), the electromagnetic transducer
employed was not contained within an enclosure with its optoelectronic transmitter.
This system was intended to use a CT and a burdenresistor available on site at the
British Short Circuit Testing Station at Hebburn, England,for site testing. The output
of the CT and its burden resistor was connected via a coaxial cable to a transmitter

housed in an enclosure. This CT had a turns ratio of 2000 and used a 0.1Q burden
resistor. A maximum peak primary current of 160kA wasconsidered for this system

which should give a peak voltage of 8V across the burdenresistor. A resistor potential
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divider was used to step downthis peak voltage to the maximum voltage of about
0.28V required for the input to the transmitter electronics.

6.4 Design of the Electronic Units

The electronic units of the HOCSconsisted of a transmitter (on the powerline) and a

receiver (in the control end).

6.4.1 Transmitter
The transmitter processed the electrical signal produced by the CT and produced an
optical signal.

There were four main criteria which governed the design of the

transmitter electronics, which were as follows. Chiefly, the transmitter should operate
with high performance (section 1.3). Secondly, the transmitter power consumption
must be low (typically a few milliwatts). This was to ensure the applicability of the
optical energisation of the transmitter and especially over a long distance.
Additionally, the transmitter circuit should have high reliability. Hence, it should be
simple and its component count should be low. Finally, the transmitter circuit should

consist of readily available, low-cost components.

This was to guarantee the

commercial viability of the system.

The transmitter basically functioned as a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

The

quiescentoscillating frequency of the VCO wasset by a fixed d.c. voltage offset at the
input. This was the VCO centre frequency and it was modulated above and below this
frequency by the input signal. This variable input voltage was provided by the CT and
its burden resistor and wasthuslinearly related to the powerline current. Asa result,

the VCO frequency wasproportional to the powerline current.

Considering the need to keep the total power consumption of the remote transmitter
low, the transmitter circuit was designed to generate short pulses to drive the optical
transmitter. Thus the information about the powerline current was transmitted by an
optical PFM signal.

The power required to generate a PFM signal is directly
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proportional to the product of the pulse frequency and the pulse width. Therefore in
order to hold down the power requirement, both the pulse frequency and the pulse
width should be minimised. The receiver (section 6.4.4) introduced phase errors which

increased as frequency decreased. With a view to minimising the phase errors in the

overall system, the VCO centre frequency selected was 150kHz.

This is fully

explainedin section 6.4.5.

Ideally, the minimum pulse width was dictated by the response times (rise and fall

times) of the optical transmitter (LED) and the optical receiver (photodiode).

The

response times of the LED and the photodiode selected were typically 10ns and 14ns,
respectively. High speed electronic devices were essential for the generation of short
pulses. An additional requirement for this application was the fact that since the short
pulses were needed with a view to minimise the transmitter power consumption, the
high speed electronic devices should themselves consume low power. CMOSdevices
were thus selected for the VCO circuitry since they have high switching speeds and
also consume low power.

Figure 6.4.1 shows the HOCStransmitter circuit diagram. The CT and the burden
resistor R, provided an a.c. input voltage to the circuit besides a d.c. input bias voltage

(+5V) derived from the transmitter power supply voltage. The operation of the circuit
is as follows. Assumethat the output of the Schmitt trigger U1 starts in the low state,

so that Vo=O0V. The MOSFETswitch M1 is thus off since its gate voltage is low.
Therefore the total input voltage to the circuit charges the capacitor C1 via the resistor
Rl.

The capacitor voltage is amplified by the operational amplifier Al and then

connected to U1.

When the amplified capacitor voltage reaches the positive-going threshold voltage of
U1, the final output of U1 (Vo) goes high. With a high gate voltage, M1 turns on and
consequently C1 discharges via the drain source resistance of M1.

As soon asthe

amplified capacitor voltage which is now dropping reaches the negative-going
threshold voltage of U1, Vo goes low.

As a result, M1 is turned off thereby re-

establishing the conditions of the previous half cycle.

The circuit is therefore

oscillating.
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The frequency ofoscillation is proportional to the input voltage. The d.c. input offset
voltage (+5V) sets the quiescent oscillation frequency, which is the carrier frequency
of the VCO. The a.c. input voltage provided by the CT and the burdenresistor causes
frequency modulation above and below the carrier frequency.

Thus the frequency

deviation of the VCO correspondsto the amplitude of the a.c. input voltage and hence

to the amplitude of the powerline current. The output of U1 is differentiated by C2,
thereby supplying narrow current pulses to the LED.

D1 is a clamping diode to

prevent reverse breakdown of the LED. The LED produces optical pulses which are

coupled into an optical fibre for transmission to the receiver.

The positive-going threshold voltage of U1 is approximately 1.63V and the negativegoing threshold voltage is about 0.94V. The inclusion of Al with a gain of 11 serves

to limit the maximum voltage on Cl to approximately 0.15V. Thus this avoids the
charging of Cl up to about 1.63V (approximately a third of the supply voltage) and
hence prevents operation in the non-linear portion of its charging characteristic.

Figure 6.4.2 showsthe measured transfer characteristic of the transmitter VCO, where

the straight line is the best fit to the data using the method of “least squares”. The

equation of the line is VCO frequency = (16.18:40.09)V + (68.75+0.43). The input
voltage (V) consists of the input bias voltage (Vpias) of +5V and a signal input voltage
(Vin) of up to ~1.0V peak, representing the a.c. input from the CT and the burden
resistor. To enhance the accuracy of the system, the peak value of the signal input
voltage was limited to about 0.28V at the rated power line current as discussed
previously in section 6.3.

At higher signal input voltages, non-linearity sets in the

transfer function in figure 6.4.2, consequently degrading the accuracy of the system.

There is a d.c. current through the CT due to the +5V input bias voltage which

supplies current through the CT and R1 to charge Cl (fig. 6.4.1). This is very small,

~29u1A (i.e. ~0.002% of the rated secondary current of the CT). Consequently, the
effect of this d.c. on the operation of the CT can be neglected.
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Figure 6.4.2: Measured transfer characteristic of the transmitter
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Figure 6.4.3 showstraces of important points in the transmitter circuit (see fig. 6.4.1
for indications of the various points), operating at the VCO carrier frequency
(150kHz) for the input bias voltage of +5V. With an a.c. signal input voltage from the
CT and the burden resistor, the traces are identical to these except for frequency
modulation (proportional to the magnitude of the signal input voltage) above and
below the carrier frequency, at the signal frequency.
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Figure 6.4.3: Traces of important points in the transmitter circuit (see fig. 6.4.1).

6.4.2 Transmitter power consumption
As mentioned above(section 6.4.1), one of the main design criteria for the transmitter

was to minimise its power consumption. This was to ensure the applicability of the
optical energisation of the transmitter especially over long distances and also to

enhance the feasibility of using one optical energisation system to energise multiple
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sensors for multiparameter sensing. The maximum powerdissipation of the various

componentsof the transmitter (fig. 6.4.1) have been calculated.

The capacitor Cl should ideally charge between 0.085V and 0.15V, which are
respectively the negative-going and the positive-going threshold voltages of the

Schmitt trigger U1 divided by the gain provided by Al. However, experimental results
indicated that the drain voltage of M1 (i.e. voltage across Cl) goes negative (~ -0.10V

at ~ 20°C) immediately after its gate voltage goes to OV. The maximum energy stored
in Cl, Ec, is given by

Ec: = 0.5C1V*

(6.2)

where V = maximum p.d. across Cl = 0.25V.

2. Ec: = 1.22 x 107'J
The capacitor C1 discharges through the MOSFET switch M1 whenit is turned on.
Assuming that C1 is totally discharged, the powerdissipation of M1, Pai, is given by

Pa = Ecif

(6.3)

where f = mean frequencyofoscillation of the VCO (150kHz).

“ Pai = 1.83W

The maximum voltage drop across R1 is 5V and its minimum value is approximately

170kQ. Therefore the maximum powerdissipation of R1 is approximately 1471W.

The operational amplifier Al (type MC33171P) has a supply current of 180A
[Motorola Semiconductor Technical Data, 1990]. Therefore at the supply voltage of
5V, the powerdissipation of Al is 900.W. The voltage at the output of Al varies
between the threshold voltages of U1 (0.94V and 1.63V). Therefore the maximum

powerdissipation of R2 and R3 are 224.W and 2u.W,respectively.

Considering the Schmitt trigger U1, the dynamic powerdissipation per gate is given by
[Philips Semiconductors, 1991]
Pp = Cpp x Vee x fi + X(Ci x Veo" X fo)

(6.4)

where Pp = powerdissipation per gate in uW,
Cpp = powerdissipation capacitance per gate in pF = 20pF,
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Vcc = Supply voltage in V,
f, = input frequency in MHz,
C, = output load capacitance in pF, and

f, = output frequency in MHz.
If Ula and Ul1b respectively denote the first and second gates of U1, then
Pp of Ula = 150uW , and

Pp of Ulb = 2625.W

The capacitor C2 charges through the LED to a maximum voltage of 5V and

discharges through D1. The energy stored in C2, Ec, is given by

Ec: = 0.5C2V? = 8.5 x 10°J

(6.5)

Assuming total discharge of C2, the power dissipation in the LED and D1, Pjp,is

given by

Pip = Eoof = 1275uW

(6.6)

The calculated maximum powerdissipation of the various components of the remote

transmitter of figure 6.4.1 are summarised in table 6.1. It shows that the components
with high powerdissipation are the Schmitt trigger U1, the LED and the clamping
diode D1, and the operational amplifier Al. These contribute about 54%, 25%, and

18% of the total powerdissipation, respectively.

The parameters which significantly affect the total transmitter power consumption are
the capacitance of C2, the value of the fundamental frequency of the VCO, and the

value of the power supply voltage.

The effects of these influential parameters are

shownbelowandtheir implications are discussed.
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Table 6.1: Power dissipation of various transmitter components.

Powerdissipation (W)

SOON

6.4.2.1 Effect of the capacitance of C2

The total transmitter power dissipation (Pr) as a function of the capacitance of C2 has
been computed. If all other transmitter components and parameters are as specified in

figure 6.4.1 and the mean frequency of oscillation is 150kHz, Pr = (0.0056)C2 +
1.2984, where Pry is in mW and C2 in pF. Althoughthis implies that the value of C2
should be minimised, there is another system requirement that will be degraded in
doing so. The electrical energy stored in C2 is the electrical energy supplied to the
LED. Thusthe value of C2 also dictates the optical energy transmitted to the remote
receiver.

Within the linear operating limits of the LED, an increase in the value of C2 results in
an increase in the optical output energy. The electrical power consumedby the output
circuit is proportional to the optical power transmitted to the receiver. The higher the

optical poweravailable for transmission to the receiver, the higher the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) will be at the output, for a given length of optical fibre. For a required
SNR at the receiver, the optical power available for transmission to the receiver
dictates the maximum length ofthe optical fibre for transmission and hence determines
the maximum allowed distance between the sensor head and the receiver.

Thus a

compromise was needed between these. A 680pF capacitor was selected for C2 based
on the amountofelectrical poweravailable at the transmitter (section 6.4.3).
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6.4.2.2 Effect of the value of the VCO fundamental frequency(f,)

The total power dissipation (Pr) of the transmitter as a function of f, has also been

calculated.

If all other transmitter components and parameters are as specified in

figure 6.4.1, Pr = 0.027f, + 1.0711, where Pr is in mW andf, in kHz. This implies that

f, should be minimised to lower the total power dissipation.

However, as will be

discussed in section 6.4.5, a high fundamental frequency is required to minimise the

phase errors in the demodulation process. A fundamental frequency of 150kHz was
used based on the need to minimise the system phase errors and given that the total

power consumptionat this frequency was affordable (section 6.4.3).

6.4.2.3 Effect of the value of the supply voltage

The total powerdissipation (Pr) of the transmitter as a function of the supply voltage

(Vcc) has been computed as well. If all other transmitter components and parameters
are as specified in figure 6.4.1 and the mean frequency ofoscillation is 150kHz, Py =
1.607V<< - 2.884, where Pr is in mW and V,, in V. This implies that the supply voltage
should be minimised to keep the total transmitter power consumption low. However a
low supply voltage will decrease the electrical energy supply to the LED and hence the

optical energy for transmission to the distant receiver. This has the same implications
as discussed previously in section 6.4.2.1 for the effect of the value of C2.

Asdescribed in chapter 5, the optical energisation systems developed were designed to
provide a regulated power supply voltage of +5V for the remote transmitter.

From the above discussion of the effects of the influential parameters on the total
power consumption, it can be seen that depending on the performance requirements

and specifications of this system, some compromises can be made to minimise the total
powerdissipation. As indicated previously, the maximum total powerdissipation of
the transmitter used was calculated at 5.123mW at a supply voltage of 5V (i.e. its

current consumption is 1.025mA at 5V).

Experimentally, the actual total current consumed by the transmitter circuit was
measured at room temperature (+20°C) at 0.86mA at a supply voltage of 5V, giving a
total power consumption of 4.30mW. At the worst case temperature of +75°C, the
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total current consumption was measured at approximately 0.97mA at a supply voltage
of 5V, giving a total power dissipation of 4.85mW.

The difference between the

calculated power consumption and the measured value is due to the fact that in the
calculations, the maximum consumption was considered. Furthermore, the transmitter

componenttolerances will contribute to the difference.

6.4.3, Transmitter energisation

The electrical power required to energise the remote transmitter of the final prototype
HOCSwasprovided using the laser diode optical energisation system (section 5.2.2).
There were three reasons for this choice. Firstly, the optical energisation needed to

provide enough powerto energise the HOCSplus a hybrid optical temperature sensor
(HOTS), with a reasonable power margin. The main reasons for including a HOTSin

the prototype HOCS system will be discussed in chapter 7.

This requirement

eliminated the dc-dc converter optical energisation system.

Secondly, the distance often required from the transmitter (on a powerline) to the
control endis typically several tens of metres. For example, the HOCS was due to
undergosite testing at the British Short Circuit Testing Station in Hebburn, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, England. In this station, the shortest distance from the control room to the

point where the HOCSwasto beinstalled was about 60m. Thus this imposed a lower
limit on the distance over which the energisation should be provided. As discussed in
chapter 5, unlike the white light system, the laser diode system has the potential for

very long distance energisation, and the above requirementis easily achievable.

Finally, with the laser diode optical energisation system the overall transmitter
componentcount is less than with the white light system. This is because the ten
photodiodesin the white light system are replaced by a single converter, the Photonic

power converter. Thus the transmitter reliability is expected to be higher with the use
of the laser diode system. The transmitter reliability is discussed in section 6.6.

The laser diode optical energisation system employed in the HOCSis detailed in
section 5.2.2.

Table 6.2 compares the electrical power available at the remote
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transmitter with the power consumption of the transmitter at transmitter temperatures

of +20°C and the worst case temperature of +75°C.

Table 6.2: A comparison of the electrical power available at the transmitter and the

powerrequired for the transmitter at +20°C and +75°C.
Transmitter

Poweravailable at

temperature (°C)

Power required at

Power margin

5V (mW)

(mW)

Table 6.2 showsthat at the worst case temperature of +75°C,there is a spare 3.25mW
of electrical power that may be used to energise other hybrid sensors, if need be. The
HOTSwhichis the subject of section 7.3 was energised from someofthis additional

power.

6.4.4 Receiver
The function of the receiver was to demodulate the signal transmitted by the remote
transmitter. The transmitted signal was an optical PFM signal whose frequency was a
measure of the powerline current. At the receiver, the optical PFM signal wasfirst

converted to an electrical PFM signal using a photodiode. Theelectrical PFM signal
was then converted into an analogue voltage signal which waslinearly proportional to
the transmitted frequency and hence to the powerline current. The FM demodulator
was built around a phase locked loop (PLL).

Figure 6.4.4 is the HOCS receiver circuit diagram. D1 is a high speed silicon PIN
photodiode which converts the narrow optical pulses from the transmitter into narrow
electrical current pulses.

The wavelength of peak response of the photodiode is

around 850nm which correspondsto the peak emission wavelength of the LED at the
remote transmitter. Al is a preamplifier and is part of a whole assembly with D1. The
short pulses detected by D1 and preamplified by Al are further amplified by A2 and
A3, which are wide bandwidth operational amplifiers.

The pulses are amplified to

TTL-compatible levels and fed into a monostable multivibrator , U1, which widens the
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width of the pulses, yielding pulse trains with approximately equal mark spaceratio.

The PLL, U2, demodulates the FM signal and produces a voltage signal linearly
proportional to the input frequency ofthe pulse train from U1. C8 and R16 constitutes
a phase lead network for phase compensation. A4 is a buffer and provides a method to
calibrate the output voltage through R17 which is variable.

A second order

Butterworth low pass filter based on A5 is used to further remove the carrier

frequency and its harmonics so as to improve the signal to noise ratio of the output.
The a.c. output voltage Vou is therefore proportional to the frequency of the

transmitted PFM signal and henceto the electric current on the powerline.

6.4.5 Minimisation of phase errors

In electric current measurement it is desirable to preserve the phase characteristic of
the measured waveform.

CTs always introduce some phase errors in their

reproduction of powerline currents (section 3.2.1). Part of the specification of a CT is

the maximum phaseerrors under operational conditions, for example, accuracy class 1
measuring CTsare specified to have maximum phaseerrors of +60 minutesat the rated
frequency and primary current [BS 3938, 1973].

In the HOCSrated at 4kA rms (HOCS1), the phase error of the CT employed was

specified as +0.5 minutes at the rated current and frequency (50Hz) [Taylor BT,
1995].

This stated phase error is better than the limits for accuracy class 0.1

measuring CTs [BS 3938, 1973]. However, in the HOCS additional phase errors are

introduced by the electronic systems. Mosterrors arise in the low passfilters in the
receiver used to eliminate the FM fundamental frequency component and its
harmonics. The magnitude of the phase error (lag) introduced by a low passfilter

dependsonthe orderofthe filter and on howclose its cut-off frequency is to the 50Hz
signal frequency. Thus the need to minimise the phase lag introduced calls for the use
of a low orderfilter with a very high cut-off frequency. On the other hand, the need to
eliminate the FM fundamental frequency and its harmonics demandsthe use of a high
orderfilter with a low cut-off frequency. Thus the two requirements are incompatible.
The use of a phase lead network to compensate for the phase lag is not an efficient
method since the power frequency can vary from the nominal 50Hz.
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In order to satisfy both requirements, it is essential for the FM signal to have a very
high fundamental frequency in relation to the 50Hz signal frequency. In this way, a
low orderfilter with a high cut-off frequency can be employed without significantly
degrading the SNRofthe system. It was dueto these factors (i.e. minimised phase lag

and improved SNRofthe system) that 150kHz wasused as the fundamental frequency
of the transmitter VCO. The lock range of the receiver PLL was set to +30kHz and .
the cut-off frequency of the PLL low passfilter was set to approximately 20kHz. The

cut-off frequency of the second order Butterworth low pass filter based on AS(fig.
6.4.4) was also set to approximately 20kHz. The phase lead network of C8 and R16
had a cut-off frequency of 0.33Hz.

The total phase error introducedbythesefilters in the receiver is given by

© = - tan”(f/fe1) + tan” (feo/f) - tan’ (2xf/fes)

(6.7)

where © = phaseerror(- = lag and + = lead),

f = signal frequency (Hz),
f., = cut-off frequency of the PLL low passfilter,

f.2 = cut-off frequency of the phase lead network, and
f.3 = cut-off frequency of the second order Butterworth low passfilter.

Using equation 6.7 and the component values given in figure 6.4.4, the calculated
phase error at the nominal power frequency of 50Hz is -0.05 degrees (-3.0 minutes).
The SNR of the entire system was measured at the output of the receiver at 54dB,
limiting the resolution of the HOCSwith a rated primary current of 4kA rms (HOCS1)

to approximately 8A rms(i.e. 0.2% of the rated primary current).
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6.5 Optical Signal Link

The optical signal link consisted of an LED atthe transmitter, a signal optical fibre, and

a photodiode at the receiver. The LED at the transmitter produced the optical PFM
signal representing the measured electric current on the powerline. The optical PFM

signal was coupled into the optical fibre and transmitted to the photodiode in the
receiver whereelectrical pulses were reconstructed.

The LED used was a high power GaAlAs surface emitting LED, type HFE4020 |
(specifications in appendix A3), optically aligned in a bulkhead SMAstyle housing,
providing direct connection to a terminated optical fibre with a compatible SMA

connector. This device was selected for its high reliability, high operating temperature
range (-40 to +100°C), and for output power (appendix A3).

The peak emission

wavelength of the LED was 850nm, which corresponded to the low loss window of

the Ensign Bickford optical fibre selected.

The optical fibre selected was a 200Um core diameter multimode optical fibre, type

HCP-M0200T-06(specifications in appendix A1), with a signal attenuation of 6dB/km
at about 850nm [Optilas Ltd, 1994]. Since signal transmission in this system was over

a relatively short distance (100 m), pulse dispersion wasnot a problem.

The photodiode employed in the receiver was a high speedsilicon PIN photodiode,
type HFD3026-002 (specifications in appendix A4), which waspart of a hybrid optical
fibre receiver including an electronic preamplifier.

It was optically aligned in a

bulkhead SMAstyle housing, providing direct connection to a terminated optical fibre

with a compatible SMA connector. The spectral responsivity of the photodiode (A
from 450nm to 1m with peak around 800nm) closely matched the spectral output of
the LED at the transmitter (A from 760nm to 950nm with peak around 850nm).
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6.6 The Reliability of the Remote Transmitter

The transmitter unit of the optically energised HOCS would normally be fitted onto a
powerline and cannot be easily accessed. Therefore, the electricity supply industry
requires that after installation, such a system should operate over an extended period
of time without maintenance[Pilling NA and Lewis G, 1994]. The transmitter unit at

the remote (line) end must thus have highreliability under all environmental conditions

experienced.

This section presents initial estimates for the reliability of the transmitter unit used in
this system. The analysis was performed at the design stage in conjunction with the
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) Department, Rolls-Royce and Associates,
Raynesway, Derby, England.

6.6.1 Methodof reliability analysis and scope of analysis

Thereliability analysis was based on a part stress examination using a handbook of
reliability produced by the US Department of Defence (MIL-HDBK-217F) as a
baseline reference document to predict individual electronic componentreliability.
This handbook contains numerous failure rate models for various electronic

components.

For each component,a reliability function, Ap, gives the failure rate of the component
and is defined as [ILS Rolls-Royce, 1994]:

Ap = Apltritgltz

(6.8)

where Ag = base valueofreliability function,
Ty = temperatureeffect,

Tig = quality effect (i.e. amount of screening the componenthas undergone), and
Tr = environmentfactor.
For example, for a photodiode type S2386-44K [Hamamatsu, 1993], Ag = 0.004

failure/10° hrs, mr = 3.8 (at +75°C), 1, = 8, and mt; = 6 [ILS Rolls-Royce, 1994].
Hence, from equation 6.8, Ap = 0.7296 failure/ 10° hrs. The mean time betweenfailure

(MTBF) = 1/(failure rate), which gives 156.46 years.
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The overall reliability of the transmitter was calculated by the direct summation of the
failure rate for each component and as such assumesthat every failure is mutually
independent from each other. This may not alwaysbethe case in practice since some
failures may cause other components to fail which may then accelerate the overall

downfall of the system. Similarly, the analysis undertaken did not take into account
different failure modes for each component and the consequences of the different
effects on the circuit operation. For example a resistor may go open circuit or short

circuit.
The overall figure for the reliability of the transmitter derived in this analysis should be
treated as a guideline only and notas the actual figure for the HOCS as a whole. The

analysis took into account only the electronic components of the current transmitter as
shownin figure 6.6.1. This was performed primarily at the worst case operational
temperature of +75°C. Figures were generated for a more nominal +20°C and for
military specification components at +75°C for comparative purposes.

The

environmentconsidered in the analysis was an uncontrolled area subject to extremes of
pressure, temperature and shock.

6.6.2_Results of analysis
Table 6.3 shows the results of the reliability analysis for various combinations of

componenttypes.
Table 6.3: Results of the HOCStransmitter reliability analysis.
Eee Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF)(years)

Type of components

At +75°C ambient

At +20°C ambient

temperature

temperature

Commercial/ lower grade

components
Military specification
components (where possible)

Hybrid commercial and
military specification
components (where possible)
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The results in table 6.3 indicate the advantages of using full military specification
components over standard commercial parts.

From the detailed results and with

reference to figure 6.6.1, M1, R1, Cl, C2, and D1 to D10 were the major contributors
of high failure rates. Some of these components may be acquired to a higher screening
level with the exception of D1 to D10 [ILS Rolls-Royce, 1994].

From a purereliability standpoint, there is no alternative but to use the best screened
componentsavailable, running at the lowest possible powers. This is the viewpoint for
systems intended for military applications where a device is not allowed to fail in
service. The cost of a military specification componentis typically 5 to 10 times the
cost of a corresponding commercial grade component[ILS Rolls-Royce, 1994]. Thus

from a commercial point of view, it may be unacceptable to use military specification
components everywhere that one is available.

However, a compromise may be

reached by using a hybrid of military and commercial specification components. That
is replacing some commercial components with their military specification equivalents
only where a significant reduction in the overall failure rate will result.

The optical energisation system employedin the final prototype version of the HOCS
uses a single device, the Photonic power converter (PPC), in place of the ten

photodiodes (D1 to D10). Since D1 to D10 were significant contributors to a poor
MTBF,the final system which uses the PPC is expected to have a more enhanced
reliability than indicated in table 6.3.

One method which would improve the reliability of the transmitter is to incorporate
standby redundancy. This maycall for the use of two or more identical transmitters
connected in parallel and with separate optical fibres.

When one transmitter is

operating, the other is standing by (i.e. not operating) ready to take overthe taskif the
one operating fails. However, this assumes that environmental stresses are not the
cause of failure, causing the standby transmitter to fail when it is not energised. The

optically energised HOCS developed can readily employ such a standby redundancy
scheme since the standby transmitter would be energised from the receiver end by

switching on the laser diode.

By monitoring the fundamental frequency of the
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transmitter VCO the failure of a transmitter can readily be determined at the receiver

end, assuming that the integrity of the optical fibre signal and power transmission is
maintained.

6.7 Supervision of the Remote Transmitter

The prototype HOCS wasdesigned to supervise two important transmitter parameters.
These are the transmitter temperature and the transmitter supply voltage.

6.7.1 Transmitter temperature supervision

It was mentionedpreviously (section 1.3) that the HOCSis required to tolerate a wide
environmental temperature fluctuations (from -20°C to +75°C), without significantly

degrading the system performance. The effect of temperature on the entire system was

investigated and the variation of the transmitter VCO with temperature was found to
be greater than the specification allowed.

Pilling NA (1992) reported the temperature sensitivity of a similar transmitter for a line
poweredhybrid current sensor to be 400ppm/°Coverthe restricted temperature range

of +25°C to +40°C. For a slightly extended temperature range of 0°C to +40°C, the
temperature sensitivity reportedly increased to 600ppm/°C.

For the optically energised HOCSdescribed in this chapter, the temperature sensitivity

of the transmitter was measured at about 800ppm/°C over a wide temperature range

(from -25°C to +75°C). This indicates that a transmitter temperature change of 50°C
would only provide a system that is accurate to about 4%. To compensate for the

variations with temperature, the transmitter temperature was also measured.

A full

description of the effects of temperature on the HOCS, the solution adopted, and a
description of the hybrid optical temperature sensor are the subjects of chapter7.
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6.7.2 Transmitter supply voltage supervision

The stability of the power supply voltage for the transmitter on the power line is
critical to the performance of the HOCS.

The active components employed in the

transmitter of the system developed require a minimum supply voltage of 3V (and a
maximum of typically ~5.5V), although the supply voltage for the system was
regulated at 5V. Therefore with a supply voltage between 3V and 5.5V the transmitter

will not disable the system. However, any variations in the regulated supply voltage of

5V will introduce inaccuracies in the measurements. The two main parameters which
can cause a change in the supply voltage are temperature and the optical power
supplied. The optical energisation system employed has however been demonstrated
in chapter 5 to maintain the regulated 5V over a wide environmental temperature range
(from -25°C to +75°C). Thus the only other factor is the possibility of a drop in the

optical power supplied by the light source which dependsonits lifetime.

In the HOCS, the regulated supply voltage at the transmitter is also measured and
conveyed to the receiver for supervisory purposes. In this way, the integrity of the
powersupply voltage at the remote transmitter can be continuously checked. Thusif

the laser diode optical power output drops below the required level it will be indicated
in the receiver at the control end and the necessary changes can beeffected.

It was mentioned in chapter 5 that the laser diode for the optical energisation system
will normally be located at a control end and can be conveniently replaced after a

predetermined period in operation. The set period in operation before replacement
may be determined by reliability tests of identical laser diodes.

However, due to

variations in the devices, two identical laser diodes operated under identical conditions
can have different lifetimes. Hence it is necessary but not sufficient to rely solely on
the lifetime of an identical laser diode previously studied for the replacement of another
whichis in service.

By monitoring the power supply voltage at the remote transmitter, it can be quickly
determined at the control end whenthe laser diode output begins to drop below an
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acceptable level. This will then enable the replacement of the laser diode. Hence the
measuring of the transmitter voltage supply increasesthe reliability of the system.

In general the need to measure another parameter at the remote transmitter calls for

additional componentsat the transmitter and in certain cases an additional optical fibre
signal path. The strategy embraced in this design was to measure the power supply
voltage at the remote transmitter without using any additional components. This helps

to maintain the transmitter component count and power consumption to a minimum
and eliminates the need for an additional optical fibre signal path and receiver
components.

In the transmitter VCO, a reference voltage controls the VCO centre frequency (f-).

By using the power supply voltage as the reference voltage, the VCO centre frequency
provided a measure of the transmitter power supply voltage. Figure 6.7.1 shows the

measured transmitter VCO centre frequency (f,.) as a function of the power supply
voltage (V.<), over a supply voltage range of 5V +1V. Thestraight line is the bestfit

VCOcentre frequency (kHz)

to the data and its equationis f, = (16.2440.12)V<c + (68.38+0.62).

Power supply voltage (V)

Figure 6.7.1: Transmitter VCO centre frequency as a function of
its power supply voltage.

In the receiver, the PLL d.c. output voltage is a function of the VCO centre frequency.
Therefore the d.c. output voltage of the receiver PLL is a measure of the transmitter

supply voltage. Figure 6.7.2 showsthe d.c. output voltage of the receiver PLL (Vp,1)
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as a function of the transmitter supply voltage (V,,), over a supply voltage range of 5V
+1V. The equationof the fitted line is Vp= (1.018+40.014)V.. - (2.810+0.068).
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Figure 6.7.2: The d.c. output voltage of the receiver PLL as a
function of transmitter power supply voltage.

Thus in this system the information about the power supply voltage is transmitted via
the same optical fibre that transmits the information about the electric current on the
powerline. There is no need for additional componentsat the remote transmitter or an
additional optical fibre to carry the signal.

6.8 Prototype Systems

Prototypes of the HOCS were constructed. The prototype optically energised HOCS

system has the current measuring and temperature sensing circuits (described in
chapter 7) on one transmitter printed circuit board (pcb). All circuits are energised
from a single laser diode optical energisation system. The overall size of the CT used

for the prototype optically energised HOCS (HOCS1) rated at 4kA rms is 150mm in
inner diameter, 260mm in outer diameter, and 40mm in height.

The pcb for the

transmitter electronics is circular with a hole in the middle and of similar dimensions as
the CT.
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A photograph of HOCS1 is shownin figure 6.8.1 (left) with its CT and its transmitter

pcb both housed in an enclosure made from aluminium. One face of the enclosure
includes a tufnol ring (fig. 6.8.2) to avoid forming a closed loop around the CT in the
enclosure, which would result in a single turn secondary winding around the CT since
the enclosure is made of aluminium. The dimensions of the enclosure are 125mm in
inner diameter, 315mm in outer diameter and 205mm in height (fig. 6.8.2). The inner
diameters of the CT, the transmitter pcb, and the enclosure were selected to enable

installation on any busbar, as the maximum busbar diameter used in theelectricity —

1

cmemenen ameti

coneii

supply industry is 120mm [Sellars AG, 1994].

Figure 6.8.1: A photograph of prototypes of the HOCSsystem.

There is a small hole on oneface of the enclosure of HOCS1 (fig. 6.8.2) through which
the three optical fibres (1 for optical power, 1 for electric current signal, and 1 for

temperature signal) are passed for connection to the transmitter pcb. The height of the
enclosure was made muchhigher than the sum of those of the CT and the pcb so that
the system could be installed in various configurations without laying stress on the
terminated ends of the optical fibres. A photograph of the inside of HOCS1 is shown
in figure 6.8.3.
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Figure 6.8.2: Schematic diagram of the enclosure of the HOCS1 sensing unit.

Figure 6.8.3: A photographof the inside of HOCS1.
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The receiver electronics were housed in an enclosure with a built in mains power
supply.

Figure 6.8.1 (centre) shows the prototype receiver box consisting of four

receivers, three suitable for the electric current sensor and one for the temperature

sensor. The receiver photodiodesare optically aligned in SMA style housings mounted

on the front panel of the box for direct connection to the optical fibres. The outputs of
the receivers are connected to bne connectors at the back panel of the box, providing
direct connection to a display unit or data acquisition board via coaxial cables with

compatible bne connectors.

Figure 6.8.1 (right) shows a prototype battery powered HOCS which wasconstructed

for an investigation that required a small size and short term operation.

The

dimensions of this prototype are 51mm in inner diameter, 138mm in outer diameter
and 175mm in height. The principle of operation and the construction of this system is
the same as described for the optically powered HOCS, except that the transmitteris
energised using a local battery.

The CT employed for this prototype is rated at

approximately 500A and measures 60mm in inner diameter, 117mm in outer diameter,
and 55mm in height. The transmitter pcb for this battery powered HOCShad just the
electric current transmitter (i.e. no temperature sensor) and the system used the same
electric current receiver described above.

These prototype systems have been substantially tested and have been used for various
investigations including field testing. Chapter 8 describes the testing of these systems
and the results obtained.

6.9 Conclusions

This chapter has described the design and development of an optically energised
HOCSsystem. Forthe optically energised HOCSrated at 4kA rms (HOCS1) the use
of protection diodes to limit the magnitude of the voltage across the burdenresistor
and hence the maximum powerdissipated by it has been discussed. This also limits
high overvoltage input stresses on the transmitter electronics during high fault currents.
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Furthermore, it sets a fixed and known maximum current level at which the system
output should saturate well before the resultant frequency of the FM signal exceeds the
lock range of the receiver PLL.

The total power consumption of the transmitter has been compared with the electrical
poweravailable from the optical energisation system, showing a power margin of
4.45mW at room temperature (+20°C) and 3.25mW at the worst case temperature of
+75°C. Someof this spare power wasused to energise a HOTS(chapter 7) which was

incorporated in the HOCS system. Thusthe use of a single optical energisation system
to energise multiple hybrid sensors for multiparameter sensing has been demonstrated.

An analysis of the reliability of the remote transmitter of the HOCS system has been
undertaken which yielded a MTBFof approximately 14 years at 20°C, and can possibly
be increased to 33 years with improved choice of components.

The supervision of two important transmitter parameters (temperature and power
supply voltage) in the HOCSsystem has been discussed, indicating their significances.
Chapter 7 describes the details of the HOTS.

The construction of prototypes of the optically energised HOCS (HOCS1) and a

battery powered HOCShas been described. These prototypes have been extensively
tested on laboratory bench top, laboratory high power systems, and on industrial high
power systems.

The various experimental investigations performed using these

prototypes are described in chapter8.
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CHAPTER
HOCS TEMPERATURE EFFECTS AND THEIR COMPENSATION

7.1 Introduction

The HOCS (chapter 6) is required to be able to endure wide environmental

temperature fluctuations from -20°C to +75°C, without significantly degrading the
system performance (section 1.3).

This is a prerequisite for systems to be able to

operate satisfactorily in an outdoor environment(i.e. in the field).

The main concern overthe influence of environmental temperature fluctuations on the
HOCSsystem performance was considered to be mostcritical for the remote sensing
unit which would beinstalled on the powerline (i.e. the CT and its burden resistor, and
the transmitter unit). As a result, the effects of temperature variations at the sensing

head of the HOCS (chapter 6) on the overall system performance needed to be
examined and these are discussed in this chapter.

The implication is that the

temperature of the HOCSunit to be installed on high voltage powerlines would need
to be monitored remotely, simultaneous to the electric current measurements.

This

would enable any temperature dependent effects to be determined through a
correlation of any temperature variations with features on the current output signal

from the HOCS. In orderto achievethis, there was a need to design and implementan
optically energised hybrid optical temperature sensor (HOTS) which would be housed
within the HOCS sensing unit.

Consideration is also given to a method for

compensating for the overall HOCS system temperature drifts, if proved necessary in
practice.

7.2 Effects of Temperature on the HOCS

Firstly the effects of temperature on the HOCS under laboratory conditions were
investigated. The HOCS components examined were those that would besited at the
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sensing head on a powerline, namely, the CT and its burden resistor, and the
transmitter.

7.2.1 Effects on the entire remote sensing unit

Figure 7.2.1 is a diagram of the system used to examine the effects of temperature
fluctuations on the operation of the sensing unit of the HOCS.

The CT and the

transmitter were located in a temperature controlled chamber with both heating and

cooling facilities. A continuous 50Hz a.c. current source was used to provide the
primary current (I,) for the CT in the temperature controlled chamber. A digital clamp

meter (accuracy of +1.5% andresolution of +0.05%) was used to measure the primary
current, while the receiver output voltage (system output) was measured with a digital
multimeter (accuracy of 40.5% and resolution of +0.001%, for a.c. voltage).

A

thermocouple system (accuracy of +0.5% and resolution of 40.05%) was used to
measure the temperature in the temperature controlledcell.

Primary current, I,

Steady State

8

LLG

YM}
YY)

50Hz AC Current
Source

Clamp meter

poweroptical

fibre

Temperature Controlled Chamber
Thermocouple

/

signal optical
fibre

(Oven/Refrigerator)

40mWLaser diode
Recel

Multimeter or
Oscilloscope

Figure 7.2.1: Set-up for investigating the effect of temperature changes on the HOCS.

Initially, the primary current was fixed, the temperature of the chamber was varied and
the system output was measured at various chamber temperatures. However, because
the primary current was unstable, an alternative method for measuring the temperature
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The temperature of the chamber was fixed at a particular

value and the system output voltage was measured as a function of the primary
current. The measurement of the system output as a function of the primary current
wasrepeated at various fixed temperatures of the chamber. Figure 7.2.2 shows the
measured system output voltage (Vox) versus the primary current (I,) at various

temperatures of the sensing unit of the HOCS. The equationsofthe fitted lines are:

Vou (at 74.9°C) = (0.0181+0.0002)I, -

(0.011640.0145); Vor (at 51.2°C)

=

(0.0209+0.0001)I, + (0.0049+0.0049); Vou (at 25.5°C) = (0.0215+0.0003)I, +
(0.0503+0.0217); Vou (at -1.8°C) = (0.0228+0.0001)I, + (0.0212+0.0092); Vou (at 18.4°C) = (0.0232+0.0003)I, + (0.0567+0.0239).

The temperature coefficient of the

system output is -(0.273+0.058)%/°C overthe full temperature range shown (-18.4°C

to +74.9°C).

Output voltage (Vrms)

+ T=74.9C
x T=51.2 C
e T=25.5C

Primary supply (Ampere-turns)

Figure 7.2.2: Output voltage of HOCSversus primary
current, at various sensing unit temperatures.

7.2.2 Effects on the CT and its burden resistor
The contribution of the CT and its burden resistor to the temperature sensitivity of the
sensing unit measured above (section 7.2.1) was examined. The CT and its burden
resistor were placed in the temperature controlled chamber (fig. 7.2.1).

The a.c.

voltage across the burden resistor (i.e. the input voltage to the transmitter) was
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measured as a function of the primary current, for various chamber temperatures.
Figure 7.2.3 showsthe transmitter input voltage (Vin) versus the primary current(I,) at
different temperatures of the chamber.
(0.861+0.003)I, + (0.429+0.187).

transmitter

input

voltages

The equation of the fitted line is Vi, =

For a given primary current in figure 7.2.3, the

measured

at

the

different

temperatures

are

not

distinguishable. This indicates that the temperature sensitivity of the CT and its burden
resistor is comparatively negligible (below the resolution of the equipment used), over

(mV rms)

Transmitter input voltage

the temperature range considered (-22.0°C to +75.0°C).

x T=75.0 C

+ T=50.4C
@ T=24.0C
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Figure 7.2.3: The effect of temperature changes on the CT and
its burden resistor.

7.2.3_Effects on the transmitter
The results in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 imply that the temperature sensitivity of the

transmitter determines the overall temperature sensitivity of the sensing unit.

To

confirm this, a signal generator, type ISO-TECH IGC2230 (accuracy of +5% of full

scale andstability of +0.05% after 15 minutes) was used to provide a 5OHz a.c. input
voltage into the transmitter to represent the a.c. voltage that would appear across the
burden resistor resulting from the presence of the primary current.

Two identical

digital multimeters (accuracy of +0.5% and resolution of +0.001%, for a.c. voltage)
were used to measure the transmitter input voltage and the system output voltage.
The system output voltage (Vou) was measured as a function of the transmitter input

voltage (Vin), at various transmitter temperatures. Figure 7.2.4 showsthe results. The
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equationsofthe fitted lines are: Vou (at 75°C) = (0.0213+0.0001)V;, - (0.0097+0.0099);

Vou

(at 52°C)

=

(0.0230+40.0001)Vi,

+

(0.0390+40.0077);

Vou

(at 22°C)

=

(0.0255+0.0001)Vin - (0.0076+40.0085); Vou (at -1.4°C) = (0.0261+0.0001)Vin +
(0.0414+0.0120).

The temperature sensitivity is -(0.261+0.021)%/°C over the full

HOCSoutput voltage (Vrms)

temperature range shown(-1.4°C to +75°C).

0
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Transmitter input voltage (mV rms)

Figure 7.2.4: Output voltage of HOCS versus transmitter input
voltage, at various transmitter temperatures.

Further investigations showedthat there are two main transmitter parameters that vary
with a change in temperature thereby causing the observed temperature sensitivity of
the system. Theseare:

(a) The temperature dependence of the frequency deviation (Af) of the transmitter
VCO and
(b) The temperature dependence of the transmitter VCO centre frequency (f,) coupled

with the non-linear transfer characteristics of the VCO andthe receiver PLL.
Thatis, f, and Af are both functions of temperature (T), where

f, = VCO output frequency for no input (i.e. VCO fundamental frequency), and

Af = change in VCOfrequencyfor a given input voltage.

Figure 7.2.5 shows the temperature dependence of the overall peak-to-peak frequency
deviation of the transmitter (Afp..».) for a transmitter input voltage range of +0.2V.
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The equation of the fitted line is Afpx-px = -(0.0093+40.0001)T + (8.5769+0.0037). The
temperature coefficient of Afjxpx is -(0.112+0.003)%/°C over the temperature range
shown. This implies that for a given input voltage into the transmitter, the overall
transmitter frequency deviation is smaller at a higher transmitter temperature.
Consequently, the system output voltage is lower at a higher transmitter temperature

deviation (kHz)

Peak-to-peak frequency

as previousresults (figs. 7.2.2 and 7.2.4) have shown.

20
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80

?
°
Transmitter temperature (C)
Figure 7.2.5: Temperature dependence of the overall peak-topeak frequency deviation.

The temperature coefficient of the system output voltage due to the temperature

dependence of f, coupled with the non-linear transfer functions of the transmitter VCO
and the receiver PLL was measured at approximately -0.161%/°C. The temperature
coefficient of f, was initially measured at about +0.06%/°C. This increase in f, with an

increase in temperature shifts the operating point on the transfer characteristics of the

transmitter VCO and receiver PLL, causing a change in the rms value of the system
output signal.

Through transmitter circuit refinements (using precision components with low
temperature coefficients), the temperature coefficient of f, was reduced to

+(0.021+0.001)%/°C, over a wide temperature range from -25°C to +75°C. This is
shown in figure 7.2.6, where the equation of the fitted line is f, = (0.031+0.001)T +

(149.134+0.032). Figure 7.2.7 shows that the overall temperature sensitivity of the

HOCSalso reduced to -(0.078+0.015)%/°C, measured over the temperature range
shown (-24.5°C to +71.0°C).

The equations of the lines are: Vou (at 71.0°C) =
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(0.0206+0.0001)I, - (0.0024+0.0099); Vou (at 50.0°C) = (0.0209+0.0001)I, (0.0003+0.0106); Vout (at 25.1°C) = (0.0214+0.0001)I, - (0.0027+0.0099); Vou (at 1.0°C)
= (0.0220+0.0001)I, - (0.0067+0.0151); Vou (at -24.5°C) = (0.0222+0.0001)I, -

Transmitter centre frequency

(0.0025+0.0112).
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Figure 7.2.6: Temperature dependence of the transmitter
VCO centre frequency.
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Figure 7.2.7: Output voltage of HOCS versus primary current, at
various sensing unit temperatures.
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7.2.4 Sources of temperature drifts in the HOCS transmitter

From experimental investigations, the main circuit components which caused changes
in the centre frequency of the HOCStransmitter VCO(f.) with changes in temperature
were the MOSFET, M1, and the operational amplifier, Al, (section 6.4.1, fig. 6.4.1).

An increase in the temperature of M1 alone caused an increase in f,, while an increase
in the temperature of Al alone caused a decrease in f,. An approximately equal and
simultaneous increase in the temperature of both M1 and A1 resulted in an increase in
f-. Therefore the results imply that M1 is the main source of the temperature drifts in

the HOCStransmitter, fortuitously Al partially compensates for someof the effect due
to M1.
The temperature effect on f, due to Al is caused by the effect of temperature on the

slew rate and gain bandwidth product of Al, both of which decrease with an increase
in temperature [Motorola Semiconductor Technical Data, 1990].

The drifts of the

offset voltage and currents with temperature changes mayalso have a smalleffect.

The major temperature effect on f, is caused by the MOSFET, M1.

Experimental

results indicate that capacitive coupling causes the drain voltage of M1 to go negative

immediately after its gate voltage goes to OV, the extent to which the drain voltage of
M1 goes negative decreases with an increase in temperature. Thus for the same input
voltage to the transmitter, the threshold voltage of the Schmitt trigger (U1) is reached
more rapidly as the temperature is increased and f, increases with temperature.

In the transmitter circuit (section 6.4.1, fig. 6.4.1), when the output of the Schmitt

trigger (U1) goes high its output voltage is 5V; this is the MOSFET gate voltage. It

was found that reducing the MOSFET gate voltage from 5V to about 3.37V with a
resistor potential divider reduced the temperature dependence of f, by a factor of
approximately four.

7.2.5 Summary

The effects of temperature variations on the performance of the sensing unit of the
optically energised HOCS (described in chapter 6) have been considered.

The

influence of temperature changes on the operation of the CT and its burdenresistor has
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been shown to be negligible over the temperature range considered.

On the other

hand, that of the transmitter has been shownto besignificant, leading to the HOCS

being temperature sensitive. The temperature sensitivity of the system wasinitially
measured at -(0.273+40.058)%/°C over a wide temperature range from ~ -25°C to
+75°C. Through transmitter circuit refinements, the temperature sensitivity has been

reduced to -(0.078+0.015)%/°C over the above temperature range.

7.3_A Hybrid Optical Temperature Sensor

In order to be able to monitor the HOCS unit temperature on a powerline, a hybrid
optical temperature sensor (HOTS) wasintegrated into the prototype HOCS.

The

design, development, and testing of the HOTSis describedin this section.

7.3.1 Principle of operation

Figure 7.3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the HOTS which wasincorporated into the

prototype HOCS system.

It uses a semiconductor temperature sensor IC in

conjunction with an optoelectronic transmitter to produce an optical output containing
information about the measured temperature.

The semiconductor IC and the

transmitter are both sited on a powerline. The optical signal produced is transmitted

via an optical fibre to a distant receiver for decoding anddisplay.
Optoelectronic transmitter pcb

J

Semiconductor temperature
sensor IC on the transmitter pcb

HV powerline

Poweroptical fibre
Signal

optical fibre

Control room unit
ss eeee = oe '

Display unit

Optical power source

Figure 7.3.1: Block diagram of the HOTS(aspart of the prototype HOCS).
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The primary measurement of the temperature is performed by the semiconductor

temperature sensor IC. It produces an output voltage which is proportional to the
measured temperature. This voltage provides an input signal into the optoelectronic

transmitter which processes the signal into a suitable form for transmission via an

optical fibre to the receiver. The optoelectronic transmitter is similar to that used in
the HOCS. It consists of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), a differentiator, and

an LED. The VCO produces a FM square wave whose frequency is proportional to
the output voltage of the semiconductor IC and hence to the measured temperature.
The differentiator narrows the FM square waveto yield a PFM signal which drives the
LED to produce an optical PFM signal.

The optical PFM signal which contains

information about the measured temperature is coupled into an optical fibre for

transmission to the distant receiver. Electrical power which is needed to energise the
semiconductor IC and the active components of the transmitter is acquired via optical
energisation.

The receiver processes the optical signal from the remote transmitter into an

appropriate form for display and analysis. It consists mainly of a photodiode and a
frequency to voltage converter. The photodiode reconverts the optical PFM signal
from the transmitter into an electrical PFM signal.

After further processing, the

frequency to voltage converter producesa d.c. output voltage which is proportional to

the measured temperature at the remote sensing head.

7.3.2 Temperature sensor transmitter

The main criteria which governed the design of the temperature transmitter circuit

were identical to those for the electric current transmitter as stated in section 6.4.1.
These criteria were the need for high performance, low power consumption, low
component count, simplicity, and the use of commercially available low-cost
components.

The temperature transmitter is a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

operation is as follows.

The overall

The output voltage of a temperature sensor IC charges a

capacitor through a unity gain buffer. When the voltage across the capacitor reaches
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some value (the threshold voltage of a comparator), the capacitor is discharged by a
MOSFET.

Since the charging rate of the capacitor is proportional to the output

voltage of the temperature sensorIC, the frequency ofoscillation of the VCOis related
to the measured temperature.

Thus the input to the VCO is a voltage proportional to the measured temperature
which is provided by an electronic temperature sensor IC. The VCO has a frequency
of 1kHz at room temperature (20°C) which is modulated above and below this

frequency by the input voltage from the temperature sensor IC.

For transmitter

temperatures above and below 20°C, the VCO frequencies are above and below 1kHz,
respectively. The output of the VCO is connected through a pulse generator to an
LED whoseoptical output is coupled into an optical fibre for transmission to a distant
receiver.

To keep the total power consumption of the remote transmitter low, the temperature
transmitter circuit is designed to generate short pulses to drive the optical transmitter
(LED). Thus the information about the temperature at the transmitter on the power

line is transmitted by a PFM optical signal. The power needed to produce a PFM
optical signal is linearly proportional to the product of the pulse frequency and the

pulse width (section 6.4.1). Hence to keep the transmitter power consumption to a
minimum,it is necessary to have minimum pulse width and low pulse frequency.

The theoretical minimum pulse width is dictated by the response times (rise and fall
times) of the optical transmitter (LED) and the optical receiver (photodiode). The
response times of the LED andthe photodiode selected are typically 10ns and 14ns,

respectively.

Unlike the electric current measurement system where a high pulse

frequency was selected in order to minimise phase errors, the temperature
measurementsystem has no phase characteristic and thus a lower pulse frequency may

be used. A fundamental frequency of 1kHz wasselected for room temperature (20°C).

Figure 7.3.2 shows the HOTStransmitter circuit diagram. LM35CZ is a precision
semiconductor temperature sensor IC which gives an output of 10mV per °C [RS Data
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Library, 1987]. The device operates with single positive voltage supply and has a wide

operating temperature range (-40°C to +110°C). It has low current drain (typically
601A) and thus its power consumption is low. The bandgap diode D1 provides an

offset to ensure that the output voltage of the temperature sensorIC is always positive
for all temperatures within the operating temperature range.

D1 also provides a

reference voltage for the comparator, A2, used to control the switch of the VCO. Al,
is a buffer between the output of the temperature sensor IC and the input to the VCO.

The output of the buffer charges C2 via R3 until the upper input threshold voltage of
the comparator A2, approximately 1.5V is reached. Al, reduces the maximum voltage
across C2 to the upper input threshold voltage of the comparator (A2) divided by the

gain of the amplifier Alp.

The amplifier gain was set to 11 thereby limiting the

maximum voltage across C2 to approximately 0.14V. Without Al,, C2 would need to

charge to approximately one third of the supply voltage and thus would be operating in
a non-linear region of its charging characteristic.

Assumethat the output of the comparator A2 starts in the low state. The MOSFET

switch M1 is thusoff since its gate voltage is low. Therefore the input voltage into the
VCO circuit charges C2 via R3.

When the upper input threshold voltage of the

comparator, approximately 1.5V is reached, the output goes high. Consequently, M1
is switched on and C2 discharges via R4 and the drain source resistance of M1. The
input to the comparator thus goes low, and subsequently its output also goes low. As
a result, M1 is switched off thereby re-establishing the previous condition. The circuit

is therefore oscillating. Since C2 charges at a rate linearly proportional to the input
signal (i.e. the output of Al,), the frequency of the pulse train produced at the output
of the comparatoris linearly proportional to the analogue input voltage and hence to

the measured temperature.

C3 differentiates the output of the comparator thereby

delivering narrow current pulses to the base of the bipolar transistor, TR1, and D2 is a

clamping diode. The narrow current pulses flowing into the base of TR1 controls the
flow of much higher magnitude narrow current pulses into its collector which drives
the LED. The optical pulses produced by the LED are coupledinto an optical fibre for
transmission to the receiver.
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7.3.3_ Transmitter power consumption

The total current consumed by the temperature transmitter circuit measured at room
temperature (+20°C) was 0.37mA at a supply voltage of 5V, giving a total power

consumption of 1.85mW. Power consumption rises with temperature, at the highest
temperature specified, +75°C, the total current consumption was 0.46mA at a supply
voltage of 5V, giving a total powerdissipation of 2.30mW.

7.3.4 Transmitter energisation

The active electronic components of the remote transmitter of the HOTS were

energised optically to ensure fail safety (section 1.3).

The laser diode optical

energisation system (section 5.2.2) was employed to simultaneously energise both the
HOTStransmitter and the HOCStransmitter. The reasonsfor selecting the laser diode
system were given earlier (section 6.4.3).

Table 7.1 compares the electrical power available at the remote transmitter with the

measured consumption of both transmitters at the nominal working temperature,
+20°C, and at the worst case temperature, +75°C. Figure 7.3.3 shows graphically the
available power and the power consumption of both transmitters at the two transmitter

temperatures. Table 7.1 and figure 7.3.3 show that the power consumption of the
transmitters increase with an increase in the transmitter temperature.

On the other

hand, the electrical power provided by the optical energisation system decreases with

an increase in temperature (section 5.2.2). At the worst case temperature of +75°C,
there is a spare 0.95mW ofelectrical power. This excess powerneedsto be retained in
order to allow for any power degradation due to ageing effects of system components.
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Table 7.1: A comparison of the electrical power available at the transmitter and the

power consumedby both the HOCSand the HOTStransmitters at +20°C and +75°C.

Electrical power (mW)

Poweravailable at 5V (mW)

8.75

° Power Required

Pernarete|

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Temperature (C)

Figure 7.3.3: Power available and power consumed by the
HOTS and HOCS transmitters at two transmitter
temperatures.

7.3.5 Optical signal link
The optical signal link consisting of the LED at the transmitter, the optical fibre, and
the photodiode at the receiver was identical to that described for the HOCS system
(section 6.5).
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7.3.6 Temperature sensor receiver

The function of the receiver is to reconstruct the signal transmitted from the remote

transmitter.

The transmitted signal is an optical PFM signal whose frequency is a

measure of the temperature at the transmitter. At the receiver, the optical PFM signal

is converted to an electrical PFM signal using a photodiode. Theelectrical PFM signal
is converted into an analogue voltage signal which is proportional to the transmitted
frequency and hence to the temperature at the transmitter. This FM demodulator is
built with a frequency-to-voltage converter, type TC9400 [Teledyne Semiconductor,

1993):

Figure 7.3.4 showsthe receiver circuit used for the HOTS. D1 is a high speed silicon
PIN photodiode which converts the narrow optical pulses from the transmitter to

narrow electrical current pulses. The wavelength of peak response of the photodiode
is around 800nm which closely matches the peak emission wavelength of the LED at
the remote transmitter (850nm). Al is a preamplifier and is part of a whole assembly

with D1.

The narrow pulses detected by D1 and preamplified by Al are further

amplified by A2, which is a wide bandwidth operational amplifier (type LM6361N).

The amplified pulses are fed into a voltage comparator built with another wide
bandwidth operational amplifier, A3 (type LM6365N). The input threshold voltage of
the comparator is about 0.9V, set by a potential divider using R5, R6 and the +15V

supply voltage.

When the amplitude of the input pulses reach the upper input

threshold voltage of the comparator, higher amplitude pulses are generated at the
output of the comparator. The diode clamps D2 and D3 limit the output swing of the

comparator to TTL-compatible levels (about -0.5V and about 5V). The pulses at TTL
levels are fed into U1, a monostable multivibrator. U1 widens the width of the pulses,

yielding pulse trains with an approximate mark-to-space ratio of unity. The frequencyto-voltage converter (U2) demodulates the frequency modulated signal and produces a
d.c. voltage linearly proportional to the input frequency of the pulse train from U1.

The output d.c. voltage is therefore proportional to the transmitted PFM signal and
hence to the temperature at the remote transmitter.
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7.3.7 Performance of the HOTS
Figure 7.3.5 shows the output voltage of the HOTS as a function of the measured
temperature over a temperature range from -25°C to +75°C, tested with the system
used for the HOCStests (fig. 7.2.1).

The temperature (T) of the chamber and the

output voltage (Vou) of the HOTS were measured with a thermocouple and digital

Output voltage (V)

multimeter, respectively (section 7.2.1).
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Figure 7.3.5: Output voltage of the HOTS versus the measured
temperature.

A full temperature cycle is shown in figure 7.3.5, with increasing and decreasing
temperature over the temperature range indicated. The equation of the fitted line is
Vou = (0.0125+40.0001)T + (1.7638+0.0043).

The system bandwidth is limited to

under 1Hz since the required outputis d.c. The sensitivity of the system is 12.5mV/°C
and the signal to noise ratio is 48dB, limiting the resolution to about 0.4°C (i.e. 0.4%

of the full range) over the full temperature range from -25°C to +75°C.

7.3.8 Summary
The design, development, and performance of a HOTS using a semiconductor IC at

the remote sensing head has been described. The HOTS consumeslow powerand was

incorporated into the prototype HOCS (chapter 6) to measure the temperature ofits
transmitter that would be located on a powerline. The remote transmitters of both the

HOTSand the HOCSwere simultaneously energised using a single laser diode optical
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energisation system (section 5.2.2), with yet a spare remote electrical power of
2.60mW at room temperature (+20°C) and 0.95mWat the worst case temperature of
+75°C. The extra power margin is available for compensating for any power budget
degradation which might occur with ageing.

The HOTS has sensitivity of

12.5mV/°C anda resolution of 0.4°C, over a temperature range from -25°C to +75°C.

7.4 Temperature Compensation of HOCS

Since the temperature coefficient of the HOCS has been assessed and is known

(section 7.2), and the system incorporates a HOTS which measures the appropriate
temperature (section 7.3), there exists a means, if required, for compensating the
temperature drift of the HOCS system. In this way, the degradation of the system

accuracy by the effect of temperature variations on the sensing unit can be minimised.

7.4.1_ Compensation method

Since in normal operation a significant temperature change occursrelatively slowly,
compensation may be effected retrospectively via software using recorded data from

the outputs of the HOCS and HOTS.

This would avoid errors that might be

introduced during very small changes in the temperature of the sensing unit where
correction for temperature drift is not essential.

Notwithstanding the above, an

analogue electronic circuit for automatic temperature compensation was developed
and is described below.

7.4.2 Analogue electronic compensation method
The measured temperature coefficient of the HOCS output is approximately -0.08%/°C
(section 7.2.3). Therefore,

Kp = Xo si 100%
Aas

AT

~0.08%/°C

(7.1)

where X7 = HOCSreceiver output voltage at a sensing unit temperature of T (°C),
X25 = HOCSreceiver output voltage at a sensing unit temperature of +25°C,
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AT = Changein temperature of the sensing unit from the reference temperature,
= (T - 25) °C, and

+25°C = reference temperature.

From figure 7.3.5 (section 7.3.7), the sensitivity of the HOTS is 0.0125V/°C.

Since

the temperature coefficient of X with respect to T is -0.08%/°C, it implies that the
temperature coefficient of X with respect to V is -6.4%/V, where T is the temperature
of the sensing unit and V is the HOTSreceiver output voltage. Thus,

Xr= Xs, 100% =
Nos

AV

_ Cam sy

(7.2)

where AV = V7 - 2.08V,

Vr = HOTSreceiver output voltage at a sensing unit temperature of T (°C), and
2.08V = Vy at a sensing unit temperature of T=+25°C.

To compensate for the HOCS temperature drifts, X7 should be made equal to Xo5 at

any temperature T within the required operating temperature range. Thatis,

Xo5 = Xr {0.8669 + (6.4 x 10° xV>z)}

(7.3)

where Xz; is a function ofelectric current only,
Xr is a function of both electric current and transmitter temperature, and

V+ is a function of the transmitter temperature only.

A temperature compensation circuit based on equation 7.3 was designed as shown in
figure 7.4.1.

It uses the outputs of both the electric current receiver (Xr) and the

temperature receiver (V7) to give an electric current output voltage (X25) which should

ideally be insensitive to the sensing unit temperature fluctuations.
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Figure 7.4.1: Analoguecircuit for temperature compensation of HOCSsystem output.

The temperature compensation scheme shownin figure 7.4.1 was tested using the setup with the sensing unit of the HOCS placed in a temperature controlled chamber, as

previously described (section 7.2.1). Figure 7.4.2 shows the output voltage of the
HOCSagainst the primary current, at various sensing unit temperatures, incorporating
the analogue electronic temperature compensation circuit at the receiver.
equations

of

the

fitted

limes

are:

Vou

(at

74.4°C)

=

The

(0.0211+0.0001)I,

+

(0.0089+0.0092); Vou (at 50.6°C) = (0.0212+0.0001)I, + (0.0056+0.0091); Vou (at
23.7°C) = (0.0214+0.0001)I, + (0.0096+0.0092); Vou (at -0.8°C) = (0.0216+0.0001)I, +
(0.0093+0.0096); Vou (at -25.1°C) = (0.0217+0.0001)I, + (0.0077+0.0101). Sinceit is
difficult to discern the temperature effect clearly in figure 7.4.2, figure 7.4.3 is an

alternative representation of the results of figure 7.4.2. This shows the deviations of
the output voltages of HOCS at various temperatures from the value at 23.7°C (~
room temperature), as a function of primary current, with temperature compensation at
the receiver.
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Figure 7.4.2: Output voltage of HOCSversus primary current, at
various sensing unit temperatures, with temperature
compensation at the receiver.

Primary supply (Ampere-turns)
Figure 7.4.3: Deviations of the output voltages of HOCSat
various temperatures from the value at 23.7 C, as a function of
primary current, with temperature compensationat the receiver.

From the results of figure 7.4.2 (or fig. 7.4.3), the analogue electronic temperature
compensation scheme, reduced the temperature sensitivity of the HOCS to -

(0.028+0.014)%/°C, over the full temperature range examined (from -25.1°C to
+74.4°C). The component tolerances for the temperature compensation circuit would

affect its performance and will cause it to depart from the required ideal correction
factor for which it was designed.

Furthermore, the temperature coefficient of the
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HOCSis notideally linear over every temperature band within the temperature range
considered.

Considering figure 7.2.7 which showsthe final temperature dependence of the HOCS
output before compensation, the detailed temperature coefficients for the various

temperature bandsare as follows:

(a) Full temperature range, from -24.5°C to +71.0°C = -(0.078+0.015)%/°C,
(b) From -24.5°C to +50.0°C

-(0.08240.019)%/°C,

(c) From -24.5°C to +25.1°C

-(0.075+0.028)%/°C,

(d) From -24.5°C to +1.0°C = -(0.037+0.014)%/C,
(e) From +1.0°C to +71.0°C

-(0.09340.020)%/°C,

(f) From +1.0°C to +50.0°C

-(0.105+0.029)%/C,

(g) From +1.0°C to +25.1°C

-(0.116+0.058)%/°C,

(h) From +25.1°C to +71.0°C = -(0.081+0.031)%/°C,
(i) From +25.1°C to +50.0°C

-(0.094+0.014)%/°C,

(j) From +50.0°C to +71.0°C

-(0.067+0.020)%/°C.

The quoted temperature coefficient of -(0.078+0.015)%/°C corresponds to the
temperature coefficient over the limits of the full temperature range examined(i.e. 24.5°C and +71.0°C). However, it is clear from the details above that within various

bands of temperatures, the temperature coefficient differs to

some extent.

Consequently, a temperature compensation technique which assumesa perfectly linear
and constant temperature coefficient throughout the entire temperature range would be

anticipated to provide only a limited amount of compensation.

7.4.3 Summary
An analogue electronic circuit for automatic temperature compensation of the HOCS

output has been described.

This temperature compensation scheme is capable of

reducing the temperature coefficient of the system by a factor of about three, from (0.078+0.015)%/°C to -(0.028+40.014)%/°C.

Since the temperature drifts are

anticipated to be relatively slow, the temperature compensation can be implemented at
groundcontrolretrospectively.
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7.5 Conclusions

The effect of environmental temperature changes on the operation of the components
of the HOCS which would beinstalled on a powerline has been considered, over the

temperature range from -25°C to +75°C. Such temperature changes coverthe range of
variation anticipated for an outdoor environment.

The main units of the HOCS examined were the CT and its burden resistor, and the

transmitter circuit, which are the parts which would be sited on a powerline. It has
been shownthatthe influence of temperature variations on the output of the CT andits
burdenresistor is negligible. On the other hand, it has been shownthatthe sensitivity

of the transmitter to temperature fluctuations is not negligible and can lead to the
output of the HOCS being temperature sensitive. It has been shown that the main

causes of the temperature sensitivity of the HOCS are the temperature dependence of
the frequency deviation of the transmitter VCO (Af) and the temperature dependence

of the transmitter VCO centre frequency (f,) coupled with the non-linear transfer
characteristics of the transmitter VCO and the receiver PLL.

The overall temperature coefficient of the HOCS was initially measured at

(2730+580)ppm/°C over the temperature range from about -25°C to +75°C, and has
been reduced to (780+150)ppm/°C via transmitter circuit refinements. In principle this
can be minimised further.

The design and development of a HOTS which wasincorporated into a prototype
HOCSto measure the transmitter temperature has been described. The performance
of the HOTShasbeen discussed and the HOTShas been usedas part of a temperature
compensation scheme for the HOCS.
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CHAPTER 8
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF HOCS PERFORMANCE

8.1 Introduction

A numberof hybrid current sensors have been reported in the literature. However, the
operation of the majority of these current sensors appear to have been demonstrated

using only simple laboratory bench top experiments.

Little information has been

reported in the openliterature about the performance of these types of sensors on real
high electric power systems. It is important to realise that some operating situations
are much worse than others. An instrument that works extremely well on a laboratory
bench may have an inferior performance on a high power system on location. Since

the ultimate goal for researching novel current sensors is for utilisation on real high
powersystems,it is therefore vital to also investigate their operation underthe relevant
conditions.

Accordingly, the performance of prototypes of both the optically energised and the
battery powered HOCS described in chapter 6 was investigated extensively.

The

experimental investigations varied from laboratory bench top experiments, via
extensive tests on laboratory high power systems, to a numberof tests on industrial

high powersystems.
This chapter describes the various experimental investigations performed.

Since

different aspects of performance were examined, each specific topic of investigation is
introduced in each section.

The different test results are presented, analysed and

discussed.

8.2, Laboratory Steady State Current Tests

Prior to investigating the performanceof the optically energised HOCS1 (chapter 6) on
both laboratory and industrial high power systems, it was initially tested with 50Hz

continuous wave (CW) electric currents in the laboratory. CW electric currents of up
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to 100A peak wereutilised with a coil of 40 turns of the current carrying cable to give

up to 4000 Amp-turns. The aim wasto simulate high currents of up to 4kA peak for
the purpose of evaluating the performance of the HOCS1.

8.2.1 Experimental arrangementand test procedure

Figure 8.2.1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for testing the
HOCS1 with 50Hzsteadystate electric currents.

Damary

copper wire
coaxial cable

PC with
PC30PGL Data
Acquisition

current N
shunt §

Variac output
(current source)
HOCS1 optical fibres
for powerandsignals
40 turns of

copper wire

transmission

Figure 8.2.1: A schematic diagram of the set-up for laboratory CW currenttests.

The output current (Ipimary) from the current source was carried by a copper wire
which was woundinto 40 turns around the HOCS1 to simulate large currents for the
HOCS1. A conventional current shunt (0.965mQ) was connected in series with the

HOCS1 to give a standard measurement which was used for comparison with the
HOCS1 measurement. With this set-up, a number of CW electric current tests were
performed with primary currents of up to 100A peak to simulate 4kA peak for the

HOCS1.

An Amplicon PC30PGL I/O data acquisition board, with a 16 channel, 12 bit
multiplexed ADC wasused to acquire and digitise the output voltage signals from the
HOCS1 and the current shunt. The board was installed in a PC, where the measured
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This data

capture board has a maximum input voltage range of t5V.

8.2.2 Test results
Figure 8.2.2 showsthe output waveforms of HOCS1 and current shunt (CS) for one of
the tests with a primary current of approximately 100A peak. These waveformsare

Output voltages (V)

representative of those for the manytests performed.

Time(s)

Figure 8.2.2: Output waveformsfor a test with CW electric

current.

By observation, the output waveform of the HOCS1 varies in reasonable agreement
with that of the current shunt. The output of the HOTSis also shownin figure 8.2.2

with an output voltage of 2.05V, indicating a transmitter temperature of 20°C.

8.2.3, Analysis and discussion of test results
The main purpose of these tests was to examine the performance of HOCS1 whenitis
measuring continuouselectric currents. Thus, the result presented above is analysed
and discussed in terms of the closeness of agreementof the electric currents measured
by the HOCS1 with those measured by the current shunt.

It is instructive to plot the output of HOCS1 versus that of current shunt overa full
cycle (increasing and decreasing currents of both positive and negative loops). This

should show the correlation between the HOCS1 measurementand that of the current
shunt over the full cycle and hence should constitute a calibration curve of HOCS1,
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using the standard current shunt. Furthermore, it should also reveal the presence of
any hysteresis in the HOCS1 measurementduring the complete current cycle.

Figure 8.2.3(a) shows the HOCS1 output versus that of the current shunt for the test

result in figure 8.2.2. This shows that the HOCS1 output waveform closely follows

that of the current shunt andalso indicates that there is no observable hysteresis in the

Output of HOCS1 (V)

HOCS1 measurementovera full cycle, within the scales shown.

Output of CS (V)
Figure 8.2.3(a): Output of HOCS1 versusthat of current shunt

for the test results shownin fig.8.2.2.

Figure 8.2.3(a) is of the linear form HOCS1 = mCS + c, where m andc are the slope
and intercept on the HOCS1 axis, respectively. Figure 8.2.3(b) showsthe output of

CS and the deviation (A) of the output of HOCS1 from the true output as a function of
time. That is, A(t) = HOCS1 - (mCS +c), where m and c are computedforbestfit.
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Figure 8.2.3(b): CS output and deviation of the output of
HOCS1 from thetrue output as a function of time (forfig.

8.2.2),
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It is also useful to plot many measured HOCS1 outputs versus corresponding outputs
of the current shunt on the same graph, using both increasing and decreasing electric
currents of many half cycles from various tests. This should show the overall scatter in
the HOCS1 measurements by reference to the standard current shunt measurements.
From this scatter, the uncertainty in the HOCS1 measurements and hence its accuracy
under those conditions can be determined.

Four different measured output waveforms suchas that of figure 8.2.2 were used to
quantify the uncertainty in the HOCS1 measurements. HOCS1 output voltages from
the 16 quarter cycles were plotted together as a function of the actual line current (as
measured by the current shunt). Figure 8.2.4(a) showsa plot of the various HOCS1

output voltages from the 16 different quarter cycles versus the actual simulated line
current. For error-free measurements, all the curves would be the same(i.e. on the
same line).

However, because of uncertainties in the practical measurements, for a

given line current, the output voltages of HOCS1 from different measurements are not

Outputvoltages (V)

ideally the same.
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Figure 8.2.4(a): HOCS1 output voltages versus line current,
from different tests.

Figures 8.2.4(b), (c), and (d) show on an expandedscale the scatters of the HOCS1
measurements at simulated line currents of

1.0kA, 2.5kA,

and 4.0kA peak,

respectively.
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Figure 8.2.4(c): Scatters of HOCS1 measurements at about
2.5kA peak.
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Figure 8.2.4(d): Scatters of HOCS1 measurements at about
4.0kA peak.

At a given instant, the HOCS1 produces an output voltage from which the line current

needs to be deduced. Dueto these scatters, for a measured output voltage of HOCS1
there are a range of values of possible line currents which could be deduced from it.
Forinstance, in figure 8.2.4(b), a HOCS1 output voltage of 1.22V implies that the line
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current could be any value from about 0.975kA to approximately 1.01kA peak. This
therefore constitutes the uncertainty in the HOCS1 measurements.

The percentage

uncertainty (Ai) in each measurementis therefore:

Ai (%) = ‘mx
min y 100%

(8.1)

Mu

whereimax, imin, ANd imean are respectively the maximum, minimum,and average values

of possible line currents that could be deduced from a given output voltage, due to the
scatters. Using equation 8.1, the uncertainties at simulated line currents of 1.0kA,
2.5kA, and 4.0kA peak were evaluated from figures 8.2.4(b), (c), and (d), respectively.
The results of the evaluations are shownin table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Uncertainties in HOCS1 measurements of CW electric currents.

Simulated Line Current (kA peak)

Therefore the accuracies are +1.76%, +1.21%, and +0.82%, respectively at 18%, 44%,
and 71% of rated current.

Accordingly, HOCS1 satisfied accuracy class 1 of

measuring current transformers [BS 3938, 1973] under the CW electric currenttests.

8.2.4 Summary
This section has described the experimental examination of the performance of the

optically energised HOCS1 with simulated CW electric currents of up to 4kA peak.
Generally, the test results have shown closeness of agreement of the HOCS1 output
waveforms with those of a standard current shunt. Further analysis of the results has
shown no apparent hysteresis in the HOCS1 measurement over a complete 50Hz

current cycle.

Furthermore, the analysis has shown that the uncertainties in the

HOCS1 measurements are +1.76%, +1.21%, and +0.82% at 18%, 44%, and 71% of

rated current, respectively.

Consequently, HOCS1 satisfied accuracy class 1 of

measuring current transformers [BS 3938, 1973] under the laboratory CW electric
currenttests.
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8.3 Effects of HV Electrical Discharges on HOCS Operation

HV powerlines sometimes produce electrical discharges which may cause adverse

interference effects on measuring instruments in their vicinity. Unlike a completely
optical system, immunity to electrical interference is not necessarily guaranteed for a
hybrid optical system. However, since the major interference effects in a system arise

mainly via interconnecting wiring, hybrid optical systems may, in principle, satisfy the
immunity requirement because of the incorporated optical fibre transmission link. The
remaining electrical interference problem associated with the electronics at the sensing
end can be overcome throughthe use of a metallic enclosure for reducing electric and
magnetic fields exposure, and by using a compactelectrical packaging layout. These

design preventative measures were taken into consideration during the construction of
the prototypes of the HOCSs described in chapter 6.

However, even with the above design precautions implemented, there maystill be
some doubts aboutthe interference immunity of the electronics at the sensing head of a
hybrid optical system in practice. This is because it appears that this subject has not

been clearly demonstrated experimentally before. In this project, tests were performed
to assess the immunity of a HOCSto the influence of HV effects such as corona

discharges on the HOCSitself. A prototype of the battery powered HOCS(section
6.8) was usedforthis investigation.

8.3.1 Experimental arrangementandtest procedure

The prototype battery powered HOCS wasset up to measure a continuouselectric

current of 140A peak and corona discharges were simultaneously applied directly to its
enclosure. The corona discharges were obtained from a line voltage of approximately
14kV peak. A conventional current shunt (1mQ) wasalso used to measure the current

for comparison. This was placed at approximately 3m from the point of the electrical
discharges, close to system earth.

A photograph of the experimental arrangement

showing corona discharges directed onto the HOCS enclosure is presented in figure

8.3.1.
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The Univ ersity

ofLiverpool

Figure 8.3.1: A photographic record of the experimental arrangement, showing the
corona discharges directed onto the HOCSenclosure.

The cable through the centre of the HOCS enclosure was carrying the continuous
waveelectric current from a current source. With the corona discharges directed onto

the HOCS enclosure as shown (fig. 8.3.1), the electric current was simultaneously
measured with the HOCSandthe standard current shunt.

8.3.2 Test results
Figures 8.3.2(a) and (b) respectively show the output waveforms of the HOCS and the

current shuntfor one of the tests performed. These results clearly show a high level of

interference on the output signal of the current shunt and a relatively clean output
signal from the HOCS.

Thus, the current shunt is significantly susceptible to the

interference, while by comparison, the HOCSisnot.
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Figure 8.3.2(a): Output waveform of HOCS for a test with HV corona
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Figure 8.3.2(b): Output waveform of current shunt for the same test as
in figure 8.3.2(a).

8.3.3 Analysis and discussion of test results
Despite being mounted close to earth, the substantial interference susceptibility of the
conventional current shunt and the immunity of the HOCSare both apparent from the
test results of figures 8.3.2(a) and (b).

It might be possible that the significant interference susceptibility of the current shunt
and the immunity of the HOCSis due to the interference signals being within the
bandwidth of the current shunt and outside that of the HOCS.

To investigate this

aspect the frequency spectra of the output waveformsof the current shunt and of the
HOCShave been extracted from the test results shown in figures 8.3.2(a) and (b) and
are shown in figures 8.3.3(a) and (b).

The frequency spectra of the outputs were

analysed by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique.

Figure 8.3.3(a) shows that

there are components of the interference signals on the current shunt measurements
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below 5kHz, which is well within the bandwidth of the HOCS (20kHz). Thusif the
HOCSwassusceptible to the interference signals, its output waveform (fig. 8.3.2(a))

would have contained the noise whichis clearly observable on the output waveform of

Rel. Magnitude (V)

the standard current shunt(fig. 8.3.2(b)).

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8.3.3(a): FFT results of current shunt output fortest results offig.
8.3.2(b).
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Figure 8.3.3(b): FFT results of HOCS outputfor test results of fig.8.3.2(a).

8.3.4 Summary

This section has described tests performed to investigate the influence on the operation
of a HOCS of HV effects such as corona discharges on the HOCSitself.

The

experimental results obtained have demonstrated the immunity of the HOCS to

interference from HV corona discharges.
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8.4 HOCSPerformance on a Laboratory High Power System

Most previous reports of hybrid optical current sensors seem to have concentrated on
demonstrating the operation of the systems exclusively with simple laboratory bench

top experimentsandat low levels of electric currents (<1kA). However, it is necessary
to perform actual high current tests to verify the operation of these sensors on real high

power systems for which they are intended. In this project, the prototype optically
energised HOCS1 (chapter 6) was extensively tested on a high power system. The
‘main aim of these tests was to investigate the ability of HOCS1 to function adequately
at its actual rated current (4kA rms) on a true high power system.

This section

describes such an investigation.

8.4.1 Experimental system arrangementand test procedure
A high powertest facility is available at the University of Liverpool Arc Research

Laboratories. This is designed to simulate similar conditions met when performing
tests on industrial type high powersystemsat full power. Thetestfacility consists of a
capacitor bank and two high powercircuit breakers (145kV and 420kV ratings). The

capacitor bank is capable of producing electric currents up to about 60kA peak.
Figure 8.4.1 shows the circuit utilised for generating the electric currents and the
arrangementof the instrumentation.

The electric currents to be measured were derived by charging and discharging the
33mF capacitor bank.

Following a trigger pulse to a series ignitron, the charged

capacitor bank was connected to the test circuit. Consequently, the discharge current
(1) from the capacitor bank flowed throughthe test circuit. The two series ignitrons

were triggered sequentially (from T1 and T2) to provide two half cycles (positive and
negative) of sinusoidal electric current at a frequency of about 50Hz. The peak value
of the second half cycle of the current was normally lower than that of the first half

cycle because of powerdissipation from the test circuit and arcing within the circuit
breaker.
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Figure 8.4.1: Circuit diagram of the test system and arrangementof instrumentation.

The circuit breaker was kept closed for most of the tests where only the measurement
of electric current was of interest.

In such cases, the discharge current flowed

unaffected via the circuit breaker and was measured by HOCS1, which was connected

to the conductor carrying the current (fig. 8.4.1).

A conventional current shunt

(0.185mQ) was employed to give a standard measurement which was used for
comparison with the HOCS1 output.

The magnitude of the electric current injected into the test circuit was controlled by the

charging voltage of the capacitor bank, with a maximum charging voltage of about
6kV. Thus, by varying the bank charging voltage, electric currents ranging from about

4.3kA peak to approximately 60kA peak could be generated and measured.

During the tests, the output waveforms of the HOCS1 and the current shunt were

recorded on a data acquisition system (section 8.2), as indicated in figure 8.4.1. This
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data capture system wastriggered to start recording measured data bythefirst trigger
pulse (T1) which also triggered one of the twoseries ignitrons to initiate the flow of
the first half cycle (positive loop). The trigger pulse (T1) from the control and timing

room was a 200V, 5us pulse. This was converted to a 5V trigger signal for the data
acquisition system which required a TTL trigger pulse. The data recording duration of
the board wasset to a value in excess of the duration of the current to be measured.

The HOCS1 hasbeen extensively tested on this laboratory high power system. It was
mentioned previously (section 6.1) that HOCS1 has a rated primary current of 4kA
rms, but is required to also survive fault currents.

As was described in section 6.3,

HOCS1 was designed to ‘saturate’ during high fault currents from 20kA peak

upwards. Thusatline currents above approximately 20kA peak, the maximum output
level of HOCS1 is supposed to be truncated and maintained until the line current
decreases below this value.

Tests were also performed to assess the survival of

HOCS1 during and after high fault currents. A total of 137 electric current tests at
various current levels ranging from 4.3kA to 54.2kA peak have been performed over a
period of 16 months.

4

The principal aims of the tests were:

(a) To investigate whether the HOCS1 would operate correctly on a real high power
system with genuine high electric currents of about 4kA rms(its rated primary
current).

(b) If there are no problemsas per (a) above, determine how well HOCS1 works under
those conditions, in terms of accuracy.

(c) To assess the ability of HOCS1 to survive very high fault currents (i.e. currents in
excess of 4kA rms).

8.4.2 Test results
Since a large numberof tests were performed, only samples showing the typical form

of the results or special features are presented. The typical test results are shown in

preparation for a more detailed analysis and discussion which followsin section 8.4.3.
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Figure 8.4.2 showsthe output waveforms of HOCS1 andthe current shunt (CS) for a
test with a current of 6.5kA peak for the first loop and 4.4kA peak for the second
loop. The output of the HOTSis also shownin figure 8.4.2 with an output voltage of
1.94V, indicating a transmitter temperature of 13°C (section 7.3.7). These measured
waveforms are representative in nature to the many waveforms measured from the
numeroustests performed at that current level. By observation, the measuredelectric
current waveforms show a close agreement of the HOCS1 measurement with that of

Output voltages (V)

the current shunt.

Time (s)

Figure 8.4.2: Output waveformsfor a test at 6.5kA peak

Output voltages (V)

(1st loop) and 4.4kA peak (2nd loop).

Time(s)

Figure 8.4.3: Output waveformsfor a test at 18.7kA peak
(1st loop) and 13.1kA peak (2nd loop).

Figure 8.4.3 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1 andthe current shunt (CS) for a

test with a fault current of 18.7kA peak for the first loop and 13.1kA peak for the
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second loop. This indicates the onset of ‘saturation’ (truncation) on the first loop,
while the secondloopstill follows the current shunt waveform.

Figure 8.4.4 showsthe output waveforms of HOCS1 and the current shuntfor test

with a fault current of 34.0kA peak for the first loop and 24.4kA peak for the second
loop.

In this figure, the output waveform of HOCS1 indicates full ‘saturation’

Outputvoltages (V)

(truncation) on the first half cycle and its onset on the second half cycle.

Time(s)

Figure 8.4.4: Output waveformsfor a test at 34kA peak
(1st loop) and 24.4kA peak (2nd loop).

Figure 8.4.5 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1 and the current shunt for a test
with a fault current of 47.9kA peak for the first loop and 34.6kA peak for the second

loop. This showsthe ‘saturation’ of the output waveform of HOCS1 on both half
cycles. However, the two half cycles are not truncated at the same level and also, the

secondhalf loopis nottotally flat.

Figure 8.4.6 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1 and the current shuntfor a test
with a very high fault current of up to 54.2kA peakfor the first loop and 39.7kA peak
for the second loop. Again, this shows the ‘saturation’ of the output waveform of

HOCS1 on both loops, with similar features to those noticed in figure 8.4.5 above.
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Figure 8.4.5: Output waveformsfor a test at 47.9kA peak
(1st loop) and 34.6kA peak (2nd loop).

Time (s)

Figure 8.4.6: Output waveformsfor a test at 54.2kA peak
(1st loop) and 39.7kA peak (2ndloop).

Finally, after the high fault current tests above, further tests at currents close to the

rated current of HOCS1 yielded output waveformssimilar to those in figure 8.4.2. For
instance, figure 8.4.7 showstypical output waveforms of HOCS1 andthe current shunt
for one of the tests at a current of 6.5kA peakfor the first loop and 4.3kA peak for the
second loop, after the fault current tests. By observation, the waveforms of figure

8.4.7 indicate a satisfactory operation of HOCS1 after being subjected to the high fault
currents.
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Figure 8.4.7: Output waveformsfor a test at 6.5kA peak (1st
loop) and 4.3kA peak (2nd loop), after high fault currenttests.

8.4.3, Analysis and discussion of test results
The test results have clearly demonstrated that there are no problems with operating
HOCS1 at real high electric currents on a laboratory high power system.

This is

apparent from thetest results presented above (section 8.4.2).

To determine how well the HOCS1 performs on the high power system, a numberof

analyses are considered. Firstly, the performance of HOCS1 is examined using the
measured waveforms of figure 8.4.2, since the current levels are close to its rated
current (4kA rms). Again, it is instructive to plot the output of the HOCS1 versus the

corresponding output of the current shunt for a full current cycle (increasing and
decreasing currents of both positive and negative loops). This will indicate how the
HOCS1 measurement correlates with that of the current shunt overa full cycle and will
thus constitute a calibration curve of HOCS1, using the standard current shunt.

Furthermore, it will show the existence of hysteresis in the HOCS1 measurement

during a complete electric current cycle, if any. Figure 8.4.8(a) shows the HOCS1
output versusthat of the current shuntfor the test result of figure 8.4.2. This confirms
that the HOCS1 output waveform truly follows that of the current shunt closely and

showsthat there is no obvioushysteresis in the HOCS1 output over a complete current
cycle, within the scales shown.
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Output of CS (V)

Figure 8.4.8(a): Output of HOCS1 versus that of current shunt
(CS) for test results of fig. 8.4.2.

Figure 8.4.8(a) is of the linear form HOCS1 = mCS + c, where m and are the slope
and intercept on the HOCS1 axis, respectively. Figure 8.4.8(b) shows the output of
CSand the deviation (A) of the output of HOCS1 from the true outputas a function of
time. That is, A(t) = HOCS1 - (mCS + c), where m and c are computedfor bestfit.
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Figure 8.4.8(b): CS output and deviation of the output of

HOCS1 from the true output as a function of time(for fig.
8.4.2),

It is also enlightening to compare plots of HOCS1 outputs versus corresponding
outputs of the current shunt, for both increasing and decreasing electric currents of
many half cycles from different tests. These should indicate the scatters in the HOCS1
measurements with respect to the current shunt measurements. From these scatters,

the uncertainty in the HOCS1 measurements and hence the accuracy of HOCS1 under
those conditions can be determined.
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Fourdifferent measured output waveformsat peak currents of 6.5kA for the first loop
and 4.4kA for the second loop,including the typical result in figure 8.4.2 were used to
quantify the uncertainty in the HOCS1 measurements. HOCS1 output voltages from
the 16 quarter cycles were plotted together as a function of the actual line current (as
measured by the current shunt).

This was to determine the scatter in the HOCS1

measurements. Figure 8.4.9(a) shows the various HOCS1 output voltages from the 16

Output voltages (V)

different quarter cycles versus the actual line current.

Line current (kA pk)

Figure 8.4.9(a): HOCS1 output voltages versus line current from
differenttests.

Again, for error-free measurements, all the curves would be the same(i.e. on the same
line). However, because of uncertainties in the practical measurements, for a given line

current, the output voltages from different measurementsarenotstrictly the same.

Figures 8.4.9(b), (c), (d), and (e) show on an expandedscale the scatters of the
HOCS1 measurementsat peak line currents of about 1.0kA, 2.5kA, 4.0kA, and 5.5kA,

respectively. As mentioned previously (section 8.2.3), at a given instant, the HOCS1
produces an output voltage from which the line current needs to be deduced. Due to
these scatters, for a measured output voltage of HOCS!1 there are a range of values of

possible line currents which could be inferred from it. For example, in figure 8.4.9(b),
a HOCS1 output voltage of 0.49V meansthat the line current could be any value in the
range from approximately 0.995kA to 1.045kA peak. This therefore constitutes the
uncertainty in the HOCS1 measurements.
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Figure 8.4.9(b): Scatters of the HOCS1 measurements at about
1.0kA peak.
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Figure 8.4.9(d): Scatters of the HOCS1 measurements at about
4.0kA peak.
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Figure 8.4.9(e): Scatters of the HOCS1 measurements at about
5.5kA peak.

Using equation 8.1 (section 8.2.3), the uncertainties at peak currents of 1.0kA, 2.5kA,
4.0kA, and 5.5kA were evaluated from figures 8.4.9(b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively.
The results of the evaluations are shownin table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Uncertainties in HOCS1 measurements of real high currents on a high

powersystem.

BS 3938, (1973) stipulates the following maximum uncertainties for accuracy class |:
+2.0% (for 10% to <20% of rated current), +1.5% (for 20% to <100% of rated
current), and +1.0% (for 100% of rated current). Thus the analysis results in table 8.2

show that HOCS1 approximately satisfied accuracy class 1 of measuring current

transformers for measuring genuine high electric currents of up to 4kA rmson real
high power system.
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Finally, it is also useful to analyse the results of the tests at 6.5kA and 4.3kA peak

performed after the high fault currents, using the techniques above.

These should

reveal whether the HOCS1 has just survived the high fault currents in terms of
apparently functioning correctly after the faults, or if its original performance
characteristics have been maintained.

Figure 8.4.10(a) showsthe output of HOCS1 versusthat of the current shunt using the
test result of figure 8.4.7, which is one of the test results at 6.5kA and 4.3kA peak,
performed after the high fault current tests.

Again, this confirms that the HOCS1

output waveform closely follows that of the current shunt and showsthat there is no
obvious hysteresis in the HOCS1 output over a complete current cycle, within the
scales shown.

Furthermore, comparing figure 8.4.10(a) with 8.4.8(a), there is no

noticeable change in the calibration curve after being subjected to the high fault

Output of HOCS1 (V)

currents.

Output of CS (V)

Figure 8.4.10(a): Output of HOCS1 versusthat of current shunt
(CS) for test results of fig. 8.4.7.

Again, figure 8.4.10(a) is of the linear form HOCS1 = mCS + c, where m andc are the

slope and intercept on the HOCS1 axis, respectively.

Figure 8.4.10(b) shows the

output of CS and the deviation (A) of the output of HOCS1 from the true output as a

function of time. As before, A(t) = HOCS1 - (mCS + c), where m and c are computed
for bestfit.
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Figure 8.4.10(b): CS output and deviation of the output of
HOCS1 from the true outputas a function of time (for fig.8.4.7).

Similarly, four measured output waveforms were also used to determine the
uncertainty in HOCS1 measurements after the high fault currents.

The results are

presentedin table 8.3. Comparing the uncertainties in table 8.3 with thosein table 8.2,
it can be seen that the performance of HOCS1 has not deteriorated after being

subjected to the high fault currents.

Table 8.3: Uncertainties in HOCS1 measurements of real high currents on a high
powersystem, after being subjected to high fault currents of up to 54.2kA peak.

From these tests, the anticipated effects of residual magnetic flux in the core of the

electromagnetic coil (employed in HOCS1) does not appear to present problems in

terms of the performance of HOCS1 after fault currents. The magnetic core seems to

recover speedily when subjected to high fault currents. For instance, figure 8.4.11

shows the HOCS1 output versus that of the current shunt for the test result of figure
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8.4.4 with peak currents of 34kA and 24.4kA,respectively for the first and second half

Output of HOCS1 (V)

cycles.

Output of CS (V)

Figure 8.4.11: Output of HOCS1 versusthat of current shunt
(CS) for test results of fig. 8.4.4.

The large non-linearities at the extremities are clearly due to the required ‘saturation’
(truncation) of HOCS1 outputs at currents above 20kA peak, as mentioned above

(section 8.4.2). Ignoring these particular non-linearities, the first quadrant in figure

8.4.11 (first half cycle of fig. 8.4.4) shows hysteresis in the HOCS1 output which is
due to the influence of residual magnetic flux in the transformer core. However, the

system recovers from this obvious hysteresis before the approach to current zero and
there is also no observable hysteresis during the second cycle.

The experimental results with fault currents (figs. 8.4.3 to 8.4.6) generally indicate an

uneven clipping of the HOCS1 output waveformsofthe first and second half cycles of
each full cycle. However, as mentioned previously (section 6.1), the output of HOCS1
during a fault current (current in excess of 4kKA rms) is not used for measurement

purposes.

The only requirement is that HOCS1 should survive fault currents and

function satisfactorily after the fault currents; which has been shown above to be the
case.

8.4.4 Summary

This section has described experimental investigations of the performance of HOCS1
when measuring actual high electric currents on a laboratory high power system. The
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test results have shown that HOCS1 performs well at true high currents on a real high

power system. The ability of HOCS1 to survive very high fault currents of up to
54.2kA peak has been demonstrated in these tests.

Detailed analysis of the

uncertainties in the measurements showed that HOCS1 approximately satisfied
accuracy class 1 of measuring current transformers [BS 3938, 1973], when measuring

authentic high currents on a high powersystem.
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8.5 HOCS Operation on a SF, 420kV Circuit Breaker

Circuit breakers play a vital role in power system protective schemesby clearing faults
(i.e. interrupting fault currents) when activated. Fault current interruption by a circuit

breakeris initiated by fast separation of two large contacts, through which the electric
current was formerly flowing. The separation of the contacts induces the formation of
an electric arc discharge which maytypically support an electric current of several tens

of kiloamperes at a system voltage of up to 420kV.

Fault current interruption is

accomplished whenthearc discharge is extinguished.

Commercial circuit breakers need to undergo extensive electrical and mechanical

testing as proof of their satisfactory performance. During such tests, a knowledge of
the instantaneous current (I) through an arc discharge in the circuit breaker plus the
voltage (V) across the arc gap determines both the powerdissipated in the discharge
(VI) and the effective electrical resistance (V/I) of the arc. Thus, a current measuring

device plays a necessary rolein,firstly, assessing the performance of circuit breakers
during development or whenin service; and secondly in operating protection systems

in whichcircuit breakers play a key role.

One of the concerns that manyelectricity utilities have about the use of new electric
current measuring systems is their performance when connected to a high power

circuit breaker.

This is because of the severe electromagnetic and mechanical

disruptions which result during the operation of a high powercircuit breaker. During

fault current interruption, electromagnetic interference noise is produced by the arcing
formed following the separation of the circuit breaker contacts.

Simultaneously,

mechanical vibrational noise is produced by the mechanical movements during the
opening operation of the circuit breaker contacts.

The performanceof a hybrid optical current sensor under these harsh conditions, in the

electromagnetically and mechanically hostile environment of circuit breaker operation
does not appear to have been experimentally examined previously. In this project, the
optically energised HOCS1 (chapter 6) was tested when attached to a commercial high
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powercircuit breaker. A prototype of the HOCS1 was mounted directly onto a SF¢

420kVcircuit breaker. Tests were then performed to assess the performance of the
HOCS1 during fault current interruption, in terms of its susceptibility to mechanical
vibration and to interference effects from the arcing within the circuit breakeritself.

8.5.1 Experimental arrangementand test procedure
twoseries ignitrons

216WH |

HOCS1
33mF

dump
ignitron

=

Circuit
Breaker
BCT
;
.

Current
Shunt

I

0.185mQ

Figure 8.5.1: Circuit diagram ofthe test system.

Figure 8.5.1 showsthe circuit diagram of the test system. This is the same test system
as that described previously (section 8.4.1). The interconnections and the arrangement
of instrumentation are similar to those in figure 8.4.1. However, in this case, HOCS1

was installed directly onto the circuit breaker housing itself at the high voltage
terminal.

Electric current tests were performed whilst various fault currents were

being interrupted by the circuit breaker. On the other hand, a current shunt and an
electromagnetic coil (BCT) were sited on the ground close to the system earth, away

from the circuit breaker housing.

The current shunt was employed to give a standard measurement for comparison with
the output of HOCS1. The output of the electromagnetic coil (BCT) was measured
electrically by simply measuring the output voltage across a burden resistor (0.2Q)
connected across the secondary winding of the coil. The BCT was identical to the

electromagnetic coil employed in the HOCS1. It was used in these tests to give an
indication of the nature of the signal that was fed into the optoelectronic transmitter of

HOCS1 during current flow.
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Figure 8.5.2 shows a photographic record of the prototype HOCS1 mounted directly
onto the SF, 420kV circuit breaker interrupter. Thus, unlike the current shunt and the
BCT, the HOCS1 was being directly subjected to vibrations resulting from the circuit

breaker operation. Furthermore, the HOCS1 was also as exposed as waspractically
possible to the effects of the arcing resulting therefrom.

Figure 8.5.2: A photographic record of the prototype HOCS1 mounted directly onto a
SF, 420kV circuit breaker interrupter.

An optical fibre based vibration sensor was employed to detect the mechanical

vibrations to which HOCS1 wasbeing subjected during the process of separating the
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This was considered

useful in order to explore any correlation between the detected vibration and any
effects on the HOCS1 operation.

The vibration sensor was a type of distribution optical fibre sensor, which utilised a
length of optical fibre to respond to small stresses via optical interference between the
various propagation modes.

It was installed and operated exactly as described by

Cosgrave JA etal. (1992, 1993’, 1993”). The optical fibre was simply wound around
the HOCS1 enclosure to detect exclusively the vibration actually experienced by

HOCS1. A white tape (visible in fig. 8.5.2) was utilised to keep the optical fibre loops
in direct contact with the HOCS1 enclosure. The vibration signature was detected by
recording changes produced by the vibration-induced optical interference of the

transmitted light. Further details of the operation of this vibration sensor can be found
in the literature [Cosgrave JA et al., 1992, 1993, 1993”).

With the HOCS1 mounted directly in contact with the SFs 420kV circuit breaker

interrupter, a total of 40 electric current tests were performed, with currents ranging
from 6.3kA peak to very high fault currents of up to 52.0kA peak. Forthese tests,

only positive half cycles of the electric currents (arc currents) were produced and
measured.

In each case, the arc was extinguished at the current zero immediately

following the first half cycle of the arc current. Non arcing (coldflow) tests were also
performed whereby the circuit breaker was mechanically operated in the absence of a

fault current in order to examine possible vibration effects in the absence of a current

measurement. Furthermore, tests were performed with a range of fault currents to
investigate whether the increased vibration and electromagnetic effects at higher fault

currents producedanyeffects.

8.5.2 Test results
Since many tests were performed, only samples showingthe typical form of the results
are produced. Thetypical test results are presented in preparation for an analysis and
discussion whichfollows in section 8.5.3.
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Figure 8.5.3 showsthe output waveforms of HOCS1, current shunt (CS), and BCT for

a test with an arc current of 6.3kA peak, with current interruption by the circuit
breaker.

This shows no observable interference or vibration effects on the HOCS1

output waveform. There is a spike on the output waveform of the BCT, which is not

Nn

Outputvoltages (V)

on those of the current shunt and the HOCS1.
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Figure 8.5.3: Output waveformsfor a test with peak arc
current of 6.3kA.

Figure 8.5.4 showsthe output of the vibration sensor for the same test shownin figure
8.5.3. This is representative of the nature of the vibration outputs for all other tests
with current interruption by the circuit breaker.

It is also representative of the

Output voltage (V)

vibration outputs for the coldflow tests.

Time (s)

Figure 8.5.4: Output of vibration sensor for the sametest
as shownin fig. 8.5.3.
Figure 8.5.5 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1, current shunt, and BCT for a

test with an arc current of 14.3kA peak, again with current interruption by the circuit
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breaker. Similarly, this indicates no noticeable interference or vibration effects on the
HOCS1 output waveform.

Outputvoltages (V)
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Figure 8.5.5: Output waveformsfor a test with an arc
current of 14.3kA peak.
Figure 8.5.6 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1, current shunt, and BCT for a

test with an arc current of 17.3kA peak, with current interruption by the circuit
breaker. Again, there are no obviousinterference or vibration effects on the HOCS1

output waveform. The output waveform of HOCS1 indicates the onset of ‘saturation’

Output voltages (V)

(truncation).
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Figure 8.5.6: Output waveformsfor test with an arc
current of 17.3kA peak.
Figure 8.5.7 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1, current shunt, and BCT for a

test with an arc current of 27.7kA peak, with current interruption by the circuit
breaker. The output waveform of HOCS1 is truncated as expected.
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Figure 8.5.7: Output waveformsfor a test with an arc
current of 27.7kA peak.

Figure 8.5.8 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1, current shunt, and BCT for a
test with an arc current of 34.2kA peak, again with current interruption by the circuit

Output voltages (V)

breaker. This also showsthe features noticed above.

Time (s)

Figure 8.5.8: Output waveformsfor a test with an arc
current of 34.2kA peak.

Finally, figure 8.5.9 shows the output waveforms of HOCS1, current shunt, and BCT
for a test with an arc current of 52kA peak (i.e. over 9 times the rated current of
HOCS1), with current interruption by the circuit breaker.

Again, this shows the

‘saturation’ of the output waveform of HOCS1, but also indicates a sharp negative
outputat current zero after the half cycle. This sharp negative outputat current zero is

also slightly present on the BCT output waveform.

After the high fault current tests, further tests at an arc current of 6.3kKA peak yielded

output waveformssimilar to those in figure 8.5.3.
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Figure 8.5.9: Output waveformsfor a test with an arc
current of 52kA peak.

8.5.3. Analysis and discussion of test results

The aim of these tests was to assess the susceptibility of the prototype HOCS1 to

vibration during circuit breaker operation and to interference effects from the arcing
within the circuit breaker itself.

Consequently, the experimental results presented

above are considered in those respects.

Generally, there were no observable interference or vibration effects on the HOCS1

operation. An output of the optical fibre based vibration sensor which detected the
mechanical vibrations on the HOCS1 waspresentedin figure 8.5.4. It may be thought
that the absence of any apparent spikes on the HOCS1 waveforms due to the
vibrations experienced was perhaps because the HOCS1 filtered the vibration

components. However, figure 8.5.10 shows the frequency spectrum of this vibration
sensor output, analysed by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. This FFT result
showsthat major frequency components of the vibration were within the bandwidth of
the HOCS1 (20kHz).

Thus the absence of vibration effects such as spikes on the

HOCS1 output waveform to some extent demonstrates its immunity to the mechanical

vibrations which occurred during the process of fault current interruption by the circuit
breaker.
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Figure 8.5.10: Frequency spectrum ofthe vibration sensor
output shownin fig. 8.5.4.

The test result with an arc current of 52kA peak (fig. 8.5.9) indicated a sharp negative

output on the output waveform of HOCS! andslightly on that of BCT,all at current
zero. This position correspondsto the point with a maximum sharp arc voltage within
the circuit breaker. However, it may not be correct to conclude that the sharp negative
output on the HOCS1 output waveform was caused by the effects of the sharp arc
voltage on the HOCS1 transmitter electronics.

This is because the sharp negative

output was also slightly present on the BCT output waveform, which was placed

together with the current shunt away from the circuit breaker. These were notdirectly
subjected to the vibration or arcing effects of the circuit breaker operation.
Nevertheless, after the very high fault current tests, further tests at arc currents of

6.3kA peak yielded results similar to those in figure 8.5.3.

8.5.4 Summary
Tests have been performed with a prototype HOCS1 mounted directly onto a SFs

420kVcircuit breaker interrupter. The purpose wasto assess its performance during
fault current interruption in terms of its susceptibility to mechanical vibrations and to
interference effects from the arcing within the circuit breaker itself.

Generally, the

experimental results have demonstrated the immunity of the HOCS1 to vibration and

to arcing effects from the SF, 420kV circuit breaker interrupter operation.
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8.6 Site Tests at The British Short Circuit Testing Station

The ultimate objective for investigating new current sensors is for utilisation in the

electricity supply industry.

Consequently, although the optically energised HOCS1

(chapter 6) has been tested extensively on a laboratory high powersystem (sections 8.4

and 8.5), it is still important to examine its performance on a high powersystem in an
industrial environment, with adverse environmental effects. As a result, the optically

energised HOCSs werealso site tested at the British Short Circuit Testing Station at
Hebburn, Newcastle Upon-Tyne, England, whichis the highest-rated facility of its kind
in the UK.

8.6.1 Experimental set-up
Two optically energised HOCSs, HOCS1 and HOCS2 (chapter 6) were tested. As
mentioned previously (sections 6.1 and 6.3), HOCS1 is the system which was

developed into a complete prototype unit, with a rated primary current of 4kA rms.
HOCS2is the system which was also considered for the measurement of very high
currents (currents in excess of 4kA rms) during these site tests, but which was not

developed into a complete prototype unit. This system (HOCS2) employed a Reyrolle
Ltd CT plus burden resistor based on the test site to feed the line mounted
optoelectronic transmitter unit of HOCS2.

Figure 8.6.1 shows a photographic record of the testing location. HOCS1 (in its
aluminium (Al) enclosure) is shown clamped, with a high current busbar (black)
running through its centre. This is the busbar whichcarried the electric currents which
were being measured. The other Al enclosure unit on the floor originally contained
just the optoelectronic transmitter of HOCS2. However, during the very high current
tests (> 4kA rms), the transmitter in the enclosure of HOCS1 was adapted for use as
that of HOCS2, so that the optoelectronic transmitter was on the powerline forall the
tests.
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Figure 8.6.1: A photographic record ofthe site for the tests.

The three similar looking brownstructures at the back in figure 8.6.1 are the Reyrolle
Ltd CTs, each with its burden resistor suspended below. The Reyrolle CT to the right
(fig. 8.6.1) is the one which was used in combination with the optoelectronic
transmitter for HOCS2.

A coaxial cable, about 1.5m long, was used as the

interconnection from the Reyrolle burden resistor to the optoelectronic transmitter
contained in the Al enclosure mounted on the busbar. The coaxial cable (black) can be

seen in figure 8.6.1, linking the Burden resistor suspended below the Reyrolle CT
(right) to the Al enclosure on the busbar. The Reyrolle CT to theleft in figure 8.6.1 is
the one that was used by the test plant to record the actual primary currents for

comparison with the HOCS measurements. The green hose pipe in the foreground of
figure 8.6.1 was used to accommodate the HOCSsignal and poweroptical fibres,
which extended from this high power point to the HOCSreceiver in a control room.
The control room was approximately 60m from thetesting point.
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8.6.2 Test procedure

A total of 22 electric current tests were performed at various current levels ranging
from 4.1kA rms up to 157.5kA peak at 50Hz. The electric currents to be measured
were injected into the test circuit by Reyrolle Ltd test plant staff. Initially, five tests

were performed, each at 4.1kA rms for a duration of six cycles (~120ms) using
HOCS1.

After the five tests with HOCS1, a series of tests were performed with

HOCS2. Thefirst test was again at about 4.1kA rms for six cycles. Then for the same
total duration in each case, two tests were performed at 8.2kA rms, two at 16.1kA

rms, two at 32.8kA rms, four at 5OkA rms, and two at 5OkA rmswith a d.c. offset of

2.5 to give 125kA peak for thefirst major loop. In addition, one test was performed at

63kA rmsfor a duration of one second, with a d.c. offset of 2.5 to give a peak current
of 157.5kA for the first major loop. Finally, after these very high current tests, three
further tests were performed again with HOCS1. Thesefinal tests were also at 4.1kA
rms, for a duration of six cycles (~120ms) each.

The output waveforms of the HOCSs were recorded using the data acquisition card

mentioned previously (section 8.2). This data acquisition card wastriggered from the
Reyrolle test station central timing system. The trigger pulse was sent about 240ms
before the injection of the electric current to be measured into the test circuit. During
the tests, a recording of the actual primary current waveforms was made by the
Reyrolle test plant on an ultraviolet (UV) chart recorder.

It was desirable to record both the test plant measurements and the outputs of the
HOCSs on the same data acquisition board to allow accurate comparisons to be made.
However,the output voltage levels from the test plant measurements were notsuitable

for input into the card which was used to record the outputs of the HOCSs. The data
acquisition card (Amplicon PC30PGL) has a maximum input voltage range of +5V. If
the input signal to any channel exceeds this range, all the channels are liable to become

noisy and inaccurate [Amplicon Liveline Ltd, 1995].

As a result, the test plant

measurements obtained were hard copies from the UV chart recorder.
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8.6.3 Test results
Since a number of tests were performed and at most current levels the tests were

repeated, only samples showing the typical form of the results or special features are
Figures 8.6.2(a) and (b) respectively show the output waveforms of

presented.

HOCS1 andthe test plant measurement for oneofthe initial tests at 4.1kA rms. These

waveforms are representative of the waveforms obtained for all the five initial tests
with HOCS1. It can be seen from figures 8.6.2(a) and (b) that the output of HOCS1

agrees closely with that of the test plant record. The output of the HOTSis also
shown in figure 8.6.2(a) with an output voltage of 1.82V, indicating a transmitter

temperature of ~ +5°C (section 7.3.7).
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Figure 8.6.2(a): Output waveforms of HOCS1 and HOTS for
one of the initial tests at 4.1kA rms.
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Figure 8.6.2(b): Output waveform of test plant measurement for same test shown in

fig. 8.6.2(a).
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Figures 8.6.3(a) and (b) respectively show the output waveforms of HOCS2 and the

test plant measurement for one of the tests at 16.1kA rms using HOCS2. These are
representative of the waveforms obtained forall the tests at 4.1kA rms, 8.2kA rms,
16.1kA rms, and 32.8kA rms using HOCS2. A notable feature on these waveforms

(figs. 8.6.3(a) and (b)) is the electrical interference on the HOCS2 output waveform,

The interference constitutes a noisy

which is not on the test plant measurement.

Output voltage (V)

distortion of the current waveform measured by HOCS2.

Time (s)

Figure 8.6.3(a): Output waveform of HOCS2 for test at
16.1kA rms.
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magnitude

(A)

Time (10ms/div)
Ss

Figure 8.6.3(b): Output waveform oftest plant measurement for same test shownin

fig. 8.6.3(a).
Figures 8.6.4(a) and (b) respectively show the output waveforms of HOCS2 and the

test plant measurementfor one of the tests at SOkA rms. These are representative of
the waveformsobtained for all the tests at 5|OkA rms, 50kA rms with a d.c. offset of
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2.5 to give 125kA peak for the first major loop, and 63kA rms with a d.c. offset of 2.5
to give 157.5kA peak for the first major loop using HOCS2. Similarly, a noticeable
feature in these waveforms(figs. 8.6.4(a) and (b)) is the electrical interference on the

HOCS2 output waveform, which is not on the test station output. In this case, the

interference comprises a noisy distortion of the current waveform (as observed above)
plus some sharp spikes. The sharp spikes only commence after the first three cycles,
and appear to occur mostly near the peaks of the current loops, although some occur
at the nominal current zero level following the completion of the six cycles of current

Outputvoltage (V)

flow.

Time (s)

Figure 8.6.4(a): Output waveform of HOCS2 for test at
50.2kA rms.
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Figure 8.6.4(b): Output waveform of test plant measurement for same test shownin
fig. 8.6.4(a).
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Figures 8.6.5(a) and (b) respectively show the output waveforms of HOCS1 andthe

test plant measurementfor oneofthe final tests at 4.1kA rms with HOCS1, performed
after the very high current tests.

These waveforms are again representative of the

waveforms obtained forall the three final tests at 4.1kA rms. Figures 8.6.5(a) and (b)

show that the output waveform of HOCS1 again agrees closely with that of the test
plant record.
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Figure 8.6.5(a): Output waveform of HOCS1 for one of the final
tests at4.1kA rms.
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Figure 8.6.5(b): Output waveform of test plant measurementfor same test shown in

fig. 8.6.5(a).
8.6.4 Discussion oftest results
Figures 8.6.2(a) and (b), and 8.6.5(a) and (b) show that the HOCS1 output waveforms

agree closely with the corresponding output waveforms of the test station
measurement.
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A common notable feature from the experimental results with HOCS2 was the
electrical interference on the HOCS2 output waveforms, which wasnot present on the
corresponding test plant outputs (section 8.6.3). The interference comprised a noisy
distortion of the current waveform. Fortests with currents from S5OkA rms upwards, it
also included sharp spikes, mostly occurring close to the peaks of the current
waveforms.

This interference is believed to have been caused by the external

connection made from the Reyrolle Ltd CT plus burden resistor to the HOCS2
optoelectronic transmitter, using a coaxial cable.

Simulated electric current tests were performed in the laboratory using a signal
generator to provide the equivalence of the input voltage from the Reyrolle CT and
burden resistor. Figure 8.6.6 shows the output waveforms of HOCS2 andthat of the
signal generator (SG) for a simulated current test equivalent to the site test at SOkA

Output voltages (V)

rms.

Time (s)

Figure 8.6.6: Output waveforms of HOCS2 and signal generator
(SG) for a simulated test equivalent to site test at 5OkA rms,

The simulated current test results above prove that the noisy distortions of the current
waveform and the sharp spikes observed in the site test results for HOCS2 are not
inherent in the optoelectronic system. The implication is that the interferences were
caused by the nature of the electrical interconnection between the Reyrolle Ltd CT

plus burden resistor and the HOCS2optoelectronic transmitter and highlights the need
for such a system to be completely integral.
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Despite the interference problems, the HOCS2site test results have still shown some

important results. For instance, figures 8.6.7(a) and (b) respectively show only the
first three cycles of the output waveforms of HOCS2 and the test plant measurement

for the test at 63kA rms with a d.c. offset of 2.5 to give 157.5kA peak for the first
major loop. These are all free from interference. By observation, these first three
cycles of the HOCS2 output waveform agree closely with those of the test station

output.
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Figure 8.6.7(a): First three cycles of the output waveform of
HOCS2fora test at 63kA rms with a d.c.offset of 2.5 to give
157.5kA peak forthe first major loop.
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Figure 8.6.7(b): First three cycles of the output waveform oftest plant measurementfor same

test shownin fig. 8.6.7(a).

For the test at 50kA rmswith a d.c. offset of 2.5, the output of HOCS2 gave a value
of 124kA peakfor the first major loop. The corresponding output ofthe test station
measurement was 127kA peak. Forthe test at 63kA rms with a d.c. offset of 2.5 (figs.
8.6.7(a) and (b)), the output of HOCS2 gave a value of 148kA peak for the first major
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loop. The corresponding test plant measurementfor this test was 154kA peak. These
two readings imply that the accuracy of HOCS2 in measuring the two major peak
values was about +2% of the peak currents.

8.6.5 Summary
The optically energised HOCSs have been site tested at the British Short Circuit
Testing Station.

The site tests have demonstrated the satisfactory operation of the

prototype HOCS1 in an industrial environment. The tests have shownthat the system

has sufficient performance for practical application. The tests have also proved the
survival of HOCS1 when subjected to very high overcurrents outside its nominal
measurement range. Thesite tests indicated some noise problems with the operation
of HOCS2.

Simulated current tests have proved that the noise observed were not

inherent in the HOCS2 optoelectronic system but rather from the nature of the

electrical connection between the Reyrolle Ltd CT plus burden resistor and the
HOCS2 optoelectronic system.

In spite of the noise problems, the site tests also

demonstrated that HOCS2 reproduced the asymmetric high current transient
waveforms.
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8.7 Site Tests on Channel Tunnel (Eurotunnel) Railtrack

The successful completion of the Channel Tunnel (Eurotunnel) rail link between

London, Paris, and Brussels represents a tremendous achievement in engineering

terms. The ongoing task now is to operate the system unfailingly and efficiently in
order to provide a goodtrain service for customers.

The Eurotunnelrailway relies on electricity to operate its many systems, with power

transmitted to its locomotives and other devices using DC or single phase AC
networks.

Unlike most national trains, Eurostar trains which run through the

Eurotunnel between London, Paris, and Brussels need to be able to run on three

separate supply systems [Kirkland CJ, 1995]. Theseare:
1. the 25kV single phase AC at 50Hz on the Paris - Tunnel lines, the Belgian. highspeed line and the Tunnel itself;

2. the 3000V DC onthe existing Belgian line; and
3. the third rail system, nominally 750V DC on the Folkestone to London line in the

UK.

The switch-over point from the Eurotunnel 25kV AC supply to the British Railtrack
third rail supply is at Dollands Moor, Folkestone, England. At this switching point
(the continental junction), there is an isolating power transformer that extracts power

from the Eurotunnelside to feed the Eurostar trains on the British Railtrack side before
they start picking up power from the third rail system. Arcing has been frequently

observed on the overhead HV powerline as the Eurostar train pantograph crossesthis
switch-over point. These arcs have been noticed to vary greatly in magnitude and in
most cases are much higherthan the small arcing normally seen on the overhead power
lines caused by pantograph bounce.

To reveal the severity of this problem, figure 8.7.1 shows a photographic record of the
arcing which occurred on the overhead HV power line on one occasion.

This

photograph, which was taken at night represents one of the worst cases, rather than a
typical case.
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Figure 8.7.1: A photographic record of the arcing on the overhead HV powerline.

In order to operate this outstanding railway system efficiently and unfailingly, British
Rail (BR) Research wished to seek solutions to the above problem, whichin thefirst

instance requires an investigation into the actual cause of the arcing. This required a
knowledge of the nature and magnitude of the electric currents and voltages on the

overhead powerline during Eurostar train passage.

The difficulties with deploying conventional current measuring devices on the overhead
HV powerline for this type of investigation are twofold.

Firstly, the insulation

required for their installation on the overhead HV powerline will be substantial and
hence costly. Secondly,this electrically hostile environmentwill cause severe electrical
interference problems.

As a result, two prototypes of the battery powered HOCS

(chapter 6) were deployed for the overhead powerline investigations at this location
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with and for BR Research. The main aim of the tests was thus to investigate why the
arcing occurs whenthe Eurostar trains pass over this power supply switching point.

8.7.1 Experimental set-up

Figure 8.7.2 shows a schematic diagram of the layout at the switching point, indicating

where the prototypes of the HOCS (HOCSa and HOCSb) were installed.

The

isolating powertransformerhas turnsratio of 1:1 and is rated at SMVA (25kV, 200A).
Its primary terminal at the HV side (P) is connected to Eurotunnel side which is at
25kV ACandthe secondary terminal at the HV side (S) to Railtrack side. A and B are
in-line insulators, while 1, 2, and 3 represent selected train pantograph positions as a

train runs throughthis region.
To London
a

Q

To Paris and Brussels
Se
i
a)

Power
Transformer
11
supply

(Eurotunnel)

BRHa LU
a

———
Railtrack

i

:

ee
Eurotunnel

Figure 8.7.2: Schematic representation of the layoutat the switching point showing
where the HOCSs wereinstalled.

The two prototypes of the HOCSwereinstalled at the HV side; HOCSa on the power

transformer primary which is connected to the Eurotunnel side and HOCSb on the
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secondary which is connected to Railtrack side. Two Hall effect current measuring

devices were also installed at the earth side of the power transformer; BRHa on the
primary earth side and BRHb onthe secondary earthside.

Figure 8.7.3(a) is a photographic record of the site where the tests were performed.
This shows the HOCSs, the powertransformer onto which the HOCSs wereinstalled,

and a Eurostar train passing through. Figure 8.7.3(b) is another photographic record
which shows more clearly one of the HOCSs asinstalled on the busbar linking the

overhead powerline to the powertransformer.

_

Figure 8.7.3(a): A photographic record of the site where the tests were performed.

8.7.2 Test Procedure
Since the problem under investigation occurs exclusively when trains pass over the
interconnecting section, the current measurements were performed during train passes.

The Eurostar trains running through this section were trains from Paris and Brussels to
London.

The train passes were observed and the current traces were recorded.

Recording of measurements was initiated a few seconds before the train reached the

section under investigation. Electric current measurements for 32 train passes were
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recorded overa period of four days, some with the two pantograph passages and some

with only the leading pantograph passage. Measurements were also recorded with no
train passing so that the effects due solely to a passing train can be clearly identified.
BR also carried out high speed filming of the arcing during the train passes.

Figure 8.7.3(b): A photographic record showing more clearly one of the HOCSs as
installed on the busbar linking the overhead powerline to the power transformer.

8.7.3 Test results
Since a numberof tests were performed, only samples showing the typical form of the
results or special characteristics are reproduced. A discussion of the implications of
the experimental results follows in section 8.7.4.
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Figure 8.7.4(a) shows the output waveforms of the HOCSs for a test with notrain

passing.

Figure 8.7.4(b) shows a similar result from the BR Hall effect devices

(BRHs). Theresults show that the BRHsprovide far noisier outputs than the HOCSs.
Furthermore, the results show that with no train passing, there is a current of 6.2A

peak flowing into the power transformer primary terminal and zero current in its
secondary.
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Figure 8.7.4(a): Output waveforms of the HOCSs for test
with notrain passing.
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Figure 8.7.4(b): Output waveformsof the BRHsfor a test with
no train passing.

Figures 8.7.5(a) and (b) show the output waveforms of the HOCSs for a test with a
train passing and with some arcing observed. Figures 8.7.5(c) and (d) show similar
results from the BR Hall effect devices. Again, the outputs of the BRHs indicate some

noisy interference despite being installed at the earth side. These results (figs. 8.7.5(a)
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to (c)) all show the presence of inrush currents, which are responsible for the arcing
observed on the overhead powerline.

In figures 8.7.5(a) and (b), the peak of the

maximum inrush current on the primary is 70.1A and that on the secondary is 60.1A.
The difference between these currents accounts for the magnetising current and the

Output voltage (V)

powerloss in the powertransformer.

Time (s)

Outputvoltage (V)

Figure 8.7.5(a): Output waveform of the HOCSa fora test
with a train passing, showinginrush currents.

Time (s)

Figure 8.7.5(b): Output waveform of the HOCSb for a test with
a train passing, showinginrush currents.
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Figure 8.7.5(c): Output waveform of the BRHafora test with
a train passing, showing inrush currents.

Time (s)

Figure 8.7.5(d): Output waveform of the BRHb fora test with
a train passing, showing inrush currents.

Figure 8.7.6 shows the output waveform of HOCSa for another test with a train

passing and with a higher maximum inrush current of 127.5A peak.

The arcing

observed on the overhead powerline during this test was more intense than that during
the test of figures 8.7.5.
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Time (s)

Figure 8.7.6: Output waveform of HOCSa fora test with a train
passing, showing higher inrushcurrents.

A few trains passed through the region under investigation with their pantographs
operating but with no observable arcing. Figures 8.7.7(a) and (b) show the output
waveforms of the HOCSs for one of the tests with a train passing but with no
observable arcing. These show the absence ofinrush currents.

In figures 8.7.7(a) and (b), the current flowing after the switch-on of the power

transformerrepresents the current being drawn bythe train. The peak ofthe first loop
on the primary (fig. 8.7.7(a)) is 24.6A and that on the secondary (fig. 8.7.7(b)) is

20.1A. Again, the difference accounts for the magnetising current and the powerloss

Outputvoltage (V)

in the power transformer.

Time (s)

Figure 8.7.7(a): Output waveform of HOCSafor a test with a
train passing but with no arcing observed.
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Time (s)

Figure 8.7.7(b): Output waveform of HOCSb fora test with a
train passing but with no arcing observed.

Figures 8.7.8(a) and (b) show the output waveforms for a test where the train started

drawing traction current. In this case, the train approached the switch-over point when
the traffic light on its track was red so the train reduced speed and stopped. When the
light changed to green, the train gradually took off from rest so drawing sometraction

Output voltages (V)

current. In figure 8.7.8(a), the maximum peak value of the current is 161.4A.

Time (s)

Figure 8.7.8(a): Output waveforms of HOCSa and BRHa
for a test where thetrain started drawingtraction current.
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Figure 8.7.8(b): Output waveforms of HOCSb and BRHb
for a test where the train started drawing traction current.

As mentioned previously (section 8.7.2), some of the electric current measurements
were recorded with the two train pantograph passages.

Figures 8.7.9(a) and (b)

respectively show compressed output waveforms of HOCSa and BRHa for test
where current waveforms for the two pantograph passages were recorded.

These

show inrush currents at two points, with maximum values of 65.0A and 133.3A peak

+

for the first and second inrush currents, respectively.
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Figure 8.7.9(a): Compressed output waveform of HOCSa
for a test showing both pantograph passages.
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Figure 8.7.9(b): Compressed output waveform of BRHafor
a test showing both pantograph passages.

8.7.4 Discussion of test results

The experimentalresults in figures 8.7.4(a) and (b) showed that with no train passing,
a current of 6.2A peak flows into the power transformer primary terminal, with zero
currentin its secondary. This is in accordance with the layout in figure 8.7.2, since the
secondary terminal is usually open circuited and hence carries no current, while the
primary draws the power transformer magnetising current from the Eurotunnelside.
Thus the primary current in figures 8.7.4(a) and (b) is the power transformer

magnetising current.

The majority of the test results have shown the presence ofinrush currents, which are
responsible for the arcing observed on the overhead power line. With reference to

figure 8.7.2, and considering only the leading train pantograph, when the pantograph is
at position 1, the power transformer primary current is just its magnetising current,
while there is no current in the secondary. This is the normal condition of the power

transformerin the absenceof a passingtrain.

As soonas the train pantograph reachesposition 2, the power transformeris suddenly

switched on as its secondary is no longer open circuited but is now suddenly loaded by
the train.

As a result, inrush currents flow in both the primary and the secondary

terminals of the power transformer.

The difference between the values in the two

terminals accounts for the magnetising current and the power loss in the power
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transformer. Generally, the level of arcing observed on the overhead power line was

consistently proportional to the magnitude of the measuredinrush currents.

When the train pantograph reaches position 3 (fig. 8.7.2), power to the train is still

being supplied by the power transformer from the Eurotunnel side. This continues
until the train driver drops the pantographs, at which point the power transformeris

switched off again.

Since the arcing on the overhead power lineis attributed to high inrush currents caused

by a passing train switching on the power transformer abruptly (as per the above
explanation), it would be expectedthat arcing will be observed forall the trains passing
with their pantographs operating. However, from observation, this was not always the
case. A few trains went through the region with their pantographs operating, but with

no observable arcing. The output waveforms recorded for one of these tests (figs.
8.7.7(a) and (b)) indicated the absence of inrush currents, which explains why there

wasno noticeable arcing.

In figures 8.7.7(a) and(b), the current waveform following the switch-on of the power

transformer represents the current drawn by the train. The Eurostartrain is normally
coasting as it comes out of the tunnel and passes through this region under
investigation. Thus, it does not usually draw traction current, which is nominally 200A

peak.

In most instances, the current that the train draws as it passes through this

locality is for other purposes including lighting, air conditioning, and heating in the
train.

However, output waveforms were also shown (figs. 8.7.8(a) and (b)) for a test with
the train drawing traction current. In this case, the train approached the switch-over

point whenthetraffic light on its track wasredso the train slowed down and stopped.
At this instant, the leading pantograph wasatposition 3 in figure 8.7.2. When the light
changed to green, the train gradually took off from rest definitely pulling traction
current, which measured 161.4A for the maximum peak value.
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From the tests with records of the two pantograph passages, it was possible to deduce

the speed of the train, given the distance between the two pantographs. When the
leading pantograph reached position 2 (fig. 8.7.2) and suddenly loaded the secondary
of the power transformer (i.e. switching it on), there were inrush currents.

At this

instant, the power transformer was supplying current to the train only via the leading
pantograph, while the trailing pantograph wasstill deriving power directly from the
Eurotunnelside.

When thetrailing pantograph reached position 2 (fig. 8.7.2), the power transformer

suddenly commenced to supply current to the train via both pantographs.

Consequently, the electric currents in its primary and secondary terminals suddenly
increased to keep up with the demand. Therefore; the period of time from the first
inrush current to the sudden second large increase in current represents the time
between the two pantographs passing the same point on the overhead powerline.

Hence, given the distance between the two pantographs, the speed of the train at that
momentcould be deduced.

From figures 8.7.9(a) and (b), the period of time between the two pantographsis

15.412s.

Since the distance between the two pantographs is 370m [Phillpotts R,

1996], it follows that the speed of the Eurostar at that moment was 86.43km/h. The

time between the two pantographs obtained from the electric current records was in

agreement with those determined using (a) a stop watch and (b) high-speed filming of

the train pass.

Generally, with respect to the purpose of this investigation, the results have revealed

that the arcing being observed when Eurostar trains run through this power supply
switching point are caused by high inrush currents. These are in turn caused by the
sudden switching on of the powertransformer at this location. The level of arcing

seem to depend on the point on the power transformer magnetising current at whichit
is abruptly switched on, being low when close to current zero and high when near the
peak of the magnetising current. It may similarly depend on the point onits voltage
waveform at whichit is switched on.
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To avoid the arcing,it is necessary to avoid abrupt switching of the power transformer
by a passing train. Ideally, the solution to this arcing problem would be to complete
the London-Channel Tunnelrail link incorporating a 25kV AC supply since this would
eliminate the need for the aforesaid power transformer.

8.7.5 Summary
Two prototypes of battery powered HOCS have been successfully deployed for
overhead powerline investigations on the Channel Tunnelrail link. The experimental
results revealed that the arcing observed when Eurostartrains ran through this power

supply switching point were caused by high inrush currents. These were in turn caused
by the sudden switching on of the powertransformerat this location.

The performance of the HOCSs for these site tests have again demonstrated the ability
of the system to operate adequately in the field, with adverse environmental conditions.
Despite the very hostile weather conditions encountered during these tests, there was

no observable detrimental influence on the operation of the HOCSs.

8.8 Conclusions

This chapter has described experimental investigations of the performance of
prototypes of the HOCS described in chapter 6.

The experimental investigations

performed extended from laboratory bench top experiments, via extensive tests on
laboratory high powersystems, to a numberoftests on industrial high power systems.

A large number of experiments have been performed to examine the performance of
the optically energised HOCS1 with simulated CW electric currents of up to 4kA peak.
The tests results have shown close agreement between the HOCS1 output waveforms

and those of the current shunt which was used to give a standard measurement.

Further analysis of the results showed no apparent hysteresis in the HOCS1

measurements over a full 50Hz current cycle. Furthermore, the analysis showed that
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HOCS1 satisfied accuracy class 1 of measuring current transformers [BS 3938, 1973]
for these tests.

Tests have also been performed to determine the influence on the operation of a HOCS

of HV effects such as corona discharges on the HOCS itself. The experimental results
obtained have demonstrated the immunity of the HOCS to interference from HV
corona discharges. The substantial interference susceptibility of a conventional current

shunt has been shown, in spite of the fact that it was located close to earth, away from
the point of the electrical discharges.

Extensive experiments have also been performedto investigate the performance of the

prototype HOCS1, when measuring real high electric currents on a laboratory high
power system. Thetest results have shown that there are no problems with operating

HOCS1 at genuine high currents on a real high power system. The high performance
characteristics of the HOCS1 andits ability to survive very high fault currents have
been demonstrated. Detailed analysis of the uncertainties in the HOCS1 measurements

showed that it approximately satisfied accuracy class 1 of measuring current
transformers [BS 3938, 1973], when measuring real high currents on a high power

system.

Furthermore, tests have been performed with the prototype HOCS1 mounted directly
onto a SF, 420kV circuit breaker interrupter. The aim wasto assess its performance

during fault current interruption, in terms of its susceptibility to mechanical vibrations

and to electromagnetic interference effects from the arcing within the circuit breaker

itself. The experimental results have demonstrated the immunity of the HOCS1 to
vibration andto arcing effects from the SFs 420kV circuit breaker operation.

Site tests have been performedat the British Short Circuit Testing Station at Hebburn

to examine the performanceof the optically energised HOCSs at high currents in an
industrial environment. The site tests demonstrated the satisfactory operation of the

prototype HOCS1 in an industrial environment. The experimental results have shown
that the system has sufficient performance forpractical application. The tests have also
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proved the survival of HOCS1 at very high electric currents. Thesite tests indicated

some noise problems with the operation of HOCS2.

Simulated current tests have

provedthat the noise observed with the operation of HOCS2 during the site tests were

not inherent in the HOCS2 optoelectronic system. It is believed that the noisy outputs
of HOCS2 resulted from the nature of the electrical connection between the Reyrolle

Ltd CT plus burden resistor and the HOCS2 optoelectronic system. Since a prototype
version of HOCS2 would need to be constructed in the same manner as HOCS1 (with

its electromagnetic coil and its optoelectronic transmitter contained within its

enclosure), the interference problem will therefore be eliminated.

Despite the

interference problems, the site tests also demonstrated that HOCS2 reproduced

asymmetric high current transient waveforms.

Prototypes of a battery powered HOCS have been successfully used for overhead

powerline investigations on the Channel Tunnelelectric power supply systems. Again,
these prototypes have been demonstrated to endure the electrically hostile industrial
environment and to cope with the very adverse weather conditions encountered during

the tests.

Thus, through varioustests and field operations, it has been shown that the prototypes
of the HOCS described in chapter 6 have sufficient performances for practical

application in the industry.
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CHAPTER
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
9.1 Conclusions

The workdescribed in this thesis has been concerned with researching the feasibility of
producing an optically based current measuring system which would meetthe stringent
and robust requirements of site use by the electric power industry.

It has been

concerned with examiningthe practical difficulties of realising both Faraday and hybrid
based systems for such purposes.

As result, the feasibility of realising a hybrid

system capable of operating to the required accuracy under robust conditions has been
demonstrated.

9.1.1 Faraday Optical Current Sensor (FOCS)

Laboratory experimental systems (monochromatic and polychromatic systems) for

current measurement based upon the Faraday effect in bulk optical materials have been
examined.

Investigations into some of the essential design considerations and

limitations of FOCSs have been discussed.

These considerations and limitations

emanated from the fundamental equation which describes the operation of a FOCS
(equation 2.5, section 2.4.3.2). The conversion of polarisation rotation into intensity
or chromatic modulation is not a linear operation over all possible angles of rotation.
Consequently, it has been indicated that in order to attain given accuracy limits in
practice, it is vital at the design phase to restrict the maximum rotation at the peak
rated current to certain values.

For example, for the most accurate class of CTs,

accuracy class 0.1 [BS 3938, 1973], it has been determined that a maximum rotation

angle of about 2.5° at the peak rated current should be considered.

Since the magnetic field around a powerline is relatively weak, a suitable Faraday

optical material, SF 57 glass, which gives substantial polarisation rotations with low
temperature coefficients and with reduced stress induced birefringence has been
identified.
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Five readily available optical sources (a HeNelaser, two laser diodes, a white light
source, and an LED) have been assessed with respect to their suitability for use in a
FOCS.

The assessment, based upon source optical power, operating wavelength,

wavelength stability, and degree of linear polarisation with visible polarisers has shown
that a HeNelaser is the best choice for a monochromatic system. For a chromatic
modulation system, a white light source is a better choice than using two or more
monochromatic sources.

Two FOCSlaboratory experimental systems have been considered; a monochromatic

system based upon absolute intensity modulation and a polychromatic system based
upon the technique of chromatic modulation.

Although an intensity compensation

scheme was devised for the monochromatic system, the schemeis ineffective in the

event of spurious intensity fluctuations being introduced by a.c. perturbations.
Furthermore, it is not useful for faithfully reproducing the output waveforms of

currents which have d.c. components. Nonetheless, the method is fairly applicable for
a.c. current measurements.

The SNR of the monochromatic system is 39dB, which corresponds to a resolution of
1.1% offull scale. The resolution of the laboratory experimental system wastherefore

22 Ampere-turns over the dynamic range of 2010 Ampere-turns examined, while the
accuracy was approximately +3.0%.

The polychromatic system which employed the technique of chromatic modulation has
the benefits of intensity independence,optical efficiency, and high resolution capability.
Nevertheless, high spectral stability of the light source and other optical componentsis
a prerequisite to realising the benefit of the aforesaid high resolution potential. The
resolution of the laboratory experimental system was about 6 Ampere-turns, over a
dynamic range of 300 Ampere-turns(i.e. +1%).

Experimental investigations have been performed into the use of a Bij2SiOxo crystal (a
very high Verdet constant material) in a FOCS polychromatic system, employing the
technique of chromatic modulation. The noteworthy result which emanated from the
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investigations is that light absorption in the appropriate wavelength regions for

chromatic detection is enormous making detectable chromatic changes insufficient for
measurement purposes.

9.1.2 Hybrid Optical Current Sensor (HOCS)
9.1.2.1 Energisation of hybrid sensors
A review of novel current measuring techniques revealed the attractiveness of hybrid

current sensors which employ active transmitters since this usually leads to high
performanceof the sensors. However, the review also revealed that the need to supply

electrical power at the remote sensing head, which is a necessity for the operation of
the active devices, introduces a major difficulty. Three different optical energisation
systems for use in such hybrid sensors have been devised using commercially available
components.

These are a white light system, a laser diode system, and a dc-dc

converter system.

All the systems were designed and have been demonstrated to

tolerate wide environmental temperature fluctuations from -25°C to +75°C, which is
imperative for systems to operate adequately in thefield.

Althoughthe laser diode system has only been tested over a 200m opticalfibre length,

it is, in principle, capable of operating over several kilometres without serious
attenuation problems. This has been developed into a prototype system for energising
the active transmitters of both hybrid current and temperature sensors concurrently.
Therefore, the ability of the system to simultaneously energise multiple hybrid sensors

for multiparameter sensing has been demonstrated.

A survey of previous hybrid current sensors further revealed that for such power

system applications, deriving power from the power line itself is perhaps the most
familiar approach. It was, however, indicated that such systemsare not fail safe and
cannot operate instantly upon energisation of a de-energised power line.

The

technique of using a standby primary battery to solve the above problems was
identified. However, such approaches are unattractive because the need for frequent
battery replacements wouldbeinevitable due to the shortlifetimes of available primary
batteries.
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A potentially more attractive novel backup technique using an automatic laser diode
optical energisation standby has been demonstrated. This backup technique overcomes
the deficiencies of the battery (primary or rechargeable) backup techniques. In general,

this new backup approach, whichis in effect a type of ‘hybrid’ optical energisation
technique, is the most attractive of all the hybrid sensor energisation methods.

It

combines the benefits of the laser diode optical energisation system (which has already
been shownto be an effective and potentially useful method) with the advantages of
the line powering technique (which is itself a familiar and efficient method), and
furthermore, overcomes the shortcomings of both approaches when each is employed

independently.

9.1.2.2 Optically energised HOCS

A high performanceoptically energised HOCShas been developed. It has merged the
benefits of an established current transformer measurement technology with the
acknowledged advantages of optical fibre transmission.

Commercially available

components wereused to guarantee the commercial viability of the system.

The system offers major benefits in comparison with conventional CTs commonly used
in the electric power supply industry. The most significant advantage is the reduction
in insulation size and cost due to the inherentelectrical isolation property of optical

fibres.

This becomes increasingly more pronounced with the inevitable increase in

power line operating voltages. Additional advantages include the EMI immunity of the

optical fibre signal link and an increase in the maximum tolerable distance between the
sensingpoint and the control end, being typically several kilometres, in principle.

Furthermore, the relatively low volt-ampere (VA) requirement of the HOCS
transmitter unit (0.2VA) comparedto that of a standard CT (typically 15VA) implies
that, for CTs of identical size, the HOCS will operate with a lower core magnetic flux.

Therefore, the excitation ampere-turns required to produce the core magnetic flux in

the HOCS will also be lower, resulting in a comparatively more accurate system.
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The remote transmitter of the optically energised HOCS which would be mounted on

the powerline itself is simple and consumes low power, 4.30mW at +20°C and
4.85mW at the highest specified temperature of +75°C.

The optical energisation

system employed (laser diode system) is reliable and efficient, providing 8.75mW at
+20°C and 8.10mW at +75°C at the remote transmitter.

The powersupply voltage at the remote transmitter is also measured by this system for

supervisory purposes.

System stability with environmental temperature fluctuations is one aspect that often
requires great attention in delivering a sensor that could be used in the field with
extremes of temperature variations. Accordingly, the effects of temperature changes

on the performance of the sensing unit of the optically energised HOCS have been
considered. The temperature sensitivity of the system has been determined over a wide

temperature range from -25°C to +75°C and shownto be about 800ppm/°C.

A hybrid optical temperature sensor (HOTS) has been developed and incorporated into

the HOCS transmitter unit to measure its temperature for system performance
evaluation and for temperature compensation, if proved necessary in practice. Indeed
an analogue electronic compensation method has been shown to reduce the

temperature sensitivity of the HOCS by a factor of about three, from 780ppm/°C to

280ppm/°C,over the temperature range from -25.1°C to +74.4°C.

It has been shown that the active transmitter of the HOTS incorporated into the
sensing head of the HOCS can be accommodated with the same laser diode optical

energisation system. Sufficient power is available at the remote transmitter unit to
allow for ageing effects over the prolonged period of operation (tens of years) being
demandedof such systemsbythe electric powerindustry.

Reliability has been designed into the HOCS by making its remote transmitter simple

and by minimising the total transmitter component count. A detailed analysis of the
transmitter reliability yielded a mean time between failures (MTBF) of approximately
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14 years (at 20°C) with a possible MTBF of 33 years with improved choice of

components.

Although a prototype of this HOCS system has only been demonstrated over a 200m

length of optical fibre, longer distance (several km)sensing is feasible since the optical
energisation can be provided over several kilometres without severe attenuation

problems. Signal transmission using optical pulse frequency modulation also allows
long distance (several km) transmission and is intensity independent.

Unlike all-optical current sensors, the HOCS system suffers from some of the
shortcomings of conventional CTs simply because it employs a CT measurement
technology.

These disadvantages include saturation under fault current conditions,

hysteresis effects, inability to measure de currents, large size, and limited frequency
response. However, the HOCS still retains the main benefits of optical fibre based
current measurement systems; which are reducedelectrical insulation requirements and

the EMI immunity ofthe signal link.

Additionally, by making use of a current transformer technology, the HOCS takes
advantage of an established measurement system with proven reliability.

A further

attractive feature of the HOCS is its versatility since it is applicable for any electric
current measurement range by simply changing just the CT. Most all-optical devices
on the other hand need re-design for use for a different current measurement range.

9.1.2.3 Battery powered HOCS
A battery powered HOCS has also been developed for a special application.

This

system shares the other attributes of the optically energised HOCS (section 9.1.2.2),
except that a HOTS has not been incorporated.

The system has been shown to

correctly operate continuously for approximately 242 hrs (10 days) before the power

supply voltage started to drop below an acceptable limit, although low cost, low
capacity primary batteries were employed. The system is suitable as a low cost sensor

which may be used forspecial applications, e.g. for short-term (typically a few days)

powerline investigations.
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9.1.2.4 Performance of the optically and battery energised HOCSs

It is vital to appreciate the fact that some sensor operating conditions are much worse
than others. A sensor which performs well on a bench top may not operate equally
well on a high power system on location.

Thus, since the prospective goal for

researching novel current sensors is for utilisation on real high power systems,it is
essential to also investigate their performance under the appropriate conditions. This
aspect has been given relatively little consideration in previous work. In this work, a

number of experimental investigations of the performance of prototypes of both the
optically energised and the battery powered HOCSs have been performed.

These

extended from laboratory bench top experiments, through extensive tests on laboratory
high power systems, to a numberoftests on industrial high power systems.

The performance of an optically energised HOCS (HOCS1) has been experimentally
examined using simulated CW electric currents of up to 4kA peak. The experimental
results have demonstrated closeness of agreement of the HOCS1 measurements with
those of a traditional current shunt which was employed to give a standard
measurement. It has been shown that HOCS1 satisfied accuracy class 1 of measuring
current transformers [BS 3938, 1973] under the laboratory CW electric currenttests.

Tests have been performed to investigate the influence on the operation of a HOCS of

HVeffects such as corona discharges on the HOCSitself. The immunity of the HOCS
to interference from HV corona discharges has been demonstrated.

The relatively

substantial interference susceptibility of a standard current shunt has been revealed,
despite being positioned close to earth, away from the point of the electrical
discharges.

The performance of the optically powered HOCS (HOCS1) when measuring real high
currents (typically around its rated current of 4kA rms) on a laboratory high power

system has been investigated.

It has been shown via these investigations that the

performance of HOCS1 at true high currents on a real high power system is
satisfactory. Its ability to survive very high fault currents of up to 54.2kA peak has
been demonstrated.

Furthermore, it has been shown that HOCS1 approximately
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satisfies accuracy class 1 of measuring current transformers [BS 3938, 1973], when
measuring authentic high currents (typically 4kA rms) on a genuine laboratory high

powersystem.

A prototype HOCS1 has been mounted directly onto a SFs 420kV circuit breaker
interrupter to assess its performance during fault current interruption, in terms ofits

proneness to mechanical vibrations and to interference effects from the arcing within
the circuit breaker itself.
effects

from the

SF,

The immunity of the HOCS1 to vibration and to arcing
420kV

circuit breaker

interrupter

operation

has

been

demonstrated in this investigation.

Optically energised HOCSs developed havebeensite tested at the British Short Circuit
Testing Station, Hebburn, Newcastle Upon-Tyne, England, which is the highest-rated
facility of its type in the UK. The satisfactory performance of the prototype HOCS1 in
an industrial environment has been demonstrated. Although some noise problems were

encountered with the operation of HOCS2on site, simulated current tests have proved
that the noise observed wasnotinherent in the HOCS2 optoelectronic system.

Two prototypes of battery powered HOCS have been successfully deployed for
overhead powerline investigations on the Channel Tunnel (Eurotunnel) rail link. The

prototype sensors have been shownto perform satisfactorily, in spite of very hostile
weather conditions encountered during these site tests.

The performance of the

HOCSs for the Eurotunnelsite tests have again demonstrated the potential of such a
system to operate adequately in the field, with adverse environmentalconditions.

Therefore, through various tests and field operations, it has been shown that the

prototypes of the HOCS developed have sufficient performances for practical
application in the electric power supply industry.

9.1.2.5 Outline of system specification
The prototype optically energised HOCS (HOCS1) constitutes the main system fully
developed. Its specifications may be summarised as follows:
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e Rated powerline current:

4 kA rms.

e Accuracy:

Better than +1% (@ rated current).

e Phase displacement (error):

< 30 minutes (@ rated power frequency of 50Hz).

e SNR:

54 dB.

e Resolution:

8 Arms(i.e. 0.2% offull scale).

e Bandwidth:

20 kHz.

e Remote transmitter energisation: Optically (which ensuresfail safety).
e Transmitter power requirement:

6.15mW (@ +20°C) and 7.15mW (@+75°C),
inclusive of temperature sensor’s.

e Poweravailable at remote unit:

8.75mW (@ +20°C) and 8.10mW (@+75°C).

e Supervisory parameters:

Sensing unit temperature and transmitter power

supply voltage.

e Reliability of remote transmitter: Reasonably high, with MTBFof 14 years
(for current transmitter only), but could be readily

improved to 33 years.
e Size of sensing unit:

125mm inner diameter, 315mm outer diameter,

and 205mmin length (.°. suitable for busbar sizes

of up to a maximum of ~125mm in diameter).

e Weightof entire sensing unit:

~13 kg.

e Total cost:

~ £1,440 (material cost only), inclusive ofall

sensing head components, optical fibres, and
control end components, with 100m length of
optical fibres between sensing point and control
room.

e Ability to operate on high power systems: Yes, demonstrated on both laboratory
and industrial high power systems.
e Fault current withstand capability: Yes, demonstrated with up to 54.2kA peak on
a laboratory high power system and with up to
157.5kA peak on an industrial high power system
(at the leading test facility of its kind in the UK).
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e Temperature sensitivity:

780ppm/°C (determined over a wide temperature

range from -25°C to +75°C).
e Temperature compensationability: Yes, demonstrated with a resultant reduction in
temperature sensitivity by a factor of ~3,

i.e. from 780ppm/°C to 280ppm/°C.
Yes, demonstrated over a length of 200m, but

e Remote measurement:

capable of a distance of several km,in principle.

e Ease ofinstallation:

Requires disconnection of the conductor to be
tested, but is reasonably straightforwardto install.

9.1.2.6 Performance of HOCS!1 versusother existing systems
Table 9.1 shows the performance of HOCS1 against other recently reported systemsin
existence.

Keyfor table 9.1:
HOCS1: Hybrid system (CT + active transmitter) using commercially available

components.
Device A: Hybrid system (CT + active transmitter) using some custom designed
components [Adolfsson M etal., 1989].

Device B: Hybrid system (CT + Faraday effect) [Emerging Technologies Working
Group, 1994].

Device C: Faraday effect system (all-fibre interferometric) [Bohnert K ef al., 1994].
Device D: Faraday effect system (all-fibre) [MacDougall TW er al., 1996].

Device E: Faraday effect system (bulk material with iron core magneticfield
concentrator) [Katsukawa H and Yokoi S, 1996].

Device F: Faraday effect system (flint glass fibre) [Kurosawa K, 1996].

a: Accuracy at constant temperature.
b: With temperature compensation.

NA: Not Applicable
-: Not reported.
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Table 9.1: Performance of HOCS1 againstothers.

ieeee
HOCS1

Device

Device

Device

2kA

2kA

SOkA

4kA rms

or

Device

20k

4kA rms

Ed

32kA

Bandwidth

Device

640A

Rated
current

Device

500

400

(Hz)
Temp.

150

167

+80°C)

+80°C)

+75°C)

< 3%

Not

sensitivity

(ppm/°C)
Vibration
effects

affected

affected

Effects of

HV

Not

electrical

affected

NA

NA

141.4kA

900A

100A

peak

rms

NA

NA

discharges
Maximum

(fault)

157.5kA

current

peak

32kA

1.8kA
rms

experienced
Field tested
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9.2 Suggestions for Further Work

The experimental work described in this thesis could beneficially be continued in a
number of ways. Some of these ways are proposedin this section.

9.2.1 Faraday Optical Current Sensor

(FOCS

Considering the use of a BSO crystal in a FOCS, it is proposed that carefully selected

infrared polarisers be employed. Based on the measured optical spectra via the BSO
crystal, it is expected that this will enable detectable chromatic changes to allow
measurements with the chromatic modulation system.

The slightly reduced Verdet

constant values at higher wavelengths is not a disadvantage, given the generally high

Verdet constants of these crystals. It is also proposed that the optical activity in the
crystal be cancelled by employing an even numberof passes through it. The purpose

of this is to avoid significant non-linear operation at some wavelengths with the
polychromatic system.

9.2.2 Hybrid Optical Current Sensor (HOCS)

In the laser diode optical energisation system investigated, the 40mW laser diode

employed wasoperatedat over 80% of the maximum rated value. The use of a 50mW

or 100mW laser diode for this prototype system was desirable, but because of cost
constraints, the 40mW diode was used and slightly overdriven.

For an industrial

system, it is proposed that a 50mW or a 100mW laser diode be employed with CW
operation at power levels equivalent to about 70% or 40% of the maximum rated

output, respectively. Although the cost of the energisation system will be increased,
the lifetime of the laser diode source will be significantly enhanced and the overall
reliability of the whole system will be increased.

Concerning automatic compensation for the temperature sensitivity of the HOCS

sensing unit, it is proposed that a compensation scheme which uses a look-up table

technique be investigated. This is to overcome problemsposed by the slightly different
temperature coefficients within various bands over the specified temperature range (~ -

25°C to +75°C).

Alternatively, a transmitter that will overcome the intrinsic
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temperature sensitivity problem is certainly more desirable.

Chapter 9

A transmitter which

employs a digital modulation technique (e.g. pulse code modulation) may offer
advantagesin this respect and integrated circuit analogue to digital converters (ADC)
and parallel to serial data converters are now becoming available with power
consumption levels affordable for such applications. Indeed, a second generation of

this project is now ongoing at Liverpool University employing such an ADC technique
andthe results thus far show very promising transmitter temperaturestability.

The set-up of HOCS2, the sensor to measure up to 157.5kA peak at the British Short
Circuit Testing Station, Hebburn, was considered simply for testing purposes alongside

the site tests with HOCS1.

It is suggested that a prototype version of HOCS2 be

constructed in the same manner as HOCS1, with its electromagnetic coil and its

optoelectronic transmitter contained within an enclosure. In this way, any interference

problems would be eliminated.

Although the performance of the prototype optically energised HOCS1 has been
demonstrated on high power systems on numerous occasions, it is proposed that longterm (many years) continuous testing of the sensor on a high power system be
undertaken to practically prove its satisfactory continuous operation over a prolonged
period, andalso to confirm the results of the reliability analysis already performed.

As discussed previously (section 9.1.2.2), the HOCS suffers from some of the

shortcomings of conventional CTs becauseit uses a CT. It is proposedthat the use of
a Rogowski coil (section 3.2.2) as the primary transducer be investigated.

This

requires a rigorous assessment of the performance of a Rogowskicoil in termsofits

accuracy and phase displacement. If the performance is found to be comparable to
those of conventional CTs [BS 3938, 1973], it is suggested that it should be

implemented in the HOCS in place of a CT. The advantages of this are that since a

Rogowski coil uses a non-magnetic core, the HOCS system will be free from core
saturation and hysteresis effects and will possess improved frequency response.
Furthermore, the HOCSwill have a size advantage since, physically, Rogowski coils
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are relatively small and light-weight, especially where high electric currents (>1kA) are
involved.

The optoelectronic system of the HOCS developed is in effect a generic optical fibre

based device that measures voltage (i.e. a voltmeter). Consequently, it may be used
for measuring any of various other physical parameters by employing an appropriate
standard transducer to provide a proportional input voltage to the HOCS
optoelectronic transmitter unit. The implication is that for the measurement of any
physical parameterin a physically demanding(i.e. electrically hazardous) environment,
the employment of the HOCS optoelectronic system interfaced to a suitable standard

transducer offers similar benefits to those which the HOCSoffers for electric current
measurement(section 9.1.2.2). In view of the above,it is suggested that this approach
should be considered for the measurement of a variety of other parameters especially

those in electrically hazardous surroundings.
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Appendix A: Specifications of Components

A1: Ensign Bickford optical fibres [Optilas Ltd, 1994]

signalfibre

powerfibre

Fibre use:

HCP-M0400T-08

Product code:

40048

200+4

430+5/-10

230+0/-10

7302430

500430

Core diameter (Um):
Cladding diameter (lm):

HCP-M0200T-06

Buffer diameter ({1m):

5

Maximumcore-to-clad offset (Um):

8

Bandwidth (MHz-km):

13

20)

Short-term (60 mins) minimum bend radius (mm @ 23°C): 29

10

47

16

Standard stock lengths (m) +5%:

500, 1100

1100, 2200

Temperature range for continuous usage (°C):

-65 to +125

-65 to +125

Long-term (20 yrs) minimum bendradius (mm @ 23°C):

0.37

0.37

Numerical aperture (NA):

Attenuation (dB/km)
100

80
60
40
20

Wavelength (nm)
500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

Figure Al.1: Typical spectral attenuation curve.
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Sometypical values from figure A1.1:
adBlkm

12
30

A2: Type S2386-44K Hamamatsu photodiodes [Hamamatsu, 1994]

Active area size:

3.6 mm x 3.6 mm

Effective active area:

13 mm?

Spectral response range:

320 nm to 1100 nm

Wavelength of peak sensitivity:

960 nm

Peak sensitivity:

0.60 A/W

Sensitivity at 560nm:

0.38 A/W

Sensitivity at 633nm:

0.43 A/W

Sensitivity at 930nm:

0.58 A/W

Dark current Ip (Vp = 10mV max):

20 pA

Rise time t, (Vp=0V, Rp=1kQ):

3.6 Us

Shuntresistance Rsh (Vp = 10mV):

0.5GQ, minimum

25 GQ,typically
NEP:

1.4.x 10° W/Hz",typically

Terminal capacitance C; (Vp=0V, f=10kHz)

1600 pF

Reverse voltage Vr:

30V, maximum

Operating temperature range:

-40 °C to +100 °C

Storage temperature range:

-55 °C to +125 °C
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A3: Type HFE 4020 LED [RS Components Ltd, 1994]

Absolute maximumratings:
Forward current, Ir:

100mA

Reverse voltage Vp (at 1OWA):

1V

Operating temperature range:

-40 °C to +100 °C

Optoelectronic characteristics at 25°C:

Vp, at Ip = 100mA:

1.6V (typ.) and 1.8V (max.)

Peak emission wavelength (I-=100mA):

850nm

Spectral bandwidth:

50nm (min.)

Responsetime (I,,=100mA,1V pre-bias): t,: 4ns (typ.) and 8ns (max.)

ts: Ons (typ.) and 10ns (max.)

Launch power, measured at the end of a 10m length of optical fibre:

(a) 50/125um glass:

(b) 200m PCS:

104W min. (-20dBm)
160uW min.(-8dBm)

A4: Type HFD 3026-002 PIN Photodiode and Pre-Amp Analogue Receiver [RS

Components Ltd, 1994]

Supply voltage:

+4.5V to +5.5V

Supply current(typ.):

6.6mA

Optical input power:

0.5uW to 100,W

Rise/Fall time (typ.):

14ns

Bandwidth:

35MHz

Responsivity (typ.):

SmV/W

Output voltage (typ.):

1.4V

Operating temperature range:

-40 °C to +100 °C

i
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Appendix B: Specifications of Equipment

B1: Anritsu Optical Power Meter (OPM)[Anritsu Corporation, 1993]

MA9423A

Model:
Wavelength range:

0.38 um to 1.15 um

Sensing head element:

Si diode

Active area diameter:

9.5 mm

Measurementrange: CW light:

-70 to +10 dBm (at 0.85 um)
(i.e. 100 pW to 10 mW)

Modulatedlight:

-75 to +7 dBm (at 0.85 um)

(i.e. 32 pW to 5 mW)

Measurementaccuracy:

+5%

Temperature range:

0°C to +50°C

(use)

-40 °C to +70 °C (storage)

B2: Anritsu Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA) [Anritsu Corporation, 1993]

Display unit model:

MS9030A

Optical unit model:

MS9702B

Display unit:
Levelscale:

Wavelength read-out resolution:
Facilities:

0.2 dB/div to 10 dB/div andlinear
4 pico metres
Display color selectable
Built-in printer
Up to 10 sets of measurement data can be
used (when the 64 kbyte memoryis used)

Storage temperature:

-10 °C to +50 °C

Ambient temperature, rated range of use:

+5 °C to +40 °C
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Optical unit:
Wavelength range

0.35 um to 1.75 um

Measurementlevel range:

-80 dBm to +10 dBm (1.1 um to 1.6 um)

-75 dBm to +10 dBm (0.75 um to 1.1 fm)
-70 dBm to +10 dBm (0.4 [im to 1.7 um)
-55 dBm to +10 dBm (0.35 um to 1.75 um)
Level accuracy:

+ 1.5 dB (0.488/0.6328/0.85/1.3/1.55 um)

Linearity:

+ 0.5 dB/20 dB, + 1 dB/60 dB

Dynamicrange:

> 42 dB, typically

Wavelength accuracy:

+0.5 nm (2545 °C), +1 nm (5 °C to 40 °C)

Wavelength resolution:

0.1 to 10 nm (0.5 to 1.7 um)
0.1 to 5 nm (0.35 to 0.5 um)

Wavelength sweep width:
Sweeptime:

0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150 nm/div

<1s(<50nmA span width, 1.3m)

< 3s (<500 nm span width, 1.3~m)
<6s (<500 nm A span width, 0.85um)
Wavelength reproducibility:

<0.1 nm
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